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Introduction

This thesis explores Bataille's notion that 'literature is communication.
Communication requires loyalty' (Bataille 1997: ix). I begin my thesis in contestation
of Habermas' claim that Bataille invokes an 'other' of reason in his notion of

communication. I argue instead that Bataille's notion of communication expresses a

sovereign value, and as Derrida concludes, is 'totally other': 'Bataille pulls it out of
dialectics. He withdraws it from the horizon of meaning and knowledge'1 (Derrida
1998: 107). As totally other, it finds its path of exit through Hegel's Master-Slave
dialectic. In order to look at communication in literature, this thesis sets out to trace

the development of such notions as communication, sovereignty, heterogeneity, the
sacred, the impossible, inner experience and the informe, all of which refer to a

similar operation of challenging and displacing accepted relations in knowing, reading
and writing.

Julian Pefanis, in his study of heterology and postmodernsim, reminds us that
our reception of Bataille is set against a background of delay, of a pseudo-philosophy
of writing that uses the analytic tools of structuralism, through the members of Tel

Quel . In an attempt to divorce him from the delayed response Pefanis speaks of, I
have considered these developments within the realm of Bataille's own intellectual
climate. I trace the roots of his thought in his turbulent relationship with surrealism,

leading to the founding of Documents and later, the College of Sociology, and

Acephale. It is in his writings on surrealism that we find his most prolific work

addressing the issue of communication in literature. One could certainly claim that a

large extent of Bataille's thought stems from his reaction to the type idealism

practiced by Andre Breton and the surrealists.

Casting a shadow over the conflict between Bataille and the surrealists is

Hegel's dialectical method and its influence on French intellectual thought of the

early 20th Century. In his essay 'A Preface to Transgression', Foucault prophesises
that Bataille's texts would form the roots of a new era of thinking3. He regards
Bataille as the prime proponent of the escape route from Hegel . He describes the
Bataillean discourse as effecting the 'breakdown of philosophical subjectivity and its

dispersion in a language that dispossesses it while multiplying it within the space

created by its absence' and 'is probably one of the fundamental structures of

contemporary thought. Again this is not the end of philosophy, but rather, the end of
the philosopher as the sovereign form of philosophical language'5 (Foucault 1998:
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33). Echoing Foucault's opinion that 'the language in which transgression will find
its space and the illumination of its being lies almost entirely in the future' (Foucault
1998: 27), Suzanne Guerlac makes the claim that 'if there is a single term

poststructuralist theory could not do without, it is "transgression," inherited from

Georges Bataille' (Guerlac 1997: 11). There is little doubt over the extent of
Bataille's influence on French intellectual thought, particularly on that of post-

structuralism. The varied responses to Bataille's work, and the intellectual period

(though I am aware that drawing a strict delineation between strucuturalist/post-
structuralist, modern/post-modern is a futile task) during which these responses were

made, must be taken into consideration. In order to fully appreciate his influence on

20th Century critical thought, it is important to reassess his position within its

development.
Bruce Baugh, addressing Hegel's influence on 20th Century French thought,

describes Bataille as a rope linking the 1930s and the 1960s6, while Patrick Fffench,
in his study of Bataille's Story of the Eye, maintains that one cannot read Bataille's
text except in the light of Barthes' formal approach to the text7, published as 'The

Metaphor of the Eye'. These two particular observations give an indication of the
mutual relationship between Bataille, and the development of 20th century literary

theory and criticism. Guerlac concludes that the difference between structuralism and

post-structuralism is characterised in terms of Bataille's distinction between restricted
and general economy8. Leslie Anne Boldt-Irons takes this further and suggests that
Bataille's writing cannot be placed on either divide, and instead problematises the

question of the division, for his writings bear elements to both sides, while escaping
reduction to either9. A further problem raised by these appropriations, rather

pedantically, though rightly observed by Michael Richardson and Denis Hollier, is the
fact that Bataille died even before structuralism became established as a specific

methodological approach10. Botting and Wilson conclude that there seem to be two

Batailles: 'the Bataille who wrote journals, poetry, erotic fiction, art history, literary

criticism, medieval history, theological pamphlets, economic and sociological

analyses and philosophical critiques from the 1930s to the 1960s' and 'the Bataille
familiar from the work of the cluster of French theorists who started to write after

Bataille died after 1962'11 (Botting and Wilson 2001: 1). All these comments

suggest the primacy of place Bataille takes in the development of post-structuralism.
More importantly, an evaluation of Bataille's relationship with post-structuralism
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reveals how Bataille not only informs post-structuralism, but inform(e)s it as well ,

an operation that declassifies categorical imperatives, which paradoxically

problematises even further any attempts to 'place' Bataille.
I begin my exploration of Bataille with an enquiry into Bataille's notion of

communication. My impetus for doing so stems from Habermas' critique of Bataille
in The Philosophical Discourse ofModernity, in which Habermas accuses Bataille of
taking up the impossible heritage of Nietzsche in invoking an 'other' of reason in a

bid to extricate subjectivity from the aporia of subject-centered reason. Habermas'

critique provides my thesis with two useful starting points. The first is Nietzsche's
influence on Bataille, to whom one can attribute the origins of Bataille's 'third
term'13. Another factor of influence lies in Nietzsche's aestheticism, which Habermas

sees Bataille as carrying on into surrealism. The second starting point forms the
central concern of Habermas' critique of post-modernity, which is its relationship to

Hegelian discourse. Another reason I have chosen to begin with Habermas lies in his
notion of communicative reason, which I see as a useful beginning for looking at

Bataille's notion of communication by way of comparison. In his essay 'The

Psychological Structure of Fascism'14, Bataille proposed that heterogeneity can only
be studied in relation to homogeneity, though not as opposites:

The study of homogeneity and of the conditions of its existence
thus necessarily leads to the essential study of heterogeneity. In fact, it
constitutes the first phase of such study in the sense that the primary
determination of heterogeneity defined as non-homogeneous supposes

a knowledge of the homogeneity that delineates it by exclusion.

(Bataille 1999: 140)
This exclusion is however not reducible to a difference of simple otherness.
Otherness is still subject to dialectics; whereas heterogeneity constitutes a 'knowledge
of the nonexplainable difference'' (Bataille 1999: 141). This non-explainable
difference is thus excluded from reason altogether, thereby excluding its exclusion as

well. As Hollier observes, heterology is the 'Science ofthe altogether other' (Hollier
1998: 98). In defining heterology as the science of the totally other, Hollier's
definition is necessarily paradoxical, but it is precisely this paradox that defines the

heterogeneous. It is the impossible and yet necessary that binds heterology to rational
discourse. As a science, heterology thus introduces, and includes, its exclusion into
itself. In comparing Bataille's notion of communication, and Habermas' notion of
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communicative reason, I draw upon a similar methodology, studying how Bataille's
notion of communication results from commonsense communication15. Just as

sovereignty is arrived at only through having passed through the Master-Slave

dialectic, communication is achieved only having passed through commonsense

communication.

Chapter two studies Bataille's turbulent relationship with surrealism,

particularly with Breton. It must be stated at this point that my discussion on

surrealism is limited to Bataille's relationship with Breton, and the idealism which for
Bataille characterised Breton's surrealist revolution. This is because the ideas

discussed in this thesis emerge directly from Bataille's contempt for this idealism

practiced by Breton. As Richardson observes, Bataille viewed Surrealism as

'potentiality to be realised' (Richardson 1994a: 3). Referring to himself as 'its old

enemy from within', Bataille described it as 'genuinely virile opposition - nothing

conciliatory, nothing divine - to all accepted limits, a rigorous will to

insubordiation'16 (Bataille 1994: 49). He was however disdainful of surrealism's
enchantment with idealism. Bataille challenges Breton's idealism with the notion of

materialism, which he defined in Critical Dictionary, as 'direct interpretation,

excluding all idealism, of raw phenomena' (Bataille 1995: 58). All of his later

writings on literature show a commitment to this notion of materialism. The loyalty
he speaks of in relation to communication and literature, expresses a similar
commitment to materialism as well. However, instead of simply opposing
materialism to idealism, which is part of the system characterised by homogeneity,
Bataille develops the study of materialism as heterology, which is unassimilable into
the system.

Following his break away with surrealism, Bataille formed the journal

Documents, which Surya described as a 'war machine against surrealism' (Surya
2002: 110). Critical Dictionary is a supplement to Documents, in which one finds
Bataille's definitions of informe, architecture, and materialism. These concepts are

crucial to understanding Bataille's views on the relationship between form and
content in literature. They are also crucial to my reading of Carter's work in the
second section of this thesis. An important aspect of Bataille's thought brought to

light in looking at his relationship with the College of Sociology is the ethnographical
and anthropological influence that informed such a large part of his thinking, notably
Durkheim's notions of the sacred and the profane, and Mauss's notion of potlatch.
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Furthermore, the Hegel to which he was exposed, through Kojeve, was also a highly

anthropological one. As Christopher Gemerchak observes, Kojeve attributes to Hegel
the anthropological view that humanity is defined solely by the productive manner in

17
which it comes to know the world, and thus attain self-consciousness . These

concepts were crucial to Bataille's formulation of the notion of general economy,

upon which post-structuralism heavily drew. As said before, one of the concerns of
this thesis is to divorce Bataille from the heritage of post-structuralism, for reasons

mentioned above. Dealing with Bataille's relationship with his own intellectual
climate brings one closer to this distinction.

One of the many lectures I focus on that took place during the years of the

College of Sociology, is Caillois' lecture on the festival, in which he addresses the
notion of sacrifice, and its sociological significance. Another is Bataille's own

conception of the relationship between the sacred and the profane. These two lectures
demonstrate the movement between the realms of the sacred and the profane of the
sacrificial object. The object to be sacrificed initially inhabits a profane state. During
its sacrifice, at the moment of death, it moves into the realm of the sacred and back

into the realm of the profane again. This thesis is concerned with this moment of

death, where the object inhabits both, and neither, states of life and death. It is the

point towards which the extreme of the limits of possibility are pushed. The

momentary, instantaneous transition between the realms of the profane and the sacred
is applied to the notion of poetic writing, which Bataille characterised as practicing
the paradoxes it expressed. Another aspect of sacrifice crucial to Bataille is how both
executioner and victim experience loss, in a process of becoming other. Gemerchak
observes that for Bataille, to the extent that 'we are at all, we are in-relation-to - or in

Bataille's terminology, in "communication" with - something that escapes our grasp'

(Gemerchak 2003: 8). It is only in losing our 'selves' that we have access, if only

fleetingly, to such communication. For Bataille, poetic writing engages in such loss
and sacrifice, stepping outside of itself and denying the name poetry18. In this
manner, poetic writing communicates.

During the years of his collaborative work with the College, Bataille met

Kojeve. Like the majority of modern intellectual France, it was Kojeve's reading of

Hegel that hugely influenced Bataille. After a lecture delivered at the College in 1937,
Bataille wrote a letter addressed to Kojeve in which he introduces his notion of

'unemployed negativity', a state where man has 'nothing more to do', which is also a
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state of sovereignty. This state comes at the 'end of history', which Kojeve, following

Marx, views as the end of a Slave (working) class through the abolition of a Master
class. Such a state foretells the end of work. For Bataille, the notion of the end of

work is achieved not with the abolition of the Master class, but from a movement

beyond the Master class. In other words, one must pass through Mastery to achieve a

state of sovereignty. As Blanchot explains, in this state, 'man has at his disposal a

capacity for dying that greatly and in a sense infinitely surpasses what he must have to
enter into death' (Blanchot 1998: 45). In a state of sovereignty, excess is consumed
in the form of useless and wasteful expenditure, rather than accumulated and
reinvested into the chain of utility and work. The latter reinforces homogeneity, and
defines the state of capitalism. As mentioned at the start of this introduction, it is only
in moving through and beyond dialectics, that one can access sovereignty, and

similarly, it is only in moving through and beyond commonsense communication that
one comes to Bataille's notion of communication. The development of this train of

thought, moving through Hegel's master-slave dialectic, is the subject of chapter
three.

Chapter three addresses Bataille's reading of Hegel's master-slave dialectic,

through the teachings of Kojeve. To know, writes Bataille in Inner Experience,
means 'to relate to the known, to grasp that an unknown thing is the same as another

thing known' (Bataille 1988: 108). Hegel's absolute knowledge, for Bataille,
constitutes the reduction of all objects to a subject's knowledge of them. Within

Hegel's closed circle, the particular individual becomes everything, which Bataille

perceives as'the unsatisfying nature of knowledge' (Bataille 1988: 108). However,
the knower is irreducible to the knowledge it can have of itself, and thus remains
unknowable19. Because the unknowability of the knower extends to everything the
knower knows, 'circular, absolute knowledge is definitive non-knowledge. Even

supposing that I were to attain it, I know that I would know nothing more than I know
now' (Bataille 1988: 108). To know nothing, is however not a state of the unknown,
since the 'unknown' is a concept emerging from a reduction to thingness. Bataille
defines this state of non-knowledge as the unknowable. For Bataille, the foundation
for knowledge is work, which is also the foundation of humanity: 'from one end of

history to the other, in fact, the first place belongs to work. Work, beyond all doubt,
is the foundation of the human being as such' (Bataille 1989: 39). This chapter traces

the development of this aspect of Bataille's thought. I look first of all at Kojeve's
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reading of the master-slave dialectic, establishing the conceptual foundation of work
behind Bataille's thought. I then go into the development of Bataille's notion of

sovereignty, as it emerges from the master-slave dialectic. Derrida writes that

sovereignty has 'no identity, is not self, for itself toward itself near itself (Derrida
1998: 117). Serving nothing, sovereignty is an expression of unknowing.

Chapter four serves as a transition between the theoretical aspects, and the

literary aspects of this thesis. I return first of all to Bataille's writings on surrealism,
which establish a direct link between writing, sacrifice and the sacred. These

critiques were written between the years 1945 and 1951, and Richardson, introducing
the volume, suggests that these essays signal a change in Bataille's perception, quite
different from the vitriolic one I outline in chapter two. In his reassessment of

surrealism, we see Bataille assessing, contesting and questioning his own ideas. In

integrating sacrifice, the sacred, and surrealism, Bataille concludes that it is 'literature
that is no longer literary'20 (Bataille 1994: 138) that communicates. In order for
literature to communicate, it must first of all sacrifice the name of 'literature', and

step out of itself. From this notion of sacrifice in literature, I move on to look at

Robbe-Grillet's La Jalousie, a text I view as demonstrating the characteristics of
communication elucidated by Bataille. My main interest in Robbe-Grillet lies in the
theme of visual perception, more specifically the notion of the seeing eye/T. This is
a crucial aspect to communication in Bataille's writing, especially in Story ofthe Eye,
which I develop in the next chapter.

The last chapter of this first section looks at Bataille's Story of the Eye.

Against Barthes' strictly formal approach to the text, I suggest instead a reading that
has to take into consideration an 'I' that is not limited to the interior of the text. This

'I'/eye is that which gives sight (insight) to the text, only to take it away later on:

'What once bestowed sight is exactly that which later prevents it' (Bataille 1994:

147). Story of the Eye is divided into two sections: 'The Story' and 'Coincidences'.
The second section of Bataille's text is supposed to be a biographical account of what

might have been the basis for 'The Story', which Barthes discounts in his critique,
since it limits any reading of the text. My critique of Story of the Eye argues that the

biography is crucial to the communicative aspect of the text. The 'I' of the story is
not merely that of the seeing eye, as suggested by Barthes, who claims that the story is
told from the view of the eye moving through its metaphorical stations. The 'I', for

Barthes, is subject to the movement of the eye along its metaphorical stations. I argue
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instead that the 'I' is also an exclusive and autonomous 'I', one that, like the moving

metaphorical eye, is just as unstable and continually shifting in its own right. This is
the 'I' of mystic writing, as elucidated by de Certeau, which 'speaks the language of
the other'21 (de Certeau 2000: 93). Bataille had himself said that communication
necessitates a 'becoming other', essentially a stepping outside of one's 'self.
Literature must engage in sacrifice; this sacrifice must moreover take place between
reader and text. Just as the 'eye' becomes other in its metaphorical journey as charted

by Barthes, so does the 'I' become other as it journeys through the narrative. This
unstable 'I' is supported by, and further provoked into uncertainty through Bataille's
use of the pseudonym 'Lord Auch'. Rather than providing a 'key' to 'the story', as

Barthes suggests, the biographical 'Coincidences' (the story of the 'I') in fact prevents

any such signification.
In order for communication to occur, the reader must also experience

'becoming other' in the exercise of reading. Boldt-Irons describes Bataille's erotic

writing as wanting to effect a mutual loss in both witness and victim. In order to do

so, he would have to avoid transforming the loss experienced by the victim into a gain
for the reader22. If, as Peter Connor suggests, to write is to 'enter into negotiation
with language and its tendency to produce meaning' (Connor 2000: 79), then to

communicate in writing, one must forsake such negotiation: "'The basis of loyalty,"
Bataille concludes, "is not obligation but generosity'" (Connor 2000: 79). This

generosity is a gift without return, one which the text offers the reader, but one which
must not enable the reader to capitalise and profit on . What this entails is not

meeting a reader's expectations, that is, in making the text illegible. However, like

having to pass through Mastery to get to sovereignty, and commonsense

communication to get to communication in Bataille's sense, one must pass through
the burden of reading first24. It is the play between the objective 'eye' and the moving

'eye', and the play between the objective 'I' and the unstable 'I', that communication
manifests itself. What we observe of Story ofthe Eye is a constant to-ing and ffo-ing
between legibility and illegibility25 resulting from such instability, never settling on

either, since to do so would reduce it to a homogeneous state.

Having distinguished Bataille's text from a reading focused on a purely formal

approach to writing, I next set out to show that communication in literature extends

beyond structural play. In Literature and Evil, Bataille studies how literature
communicates in relation to a number of authors whose texts communicate, such as
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Bronte, de Sade, Gide and Blake. The next section is an exploration of three works

by Angela Carter: The Sadeian Woman, The Bloody Chamber and The Infernal Desire
Machines ofDoctor Hoffman. I have chosen Carter for the main reason that her work

communicates, without being limited to the textual play Barthes speaks of. Her work

displays a similar to-ing and fro-ing that challenges reading. Furthermore, Carter is
classified first of all as a feminist writer, and much contemporary criticism of Carter's
work has tended to be based upon this classification. Bataille's ideas have been met

with mixed feelings by feminist criticism. While there have been those who have
identified Bataille's thinking as being inimical to feminism, there have also been
those that view his ideas as compatible with the progress of feminist politics. These

contrary views are discussed in a collection of essays in Diacritics, and will not be the
mam concern of this thesis . Reading Carter through Bataille's ideas forces one to

abandon an approach based on classifying Carter as a feminist writer. In fact, such a

reading problematises Carter's relationship with feminism, a concern revealed in the
works I have chosen to discuss. Just as Bataille was constantly evaluating his

relationship with the dominant influence of surrealism in his work, so was Carter

constantly evaluating her relationship with feminism.
There is certainly evidence that Carter had read Bataille. Carter had written a

very short piece on Story of the Eye, and critics have made direct comparisons to

Bataille in her work. In his study of Carter, Aidan Day describes Carter's work as a

'kind of dialectic producing a third term' (Day 1998: 161). I take up this suggestion,
and read it as an instance of communication in Carter's work. The third term I refer to

is however different from that of Day's. Whereas Day sees the third term as a result
of synthesis, I view the third term as one resulting from scission. Carter's work has

provoked debate over its 'postmodern' status, as well as its controversial

representation of women. My critique presents the view that Carter's work occupies a

similar position to that of Bataille's, and deals with similar concerns. Rather than

trying to place her within any 'camp', whether postmodernist or feminist, one should
read her work as an exercise, responding to 'the necessity in which I find myself -
human existence with me - of challenging everything (of putting everything into

question) without permissible rest' (Bataille 1988: 3). Carter's work challenges

everything, particularly the notion of the 'self, especially her 'self as a female
author.
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My discussion of The Sadeain Woman addresses Carter's engagement with de
Sade's Justine and Juliette. I deal with two aspects of the text: first, I look at themes
in the text that bear similarities with those found in Bataille's writing, paying

particular attention to addressing the Sadeian figure, and his/her relation with society.

Second, I look at the relationship between the text, and the reader. The Sadeian
Woman is subtitled An Exercise in Cultural Politics, and an 'exercise' is exactly what
the text is. Marcelin Pleynet, writing for Tel Quel, observes that one cannot read de
Sade without studying the codes that govern the readings and reactions it provokes.
This is precisely what Carter's text deals with, giving her critics cause to accuse her of

condoning terror and violence committed against women, and also for having gone as

far as to call de Sade a 'moral pornographer'. I refer to the views Bataille expressed
in 'The Use Value of D.A.F. de Sade', in which he chastises de Sade's admirers for

homogenising the effects of his texts. Similarly, I argue that those who respond

negatively to Bataille's work, and to Carter's, are those that maintain the

heterogeneity of their work. The Sadeian Woman is an exercise not only of Carter's

power as a writer to challenge the codes that govern our views of gender and

sexuality, but is also an exercise concerning the interaction and inter-relationship
between Carter, de Sade, those who reject him, and those who reject Carter. I argue

that these are not mutually exclusive, and to read The Sadeian Woman, is to engage in
the exercise of integrating all of the cultural codes that accept and reject, both de Sade
and Carter. With each reader, a new code is brought into play that creates the text. In
this manner, the text engages in the operation of constantly 'becoming other', thus

communicating in the Bataillean sense of the term. Faced with such an exercise, a

reader is forced to abandon a feminist approach to the text, and in fact to re-evaluate
what feminism is. Furthermore, bearing in mind the scathing attacks on The Sadeian
Woman from several feminist critics, Carter's text in fact forces one to re-evaluate

what it is to take such an approach.
The Bloody Chamber deals with similar issues, with a slight difference. A

collection of short stories, The Bloody Chamber constitutes rewritings of tales derived
from an oral tradition. The three I focus on are derived from the fairy tale Little Red

Riding Hood, incorporating within them the myth of the werewolf. In this collection
of short stories, Carter takes on the role of the story-teller, in an attempt to question
the authorities that create these narratives. It is my contention that Carter does not

merely engage in a subversion of authority. Her contestation is one that challenges
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not only the perpetrators of oppression against women, but her own complicity with
this oppression. Arkady Plotnitsky, in his study of critical theory and general

economy, draws on Kant's description of the orator, who 'gives something which he
does not promise, viz. an entertaining play of the imagination; but he also falls short
of supplying what he did promise, which is indeed his announced business, viz. the

purposive occupation of the understanding' (Plotnitsky 1993: 69). In a similar
manner, as taken up by Bataille, poetry is rendered useless, and thus communicates.
Carter's role of story-teller in The Bloody Chamber fulfils a similar 'end', in

communicating no 'thing', but opening up possibilities and provocations instead. As
said before, in such communication, the reader is brought into the engagement of the
sacrifice of any stable meaning as well. By adopting the voice of the narrator, the
reader who reads places him/herself in place of the narrative voice. The reader is thus

implicated in any complicity with patriarchy Carter is accused of, such as those

expressed by Patricia Duncker, Robert Clark, Andrea Dworkin and Susanne Kappeler.
As in The Sadeian Woman, the reader is forced to examine his/her own reading

practices. More importantly, these stories dramatise the act of reading as implicating
the reader in practicing any form of oppression narrated in the text, thereby making
the reader complicit with this oppression.

Doctor Hoffman, though being the earliest of the three texts to be written, is
left to the last in my thesis, as it lends itself most readily to a reading based on

Bataille's thesis on communication in literature. Doctor Hoffman is a critique of

giving into the uncontrolled passions of the surrealist imagination, through a

framework that embraces this imagination. Carter had said that Doctor Hoffman was

about the battle between reason and passion, which it resolves in the favour of reason.

This is however not a simple resolution. There is in fact no resolution at the end, only

'passions (for the moment) spent' (Sage 1994: 34), alluding to the absence of any

'end'. From this description of Doctor Hoffman alone, one can see how readily it
lends itself to a reading that suggests kinship with Bataille. Doctor Hoffman further
elucidates the relationship between homogeneity and heterogeneity. I show that both
the Doctor's and Minister's worlds are equally homogeneous, and in fact

heterogeneity lies in the impossibility of choosing between passion and reason, but
faced with the necessity of making a choice. Heterogeneity is evoked thematically
within the fiction, in its narrative strategy, as well as in terms of an affective 'shock'
or 'force' on the reader. The novel concludes with Desiderio, its main protagonist,
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claiming that 'the impossible is per se impossible'. The 'impossible' does not refer to

choosing passion over reason, since to make such a choice, would be to enslave

passion, as the novel demonstrates. As Lorna Sage observes, all one can do is give
oneself up to a reckless squander, even if only for a moment before this sovereignty is
once again assimilated into the homogeneity of signification. This is a statement I
view as an appropriate ending, not only to the novel, but to a thesis addressing the

thoughts of two writers who realised that 'it is useless to hope to banish intelligence
(with the latter ejected, there would remain only the void, powerlessness and madness
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- or pure aestheticism). From that moment, we can only remain in the impossible'
(Bataille 1994: 181).
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Chapter One: Habermas on Bataille

In The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity (PDM), Habermas accuses

Bataille of invoking an 'other' of reason, in attempts to 'break out of the prison of

modernity, out of the closed universe of an Occidental rationalism that has been
victorious on the scale of world history. [Bataille wants] to overcome subjectivism,
which covers the world with its reifying violence and lets it harden into a totality of

technically manipulable and economically realisable goods' (Habermas 1998: 213).
This 'other' manifests itself in the projection of a 'third term', or 'depense'.
Habermas sees Bataille as taking up the 'impossible heritage ofNietzsche as the critic
of ideology' (Habermas 1998: 211) in his retreat into something preceding reason,

something allegedly authentic and archaic1. I would like to contest this accusation2,
first of all outlining PDMs conception of modernity, followed by the 'path' to

postmodernity Bataille is supposed to have taken up. I have used Habermas as a

starting point for my thesis for several reasons. First, in challenging Habermas's

placing of Bataille in PDM, I intend to recuperate Bataille from what I see as a post-

structuralist appropriation of his thought, and situate its development within the
context of his own intellectual climate, in particular his turbulent relationship with
Breton and the surrealists. Second, this thesis explores Bataille's notion of

communication, a fundamental concept underlining all of his thought, and how it
relates to literature. Studying Bataille's notion of communication alongside
Habermas's notion of communicative reason, offers a starting point for the

understanding of the former by way of comparison, though not in direct opposition.
As addressed in my introduction, one must pass through Habermas's commonsense

communication, before communicating in Bataille's sense. Habermas's own solution
to the aporias of modernity characterised by subjectivism lies in his conception of
communicative reason, which offers the 'unforced force of a better insight'

(Habermas 1998: 305). In spite of this approach to subjectivity, Habermas however

ironically fails to consider the work that Bataille's texts devote to the analysis of
communication3.

1.1 PDM's conception of Modernity

Habermas is of the opinion that contemporary philosophical discourse remains

caught in the aporias of 'the performative contradiction of a self-referential critique of
reason' (Habermas 1998: 193). PDM is chiefly a critique of post-modernity, aimed at

the prefix 'post', arguing against its usage linked to claims of having cleared away
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paradoxes inherent in subject-centred reason: 'Is modernity as passe as

postmodernists argue? Or is the widely trumpeted arrival of postmodernity itself
'phony'? Is 'postmodern' a slogan which unobtrusively inherits the affective attitudes
which cultural modernity has provoked in reaction to itself since the middle of the
nineteenth century?'4 (Habermas 1996: 38-39). For Habermas, the problems and

paradoxes of self-referentiality in modern philosophical discourse stem from taking

subject-centred reason as the whole of reason5. It is Hegel who inaugurates this path
through locating the core of modernity in the principle of subjectivity: '[Hegel]
introduced the theme - the self-critical reassurance of modernity. He established the
rules within which the theme can be varied - the dialectic of enlightenment'

(Habermas 1998: 51). From Hegel, Habermas traces a genealogy of thinkers who
have since endeavoured to disengage the critical subject from the contradiction of

modernity's self-referentiality, essentially to step out of the modern world in order to

critique the modern world.
PDM begins with the conception of a modernity as a consciousness of time

that expresses itself as an 'epoch that lives for the future', where 'the epochal new

beginning is rendered constant with each moment that gives birth to the new'

(Habermas 1998: 5-6). As a time of continuous renewal, modernity thus creates its

normativity out of itself, refusing to look to past epochs for criteria in which to ground

itself, and to 'find its own objective expression' (Habermas 1996: 39). The problem
faced by a modernity grounding itself out of itself, in terms of historical legitimacy is
clear: the irreconcilability of claims to a radical break from its past, with the reality of
a history incapable of starting anew from the ground up6. The present is defined
therefore not in relation to a past that has led up to it, nor in opposition to a past that it

rejects or suppresses. Living for the future, with no past, the present is thus
constituted as a self-consuming actuality. This notion of an actuality characterised by
momentous and instantaneous consumption is crucial to Bataille's notion of
communication. Habermas will later return to this conception of a self-consuming

actuality in his critique of the aestheticism adopted by Nietzsche and Bataille.
Habermas sees Hegel as the first to raise the problem of modernity grounded

upon a self-consuming actuality to a philosophical level. Bearing in mind

modernity's consciousness of time as a continuous present, a philosophy of modernity
is thus faced with the task of grasping its own time7. The modern age is viewed by

Hegel as being marked by a structure of self-relation, which Hegel terms subjectivity.
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According to this principle of subjectivity, the subject relies upon its own insight for

any sense of authority regarding the world, and is therefore free from dependence on

any form of external authority. Habermas describes this self-relation as 'the structure

of a self-relating, knowing subject, which bends back upon itself as object, in order to

grasp itself as in a mirror image - literally in a "speculative" way' (Habermas 1998:

18). Habermas sees Kant as carrying out this approach in his three "Critiques",
before Hegel, where the faculties of practical reason and of judgement are separated
from that of theoretical knowledge, placing each of them on its own foundation. By
the end of the 18th century, Kant had inaugurated an institutional differentiation
between science, morality, and art, in which questions of taste, justice and truth are

autonomously celebrated under its own specific aspect of validity. For Hegel the

diremptions that characterise modernity's subjectivism culminate in Kantian

philosophy8. A similar observation is made by Gemerchak in his critical study of
Bataille's relationship with Hegel. Gemerchak opines that Hegel's project is

essentially a confrontation with the Kantian problematic found in the Critique ofPure
Reason which separates the poles of form and content, where immediate sensation is
indeterminate and unknowable until it receives the forms already existing in the mind,
thus giving knowledge a formal and subjective character9. Nick Land comes to a

similar conclusion, stating further that 'Bataille's vocabulary - regardless of first

appearances - is in fact, and independently of Hegelian mediation, fated to address a

Kantian inheritance' (Land 1992: 3). Land sees this relation as however having been

superficially obscured by the prevalence of references to (a Kojevean) Hegel10.
Whereas Kant does not view these differentiations as diremptions and

therefore overlooks the need for unification, Hegel sees these differentiations as a

symptom of a 'consciousness of time that has stepped out of the totality' (Habermas
1998: 21) and a spirit that has estranged itself, and is therefore in need of unification.
This is the essence of Hegel's notion of absolute knowledge: the synthesis of that
which has been torn apart by subjectivity. The goal of philosophy as conceived of by

Hegel is to exhibit 'reason as the power of unification' (Habermas 1998: 21). The

challenge faced by Hegel is therefore to fashion a critique of subjective idealism,
which is at the same time a critique of modernity, out of itself. This challenge,
relates Habermas, leads in a line from Hegel, through Nietzsche, to Bataille11. The

aporetic paradox such a challenge raises is quite clear: any critique of the present age

grounded in the present age necessarily exhausts itself. The subject has to relate
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itself constantly to objects both internally and externally in its knowing and acting. It
is therefore simultaneously independent of, and dependent on, the very acts meant to

secure self-knowledge and autonomy. This is the paradox postmodernity claims to

have bade farewell to, which Habermas however sees postmodernity as still having to

grapple with; hence his reference to postmodernity as the unfinished project of

modernity.
Habermas divides those who take up Hegel's challenge into three groups: the

Left Hegelians (Marx being its main advocate), the Right Hegelians12, and those who
follow the thought of Nietzsche13. Habermas places Bataille firmly in the final camp,

which he also refers to as the anti-humanists. Two particular characteristics are

identified by Habermas as marking the modem discourse of the anti-humanists, both
of which are discernible in Bataille's writing. Firstly, Habermas sees the development
of academic philosophical discourse since Hegel's death as taking place alongside

'worldly philosophical literature' (Habermas 1998: 52), whose place cannot be
defined in clearly institutional terms. Habermas cites private literary men like

Feuerbach, Ruge, Marx, Bauuer, and Kierkegaard, as well as Nietzsche, who gave up

his Bassel professorship, as proponents of this literature. The other is 'a sharpened
consciousness of the danger of missed decisions and neglected interventions', an

'anarchism of those who, following Nietzsche, oppose the universal nexus of power

and delusion by appealing to ecstatic sovereignty or forgotten Being, to bodily

reflexes, local resistance and the involuntary revolts of a deprived subjective nature'

(Habermas 1998: 58). These are the 'others' of reason Habermas sees the anti-

humanists, Bataille included, as invoking in their attempts to escape from the

paradoxes of a self-referential subjectivity that characterises modernity. Derrida
however argues, that the 'other' in Bataille, is 'totally other', a 'third term' which
Bataille pulls out of dialectics altogether.

Pefanis, in his study of Bataille and postmodern thought, writes: 'The issue of
Bataille is the projection of a third term, depense, beyond the conventional dualisms
of Western thought. The third term, moreover, has a Nietzschean, rather than a

Hegelian, origin' (Pefanis 1992: 4). Hollier refers to the 'scission of Hegel as the

appearance of Nietzsche [that] makes itself heard through a silence' (Hollier 1995:

64). Bataille's relation with Nietzsche is one of total adherence, and total
commitment. More importantly it is a total commitment to death14, rejecting goals,
ends, project, and knowledge. As a total commitment to death, it is quite clear that the
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Nietzschean inheritance must be understood as a reaction to the dialectical

formulations of Hegel. This will be dealt with in chapter three. For now, this chapter
will address Bataille's relation with Nietzsche. Referring to On Nietzsche, Botting
and Wilson observe that Bataille's writings on Nietzsche are not 'a scholarly tome on

Nietzsche, but a collection of writings - autobiographical, aphoristic, journalistic,

philosophical - tracing an engagement with issues relation to and issuing beyond the
German philosopher' (Botting and Wilson 2001: 4). Lionel Abel presents the same

view, further adding that the key to understanding the relationship between Bataille
and Nietzsche lies in the theory of communication15. Bearing these in mind, I would
like to say here that my discussion of Bataille's relationship with Nietzsche is geared
towards understanding Bataille. My references to Nietzsche will thus be mediated
and informed by Bataille's appropriation of Nietzsche.
1.2 The Path Forsaken by Hegel and Marx

The notion of subjectivity developed by Hegel is one based on the experience
of negation, where a subject recognises in the annihilation of the life of another the
lack in his own self, and in the refusal of recognising the other, its estrangement from
itself16. This divided totality is brought to unification only when the experience of the

negativity of a divided life, arouses in one a longing for the life which has been lost.
This experience forces those involved to recognise the denial in their own nature in
the recognition of the existence of another. Their positions in relation to one another
are thus a result of a detachment from a common life-world, since they are defined

negatively in relation to one another, and therefore cannot at a single time share a

common life-world context. The subject, in this process of supposed unification, is
thus further isolated from the life-world. In isolating one part of itself, it inevitably
alienates all other parts from itself and their common life. This act of tearing loose
from a common life-context is what generates a subject-object relationship in the first

place. Unification can thus never be achieved through self-relation, self-
consciousness or the reflective relationship of the knowing subject to itself. This will
be elaborated in greater detail in chapter three, in relation to the Master-Slave
dialectic.

Up until this point, Habermas sees Hegel as having identified a solution to the
above dilemma faced by modernity's consciousness of itself: This path lies in the
notion of intersubjective communicative reasoning, where the
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living spirit is the medium that founds a communality of the sort that
one subject can know itself to be with another subject while still

remaining itself. The isolation of subjects then sets in motion the

dynamism of a disrupted communication whose inherent telos is the
reestablishment of the ethical relationship. This way of construing

things might have given impetus to a communication-theoretic
retrieval and transformation of the reflective concept of reason

developed in the philosophy of the subject. Hegel did not take this

path because up to this point he had developed the idea of an ethical
totality along the guidelines of a popular religion in which
communicative reason assumed the idealised form of historical

communities, such as the primitive Christian community and the Greek

polis. As popular religion, it is bound up with the ideal features of
these classical epochs, not only by way of illustration but indissolubly.'

(Habermas 1998: 30)
In other words, according to Habermas, Hegel rejects a model close to his own model
of communicative reason. Habermas views this rejection as being due to the basic

conceptual necessities of the philosophy of the subject, that is, one that formulates a

critique of itself, out of itself, and not through systematic recourse to past models. It
is this forsaken path that Habermas takes up in his notion of communicative reason.

Following Hegel, Habermas sees Marx as also rejecting 'the option of using
the idea of uncoerced will formation in a communication community existing under
constraints of cooperation as a model for the reconciliation of a divided bourgeois

society' (Habermas 1998: 63). Marx's modernity is grounded in praxis and

productivity, rather than in the mere reflection of a knowing subject. Instead of a

merely self-relating knowing subject, the subject is conceived of as a producer. In
this manner, Marx had hoped to bridge the diremptions caused by a subject torn apart

in self-reflection. The subject who knows an object also acts on the object, thus

transforming not only the nature of the object, but the nature of the self as well. It is
self-creation and labour, and not merely self-consciousness that counts as a principle
of modernity. Just as the knowing subject forms opinions and makes judgements
about something in the objective world, so does the producing subject, who carries
out purposive activities to bring about something in the objective world. The knowing

subject is thus the useful and productive subject.
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Habermas however sees this form of praxis philosophy as still locating reason

in subjectivity, merely shifting the accent within the model of modern philosophy,

replacing the reflection of the knowing subject with the purposive rationality of the
producing subject17. This will be an important consideration when we look at the
views expressed by Bataille, who never strayed from the belief that humanity is
founded upon work. The producing subject and the knowing subject are thus

indistinguishable in Bataille's thought. In fact, all of his thought is founded upon this
notion, and his notion of communication depends upon the reality of the producing

subject. This will become more apparent as the thesis progresses.

1.3 The Anti-humanists

Opposed to both the Left and Right Hegelians, is Nietzsche, who 'wanted to

explode the framework of Occidental rationalism within which the competitors of
Left and Right Hegelianism still moved', with an 'aesthetically inspired critique of
reason' (Habermas 1998: 74). Nietzsche's 'antihumanism' (Habermas 1998: 74) is
continued by Bataille and Heideggar in two variations, and is what Habermas
conceives of as being the real challenge to the discourse of modernity. Fred Dallmayr
sees Nietzsche as marking the 'dividing line between modernity and postmodernism

(or between discourse and anti-discourse)' (Dallmayr 1996: 61). This recalls
Habermas's observations regarding the 'special discourse' the antihumanists initiate,
which they see as being necessary to avoid metaphysics; a 'special discourse'
characterised by a self-consciousness and self-referentiality, betraying the need to

'still defend themselves as if they were living in the shadow of the "last" philosopher'

(Habermas 1998: 408). This however results in the anti-humanists still being caught

up in the aporia of a totalising critique18. According to Habermas, these Nietzsche

inspired 'antihumanists'

essentially appropriate the fundamental experience of aethestic

modernity, namely the revelation of a decentered subjectivity liberated
from all the constraints of cognition and purposive action, from all the

imperatives of labour and use value, and with this they break out of the
modern world altogether. They establish an implacable opposition to

modernism precisely through a modernist attitude. They locate

spontaneous forces of imagination and self-experience, of affective life
in general, in what is mental reason with a principle accessible solely
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to evocation, whether this is the will to power or sovereignty, Being
itself or the Dionysian power for the poetic. In France this tradition
leads from Georges Bataille through Foucault to Derrida. Over all
these figures hovers, of course, the spirit of Nietzsche, newly
resurrected in the 1970s. (Habermas 1996: 53).
Those who take up the path begun by Nietzsche, and escape into

'antihumanism' seek an alternative to Hegel's inclusive model of reason, which

attempts to comprehend totality from the perspective of a subject-centred reason that
encompasses within itself its subjective reason, as well as its other. As already noted,

Hegel's subject has to relate itself constantly to objects both internally and externally
in its knowing and acting: Hegel 'interpreted the boundaries drawn by subject-centred
reason not as exclusions from but as dichotomies within reason, and ascribed to

philosophy an access to the totality that encompasses within itself subjective reason

and its other' (Habermas 1998: 303).
Habermas refers to Hegel's inclusive concept of reason as the 'diremption

model' of reason, where subjectivity is violently torn apart in its attempts to include
its other within itself. Opposed to the 'diremption model' of reason, Habermas
contrasts a model of reason based on the concept of 'situated reason'19, with 'its

relationship to the historicity of time, to the facticity of external nature, to the
decentered subjectivity of internal nature, and to the material character of society'

(Habermas 1998: 303-4). This is the concept of reason the antihumanists adopt. In
the diremption model of reason, both subjective reason and its other are encompassed
within subjectivity itself. In situated reason, the other is rehabilitated in its own right.
This other is considered always prior to reason, and thus able to critique reason.

Reason in this model is viewed as being able to facilitate social practice, where 'a

historically situated, bodily incarnated reason, confronted by external nature, is

concretely mediated with its other' (Habermas 1998: 304), and serves to mediate the
inner nature of the needful individual subject with the external nature of the demands

society places on the individual subject.
As mediating device, situated reason does not rely on the universality of

norms. This form of situated reason is therefore understood as finite and context-

bound. Not relying on the universality of norms, it however needs to draw
boundaries indicating self-inclusion and exclusion of others. Reason based on a

model of exclusion, premised upon situation and context, nonetheless still gets caught
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up in the very relations it critiques even if it intends to exclude these. Acting as a

mediating social practice, situated reason needs to comprehend not only the external
social relations it seeks to mediate, but the inner nature of the reasoning subject as

well. In other words, in drawing boundaries excluding its other, subjective reason is
nonetheless confronted with the aporia of its own self-inclusion. Subjective reason

itself still needs to be exclusively divided, one half 'essentially narcissistic - an

identifying, only seemingly universal power, bent upon self-assertion and particular

self-aggrandizement, subjugating everything around it as an object', while its other
would be conceived of as 'spontaneously vital and unperspicuous, that is no longer
illuminated by any spark of reason' (Habermas 1998: 305). Torn apart in this
manner, subjective reason encounters its other as "'nature, the human body, fantasy,
desire, the feelings - or better: all this insofar as reason has not been able to

appropriate it."20' (Habermas 1998: 306). Just as subjective reason seeks to apply
itself exclusively in an understanding of its other, so its very own comprehension

requires a similar application. These 'others' of reason, according to Habermas, take
the form of concepts such as Being, the heterogeneous and power, all comprising
what is essentially an escape route from modernity.

Habermas avers the 'anti-humanist'/'postmodernists' because he sees them as

failing to recognise in modernity an 'unfinished emancipatory project which reason

might yet complete' (Coole 1996: 223). They appeal instead to an 'other' of reason,

that precedes reason. It is conceived of through a process of exclusion, and retrieved

by 'non-rational strategies' (Coole 1996: 223). Habermas's theory condemns the

postmoderns as what Coole refers to as 'young conservatives', who retreat into

'antimodernism, the archaic and an alliance with premodernists' (Coole 1996: 223).
As already mentioned, these writers want to 'initiate a special discourse that claims to

operate outside the horizon of reason without being utterly irrational' (Habermas
1998: 308)21, relying on its relativity and situological character 'to preserve the
difference of otherness' (Pefanis 1992: 5).

The grounds from which the aporia of reason based on a model of exclusion

emerge is summarised in the following:
Reason is supposed to be criticisable in its historical forms

from the perspective of the other that has been excluded from it; this

requires, then, an ultimate act of self-reflection that surpasses itself,
and indeed an act of reason which the place of the genitivus subjectivus
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would have to be occupied by the other of reason. Subjectivity, as the
relation-to-self of the knowing and acting subject, is represented in the

bipolar relationship of self-reflection. (Habermas 1998: 308)
Reason can only be criticised by a subjectivity that occupies the seat of the other, in
this instance whatever cannot be appropriated by reason, since it itself needs to

transcend that which it seeks to comprehend. Just as reason needs to transcend that
which it seeks to comprehend, so its critique needs to transcend it in order to

comprehend it. In conclusion, Habermas states that the 'spatial metaphor of inclusive
and exclusive reason reveals that the supposedly radical critique of reason remains
tied to the presuppositions of the philosophy of the subject from which it wanted to

free itself (Habermas 1998: 309). Such an opinion is one that Bataille would have
held, though he never sought to provide a solution to this aporia. As mentioned in my

introduction, for Bataille, to know means 'to relate to the known, to grasp that an

unknown thing is the same as another thing known' (Bataille 1988: 108). Hegel's
absolute knowledge, for Bataille, constitutes the reduction of all objects to a subject's

knowledge of them. Within Hegel's closed circle, the particular individual becomes

everything, which Bataille however perceives as betraying 'the unsatisfying nature of

knowledge' (Bataille 1988: 108), since the knower is irreducible to the knowledge it
can have of itself, and thus remains unknowable22. Because the unknowability of the
knower extends to everything the knower knows, 'circular, absolute knowledge is

definitive non-knowledge. Even supposing that I were to attain it, I know that I would
know nothing more than I know now' (Bataille 1988: 108). All of Batailleian thought
addresses this conflict. Rather than provide any solution, Bataille further opens up

this paradox in Hegelian philosophy, in a staunch refusal to partake in absolute

synthesis. Like his failure to see Bataille's contribution to theories of communication,
Habermas fails to see that 'project' or 'solution' are alien to Bataille's thinking, an

alienation furthermore inherited from Nietzsche.

Habermas's critique of the anti-humanists is limiting, not least in the manner it
charts a shared single single path of otherness to postmodernity. One might say he
creates a 'mythology of alterity', in simply opposing to reason an 'other', and a form
of non-reason, resulting in the immense richness and complexity of such thought

being lost.23. As Diana Coole observes, in placing Nietzsche and his successors in
one camp, Habermas suggests that they all equate alterity with 'some prediscursive,

primordial referent which precedes reason and which might be retrieved' (Coole
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1996: 223). Second, although Habermas makes a valid point in tracing Derrida and
Foucault back to Bataille, his view is reductionist in the sense that he has excluded

writers like Kristeva, Barthes and the Tel Quel group with whom Bataille was directly
involved. Furthermore, Habermas ignores for the most part Bataille's earlier writings.
It is to his earlier contributions that I turn, in order to situate the formulation of these

concepts within a turbulent intellectual climate. Habermas comes to Bataille from

posthumous post-modern/post-strucutralist appropriations. His readings are already
biased. The 'single path' towards postmodernity created by Habermas, leading from
Bataille to Foucault to Derrida, is based on the latter two's appropriation of Bataille
within their own writings. It is against a 'background of delay'24 (Pefanis 1997: 39)
that we approach Bataille. As Pefanis observes, 'Foucault's essay on transgression
furnishes one with an example or a text which challenges the privilege of the original

(joyfully ceded by Bataille) in that one day (perhaps already) it will be impossible to

consider transgression without first conceiving it in Foucauldian terms' (Pefanis
1992: 45). Ffrench reckons that 'one cannot read Histoire de I'oeil except in relation
to Barthes, today' (French 1999: 6-7). It seems Bataille has been assimilated, and
therefore homogenised, into the concerns of structuralism, and later post-

structuralism. Guerlac's observations that the 'canonisation and privilege' accorded
Bataille 'contaminated' the reception of his writing, so much so that his writing has
become emblematic of writing25, is an opinion also shared by Botting and Wilson,
who suggest that post-structuralism packages Bataille's ideas for their reception26.
Although Habermas is guilty of what I see as a misappropriation of Bataille, he is
however right in tracing Bataille back to Nietzsche. I would now like to return to, and

reassess, the Nietzschean path Habermas sees Bataille as supposed to have taken up.

1.4 Nietzsche's path: the impossible heritage

Nietzsche, writes Habermas, 'bids farewell to the dialectic of enlightenment'

(Habermas 1998: 86), especially to a modernity emptied of anything essential,
flooded only with arbitrary content, able to fashion a criteria out of itself. Habermas
addresses Nietzsche's claims that the origins of modern consciousness and reason

must themselves be understood historically27. It is specifically to Greek mythology
that he turns, in the figure of Dyonisus. In accordance with modernity's
consciousness of time as addressed by Habermas, Nietzsche, instead of harking on a

call of looking back to origins, sees the future as constituting a horizon for the arousal
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of mythical pasts. This is expressed in the figure of Dyonisus, as the god who is

coming. The Birth ofTragedy describes the Dionysiac as artistic powers 'without the
mediation of the human artist [...]; on the one hand as the world of dream images,
whose perfection is not at all dependent on the intellectual accomplishments or artistic
culture of the individual; on the other as an ecstatic reality, which again pays no heed
to the individual, but even seeks to destroy individuality and redeem it with a mystical
sense of unity' (Nietzsche 1993: 18).

Habermas sees Nietzsche as turning to modern art, with its subjective forms of

expression. Through the 'suprahistorical power of an art consuming itself in
actuality' (Habermas 1998: 87), lie humankind's hopes of being restored to a common

life-context. Nietzsche's recourse to art has its origins in the thought of Wagner, who

expressed the opinion that art could overcome the inwardness of the private

appropriation of culture, in the form of an art that reaches a common public28.
According to Habermas, Nietzsche however abandons the Wagnerian notion of the

coming god, as it turns to a messianic expectation in the figure of Christ. Nietzsche

rejects this notion because this identification of Dionysus with Christ aims at a

rejuvenation of, and not a departure from, Western thought29. A departure from the
self-consciousness of modernity would require a complete rejection of everything

modernity had come to represent: 'In the aesthetic experience, the Dionysian is shut
off by a "chasm of forgetfulness" against the world of theoretical knowledge and
moral action, against the everyday. Art opens access to the Dionysian only at the cost

of ecstasy, at the cost of a painful de-differentiation, a de-delimitation of the

individual, a merging with amorphous nature within and without' (Habermas 1998:

94). In this manner, subject-centred reason is confronted with reason's absolute

other, and the subject, through this other, is liberated from all 'the constraints of

cognition and purposive activity, all imperatives of utility and morality' (Habermas
1998: 94). Habermas concludes that this destruction of the principle of individuation,
is the 'escape route from modernity' (Habermas 1998: 94). Habermas claims that it is

precisely this 'escape route' that Bataille takes in his notions of the sovereign and the

heterogeneous:
Bataille's Nietzsche-inspired critique of reason [...] employs the

concept of the sacred for those decentering experiences of ambivalent

rapture in which a hardened subjectivity transgresses its boundaries

[...] He imagines this overpowering return to a lost continuity as the
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eruption of elements opposed to reason, as a breath-taking act of self-
de-limiting. In this process of dissolution, the monadically closed-off
subjectivity of self-assertive and mutually objectifying individuals is

disposed and cast down into the abyss. (Habermas 1998: 99-100)

Although it is certainly true that Bataille took up the critical heritage of
Nietzsche, there is a fundamental difference between them: whereas Nietzsche wants

a departure from Western thought, Bataille sees such a departure as inherently
impossible. His notions of sovereignty and the heterogeneous, as I will further
elucidate throughout this thesis, are affects, rather than consciously willed practices
that could recuperate subjectivity from a self-encapsulated alienation. It is in these
affects that communication is experienced, by opening meaning to an alterity that
disturbs the wilfully intended effects30. The term 'affect' used here is derived from
Bataille's own definition of the heterogeneous, whose reality he describes as being
manifested as a 'force' or a 'shock': 'heterogeneous existence can be represented as

something other, as incommensurate, by charging these words with the positive value

they have in affective experience' (Bataille 1999: 143)31. As positive value,

heterogeneous existence is totally 'other'; since Hegel's totality is defined by

negativity, the heterogeneous remains outside of totality altogether. As a positive or

affirmative force, the heterogeneous 'remains outside of the "totality" or closed
economic system which it nonetheless affects by "contagion"' (Shaviro 1990: 46).

Echoing Steven Shaviro's idea of the contagion, Ffrench employs a similar image,
that of the 'symptom', to describe Bataille's notion of the informe, the operation that

provokes communication, which will be addressed in the next chapter. The symptom,

explains Ffrench, 'is the indication of a disorder, a disease [...] it is also the sign of a

conflict, the overcoming of a repression, of a crossing of boundaries, of a

transgression' (Ffrench 1999: 29). Benjamin Noys describes Bataille's notion of
communication as comprising 'waves, contagions, flows' (Noys 1997: 65). All these

suggest that the affect is one that cannot be willed, though the mechanics that might

provoke the heterogeneous affect may be wilfully manifested. Such an affect thus

presupposes a situation from which it emerges. What is more, there is the suggestion
that it is something that threatens totality, and is therefore excluded from it.

As the 'philosopher and scholar who tried to take up the impossible heritage of
Nietzsche as critic of ideology' (Habermas 1998: 211), Bataille failed like Nietzsche
before him to overcome the aporias and pathologies of modernity. The Nietzschean
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path tread by Bataille is widely acknowledged. Pefanis comments that Bataille, 'in
his struggle with dialectical philosophy as inherited by Kojeve, turned to Nietzschean
and Gnostic traditions of thought; this struggle culminated in the impossible

philosophy of "acephality"' (Pefanis 1992: 40-41). Gemerchak refers to Nietzsche as

'the one with whom [Bataille] felt the most profound complicity', and as the 'manifest
content' (Gemerchak 2003: 13) of Bataillean thought32. I would now like to turn to

this Nietzschean influence in the construction of Bataille's 'third term'.

As already mentioned, Habermas sees Nietzsche as taking the plunge into total

Dionysian frenzy, consequently retreating into an irrational, boundless subjectivism to

the point of total self-oblivion33. It is primarily this retreat into the irrational that
Habermes views as the 'impossible heritage' (Habermas 1998: 211) Bataille is

supposed to have taken up. As already seen, Habermas's antipathy towards Bataille
and those he views as Bataille's successors is founded upon this retreat, through the
invocation of an 'other' of reason. Having previously argued against Habermas's

views, I would now like to further justify to my objections. In On Nietzsche, a

collection of journal entries attesting to 'experiencing that dazzling dissolution into

totality' and 'living [Nietzsche] out', Bataille constantly stresses how Nietzsche never

'abandoned the watchword of not having any end, not serving a cause, because, as he

knew, causes pluck off the wings we fly with' (Bataille 1992: xxxii). Bataille was

however not unaware of the actual impossibility of such a doctrine:
If we put aside the equivocations of the "will to power," the destiny
Nietzsche gave humankind places him beyond laceration. There is no

return, hence the profound nonviability of his doctrine. In the notes

compiled in The Will to Power, proposals for activity and- the

temptation to work out a goal or politics end up as a maze. His last

completed work, Ecce Homo, affirms absence of goals as well as the
author's complete lack of a plan. Considered from the standpoint of

action, Nietzsche's work amounts to failure (one of the most

indefensible!) and his life amounts to nothing - like the life of anyone

who tries to put these writings into practice. (Bataille 1992: xxxi)
Bataille views human existence as 'the life of "unmotivated" celebration,

celebration in all meanings of the word: laughter, dancing, orgy, the rejection of

subordination, and sacrifice that scornfully puts aside any consideration of ends,

property, and morality' (Bataille 1992: xxxii). It is in the realm of art where such an
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expression of celebration is possible: 'Art constitutes a minor free zone outside action,

paying for its freedom by giving up the real world. [...] The province of the arts in a

sense encompasses totality, though just the same, totality escapes it in all aspects'

(Bataille 1992: xxxii). Following Nietzsche, Habermas sees Bataille as looking
toward literature, particularly poetry and tragedy, where one might be able to salvage
a true sense of the subject, by 'a suprahistorical power of an art consuming itself in

actuality' (Habermas 1998: 87). Nietzsche's eternal return is however carried out on

the condition that the theme of the eternal return, as a notion or a concept, must be
excluded. It is a return that must be experienced as a return that 'burns, dissolves,
melts' (Hollier 1995: 68). The power of art conceived of in this manner serves as an

opposition to the 'religious-metaphysical world views of ancient civilisations' which
are themselves 'already a product of enlightenment; they are too rational, therefore, to

be able to provide opposition to the radicalised enlightenment of modernity'

(Habermas 1998: 86). Art that consumes itself in actuality is supposed to 'bring
salvation for "the true neediness and inner poverty of man"34' (Habermas 1998: 87).
As said before, art that consumes itself sacrifices the notion, the concept35, the 'end',
for the experience of the sacrifice itself. Its consumption serves nothing. Land

explains that for Nietzsche, 'the end of humanity does not lie within itself, but in a

planetary artistic experiment about which nothing can be decided in advance, and
which can only be provisionally labelled 'overman'. For overman is not a superior
model of man, but that which is beyond man; the creative surpassing of humanity'

(Land 1992: 17). Bataille, as Phillip Sollers observes, substitutes for Nietzsche's
eternal return 'the experience of the instant' (Sobers 1998: 128).

Habermas claims that Bataille's concepts of heterogeneity and sovereignty

closely approximate 'Nietzsche's aesthetically inspired concept of freedom and

superhuman self-assertion' (Habermas 1998: 214). It is primarily Nietzsche's notion
of redeeming a 'mystical sense of unity' in the Dionysian, and Bataille's own interest
in mysticism that draws from Habermas the accusation that Bataille invokes an 'other'
of reason in his notions of the heterogeneous and sovereignty. Bataille is however not

interested merely in mysticism, but the foundations for the practice of mystic activity,
all of which have their basis in collective experience. It is the relationship between

individuals, and the conflicts within each individual subject, in collective experience
that concerns Bataille the most. As Noys says, sovereignty expresses the tension
between free existence and social hierarchy36. For Bataille, the value of the
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experience is to be found in the idea of community, on the one hand, and

communication, being accessible only through 'inner experience'. This might seem

paradoxical at first, since elsewhere I assert that communication and community are

irreconcilable. However, as Gemerchak notes, there is nothing 'inner' about 'inner

experience'37. In Inner Experience, Bataille states clearly that "'Oneself' is not the

subject isolating itself from the world, but a place of communication, of fusion of the

subject and the object' (Bataille 1988: 9). Communication makes no distinction
between subject and object, and therefore does not move from one 'self to another.
The notion of a retreat, contrary to Habermas's claims, is therefore alien to Bataille's

thought.
Habermas singles out Bataille's notion of the sacred, as an instance of a retreat

to an archaic and pre-modern 'other', where 'spontaneity is given back its outlawed
drives. Opening towards the sacral domain does not mean subjugation to the

authority of an indetereminate fate only hinted at in its aura; transgressing boundaries
toward the sacral does not imply the humble self-surrender of subjectivity, but
liberation to true sovereignty' (Habermas 1998: 214). At the same time, however,
the renewal of this aesthetic experience is effected through the use of scientific

analysis: 'in the end, Bataille oscillates between an incoherent reattachment to the

Hegelian project of a dialectic of enlightenment, on the one hand, and an unmediated

juxtaposition of scholarly analysis and mysticism, on the other' (Habermas 1998:

216). Habermas sees this as a contradiction inherent within Bataille's work that he

never resolves, and sees Bataille as never viewing this methodical thought as suspect.

He quotes Bataille in saying: 'In so far as I talk about internal experience and not

about objects, I am not a man of science; but the moment I talk about objects, I do so

with the unavoidable rigor of the scientist'38 (Habermas 1998: 101). Habermas sees

Batialle's enterprise as still being 'caught up in the paradoxes of self-referential
reason' (Habermas 1998: 216). Habermas sees a contradiction in Bataille's use of
methodical thought only because he mistakenly treats Bataille's notions of the

sovereign, sacred and the heterogeneous as concepts that are 'others' of reason39, and
therefore irreconcilable with reason.

In response to Habermas's accusation, I draw on Derrida to provide us with a

more accurate view of Bataille's engagement with philosophical discourse. With

Bataille, 'a complicity without reserve accompanies Hegelian discourse, 'takes it

seriously' up to the end, without an objection in philosophical form, while, however a
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certain burst of laughter exceeds it and destroys its sense, or signals, in any event, the
extreme point of 'experience' which makes Hegelian discourse dislocate itself, and
this can be done only through close scrutiny and full knowledge of what one is

laughing at' (Derrida 1998: 104). Derrida clearly accredits Bataille with a

deconstructive reading of Hegel; of close scrutiny from within Hegelian discourse.
This hints at the posthumous post-structural appropriation which I am in fact trying to

recuperate Bataille from. Such an appropriation serves only to assimilate and

ultimately homogenise Bataille's work, a view echoed by a number of critics as

previously cited above. Nonetheless, this is a much more accurate view compared to

Habermas's, which merely points out the contradiction, conveniently glossing over

the fact that contradiction, transgression and paradox, is the basis of Bataillean and

thought. Allan Stoekl makes a similar observation to Habermas, noting that Bataille
continues to put forward "notions" in spite of condemning the "idea" of a 'positive,
constructive philosophy' (Stoekl 1985a: xv). Stoekl suggests that the violence of
Bataille's 'rending dualism' may be a function of the conflict between writing and

politics40. As shall be addressed in the next chapter, this was certainly the case when
it came to Bataille's feelings towards the surrealist revolution. Recalling Bataille's
view on the non-viability of Nietzsche's doctrine as expressed above, one sees that
methodical contradiction is in fact a consequence of taking up Nietzsche's

'impossible heritage'.

Furthermore, the quotation from Bataille that Habermas singles out above is
taken out of context in relation to his thought. Bataille has, on numerous occasion,

expressed the opinion that to speak of the sacred, is already to render it profane and
therefore to enter into the realm of science and objectivity. This is the nature of the

relationship between the sacred and the profane:
On the other hand, as I speak of the sacred, I need to recognise that I
am still in the arena of the profane. It is true that I would like to

escape from it, that I contest one's right to speak of the sacred in the

way sociologists do - that is exclusively, as if it were the first thing to

hand in respect of objects of science. It is none the less necessary to

emerge from the ambiguity to which I am condemned. It is then that I
realise how difficult this is. (Bataille 1994: 114)41
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In fact, the conflict generated from this irresolution is the foundation of Bataille's
notion of communication. As Noys concludes: 'It is in exploring this seeming paradox
that the more powerful functioning of communication can be found' (Noys 1997: 63).

Bataille had considered The Accursed Share to be his major theoretical
contribution. Pefanis described it as a 'systematic exposition of his vision of the
world: his philosophy of man, nature and history'42 (Pefanis 1997: 54). Bataille did
however express consternation regarding its philosophical and discursive nature. In
the preface to The Accursed Share /, Bataille writes: 'For some years, being obliged
on occasion to answer the question "What are you working on?" I was embarrassed to

have to say, "A book of political economy." Coming from me, this venture was

disconcerting, at least to whose who did not know me well' (Bataille 1998: 9). He

expresses annoyance at the 'superficial astonishment' (Bataille 1998: 9) that greeted
his reply, since, as he himself pointed out, the interest that is usually conferred on his
work is of a literary sort. In this sense one cannot, especially for Bataille, distinguish
him as doubly inhabiting on the one hand the place of the 'creative writer' and on the
other, the 'philosophical theoretician', as Habermas does in his critique of Bataille.

Similarly, neither can one consider his creative work in isolation from his

philosophical theoretical work. Pefanis suggests that one should read his creative
work, particularly his pornographic work, as a form of 'philosophical expulsion': 'In

writing pornography that is philosophy and vice versa, the text is rendered as beyond
use value, except as a negative reference, for the systems of thought that constitute the

philosophies and sciences of the human' (Pefanis 1992: 57). Robert Sasso also
observes that the 'obscenity' of Bataillean thought orders a work 'dedicated to the
thematics of excess and violence, according to a triple register (novelistic text,

theoretical essays, and "meditations"), in which each type of "discourse: can coexist
with its "other" or be transposed there' (Sasso 1995: 43). Obscenity, for Bataille,
refers to the uneasiness that upsets the boundaries that mark self-possession, and the

possession of a recognised, stable self43. Franco Rella, in his study of Bataille and

otherness, points out that though we certainly find traces of Bataille's presence

everywhere, in no place does it have a real consistency, nor can it be identified in a

decisive manner44. In this sense, Bataillean thought is certainly obscene. Plotnitsky
refers to this as a 'plural style', 'to account for the simultaneous operation of a given
text or group of texts inside and outside the register of philosophy', better referred to

as a 'complementarity' of'multiple registers' (Plotnitsky 1993: xi)45.
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In order to fully appreciate Bataille's notion of communication and
sovereignty, one must recuperate Bataille through his 'useless' writing, such as those
of Critical Dictionary (considered within the context of his relationship with

surrealism), as well as his fiction. Connor, in his study of Bataille and mysticism,
makes the astute observation that Bataille is often mistakenly 'viewed as a writer
whose message resists or exceeds the meagre possibilities offered by the written

word', whereas in fact, 'Bataille's deepest conviction is that language can and does
communicate even the most interior of experiences' (Connor 2000: 3). As Foucault
describes, language becomes Bataille's 'private torment', 'of that which speaks in

philosophical language' (Foucault 1998: 33). What Bataille contests is the use

towards which language is put, particularly in the service of idealism, as practised by
surrealism. This is why it is crucial that one studies his relationship with surrealism,
and what emerges from this relationship. This will be done in the next chapter. I
would now like to return to Habermas, and his notion of communicative reason,

which reduces language to 'use', in order to draw a contrast with Bataille's own

notion of communication46.

1.5 Habermas's notion of reason as 'communicative action'

As outlined above, Habermas sees the paradoxes of self-referential reason as

stemming from reason conceived of in terms of reflection, based on a paradigm of the

knowledge of objects. In this paradigm, self-understanding views human relations
with the world as one ofknowing and dealing with objects: 'Ontologically, the world
is reduced to the world of entities as a whole (as the totality of objects that can be

represented and of existing states of affairs); epistemologically, our relationship to

that world is reduced to the capacity to know existing states of affairs or to bring them
about in a purposive-rational fashion; semantically, it is reduced to fact-stating
discourse in which assertoric sentences are used - and no validity claim is admitted
besides propositional truth, which is available inforo interno' (Habermas 1998: 311).
Habermas suggests replacing this paradigm with one of 'mutual understanding
between subjects capable of speech and action' (Habermas 1998: 296).

In response to the dilemma the 'anti-humanists' seem caught up in, Habermas
makes the following suggestion: a 'determinate negation of subject-centred reason by
reason understood as communicative action' (Habermas 1998: vii). Based on a

paradigm of mutual understanding, communicative action is supposedly aimed at

redeeming 'the unfulfilled promises of modernity' by 'confronting modernity on its
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own terms, rather than escaping into a nostalgia for premodern traditions, or

enthusiastically embracing a technocratic vision of postmodernity, or invoking an

antimodern conception of the 'other' of reason' (d'Entreves 1996: 4)47. In

constituting communication as an intersubjective event, Habermas's theory of
'communicative action' avoids the aporias of a subject-centered reason. As explained

by McCarthy in his introduction to PDM:
If communicative action is our paradigm, the decentered subject
remains as a participant in social interaction mediated by language. On
this account, there is an internal relation of communicative practice to

reason, for language use is oriented to validity claims, and validity
claims can in the end be redeemed only through intersubjective

recognition brought about by the unforced force of reason. The
internal relation of meaning to validity means that communication is
not only always "immanent" - that is, situated, conditioned - but also

always "transcendent" - that is, geared to validity claims that are

meant to hold beyond any local context and thus can be indefinitely

crticized, defended, revised48. (Mccarhtyl998: xvi)
Habermas describes validity claims as being 'Janus-faced', referring to the

fact that their universality transcends local context, and yet their very acceptance as

validity claims attests to a differentiation of localised and context-bound everyday

practices. Hence within any established local context, there is an underlining

unconditionality, based on the transcendence of validity claims, built into the process

of everyday mutual understanding and consensus building. Fundamental to this

process of mutual understanding and reciprocal recognition, or the 'unforced force of

reason', is the 'performative attitude of participants in interaction' (Habermas 1998:

296). These individuals who participate in intersubjective communication come to an

understanding of the world, consequentially coordinating their plans for action with
other subjects of communication. The 'performative', as we shall see, is also crucial
to communication for Bataille, though not quite in the same way. Whereas for

Habermas, the performative attitude of the participants is geared towards a specific
'end', the performative, for Bataille, is its own end.

This exercise of mutual understanding and coordination laid out by Habermas
is mediated by language. The subject contemplates the external world not based on

self-centred reason, but on an inter-relational form of reasoning and understanding.
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The subject, in the first person, reflecting upon itself would do so in an interpersonal

relationship that allows him to relate to himself as a participant in interaction with the
rest of society, in the second person. From the point of view of a second person

participant in interaction, the first person subject can 'recapitulate [nachvolleziehen]'

(Habermas 1998: 297) the acts it has just carried out. The self-knowledge it gains is
one of a recapitulated, reconstructed form, rather than a reflectively objectified form
of knowledge. The knowing subject is therefore required to relate to itself from the

point of view of itself not as an autonomous being, but as one necessarily engaged in
a mutual understanding characterising interaction with other like subjects. The

recapitulation and reconstruction a knowing subject carries out as a participant in
interaction not only facilitates the acknowledgement and acceptance of universal

validity claims, but also enables a localisation of these claims based upon the context

within which the subject finds itself. Localisation of universal validity claims is
made possible through context-bound interaction between various participants of a

specific locality. In this manner, any disagreement between communicating subjects

regarding the factuality of validity claims can be worked out and in some cases be
resolved.

There are contradictions inherent in Habermas's theory that which are

conveniently glossed over. The first concerns language as a medium, taking on a

merely 'performative' role, in this paradigm of mutual understanding. The second is
the psychological formulation of the subject underpinning the theory49. Habermas
reaches an impasse in the consideration of language as a medium for interaction,
'oriented to validity claims'. This view of language turns in upon itself since its own

construction is based on the very claims it serves. The mutual understanding required
within language itself in order for it to act as a medium for consensus needs address as

well, which Habermas however seems to take for granted as being unproblematic.
Habermas claims these explorations into the problems of language, which form the
crux of post-structuralism, are based upon a 'sentimental presupposition of

metaphysical homelessness' and are a 'symptom of exhaustion' (Habermas 1998:

296). He suggests looking instead at language as a medium and function of

interaction, 'no longer aimed at a realm of the intelligible beyond that of appearances,

but at the actually exercised rule-knowledge that is deposited in correctly generated
utterances': 'The speech situation is the segment of a lifeworld tailored to the relevant

theme; it both forms a context and furnishes resources for the process of mutual
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understanding' (Habermas 1998: 298). There is an inherent contradiction in the
above statement. A consideration of resources relevant to the lifeworld depends upon

the very context these same speech situations of correctly generated utterances is

supposed to stem from. Were language to function even merely as a medium for
mutual understanding, there needs be an already existing relationship between users

of language based on a similar mutual understanding and reciprocal recognition.

Holding on to such a naive view of language as mere medium and tool for
communication, it is no wonder at all that Habermas refuses to acknowledge

postmodern philosophical discourse whose main concern is precisely the problems

underpinning the use of language as mere function of inter-subjective communication.
Related to the use of language is the second problem underlying the theory of

communicative action, which is the psychological grounding upon which Habermas's

theory is based:
Fundamental to the paradigm of mutual understanding is, rather, the

performative attitude of participants in interaction, who coordinate
their plans for action by coming to an understanding about something
in the world. When ego carries out a speech act and alter takes up a

position with regard to it, the two parties enter into an interpersonal.

relationship. The latter is structured by the system of reciprocally
interlocked perspectives among speakers, hearers, and non-participants
who happen to be present at the time. [...] Then ego stands within ar^
interpersonal relationship that allows him to relate to himself as a

participant in an interaction from the perspective of alter. (Habermas
1998: 297)

The ego as sovereign and autonomous self, and relating to itself as such, is negated in
favour of an ego relating to itself in an interpersonal way from the point of view of its
alter as a subject constantly engaged in interaction50. Habermas assumes an

unproblematic interaction between ego and its alter, disregarding inevitable conflicts
of interest between ego as sovereign and autonomous self, and ego as a second person

participant in interaction. These conflicts arise from the first person subject relating
to itself as a second person subject, from the point of view of the alter who partakes in

intersubjective interaction with the external world, and the inability for the two to

always meet on grounds of common interest. As in the case of language, the
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problems underlying the mutual understanding within the psyche of the subject
between autonomous ego and its alter needs to be addressed.

Both these conflicting issues form the main focus of Bataille's thought, and

finding no resolution, give rise to the tensions that form the basis for his notion of
communication. Habermas's communicative reason depends on an interpersonal
relation between subjects that presupposes separate identities. The establishment of an

interpersonal relationship requires that participants regard each other as other selves,
which means falling back unto subject-centred reason51. The passage ofmovement in
Bataille's communication, does not move from one subject to the other, since the one

and the other have lost their separate identities52. I stated at the start of this chapter
that Bataille's notion of communication must first pass through Habermas's notion of

meaningful communication. Habermas is satisfied to stop at where communication
achieves its objective of mutual understanding between interacting subjects.
Communication in Bataille's sense passes through Habermas's meaningful

communication, pushing the boundaries of mutual understanding even further,
towards the dissolution of the boundaries that limit interactive subjects as separate

identities, or selves. Such communication is furthermore a product of chance. By this
I mean that it is merely incidental to meaningful communication, and thus unwilled
and unplanned. Recalling Bataille's Nietzschean heritage, it conforms to neither ends
nor objectives.

In PDM, Habermas sees modernity, for Bataille, as being characterised by

utility: Bataille 'establishes the principle of modernity not, in relation to a-footlessly
autonomous self-consciousness puffed up in an authoritarian pose, not in relation to

cognition, but in relation to the success oriented utilitarian action that serves the
realisation of any given subjective purpose' (Habermas 1998: 214). This is accurate

to an extent, principally because Bataille sees work and utility as being at the root of

humanity, including self-consciousness and cognition. In Inner Experience, Bataille
states polemically: 'In truth, no one can - the nature of experience is, apart from

derision, not to be able to exist as project' (Bataille 1988: 45). Goal-orientation is
however not limited to a modern consciousness, but to humanity in its entirety.

Humanity, for Bataille, is founded upon work, utility and project. Much later, in
Tears of Eros, completed a year before his death, Bataille continues to assert that
'from the outset, I must give first place to work. From one end of history to the other,
in fact, the first place belongs to work. Work, beyond all doubt, is the foundation of
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the human being as such' (Bataille 1989: 39). Knowing is a function of utility,

goal-oriented and geared towards specific ends. In challenging utility, goals and

project, Bataille therefore challenges knowing. For Bataille, absolute knowledge is
definitive non-knowledge, leading one down the rootless circularity of knowledge.

Contrary to Habermas, Bataille does indeed challenge 'a rootlessly autonomous self-
consciousness puffed up in an authoritarian pose', precisely because Bataille gives
'first place to work'.

Habermas further writes that Bataille is not interested in 'discovering still

deeper foundations of subjectivity, but with unbounding it - with the form of
expression that leads the monadically self-encapsulated subject back again into the

intimacy of a life-context that has become alien, confined, cut off, and fragmented'

(Habermas 1998: 214). Habermas misreads Bataille's 'unbounding' of subjective
reason as a goal-oriented project, as being accessible only through an 'other' of

reason, in 'the vital forces of a split-off and repressed subjective nature, [...] the sorts

of phenomena rediscovered by Romanticism - dreams, fantasies, madness, orgiastic

excitement, ecstasy - it is the aesthetic, body-centered experiences of a decentered

subjectivity that function as the placeholders for the other of reason' (Habermas 1998:

306). It certainly is the case that Bataille deals with the unbounding of the human

subject; his notion of communication necessitates such unbounding. For
communication to truly occur, the subject must first of all escape the self-

encapsulating role he plays as a societal being: 'Individuals or humans can only
"communicate" - live - outside of themselves' (Bataille 2000: 25). In order for the

subject to step out of his role, he must abandon goal-orientation. What concerns

Bataille are the conflicts arising out of such an unbounding, particularly in the case of
a participant in interaction, aware of himself as an existence at once autonomous and

finite, whose inner desires governed by autonomy do not necessarily conform with
those demanded of the society of which he is a part. Whereas Habermas seems to

have glossed over this aspect of communicative interaction, the conflicts it raises are

of central importance to Bataille. Habermas sees communication as enabling

community and collective existence, Bataille however sees the two as incongruous.
Whereas Habermas adopts a non-violent approach53, in an unforced force of reason,

towards communication and community, for Bataille, any community based on

communication would necessarily involve an element of violence. Bataille's notion
of violence is a very specific one, which needs address. This violence refers to the
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tearing away of the self as self-possessed and goal-oriented being from subjectivity
constituted in those terms. As said before, Bataille's notion of communication

involves the dissolution of boundaries that limit ourselves as individual selves.

Furthermore, as Derrida points out, this unbounding does not take place through the
invocation of, or retreat to, an 'other' of reason. It is altogether 'other', being pulled
out of dialectics.

Bataille does however call for a similar paradigm shift as Habermas: from that
of knowing through a process of objectifying the world, to that of unknowing through
a process of communication. However, whereas Habermas's notion of communicative
reason is goal-oriented, Bataille's notion of communication rejects any notion of

goals, project or utility. Rejecting goals, project or utility, Bataille's notion of
communication serves nothing, and is in fact therefore an operation of unknowing.
Where Habermas sees communication as restoring the subject to a common life-world

context, for Bataille, 'communication can only be justified by the impossibility of any

community' (Surya 2002: 314). This is the paradox underlining communication and

community; communication brings forth autonomy of being, and therefore negates

any attempts at community as intersubjective agreement and mutual understanding,
and therefore collective existence. Any form of community would disable

communication, and vice versa. The paradigm of knowledge Bataille's
communication adheres to is the unknowable. This is not the same as the unknown,

since the unknown is a reduction to 'thingness', as a concept. Hypotheses, models
and notions define scientific thought. Bataille sacrifices all of this in the unknowable.
As mentioned earlier, the reduction of experience to the service of philosophy is

something Bataille could not reconcile in his thinking. Rather than being limited by
the 'possible' means to which it can be put to service, for which knowledge is the

goal, experience must be properly understood as 'impossible': 'They are not logically
demonstrable. One must live experience' (Bataille 1988: 8). The 'impossible' is the

rejection of knowledge, more precisely for Bataille, Hegelian totality: 'I define -

beyond the limits attained - no longer an unknown, but an unknowable. Unknowable
not on account of the insufficiency of reason, but by its nature' (Bataille 1988: 109).
Bataille makes a distinction between the unknown and the unknowable. The former is

that which has been reduced to a 'thing' or object, within the realm of the profane.
The unknowable is that which is ungraspable and unameable. To grasp it is to name

it, and to reduce it to a thing, object, and a means to an end. The dirempted subjective



participant in interaction cannot know experience in Bataille's sense precisely because
he is always an active subject of communication and reciprocal recognition, never

autonomous or sovereign in itself. The subject is always already part of a system of
communication defined by utility and purposive activity.

As mentioned earlier, Bataille treats intersubjective interaction as a given in

subjective being as a participant in interaction. Unknowing is impossible because this
would entail severing the bonds of humanity altogether. One could certainly argue

that such a move in fact supports Habermas's claims that Bataille invokes an archaic,

premodern 'other'. Habermas's argument is premised upon an opposition of
otherness. This is where an understanding of the 'impossible' in Bataille's thought
becomes crucial. The 'impossible' does not refer to an impossibility, in the sense of
not being able to reach a certain end or objective. Unknowing is impossible precisely
because Bataille is aware that a retreat from knowing is impossible. Unknowing must

not be understood as an 'other' to knowing that Bataille retreats into. Just as

Bataille's communication is reached only after having passed through Habermas's

meaningful communication, the operation of unknowing must first pass through

knowing. Instead of a retreat, the process and movement of unknowing, is in fact an

operation of the 'third term', of which Derrida more accurately says Batailtepulls out

of dialectics altogether.
Whereas Habermas's communicative reason serves a purpose, which is

'coming to an understanding about something in the world', Bataille's communication
serves nothing, since it is reached through a process of unknowing. Habermas
describes the theory of communicative action as 'embedded within the dialectic of
successful and unsuccessful mutual understanding' (Habermas 1998: 324). For

Bataille, communication and 'mutual understanding' can never be reconciled, since
the latter serves utility, and the former requires a rejection ofutility as aprecondition.
Habermas had identified the sacred as the aesthetic experience to which Bataille
turned as a solution to the aporias raised by subject-centred reason. As I have

shown, this is true to the extent that the sacred features very prominently in Bataille's

thought, but not in the form Habermas conceives of, which is in the form of a

'concept' that is an 'other' of reason. 'Otherness', which has its basis in negative
difference, is part of the totality which is characterised by homogeneity. Contrary to

Habermas's conception, the sacred, for Bataille, is ungraspable and unknowable. To

'grasp' or 'know' it, is to render it profane. In this sense, the sacred is also non-
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utilitarian communication, a view that will be explored in greater detail in the next

chapter. The notion Bataille uses to explicate the sacred and communication is
silence: silence, once spoken, is no longer silence. It is instantaneous, momentous,

since silence has to sacrifice itself as silence to maintain silence, and therefore to

communicate itself. Silence is defined only by its therenes, and an indifference to

goals or purposes. Silence, paradoxically, is therefore the purest form of
communication, since it cannot be communicated.

Bataille's various professional collaborations, and his personal relationships
seem defined by this impossibility of sustaining a sense of community through
communication54. The failure to sustain any of his relationships is due to the fact that

community and communication cannot be reconciled. Communication requires an

unbounding of subjectivity. This disables mutual understanding, which is a condition
for community. It is precisely the unbounding of the subject in communication that
makes community impossible, contrary to Habermas's theory of communicative
action. In order to communicate the subject must first of all tear itself out of its social
role, which also means tearing itself out of language. Where Habermas sees

language as a medium for communication for the purposes of a communifying
movement towards mutual understanding, Bataille sees language and communication
as irreconcilable. Bataille had said that he did not 'consider anyone free who does not

sever the bonds language':
"Communication" cannot proceed from one full and intact individual
to another. It requires individuals whose separate existence in
themselves is risked, placed at the limit of death and nothingness.

(Bataille 2000: 19)

Nothingness, for Bataille, 'is a limit of individual existence. Beyond its defined limits
- in time and in space - this existence or being no longer exists, no longer is'

(Bataille 2000: 188). But because for Bataille, work is the foundation of humanity,
one cannot wilfully cast offone's full and intact individual existence. This is why, for

Bataille, 'language can and does communicate even the most interior of experiences'

(Connor 2000: 3), since it must. In Literature and Evil, Bataille writes that 'Literature
is communication. Communication requires loyalty. [...] Literature is not innocent.
It is guilty and should admit itself so' (Bataille 1997: ix-x). The loyalty required is not
a rejection of language, but an admission of guilt. In communicating the most interior
of experiences and to remain loyal to experience, communication must admit itself as
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an operation of the impossible. It is quite clear to see how Bataille's communication
follows on from Habermas's meaningful communication, and how it in fact must

follow on from this; but only when meaningful communication admits it is guilty of
not being able to communicate experience. However, to admit its own guilt is to once

more partake of its own lie. As Bataille says: 'A rigorous morality results from

complicity in the knowledge of Evil, which is the basis of intense communication'

(Bataille 1997: ix). In 'Evil, a Challenge to Philosophy and Theology'55, Ricoeur
writes that 'what the problem of evil calls into question is a way of thinking submitted
to the requirements of logical coherence, that is, one submitted to both the rule of
noncontradiciton and that of systematic totalisation' (Ricoeur 1995: 249). This is

certainly an apt description of Bataille's notion of evil as the basis for intense
communication. This brings to mind the contradictions expressed in the paradox of
silence already mentioned above, which Bataille sees as the purest form of
communication. What is communicated is what cannot be communicated, that which

is impossible. Hence, communication can only occur unwilled, unbidden and
incidental to wilful, meaningful communication.

1.5 Supplementing 'communicative action'

Noys suggests that 'Bataille's reading of communication undoes Habermas's

theory while at the same time developing its own account of communication' further

demonstrating 'the superiority of Bataille's analysis of the functioning of
communication and violence' (Noys 1997: 64). How does Bataille's theory of
communication supplement Habermas's theory of communicative action? In the

simple manner of the former being aware of the dissatisfaction of stopping at a naive

non-violent approach to communication, and carrying on an analysis of
communication and community beyond that of simple commonsense communication
based on utility and project. As said before, Habermas's communication is preceded

by the existence of independent, autonomous selves. For Bataille, the self is the place
of communication. For Bataille, the subject comes into being only through

communication, whereas for Habermas the subject precedes communication, which is

essentially an activity performed by subjects in a process of negotiation and

compromise. This difference has its origins in Bataille's conception of the subject as

always already a societal being; a being constituted by goal-oriented knowing and
project. The knowing subject, is always already one tied to society and therefore to
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an external force outside of itself. Hence, for Bataille, there is no self that precedes
communication.

As with the paradox of silence, the only way the subject can assert its
autonomous subjectivity, is in not doing so, since in doing so, it is already admitting

everything that is outside of its individual and autonomous existence. This is because
a 'man is a particle inserted into unstable and entangled wholes' (Bataille 1989: 6). It
is important to remember that Bataille sees the human subject as a social and cultural

being, shaped by the external world and its dictates. These comprise the system of
codes, laws and discourses that define society, and therefore the social subject. This
immersion generates a tension that is nowhere clearer than in the use of language,
since it is what facilitates the communication between social beings, by enabling
communication to take a knowable form. To deny language, is to deny form, and to

do so is to deny the existence of the system of which we are a part. This is the
fundamental contradiction of human existence in relation to culture. Having also
established that the 'self is a place of communication, and if language is the only
means of communication, it is clear to see how the place of communication is one

wrought with conflict. This recalls what Bataille wrote of the subject as "oneself' not

as a being isolated from the world, but as being a place of communication:

subjectivity as the essence of being is defined as constant active communication and
interaction56. The subject is a place where the forces of conflict as the subject

engages in a 'becoming other' in communication. The communicating subject is
therefore not a homogeneous being as Habermas conceives of it to be, but rather a

place in which heterogeneity abides. The world of motives is the given, and the

subject is never divorced from purposive activity, only to be torn apart during
moments of communication. In other words, Bataille approaches subjective reason

not from the subject as isolated, but from the subject as constantly immersed in
interaction and communication.

From the above it can be said that Habermas's conception of the unforced
force of reason to which the human subject in interaction must give into does echo
some aspects of Bataillean thought. Bataille however delves into the conflicts in the
human subject arising from performing communicative action. He explores the
violence that erupts in subjectivity that is torn apart as a participant in interaction.
Bataille's approach is similar to Habermas's in terms of communication as social and
interactive practice, underlined by a reasoning that both simultaneously aids, and
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depends upon this communication. Where they differ is in Bataille's constant
reference to the conflicts underpinning this practice. Delving into these conflicts,
Bataille writes:

It is the separation of terror from the realms of knowledge, of feeling,
of moral life, which obliges one to construct values uniting on the
outside the elements of these realms in the forms of authoritative

entities, when it was necessary not to look afar; on the contrary, to

reenter oneself in order to find there what was missing from the day
when one contested the constructions. (Bataille 1988: 8-9)

But a sort of rupture - in anguish - leaves us at the limit of
tears: in such a case we lose ourselves, we forget ourselves and
communicate with an elusive beyond. (Bataille 1988: 11)
It is only in violent conflict within oneself, brought about by having to first

pass through purposeful communication, that communication occurs. Like
Habermas's subject in communicative action, Bataille's subject has to compromise in
order to communicate as an entity beyond the self. What the subject compromises is
the 'self, facing the terror of touching the limits of the knowable 'self, to admit that
which is unknowable and the impossible. Communication as unknowing is

'intelligence wanting to extend its limits' to that which is not 'logically

demonstrable', to be construed as 'a sum of distinct operations, some intellectual,
others aesthetic, yet others moral [...] It is only from within, lived to the point of

terror, that it appears to unify that which discursive thought must separate' (Bataille
1988: 8-9). It was the express aim of surrealism to attain this level of unity, which
will be my next area of exploration.

1 See Diana Coole, 'Habermas and the Question of Alterity', Habermas and the Unfinished Project of
Modernity, p. 223.
2 Habermas's work on the philosophical discourse of modernity and his solution of 'communicative
reason' as opposed to subject-centred reason has provoked much criticism. The most notable of these
rejoinders are found in Habermas and the Unfinished Project ofModernity, a collection of critical
essays challenging Habermas's claims. Briefly the collection opens with a broad reconstruction of the
main themes of the PDM by Fred Dallmayr and a detailed examination of the three central figures of
that philosophical discourse, namely Hegel, Nietzsche and Heidegger. The next two papers are
defences ofDerrida, firstly by Christopher Norris, against Habermas's charge that the former collapses
all distinctions of genre, particularly those between philosophy and literature, logic and rhetoric,
concept and metaphor. The second essay by David Hoy is an attempt to overcome the conflict
between deconstruction and critical theory by locating philosophical possibilities that go beyond the
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Chapter Two: Between Surrealism and the College of Sociology

The foundation of one's thought is the thought of another; thought is
like a brick cemented into a wall. It is a simulacram of thought if, in
his looking back on himself, the being who thinks he sees a free being
and not the price of this semblance of freedom costs him: he doesn't
see the waste ground and the heaps of detritus to which a sensitive
vanity consigns him with his brick.

- Georges Bataille 1

As established in chapter one, Bataille was of the opinion that an individual is
a social being merely inserted into an already established life-context, and must cope

with a subjectivity that is simultaneously autonomous, and yet finite. As a component

of a larger collective consciousness, individual consciousness is thus subordinated by
it. In its subordination, the individual consciousness adopts a particular value in
relation to the collective. Such consciousness in collective existence is slavish

consciousness, which serves to preserve the homogeneity of society. In such a

community, communication in the Batalliean sense of the word is absent.
This chapter explores Bataille's engagement with two intellectual

fh

organisations of the early 20 century: the surrealists and the College of Sociology,
both of which were concerned with the relationship between the self, and society.
More specifically, both were concerned with the possibility of individual freedom in
collective existence; how to free slavish consciousness. Bataille's involvement with

either group was marginal, and in many ways illustrates the problems faced by a 'self
as an individual, within collective existence. The College of Sociology had as its

object of study what they termed 'sacred sociology', which comprises 'the mutual
relations of man's being and society's being: what he expects from it, what it requires
of him'2 (Caillois 1988: 9). The study of sacred sociology intended to establish the

'points of coincidence between the fundamental obsessive tendencies of individual

psychology and the principal structures that govern social organisation and are in
command of its revolutions' (Caillois 1988: 5). These studies thus addressed the
contradictions I highlighted in the previous chapter inherent in Habermas' notion of
communicative action. I will first of all look at Bataille's controversial and turbulent

involvement with Andre Breton, and his surrealist group4, moving onto his
collaborative efforts with Documents and the College of Sociology.
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As briefly mentioned in the last chapter, Bataille's short-lived collaborative
efforts betray the problems encountered in exercising individual freedom within a

collective existence: how communication and community cannot co-exist.

Examining Bataille's relationship with surrealism is crucial to this thesis in two ways:

In the previous chapter I addressed Habermas' claims that Bataille took up

Nietzsche's aestheticism, carrying on its radicalisation through into surrealism5. I
want to chart the development of Bataille's notion of communication as a reaction to

the use language was subjected to under surrealism. Following his fallout with
Breton, Bataille formed a separate group with other renegade surrealists, with whom
he collaborated in the formation of a journal called Documents (1929), what his

biographer Surya describes as 'a war machine against surrealism' (Surya 2002: 118).
It is crucial to address Documents as having been conceived of as a reaction to the
idealism Bataille saw surrealism as practising, which in Bataille's opinion established
an ideology that ultimately failed to emancipate subjectivity.

Ironically, Bataille's contemporaries of the Documents period found his
articles too vulgar to be included with the majority of the published essays. To his

delight, Bataille was given a supplement of his own, Critical Dictionary, in which to

publish his own essays and other like material. Between the collapse of Documents
and 1935, Bataille and Breton buried their differences and founded Contre-Attaque6,
which however lasted only 18 months. In 1937, Bataille then turned his attention to

two connected projects: Acephale and the College of Sociology. After the dissolution
of Acephale and the College of Sociology in 1939, Bataille returned to surrealism, not

as an active participant, but in the form of criticism. In December 1948, Bataille had
written to the publishers Gallimard informing them that he was working on a book
called Surrealist Philosophy and Religion. It was never completed, and was probably
abandoned around 19517. Between 1945 and 1951, surrealism took centre stage in
Bataille's life; Bataille's vigorous assessment of surrealism enabled him to assess the

development of his own thought. These latter essays also suggest that his activity
with the College helped him revise his previously harsh view of surrealism.
Richardson suggests that, comparing two early essays 'The "Old Mole" and the Prefix
Sur in the Words Surhomme [Superman] and Surrealist', and 'The Use Value of
D.A.F. de Sade' (both probably written between 1927 and 1930)8, to these later ones,

one gets an idea of how much Bataille had misunderstood surrealism at the time9.
While his previous responses to surrealism constitute more a response to Breton's
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public attacks on him, his latter responses are closer to addressing 'general
difficulties' and paradoxes raised by an engaging dialogue between his own thought,
and surrealism.

2.1 Bataille and the Surrealists

In the introduction to a collection of Bataille's writings on surrealism,
Richardson addresses the assumption, justifiably made based on public attacks
Bataille and Breton exchanged, that Bataille was a chief enemy of surrealism10.
Seeking to overthrow this simple misconception, Richardson sees the collection of

writings on surrealism not so much as a critique of surrealism or the surrealists, but as

a form of self-assessment11. Like On Nietzsche, which tells us more about Bataille

than about Nietzsche, these essays constitute more a dialogue with surrealism, than

essays on surrealism. Richardson calls attention to the impersonal and slightly vague

nature of the criticisms12, concluding that Bataille, with 'such assertions, was defining
a paradox which was as apparent within his own work as within that of the
'surrealists" (Richardson 1994a: 25). It is in these self-assessments that we see the

emergence of the notion of sacrifice in writing, as a condition for communication in
literature. As much of a misconception as the above claim of Bataille being an enemy

of surrealism might be, Bataille and Breton certainly disagreed on a lot of matters. In
order to understand Bataille's disenchantment with surrealism, one needs to be aware

that Bataille saw a difference between surrealism in principle and surrealism in

practice embodied in the organisation led by Breton. Bataille strongly felt that the
latter had betrayed the former. I would like to begin by addressing this difference.

Franklin Rosemont, the organiser of the first indigenous US surrealist group,

states polemically in his introduction to Breton's collected writings What Is
Surrealism?-. 'Contrary to prevalent misdefinitions, surrealism is not an aesthetic

doctrine, nor a philosophical system, nor a mere literary or artistic school. It is an

unrelenting revolt against a civilisation that reduces all human aspirations to market

values, religious impostures, universal boredom and misery' (Rosemont 1978: 21).
As Bataille was to later acknowledge in 1948: 'Established from the first as a moral

imperative, surrealism thus brings everything into question'13 (Bataille 1994: 57). It
was this calling into question of everything, as well as a sense of unrelenting revolt

against the reduction of individuals to a goal-oriented means that drew Bataille to

surrealism: surrealism brought about 'a free poetic release without subordinating it to

anything and without assigning a superior end to it' (Bataille 1994: 65). One of the
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issues raised forcibly by surrealism is the nature of freedom in a collective context.

Bataille credited Breton with recognising this, even though Breton could not see the

paradox inherent in his own surrealist project, which was the very grounds for
Bataille's opposition:

It was Andre Breton who rightly recognised that a poet or a painter
does not have the power to say what is in his heart, but that an

organisation or a collective body could. This 'body' could speak in
different terms from the individual. If painters and poets together took
the consciousness of what weighed on poetry and painting, anyone

who speaks in their name must plead that it is the vehicle of

impersonal necessity. (Bataille 1994: 60)
As noted by Michel Richman in his study of the College of Sociology, group

representation, though necessary, tends to reduce individual consciousness to that of
the group14. This recalls Bataille's belief that communication, with the potential to

lead the 'self out of its isolated being in 'becoming other', however cannot co-exist
with community. Already discussed at some length in the last chapter, this chapter
will focus on how this belief is manifested in Bataille's work with, and on, the

surrealists and surrealism. I would first of all like to draw attention to a few things
related to the above that will be addressed in this chapter: first, that surrealism called

everything into question, including everyday experiences; second, that it was a revolt

against the servitude of individuals, and therefore was opposed to 'ends'; third, that
the poet did not speak as an individual, but as a body, suggesting the potential for a

similar conflict raised in the last chapter between the individual and the body through
which it speaks. These points are also the ones upon which Bataille saw surrealism in

practice had betrayed itself in principle.

Making its first appearance in Apollinaire's absurdist play Les Mamelles de
Tiresias15, the word 'surrealism' expressed an analogical mode of conveying essential

reality, through the evocation of the imagination. Adopting the term 'in homage to'

Apollinaire, Breton 'baptised [it] the new mode of pure expression'16 (Breton 1972:

24). In his first 'Manifesto of Surrealism' (1924), Breton defines surrealism as:

SURREALISM, n. Psychic automatism in its pure state, by
which one proposes to express - verbally, by means of the written

word, or in any other manner - the actual functioning of thought.
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Dictated by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason

exempt from any aesthetic and moral concern17.
ENCYCLOPEDIA. Philosophy. Surrealism is based on the

belief in the superior reality of certain forms of previously neglected

associations, in the omnipotence of dream, in the disinterested play of

thought. It tends to ruin once and for all other psychic mechanisms to

substitute itself for them in solving all the principle problems of life.

(Breton 1972: 26)
Breton proceeds to draw up a list of surrealists who had performed acts of
'ABSOLUTE SURREALISM': having heard the 'Surrealist voice', these surrealists
make no effort to filter this voice, seeing themselves as mere 'receptacles' and
'modest recording instruments', thus serving a 'nobler cause' (Breton 1972: 28).
Surrealist activity was thus the exploration of unmediated thought, opposing whatever
limitations the exterior material world might place on the liberated mind, particularly
in the form of 'control exercised by reason'. Surrealism embodies the exploration of
the subjective self, through the exercise of individual thought and the expression of
individual perspectives. The focus on the autonomy of individual thought is further

supported by an exemption from aesthetic or moral concerns.

Speaking in 1934, Breton recalls that the movement had at its core the 'desire
to deepen the foundations of the real, to bring about an even clearer and at the same

time ever more passionate consciousness of the world perceived by the senses... to

present interior reality and exterior reality as two elements in the process of

unification, or finally becoming one'n (Breton 1978: 155). Bruce Baugh, writing on

the relation between surrealism and the Hegelian dialectic, makes the claim that the
Surrealists' hopes lay with Hegel's dialectical method19, but only after being adapted
to suit the purposes of the surrealist revolution. Breton states quite clearly in his
'Second Manifesto of Surrealism' (1930) that'the dialectical method, in its Hegelian

form, was inapplicable for us'20 (Breton 1972: 141). Surrealism was to take as its

point of departure 'the "colossal abortion" of the Hegelian system' (Breton 1972:

140). The surrealists sought 'to put an end to idealism properly speaking' with 'the
creation of the word "Surrealism"' (Breton 1972: 141). It is crucial to point out here
that the idealism conceived of by Breton, and replaced by the term surrealism, is

markedly different from the idealism Bataille refers to, and accused surrealism of

engaging in. For Breton, the idealism that surrealism puts an end to is described as
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'childish', and takes the form of a negating dialectical relation: '"The rose is a rose.

The rose is not a rose. Yet the rose is a rose'" (Breton 1972: 141). What Breton calls
for instead is to 'lure "the rose" into a movement pregnant with less benign
contradictions' (Breton 1972: 141), extending beyond ad infinitum. Adopting Hegel's
dialectical method, the surrealists however reject Hegel's metaphysics which they
characterised as a dissolution of genuine social problems 'in the ether of pure thought'

(Baugh 2003: 55). The surrealists see Hegel, in his metaphysical abstractness, as

ignoring the concrete dialectic in social relations and upheavals, and the psychic
conflicts within individuals, a criticism Bataille ironically sees as being equally

applicable to surrealism. As Baugh concludes, surrealism is not truly dialectical21.
Baugh describes surrealist negation as what Hegel calls a "'spurious infinite", which
is nothing but an alternation between the finite and the infinite, 'since each negation is
itself a finite act which can be negated in turn' (Baugh 2003: 56). What we get is a

double negation that builds into an infinite series. Since it is a form of double

negation, where one thing is negated in relation to the other, and this negation negated

again, what results as the product of this double negation is a contradictory object that
is simultaneously similar to, and different from itself. Baugh refers to the dialectical
method adopted by the surrealists as a 'becoming-other of the object without limits,

guided by the imagination, which is itself propelled by the unconscious' (Baugh 2003:

56).
An example taken from Breton's second manifesto would suffice to explain:

For us it was necessary, if one will allow me this parenthesis, to

take "the rose" through a profitable movement of less benign

contradictions, where it would be successively the rose which comes

from a garden, a rose which has a particular place in a dream, a rose

that can't be abstracted from the "optical bouquet," one which can

totally change its properties in entering into automatic writing, one that
has no more of the rose than what the painter wished in a surrealist

painting, and finally, the one which, totally different from itself,
returns to the garden. (Breton 1972: 141)

What Breton sought to do was to liberate the slavish use of language, to take it out of
its everyday mundane utility, and tear it away from its repressive uses that serve the

systems which oppress humankind22. Surrealism aimed at taking language which
serves function and work, to an expressive use for the marvellous liberation of the
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mind, as seen in automatic writing and free association. What it called for was a

revision of the definition of reality. The surrealists wanted to change the perception
of the world, and through this altered perception change the world itself. However,

language, as its medium of expression, was itself still servile. The subject utilising

language therefore continued to be servile. Whereas unlimited negation worked on

nature or experience, through an altered re-presentation in language, it seemed

unsatisfactory when it came to the negation of the subject whose experience was

being re-presented. This was the ultimate object of surrealist negation23: to free the

subject from the bonds of the external world, ofwhich language was one. As Bataille

said, he did not consider anyone free who did not sever the bonds of language. The
surrealists thus reached an unsurmountable impasse which later became central to

Bataille's critical assessment of surrealism.

With subjective freedom as its focus, Breton's surrealist revolution also
functioned under the conditions of moral asepsis, implying the severance of ties that
bind the individual to social responsibility:

We submit that the Surrealist endeavour can only hope to be
crowned with success if it is carried out under conditions of moral

asepsis which very few people in this day and age are interested in

hearing about. Without these conditions, it is, however, impossible to

arrest the spread of this cancer of the mind which consists of thinking
all too sadly that certain things "are", while others, which might well

be, "are not". We have suggested that they must merge into each

other, or very perceptibly impinge upon each other at their respective
limits. It is a matter, not of remaining there at that point, but of not

being able to do less than to strain desperately toward that limit.

(Breton 1972: 187).
Breton provided an example of such asepsis when he claimed, in his second

manifesto, that the simplest surrealist act 'consists of dashing down into the street,

pistol in hand, and firing into the street, pistol in hand, and firing blindly, as fast as

you can pull the trigger, into the crowd' (Breton 1972: 125). It expects nothing
'save from violence' (Breton 1972: 125). Later, in the lecture 'What is Surrealism?'
delivered in Brussels in 1934, Breton explicitly stated that 'the liberation of the mind,
the express aim of surrealism, demands as a primary condition, in the opinion of the

surrealists, the liberation of man, which implies that we must struggle against our
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fetters with all the energy of despair; that today more than ever the surrealists rely

entirely, for the bringing about of human liberation, on the proletarian revolution'

(Breton 1978: 155). C.W.E. Bigsby notes that the revolution in consciousness was a

consequence rather than a cause of social change24; it was to happen through social

change, thus implying a necessary dialectic between the individual and collective. At
the same time it asked of its members moral asepsis. Committed as it was in its

allegiance to social revolution, Breton's surrealist revolution seemed to falter when its

practical and ideological commitments were considered together. As Sartre pointed

out, there is arguably a contradiction between the surrealists' desire for moral

commitment, seen in their desire for social change, and a style and purpose which

suggests a detachment from moral responsibility25.
Bataille speaks of a similar point of unification (between interior and exterior

reality) in Inner Experience, with what he refers to as the joining of two at the limits
of being, each pushing towards the utmost of what is possible. It is at this point that
communication takes place. As Boldt-Irons observes, and as I have shown in relation
to Habermas in the last chapter, Bataille sees this point as happening by chance,

straining towards these limits in an operation of 'becoming other' that tears

subjectivity apart violently. While Bataille surrenders himself to be dissolved into

nothing, Breton sees the perfect unification in 'thought' and in 'the idea', as a goal.

According to Boldt-Irons, Breton desired 'to determine, and no doubt contemplate'
the point, and in fact to deliberately bring it about, thereby reducing it to merely a

means26. Furthermore, the notion of moral asepsis is alien to Bataillean thought, and

provided another ground for Bataille's attack on Surrealism. In Bataille's opinion, the
model for such moral asepsis par excellence, is found in the figure of de Sade. In

Erotism, Bataille describes de Sade's sexuality as running 'counter to the desires of
other people (of almost all others, that is); they are to be victims, not partners. De
Sade makes his heroes uniquely self-centered; the partners are denied any rights at all:
this is the key to his system' (Bataille 1986: 167)27. According to Bataille, this is
'doubtless artificial', as it fails to take into account 'the independence of one man has
never ceased to be any more than a boundary to the interdependence of mankind,
without which there would be no human life' (Bataille 1986: 168). Moral asepsis

implies a disengagement from the codes that govern society, and is an extension of
the idealism Bataille sees surrealism as practising, divorced from the relations
between 'every real man' in society. More importantly, if moral asepsis is a result of
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an individual pulling oneself out of society and its moral codes, then it implies that
there is no reciprocity between individuals who are only self-centered. This results in
the individual subject retreating further into itself. As said before, communication
entails mutual loss, where both parties step out of themselves, in a process of

'becoming other'. This assumes an initial dialectical reciprocity that grounds
communication.

To sum up, the surrealists were a body of people concerned with expressing
individual insights, based on individual lived experience, within the context of
collective existence. As Bataille later observed: 'If it was necessary to fight to bring
down the social edifice, then one also needed to sacrifice an individual's desires to the

necessities of a revolution. And the revolution reveals its true nature: it is a collective

movement, having as its end the instigation of a new society, which expects nothing
less than the previous society had of the individuals who comprise it (and may even

9o #

require more)' (Bataille 1994: 103). This was however also the paradox underlying
the principle behind surrealist thought: the opposition to generality in favour of

individualism, and yet being only able to speak on one level, via a general body; on

another level, being only able to speak through an already existing codified system to

which their experiences and desires were thus subject, that is, through language. As

Baugh notes, surrealism failed in the negation of the self, from which would emerge a

'self that is not individual, but that 'of a mostly (unconscious) collective mind

(/ 'esprit), with an infinite capacity to negate "the reality principle," and in particular,
the laws of cause and effect and of the mutual exclusion of opposites (life/death,

dream/reality, conscious/unconscious)' (Baugh 2003: 57). Surrealism was

revolutionary, but it faced an impasse that as a 'rule one cannot escape', which
Bataille later wrote Breton 'did not see (or did not say)'29 (Bataille 1994: 181). This

tension, as said before, is what concerns Bataille in all of his work.

What was most obvious to Bataille and what he perhaps scrutinised the most

was the contradiction underlining the psychology of the group in relation to its

objectives. Firstly, as a body, there was the need for the negation of individual

perspectives even though the utmost respect for individual perspectives was a

fundamental principle of surrealism. However, Bataille also viewed surrealism under
Breton's leadership as a 'subversion within the bourgeois intellectual domain' which

'immediately seeks to create its own values in order to oppose established values,
concerned as it is as much with the stifling effect of the present moral order as with
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the material conditions of the proletariat'30 (Bataille 1985: 33). It seemed only to

subvert the existing order, replacing it with a new one. Breton and his group had in
turn become herdsmen, preaching an ideology of authoritarian elitism. Most

importantly, Bataille saw that surrealism, in spite of its aims of emancipation, was

ultimately servile. Bataille sums this dilemma up succinctly: 'Surrealism is mutism: if
it spoke it would cease to be what it wanted to be, but if it failed to speak it could only
lend itself to misunderstanding; it was even in the impossibility of responding to the
first demand that it succeeded: in forming an impersonal authority'31 (Bataille 1994:

56).
2.2 Early Criticism of Surrealism

Bataille's relationship with surrealism can at best be described as ambivalent.
His writings on the subject suggest, on the one hand, that he agreed with, and even

admired the revolutionary aims of surrealism. On the other, he seems to have objected
to many of its principles and practices. There are two main reasons that account for
this. First, he saw the actual realisation of the principles of surrealism as being

impossible, the same way he saw Nietzsche's doctrine as being non-viable. This was

a problem Breton refused to acknowledge. Second, Bataille derided surrealism's

optimism, and its willingness to put negativity to work in the service of an idea . For
the most part, Bataille was disdainful of surrealism's enchantment with idealism, and
was in fact contemptuous of surrealism's pretensions, as revealed in his article 'The
"Old Mole" and the Prefix Sur in the Words Surhomme [Superman] and Surrealist'.
This essay accuses surrealism of attributing to vile and base material reality a spirit of
elevation. Bataille employs the metaphor of the eagle and the old mole.

Metaphysically the eagle is identified with youth, aggressiveness and the idea, not yet

reached a state of pure abstraction, what Bataille describes as 'the unbounded

development of concrete fact disguised as divine necessity' (Bataille 1999: 34). The
old mole, on the other hand, inhabits the 'bowels of the earth', in a 'decomposed soil

repugnant to the delicate noses of the Utopians' (Bataille 1999: 35). Surrealism as

practiced by Breton and his contemporaries is identified with the eagle in its idealism,
but also with the old mole, seen in the addition of base values to its idealism. Bataille

criticises the surrealists for not acknowledging base materiality for what it is, without

transposition. The surrealist pose is an 'Icarian' one: the eagle, in its flight towards
the sun, inevitably falls into the earth; into the 'decomposed soil' from which it had
risen. Surrealism, holding on to this 'magnificent Icarian pose', tended to assign the
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lowly aspects of humanity with an elevated spirit by associating them with the most

immaterial values: 'All claims below have been disguised as claims from above' and
the Surrealists 'employ them in literature, in order to attain the displaced and pathetic

grandeur that ridicules and strips them of relevance' (Bataille 1999: 39). Plotnitsky

suggests that the 'sur' in Bataille's surrealism, the one he saw as being pregnant with

revolutionary potential, suggests a '"margin" - that which is minimised within the
text of philosophy - [that] will exceed the "centre" in the power of its efficacy and
will be reconfigured as one of the conditions of the possibility of all centres'

(Plotnitsky 1993: 68). Bataille viewed Breton's revolution as ultimately

homogenising this 'marginality'. This was also reflected in Blanchot's opinion that
the ultimate goal of surrealism was to create a society in which everyone could be

33surrealist .

In his lecture 'What is Surrealism?', Breton continued to maintain that the

'marvellous is always beautiful, anything marvellous is beautiful; indeed, nothing but
the marvellous is beautiful' (Breton 1978: 167). One recalls Surya's comment on the

conception of Documents' as an opposition to surrealism. As Surya says, where
Breton had made surrealism an 'instrument of the marvellous', Bataille made

Documents an 'instrument of the monstrous' (Surya 2002: 124). In opposition to such
idealism and 'sanctified disgust', Bataille writes:

The earth is base, the world is world, human agitation is only vulgar
and perhaps not acknowledgeable: this is the shame of Icarian despair.
But to the loss of the head there is no reply: a crass sneer, vile

grimaces. For it is human agitation, with all the vulgarity of needs
small and great, with its flagrant disgust for the police who repress it, it
is the agitation of all men (except for this police and the friends of the

police), that alone determines revolutionary mental forms, in

opposition to bourgeois mental forms. In human terms no baseness

values, at present, the rage of refined literati, lovers of an accursed

poetry; what cannot move the heart of a ditchdigger already has the
existence of shadows. There remains, it is true, an almost artificial

lighting, which serves to display the ruins. And down with denigrators
of an immediate "human interest," down with all the scribblers with

their spiritual elevation and their sanctified disgust for material needs!

(Bataille 1999: 43)
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I would like at this point to bring in Suleiman's observations regarding
surrealist idealism in her book Subversive Intent: Gender, Politics and the Avant-

Garde, to draw on an example of the idealism practiced by Surrealism. This
reference is further relevant to my discussion on the work of Carter in relation to

surrealism and Bataille, which is the subject of the second section of this thesis. As
an example, Suleiman explores the female as surrealist subject, drawing on a

photomontage composed by Breton and his contemporaries, published in La
Revolution surrealiste (no. 12 [1929])34. The montage consists of the photograph of a

painting by Margritte, framed by the portraits of sixteen surrealists, with their eyes

closed (See Appendix A). In the centre of the montage is a painting of a female
nude, in what Suleiman compares to a 'pose reminiscent of Boticelli's Venus,

frontally exposed' (Suleiman 1990: 24). Above and below her is the text: 'I do not

see the hidden in the forest'35. The Surrealists, who frame her, adopt the position of
the seeing 'I', ironically with their eyes shut. She is given as an image to be seen,

while they are the spectators who see her, but at the same time do not. They only see

her as an image. They can see her with their eyes shut because they see her only in
their imaginations. They do not need to see the woman in order to imagine her,

placing her in the centre but only as an image. As Suleiman observes, the female fills
the hole between the words, but she also fills the hole between the surrealists who are

arranged around her. She is the bond between them, as collective imagination. While
Suleiman's observations are aimed at exploring the female surrealist subject, they can

be traced back to a fundamental weakness of surrealism: the penchant for idealism,
which was Bataille's major objection to surrealism.

The desertion of several Surrealists to join Bataille's camp made Bataille into
an internal enemy of Surrealism, and particularly of Breton. Bataille later referred to

himself as 'its old enemy from within'36 (Bataille 1994: 49). Breton, in his 'Second
Manifesto of Surrealism' (1929), made a public attack on the defectors of surrealism
who had joined Bataille's group to found Documents, specifically targeting Bataille.
Breton describes Bataille as one inviting men to 'run absurdly with him - his eyes

suddenly become dim and filled with unavowable tears - toward some haunted

provincial houses, seamier than flies, more depraved, ranker than barber shops'

(Breton 1972: 181). Bataille, he writes, 'loves flies', wishing only to consider what is
in the world which is the 'vilest'. This is the nature of Bataille's materialism as

conceived of by Breton: the 'defouled, senile, rank, sordid, lewd' (Breton 1972: 184).
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A comparison drawn up by Breton illustrates the disparity between the views
•27

of the two men. In the essay 'The Language of Flowers' , Bataille states that a

flower is beautiful only because it 'conforms to what must be, in other words, they

represent, as flowers, the human ideal'38 (Bataille 1985: 12). Bataille had written that
when a rose whose petals had been removed off the corolla, all that remains is 'filth',
a 'sordid looking tuft': The beautiful rose relapses into its 'original squalor'. Its

beauty is spoiled by its 'hairy sexual organs'. The interior of the rose thus does not

correspond to its exterior beauty. Breton on the other hand sees that the rose, stripped
of its petals, remains 'the rose' (Breton 1972: 186). Whereas Bataille defines the rose

by what it is made up off, Breton sees the 'rose' as an idea, whose essence precedes
its botanical properties. Batialle insisted on seeing the world as it is, and dealing with
it in its 'materiality' (a term which for Bataille holds a specific meaning which will be
addressed later), while Breton insisted on perceiving the world in an altered, elevated
form with the potential to emancipate humanity. Since material circumstance is that
which prevents the liberation of subjectivity, Breton questions Bataille's allegiance to

materiality, and therefore to social revolution. Breton undermines Bataille's

revolutionary claims, as seen in what he views as Bataille's misfortune, which is to

reason: 'this very fact proves that he cannot claim, no matter what he may say, to be

opposed to any system, like an unthinking brute' (Breton 1972: 184). To reason, is to

be complicit with oppression. Breton also refers to what he sees as an inherent
contradiction in Bataille's thought: 'What is paradoxical and embarrassing about M.
Bataille's case is that his phobia about "the idea," as soon as he attempts to

communicate it, can only take an ideological turn' (Breton 1972: 184). Bataille thus
returns to an 'old anti-dialectical materialism' (Breton 1972: 181). This is very

similar to Habermas's objections to Bataille's methodology, as discussed in the last

chapter. However, just as Habermas's misreading of Bataille stems from his binary
treatment of Bataille's concepts, so does Breton's, in his treatment of 'materialism'
and 'idealism' as opposites.

In his entry to Critical Dictionary entitled 'Materialism'39, Bataille begins
with a criticism of 'most materialists', who, 'despite wanting to eliminate all spiritual

entities, ended up describing an order of things whose hierarchical relations marked
out as specifically idealist. They have situated dead matter at the summit of a

conventional hierarchy of diverse types of facts, without realising that in this way they
have submitted to an obsession with an ideal from of matter, with a form which
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approaches closer than any other to that which matter should be' (Bataille 1995: 58).
What concerns materialists, is the way in which matter answers to essence. It is thus a

'senile idealism', since it concerns the idea of matter, not matter itself. 'The time has

come', Bataille says, 'that when employing the word materialism, to assign to it the

meaning of direct interpretation, excluding all idealism, of raw phenomena' (Bataille
1995: 58). We see that taking form constitutes, for Bataille, a type of materialism

equivalent to a 'senile idealism'. It is no wonder that Breton called Bataille's brand of
materialism vulgar. The kind of idealism Bataille refers to is not confined to the
notion of elevation, but to a fundamental process of making matter intelligible.

Making matter intelligible entails an objectification of matter, since it requires that an

external authority places upon it an identity. This means being subject and servile to

the realm of ideas, and hence idealism. Idealism can only manifest itself through

representation marked by 'hierarchical relations', in order that it may be assimilable.
In this manner, in raising matter to the level of intelligence ('the fetishising (or

ontologising) of matter'40), matter is ironically reduced to objectification,

homogenisation and servitude. I said before that one cannot view materialism and
idealism as opposites. One must view materialism in relation to the paradoxical
nature of Bataille's thought as discussed in the last chapter. In other words, what is
included in the meaning of 'materialism', is also the impossibility of 'direct

interpretation, excluding all idealism, of raw phenomena'. As with silence,
communication and surrealism, materialism must be mutism. This will become

clearer when discussed in relation to the notion of the informe, which I will come to in
a while.

In response to Breton's attack, Bataille and his contemporaries replied with an

article 'Un Cadarve' (1930), signed by nine ex-Surrealists, one ex-Dadaist, and
Bataille41. Taking up almost half the space on the page, at the centre of the article, is
a doctored photograph of Breton, taken from the photomontage referred to above. It

represents Breton with his eyes closed, donning a crown of thorns. The image is
framed by two texts written not by Bataille, though, as noted by Yve-Alain Bois and
Rosalind E. Krauss, the visual impact of the image reflects Bataille's analysis more

than that of the other signatories: 'of Breton as Christ' who is the 'very embodiment
of what [he] had contemptuously called "the simple (paternal) sign of universal

homogeneity," which is to say, a cadaver that has passed beyond a state of rot into

dust, having thus lost the lesson in doubleness and hence heterogeneity' (Bois &
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Krauss 1997: 66). In other words, Breton had only succeeded in turning Surrealism
into a servile revolutionary cause. In addition to 'Un Cadavre', Bataille also published
a written attack, 'The Castrated Lion'42, referring to Breton as an 'old religious

windbag', a 'swollen abscess of clerical phraseology': 'Herein lies the Breton ox, the
old asthete and false revolutionary with the head of Christ' (Bataille 1994: 28).
Bataille viewed Breton's Surrealist religion as occult, and as hypocrisy, which with its

'grandiloquent and false catafalque', attains a level of 'gross indecency'. The
Surrealist experience under Breton is likened to 'mental castration', to which a human

being, 'fleeing in the face of grotesque danger yet retaining a taste for existence,

transposes his activity into the mythical domain' (Bataille 1994: 29), is reduced. In
so doing, what is achieved is only a false sense of liberation, which is really an

existence in one's shadow: how could the 'deceitful politics of the corpse-like Breton'
be anything 'other than a swindle?' (Bataille 1994: 28). Later, in some notes looking
back on the publication of 'Un Cadavre'43, Bataille writes that 'there was in Breton a

desire for common consecration to a single sovereign truth, a hatred of all forms of
concession regarding this truth [...] But Breton's, failing was to be too rigidly attached
to the outward forms of this fidelity' (Bataille 1994: 31). However, Bataille does
also admit that the fault lay not solely with Breton. No one else would have been able
to form the community devoted to surrealism, because there was 'nothing sufficiently
absolute, to break modern individualism and personal pride' (Bataille 1994: 31). At
the bottom of the failure of surrealism led by Breton, lay the contradiction between
'the liberty that is essential to surrealism and the rigour without which it fades away'

(Bataille 1994: 31).
The extent of Bataille's affinity with Surrealism has been the subject of

debate44 not only by later scholars of his work, but also by Bataille himself, as

revealed in the surrealist writings of his post-Documents and post-College years. In

many ways surrealism was the key to Bataille's work. Surrealism's idealist
tendencies inform the development of Bataille's own thought. In the late 1940s, in his
revised view of surrealism, Bataille came to see surrealism to be more vital than ever,

especially in relation to humanity's interrogation of itself. It is precisely in the
contradictions that abound in surrealism in practice that open up areas for questioning,

particularly those pertaining to the use of language. I will return to this after looking
at Bataille's relationship with Documents, and the College of Sociology.
2.3 Documents: Critical Dictionary
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Documents was founded in 1929. As mentioned above, Bataille's writings
were often too vulgar to be published with the majority of the other essays in this

collaboration, and he was given his own journal to publish, which he entitled Critical

Dictionary. Documents collapsed after two years, after which he collaborated with
Breton in the formation of Contre-Attaque. After its 18-month run, Bataille turned his
attention to two connected projects: Acephale and the College of Sociology (1936).

Acephale was the name of a secret society, and a publicly available magazine, while
the College of Sociology functioned as the theoretical counterpart to Acephale45. I
will not delve too deeply into the workings of either collaborative efforts, but simply
focus on the aspects that illuminate my discussion on the development of Bataille's
notion of communication and its manifestation in literature. These will include the

notions of the sacred and the profane, and sacrifice.
I will begin with Documents, specifically two entries into Critical Dictionary:

'Architecture' and 'Informe' ('Formless'). Both have the common denominator of

addressing the relationship between form and content. Bataille sees architecture today
as a symbol of a communifying movement that is oppressive, serving an authoritative
command whose goal is to maintain a homogenising hold over society and the
individuals comprising it:

ARCHITECTURE. - Architecture is the expression of the
true nature of societies, as physiognomy is the expression of the nature

of individuals. However, this comparison is applicable, above all, to

the physiognomy of officials (prelates, magistrates, admirals). In fact,

only society's ideal nature - that of authoritative command and

prohibition - expresses itself in actual architectural constructions.
Thus great monuments rise up like dams, opposing a logic of majesty
and authority to all unquiet elements; it is in the form of cathedrals and

palaces that Church and State speak to and impose silence upon the
crowds. Indeed, monuments obviously inspire good social behaviour
and often even genuine fear. The fall of the Bastille is symbolic of this
state of things. This mass movement is difficult to explain otherwise
than by popular hostility towards the monuments which are their
veritable masters46. (Bataille 1995: 35)

Bataille sees form as a type of enslavement, which Hollier contrasts to Foucault's
notion of the prison as elucidated in Discipline and Punish41. Whereas Foucault's idea
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of the prison as form imposed on the individual is insidious and vigilant in its

disciplinary function, Bataille's prison as form imposed on the individual is overt,

obvious and externally imposing. These take the form of large monuments like

cathedrals, palaces and prisons. For this reason, Bataille sees the public storming of
the Bastille as an equally overt overthrow of authority.

Bataille surmises that the 'mathematical order imposed upon stone is a mere

culmination of the evolution of earthly forms', and that humankind is merely the

'intermediary stage within the morphological development between monkey and

building' (Bataille 1995: 35), the latter being a development of the former. This is
due to the identification of human subjectivity with work. As discussed in the

previous chapter, for Bataille, the human subject is inspired to work due to his fear of
death. Through this compulsion to work to keep death at bay, the human subject
becomes reduced to a means; human 'form' takes its definition not from something
innate or inherent in itself, but from an external end towards which it serves as a

means. In this sense, the human subject is imprisoned in its own form, and in this

sense, the human form is seen to be merely an intermediary stage in its evolutionary

path towards its final 'architectural form'. In other words, the human subject, in

(con)forming with society's 'ideal nature', becomes confined within him/herself. In
its final architectural form, Bataille envisages the individual as nothing more than an

indivisible, impenetrable unit of substance serving a utilitarian end.
If architectural form is seen to imprison, then the destruction of architectural

form destroys any outward forms of conformity. For Bataille, any kind of liberation

necessarily involves the destruction of form; particularly the 'mathematical'
architectural form of knowledge in which the human subject is enslaved, epitomised

by language as the means of commonsense communication that is geared towards
• 48

project : recall the statement 'I cannot consider someone free if they do not have the
desire to sever the bonds of language within themselves'49 (Bataille 1994: 49). I
touched on this in the previous chapter in my discussion of the two types of
communication: Habermas' purposive communicative action, and Bataille's notion of
communication. Bataille's communication requires the complete destruction of self-

possession, that is, of the form we take on. This is why utilitarian communication as

conceived of by Habermas is not true communication that can liberate subjectivity. It
still enslaves the subject in language. Paradoxically, there is no way of severing the
bonds of language. To communicate, one must first pass through commonsense
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communication. The process of passing through commonsense communication,
towards communication (in the Bataillean sense), is the informe.

The 'informe', or the 'formless', is the operation that displaces the relationship
between form and content. Bois and Krauss, in their guide to the informe with
reference to art, point out that the concept of the image presupposes first of all a

possible distinction between form and content50. It is this relation that Bataille's
notion of the informe (formless) tries to collapse.

Formless. - A dictionary would begin as of the moment when
it no longer provided the meanings of words but their tasks. In this

way formless is not only an adjective having such and such a meaning,
but a term serving to declassify, requiring in general that every thing
should have a form. What it designates does not, in any sense

whatever, possess rights, and everywhere gets crushed like a spider or

an earthworm. For academics to be satisfied, it would be necessary, in

effect, for the universe to take a form. The whole of philosophy has no

other aim; it is a question of fitting what exists into a frock-coat, a

mathematical frock-coat. To affirm on the contrary that the universe
resembles nothing at all and is only formless, amounts to saying that
the universe is something akin to a spider or a gob of spittle51.
(Bataille 1995: 52)

Just as man takes on an architectural and mathematical form in order to serve as a

function to ensure the running of society, so is matter given form in order that it may

be utilised in the service of principles, and put to work in the production of meaning.
To reflect on matter, is to put it into a recognised form, in this way one acts on it, and
therefore engages in production. To produce meaning, to make something assimilable
as knowledge, is to impose form on it and therefore render it servile. To say 'man'
'means' something, is to impose a 'form' on 'man'; as in my discussion on

architecture, 'man' becomes reduced to this 'means'. To say 'man' performs an

operation or task, is to attribute to 'man' an affect, that does not reduce him to mere

homogenised means.

However, as an operation that displaces both form and content, the informe

requires that things have form in the first place. As said in the previous chapter

regarding communication having to go through meaningful communication first of
all, informe is the operation that displaces the initial relation between form and
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content. J. M. Lo Duca, Bataille's friend and assistant in the production of Tears of

Eros, stated that Bataille was a 'convinced Hegelian' (Lo Duca 1989: 4), and
remained a dialectical thinker, with the exception of rejecting absolute synthesis. As
Bois and Krauss state, Bataille's informe is in the realm of scission, not dialectics, an

observation already made in the previous chapter. This is the 'depense' or third term,

outside of synthesis altogether52. As scission, Bataille's informe is an act of severing,
or a depense, 'the expenditure that interrupts the reproduction of the homogeneous'.

'Depense', is not reducible to 'terms of exchange and communication that only
involve quantities preserving their identity at every moment of the process. Depense
cannot be formailised' (Hollier 1998: 129). Goux, writing for Tel Quel, observes that

'language (in the history of the West) is conceived of as a set of signs of exchange'.

(Goux 1998: 50). The form of language, which exists in the service of meaning,
exists as exchange value. Informe, which gives words their tasks, or 'affectiveness',
restores their use value. In order that the use value does not become exchange value,
it has to be used up, or consumed, immediately. This brings us to the significance of
sacrifice in Bataille's thought, a notion explored in detail with the College of

Sociology.
2.4 The College of Sociology

Hollier begins his forward to the collected published essays of the College of

Sociology in quoting Hegel in defining the sacred in Aesthetics55:
'What is the sacred?' Goethe asked. And he answered, 'That

which unites souls.' (Hollier 1988: x)
What lies at the origins of the College of Sociology is the preoccupation 'with

rediscovering the primordial longings and conflicts of the individual condition

transposed to the social dimension' (Caillois 1988: 10). Its object was the critical

study of the relationship between man's being and society's being, and the

expectations, demands and requirements each have on the other. In a lecture jointly
delivered with Caillois in 1937, Bataille defined society as a 'compound being', being

'something more than the mass composing them, namely, a specific movement that is

possible to call "communifying movement," at least when it is a question of a linear

organisation or of a society'54 (Bataille and Caillois 1988: 77). More importantly,

compounding 'adds and differentiates' (Bataille and Caillois 1988:78), and society is
different from the sum of the elements that compose it, making perfect synthesis

impossible, and the eruption of violence and the presence of unassimilable elements
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inevitable. Bataille's notions of heterogeneity and sovereignty are contingent upon

this view of society as 'compound being', particularly the notion of a 'communifying
movement' in its organisation. It is also pertinent to evaluating the differences
between Habermas' and Bataille's views on communication within society.

As previously argued, Habermas seems to view society as having a common

ego and a general will, to which the individual is servile and with which s/he needs to

negotiate. This is how the kind of understanding that gives rise to universal validity
claims is fostered. Each individual of the society would have to compromise a part of
its individual self for the general will of the collective community. However, to only

play a part is to subject oneself to an ends external to the self. This is unsatisfactory
for Bataille, for 'to play a part means to be a part, and [Bataille] wants to be all'55
(Abel 1995: 53). Bataille's view of society as a compound being that adds and
differentiates with every consideration of each additional individual being, is the basis
for the complicated and impossible assimilation of each individual's totality of being.
In an attempt to 'be all' what arises is a conflictual tension that characterises the

heterogeneous, which for him defines the nature of society. Girard, in Violence and
the Sacred, presents a similar view of the heterogeneous nature of society. He views
the homogenisation of society, seen in the move towards non-differentiation growing
to characterise contemporary society today, as being responsible for the rising

eruption of violence witnessed in contemporary society. For Girard, there is a link
between the lost of distinctions, and violence, the process of which he terms the
'sacrificial crisis'56. The sacrificial crisis is instigated by 'the disappearance of
natural differences' bringing about the 'dissolution of regulations pertaining to the
individual's proper place in society' (Girard 2005: 59). Ironically, homogenisation, in
an effort to tame the heterogeneous elements of society, thus leads one away from

harmony, and towards discord and violence. Ritual sacrifice during periods of festival
restores differentiation, and acts as a preventative measure against this eruption of
violence. This is widely discussed in Caillois' lecture 'Festival', which I will discuss
in a moment.

At this point, a distinction must be drawn between the general will and

community that emerges from meaningful communication in Habermas's sense of the
word, and that described by Bataille and the College of Sociology. For Bataille and
his contemporaries, society has evolved in such a way that the general will (in
Habermas's sense of the term) is privileged over the individual will. For Bataille, this
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is due to the unrelenting importance human civilisation places on work. Work, in its
function of preserving the homogeneity of society, also leads to the self-encapsulation
of the subject. Individuation becomes subject to the function it serves in maintaining
the homogeneity of society. Serving work, the general will maintains order within

society, while the individual will that is divorced from work, is seen as a potential

disruption to this order. The individual is therefore torn between subjecting himself to

the general will, and giving in to the primordial longings of his individual being,

aspects that threaten the homogeneity of work. Bataille saw that we were

'condemned' to live within the terms imposed by the collective will:
This recognition led the intellectuals of this generation to see in

collective reality and its meaning for the individual an experience that
was unexpected and even oppressive. That of which they had been, in
a constitutional fashion, the negation (they denied with every fibre of
their beings the constraints of collective values), by a reversal suddenly
became their affirmation, but this affirmation no longer related to the
old system of hypocrisy and deception with which it was possible to

come to an accommodation. It then became necessary for them to

affirm what, in the revolutionary order, was of a sudden nature and, if

they affirmed it, it could only reduce the individual they had been to

silence.

The temptations of compromise became unacceptable, and even

those who could not or would not give way no longer existed merely in
an empty and false world: there was a reality that was superior to them,
which called into question for themselves life and death. No doubt

they could still curse it, but they were condemned to live within the
terms it imposed. (Bataille 1994: 193-104)57

Although written several years after his work with the College, one can say that this
conclusion was already being precluded at the lectures given at the College. Bataille
and his contemporaries were confronted with the recognition that they could not

divorce themselves from the society from which oppressive forces stemmed, since it
was the same force that affirmed their existence as human beings. It formed the basis
of their constitution as social beings, and furnished their intellect with the tools

necessary for revolution5 . In fact it was to this that Bataille objected in surrealism as

headed by Breton.
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As seen in the previous section on Bataille's relationship with the surrealists, it
was precisely this conflicting reconciliatory recognition that doomed Breton's
revolution to failure. One might even say that Bataille's own collaborations suffered
from a similar conflict. The College of Sociology lasted only two years, from 1937-
1939. Hollier, editor to the only available published collection of the College's

works, describes it as 'a chorus that is not in unison, the soloists too numerous and

their voices too distinct, without unanimity' (Hollier 1988: viii). According to Jean-
Michel Besnier, a dispute arose between Caillois and Bataille in 1939, due to Caillois'
irritation by the role Bataille gave to mysticism, drama, expenditure, madness and
death. By this time, the College of Sociology was in its last days, and Caillois

deplored the fact that no one had been able to put the theories it espoused into

practice, which should have been the express aim of the 'intellectuals' who comprised
the College59. Suleiman notes that by the time the College was formed, recalling that
it was after the collapse of Contre-Attaque, Bataille's idea of'action' had 'little to do
with politics in the ordinary sense' (Suleiman 1995: 39). The marginality of
Bataille's involvement was already witnessed in his involvement with surrealism, and
it seems was not limited to it. These differences should not come as a surprise, since
it was the prime objective of the College to study this disparity; to study 'the entire

communifying movement of society' (Bataille and Caillois 1988: 74), and to

'embrace a person's total activity' (Caillois 1988: 11), one that is characterised by

heterogeneity.
Bataille had stated polemically that heterogeneity is not the opposite of

homogeneity, since heterogeneity is excluded from the field of graspable

knowledge60. As mentioned in the last chapter (with reference to Plotnitsky), a more

accurate way of understanding the relationship between the two is to see them as

complements61. Heterogeneity does not make up for a lack in homogeneity.

Homogeneity, in the service of absolute synthesis, is already complete. Yet because
there are elements that resist assimilation and therefore exceed homogeneity, elements
that in fact threaten it, homogeneous existence therefore cannot be fully homogeneous
in the first place. If we think of this relationship in terms of Coole's observations on

how alterity, rather than a retreat, is better acknowledged as revealing the limits of

reason, we get a better idea of how heterogeneity relates to homogeneous existence:
not as opposites, but as an operation that disrupts, and reveals the limits of

homogeneous existence. This can be better explained through an exploration of
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Durkheim's notions of the 'sacred' and the 'profane', which went towards forming
the 'entire communifying movement' of society's being. Looking into Durkheim's
work also gives us an insight into the origins of the College's conception of the view
of society as 'compound being'. A lot of Bataille's work, and those of the College
centre around religious practices. Habermas had accused Bataille of being a mystic. I
feel it necessary to qualify the context of religious experience Bataille had supposedly
taken refuge in.
2.5 Durkheim., and the notions of the 'sacred' and the 'profane'

Richman describes Durkheim as an 'essential source' for Bataille and his

contemporaries. Durkheim's descriptions of 'collective effusions associated with
sacred rites and rituals' (Richman 1995: 60)62 provided a common reference for the

ethnological appreciation of the sacred, as well as a means of tracking its presence in
modern society. Durkheim had described religion as the interpretative key for

understanding any social institution: 'Religion contains in itself from the very

beginning... all the elements... which have given rise to the various manifestations of
collective life. [...] One cannot understand our perception of the world, ...of life, if
one does not know the religious beliefs which are their primordial forms'63
(Durkheim 2001: xv). Religious beliefs are 'held by a defined collectivity that

professes them and practices the rites that go with them. These beliefs are embraced
not only individually by all the members of this collective; they belong to the group

and unite it. The individuals who make up this group feel bound to one another by
their common beliefs. A society whose members are united because they share a

common conception of the sacred world and its relation to the profane world, and who
translate this common conception into identical practices, is what we call a church'

(Durkheim 2001: 42-43). What was most significant for Durkheim in his findings
was that the religious practices and beliefs cannot be separated. The practices
reinforce the beliefs, as much as the beliefs manifest themselves in the practices. For

Durkheim, all religious rites and practices answer to a same need: 'to raise man above
himself and make him live a life superior to the one he would lead if he were only to

obey his individual impulses' (Durkhiem 2001: 309). This has the most relevance to

Bataille and the work of The College, in looking towards religious experience as

fostering community, and the communication between beings.
The significance of religious experience explored here lies in its practice and

its sociological significance. This is the aspect of religious life that interested
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Bataille and the College. Durkheim arrives at a final definition: 'a religion is a

unified system of beliefs andpractices relative to sacred things, that is to say, things
set apart and surrounded by prohibitions - beliefs and practices that unite its
adherents in a single moral community called a church' (Durkheim 2001: 46). One
last important thing to note is that religion is not a 'thing' or a 'concept', since it is the
sum of all its practices and belief systems, neither of which can be considered

separately from the other. Just as Durkheim sees religious experience as still being
fundamental to modern day life, so Bataille views myth. Both are communifying
movements within society. The irony revealed in Bataille's analysis is that the 'myth'
that forms the basis of contemporary living is its denial. Today's myth is the absence
of myth: "Night is also a sun', and the absence of myth is also a myth: the coldest, the

purest, the only true myth' (Bataille 1994: 48). The absence of myth is not the
absence of a thing called myth, rather the absence of the communifying movement

that is myth. This communifying movement finds expression in the sacred realm.
In The Elementary Forms ofReligious Life, Durkheim illustrates the sacred in

general opposition to the profane. The sacred is characterised by mobility. It is not a

stable entity, and is therefore devoid of transcendental value. Durkheim states that the

'only way to define the relation between the sacred and the profane is their

heterogeneity. This heterogeneity suffices to characterise this classification of things
and to distinguish it from any other for one particular reason: it is absolute. [...] the
sacred and the profane have always and everywhere been conceived by the human
mind as separate genera, as two worlds that have nothing in common' (Durkheim
2001: 38). Durkheim's use of the term 'heterogeneous' is distinct from Bataille's use

of the term, in that the former simply takes it to mean disparate or different. This
also accounts for the difference in their views of the sacred and the profane. One
could rightly say that Durkheim's characterisation falls within the realm of the

homogeneous.
Durkheim opines that there is a logical gulf in our minds that separate the

sacred from the profane, radically rejecting any mingling of the two. When an object

goes through a change, moving from the realm of the sacred, to that of the profane,
the change is so distinct that he calls it a 'true metamorphosis', which 'highlights the
essential duality of the two realms' (Durkheim 2001: 38). The world of the sacred
and the profane are not only distinct, they are 'closed to one another - there is a gulf
between them' (Durkheim 2001: 237). As Durkheim explains: 'Sacred beings are, by
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definition, separate beings. They are characterised by a discontinuity between them
and profane beings. Normally, the sacred and the profane are outside each other. A
whole set of rites exists to bring about this crucial state of separation. Since their
function is to prevent unwarranted mixing and contact, to prevent one of the two

domains from encroaching on the other, these rites can only decree abstentions, or

negative acts' (Durkheim 2001: 221). These are the prohibitions and taboos. The

very principle of prohibition is to separate the sacred from the contamination of the

profane: 'The sacred world sustains an antagonistic relationship to the profane world.

They correspond to two forms of life that are mutually exclusive, or at least cannot be
lived at the same moment with the same intensity' (Durkheim 2001: 230).

Like Durkheim, Bataille opposes the sacred to the profane, but not as binary

opposites. In a series of twin lectures entitled 'Attraction and Repulsion'64 given at

the College, Bataille writes that the sacred object is never sacred in itself; it is only so

in its effects. Bataille discusses this in terms of attraction and repulsion, particularly
how we are simultaneously attracted to, and repelled by sacred objects. It is this
effect that characterises an object as sacred, and not anything essential in the object
itself. More importantly, Bataille ascribes the sacred a double meaning: 'soiled as

well as holy'65 (Bataille 1985: 102). At this point, I would like to refer to Ricouer's
definition of the sacred to help direct this discussion. Ricoeur organises the

phenomenology of the sacred around five traits, which in my view sums up neatly
Bataille's own notion of the sacred, had he been more willing to subject his thought to

the rigours of methodical analysis. First, the sacred is experienced as awesome,

powerful and overwhelming, but more importantly 'does not inscribe itself within the

categories of the Logos of proclamation and its transmission and interpretation'

(Ricoeur 1995: 49). Second, the sacred manifests itself in a manner in which

privilege is not conferred on speech, but rather a manner of inhabiting space and time.
Third, the sacred does not merely reveal itself in signs to be contemplated, but also in

significant behaviour. Related to this is the fourth trait, and perhaps the most

pertinent one to my discussion: 'The sacred, in a word, is dramatic'. (Ricoeur 1995:

52). Lastly, the sacred is founded on its capacity to signify something other than

itself, while remaining itself. These five traits summed up by Ricoeur all point to the
sacred as being definable only by flux and movement, and not stasis. Bearing
Ricoeur's definition of the sacred in mind, let us return to the sacred as conceived of

by Bataille, applied specifically to death.
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In any society, the social nucleus that binds its people together is the sacred,
the prime example of which is death. Death is external to the life of the group, but at

the same time is what draws people together. As Surya expressed: 'The community
of the living is what is bound together by the anguishing promise made to one and all
that they will die' (Surya 2002: 242). In Tears of Eros, Bataille states that what

separates us from animals, is the knowledge that we would die66, and it is through the
consciousness and awareness of death that man was propelled into work. Bataille
therefore concludes that 'human beings were brought together by disgust and by
common terror, by an insurmountable horror focused precisely on what originally was

the central attraction of their union'67 (Bataille 1988a: 106). It is in this relationship
between man and death that Bataille formulates the sacred, in the quality of attraction
and repulsion that characterises this relationship. What has been said so far can be
summed up under Ricoeur's definition of the sacred under the five traits mentioned
above: the manner in which it cannot be proclaimed within the limits of the Logos,
since death, lies outside what is knowable; the manner in which it inhabits a relation

with the community that is defined by space and time; the manner in which it reveals
itself in social behaviour. The sacred, as a nucleus or locus of society, is never

allowed to settle into a stable form, or be a part of stability, which, as Derrida notes,

'amounts to risking, putting at stake [...] the entirety of one's own life' (Derrida
1998: 105). It signifies something other than itself, and yet remains what it is, that is,
death.

All collective existence, says Bataille, is thus dependent upon such a loss, a

putting at stake: 'The greatest loss of energy is death, which simultaneously
constitutes the ultimate end of possible expenditure and a check on social expenditure
as a whole. But without free loss, without expense of energy, no collective existence,
or even individual existence is possible'68 (Bataille 1988b: 123). For Bataille, free
loss is the state that exceeds simple negation which subjects nature to the image of
man. At the stage of simple negation, the human subject is reduced in to a means, in
order to fulfil a further end. Free loss is loss with no return, and is its own end. As

explored in chapter one alongside Habermas's notion of communication, only that
which opposes work, in the service of nothing, enables communication. It is in the
sacrifice of life, in death, that Bataille sees the sacred as a communifying movement

at its most intense. Girard, in his study of ritual sacrifices, states that the sacred
'embraces all those forces that threaten to harm man or trouble his peace' (Girard
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2005: 61); in this case, it is death that threatens to harm and trouble the peace. Loss,

specifically in the form of sacrifice, is that which order and peace in a community.
Girard sees this form of loss through sacrifice as a 'preventive measure': 'the
instrument of prevention in the struggle against violence' (Girard 2005: 18)69, further

supporting the notion that the sacred is dramatic. Girard specifically refers to

Caillois70 as having examined the sacrificial origins of the festival, whose work I will
look at when we examine the festival and rituals ofpotlatch. During a sacrifice, the
common belief that the expulsion of a believed source of evil will restore peace and
order to the community is that which unites a community. This is an example of
Durkheim's claim that religion is a 'unified system of beliefs and practices relative to

sacred things', the united community being known as a church. As Girard puts it,
ritual sacrifice serves 'to protect the entire community from its own violence; it

prompts the entire community to choose victims outside itself (Girard 2005: 8). In
his essay on the scapegoat effect in relation to ritual sacrifice, Girard concludes that

'peace seems to be restored as well as destroyed by the scapegoat himself (Girard
71 •2004: 14) . More importantly, the scapegoaters must believe that the victim (the

scapegoat) is truly responsible for the evil brought upon the society. The 'scapegoat
effect that can be acknowledged as such by the scapegoaters is no longer effective, it
is no longer a scapegoat effect' (Girard 2004: 14). What this means is that the victim
is not chosen because it has done anything that deserves expulsion. There is no

justification for a sacrifice, except the sacrifice itself. Hence, the act of scapegoating
itself falls within the similar framework of paradox characterising Bataille's notion of

communication, and surrealism. In other words, for scapegoating to work, it must

deny itself as scapegoating. Another crucial point in Girard's work that recalls

Bataille's, is the doubleness that characterises the victim (the scapegoat)72 which it
shares with the sacred, as both that which is expelled (because viewed as 'dirty') and
thus saves the community (therefore also viewed 'holy'). We will return to this in

greater detail in a moment.

The final trait of the sacred as identified by Ricoeur refers to the manifestation
of the sacred as a symbol that is other than itself, while still remaining itself. Bataille
identified this same trait in the doubleness of the sacred, particularly in its relationship
with the profane (its manifested form). According to Bataille, the sacred cannot be
identified without the profane being part of the totality which comprises the sacred:
'The sacred cannot be identified with concrete totality, at least to the extent that the
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profane itself must comprise part of the totality we must propose if we are to define
the sacred, for the sacred is 'a world of communication or contagion, where nothing
is separated and a special effort is required to remain outside the undetermined fusion.
It could even be said that the profane state is the necessary prerequisite for abstraction
of the object from the totality of being.'73 (Bataille 1994: 113-114). What Bataille
means is that for the sacred to be considered, or contemplated, it has to be objectified,
thus rendering it profane. Borrowing Mircea Eliade's term, Ricoeur refers to this

profane state as a 'hierophany'74. To even speak of the sacred, is to inhabit the realm
of the profane. The sacred can manifest itself in 'known' form only as an object, and
therefore in profane 'form'. In fact, to take 'form' of any kind, is to submit to the

profane. For example, the scapegoat, whose double property of being both the source

of evil and its cure, can only take the 'form' of the sacrificial victim. Considered in
its totality, it is both sacred and necessarily profane at the same time. The sacred,
because it is defined by an effect, therefore occupies a position of privilege in relation
to the subject. This privilege is however never sustained for more than a moment

before the object is being forced back into the profane state. This is a 'privileged
instant'15 [italics Bataille's], and accounts for 'what can be encountered at random in
the search; the opposite of a substance that withstands the test of time, it is something
that flees as soon as it is seen and cannot be grasped. The will to fix such instants,
which belong, it is true, to painting and writing is only the way to make them

reappear, because painting or the poetic text evokes but does not make substantial
what once appeared' (Bataille 1985: 241). Ironically, by situating the object in a

particular state, even if sacred, it enters into the profane, sacrificing 'the substance for
the shadow' (Bataille 1994: 116).

The relationship between the sacred and the society whose nucleus it is, is
discussed at length by Caillois, in relation to the ritualistic practices, such as that of
sacrifice, that takes place in a festival. With the evolution of civilisation, society has

engaged in accumulation instead of spending, or engaging in any form of free loss.
Rather than engage the excess in free loss, this excess is reinvested instead. Bataille
refers to this as man's 'accursed share', 'accursed' because it engages in a reversal or

shift. Hollier explains that the 'accumulative drive itself is so strong that it becomes a

virtually unrestricted, unbounded, endless and aimless force which increasingly
comes to resemble its opposite: unrestricted expenditure. A greed without reserve, a

greed that loses its limits, becoming excessive, unquenchable' (Hollier 1998a: 69).
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What occurs is a self-destruction. As Baudrillard explains, 'A longer spiral perhaps
7 ft

drags capital beyond economy, toward a destruction of its own values' (Baudrillard
1998a: 193). As mentioned above, this phenomenon is also explored by Girard, who
sees sacrifice as however providing an outlet for this expenditure.

Caillois, in a lecture entitled 'Festival' delivered in May of 1939, addresses the
issue of a decrease in unproductive expenditure in contemporary society compared to

primitive societies where such expenditure was engaged in during festivals. Briefly,
the festival was a time when people stopped working in order to indulge, in order to

break the monotony of everyday life through a celebration of transgressing the usual
order of things. The ferment of the festival involves an engagement in excess and

revelry, considered as mere 'discharges of energy' [italics Caillois's]77 (Caillois
1988a: 284). The excess is not a mere accompaniment to the festival, but a necessary

component, contributing to the revitalisation of society. Caillois draws a comparison
between the human body, and the 'body' of society:

The very health of the human body requires the regular evacuation of
its "impurities," urine and excrement as well as, for the woman,

menstrual blood. Yet in the end age weakens and paralyses the body.
In the same way, nature yearly passes through a cycle of growth and
decline. Social institutions seem not to be exempt from this
alternation. They too must be periodically regenerated and purified of
the poisonous wastes that represent the harmful part left behind by

every act performed for the good of the community, and this involves
some pollution of the one who assumes responsibility for this

regeneration. (Caillois 1988a: 284)

According to Durkheim, what fosters communion, communication and community is
the 'set of regularly repeated acts', performed to 'renew their effects' (Durkhiem
2001: 312). The festival is an example of such an act, of repeated acts of renewal
that enable the communifying movement, particularly the sacrificial act as mentioned
above. That which gets expunged during a festival has a sacred value. Again, there is
a need to stress that the sacred object does not exist as such; what exists is an object,
for instance the dead body, which is profane. The sacred is manifested through the
effect of attraction and repulsion these profane objects have. The sacred lies in the
movement between profane states. Caillois points out that in ordinary everyday life,
the sacred is manifested in prohibitions, since prohibitions exist on the limits of
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transgression. The prohibition is itself not sacred, though its transgression reveals an

instant that might be termed sacred. As Bataille had observed, the sacred is the social
nucleus that both attracts and repels, is revered and feared. As Girard states, it is the

scapegoat effect that defines the scapegoat. The scapegoat itself is not sacred, but the
effect it has (in uniting a community in its common belief that good will come out of
the expulsion of the scapegoat) that defines it as a scapegoat. Under ordinary

circumstances, death is kept at bay through the affirmation of life. In other words,
death is manifested only through the prohibitions that protect humanity from death.
As said before, the sacred is that which both attracts and repels. In this case, death

repels humanity, and through its repulsion fosters a common unity. This is the force
of attraction. During the festival, the sacred still remains such, but it is manifested no

longer by prohibition, but through deliberate action to bring about its manifestation.
There is a deliberate manifestation of the force of attraction, that unites a community.
The awareness of death, in ordinary circumstances forms an unsaid bond, or even

unsayable bond in the form of prohibition and taboo, between members of a

community. During a festival, this bond is deliberately manifested and dramatised.
The fundamental elements of the sacred do not change though its manifestation is
now deliberate, rather than a naturally occurring loss. The extreme of such practice
would be sacrifice, particularly that of the human sacrifice.

In ordinary everyday living, this loss (death) would have been encountered
and absorbed into human consciousness as a natural loss. In festival, this death would

have been deliberately brought about through human action. A death in sacrifice

produces a similar dead body, but its effect is hugely different. Whereas in the first
instance (death as a naturally occurring loss), it is mourned, in the latter (sacrifice), it
is willed and even celebrated. As seen in the case of sacrifice, the sacred is

characterised by mobility, and contrary to Durkheim, is not absolute. I have looked at

how this unstable entity forms the nucleus of every society, in our simultaneous
attraction and repulsion towards what is sacred, which is also what holds a community

together based on its ability to repel. This is the communfying movement of society,
centred around the sacred. This movement is necessary in sustaining it as a

heterogeneous compound being. Bringing into the discussion Girard's observations

regarding differentiation, we can say for certain that sacrifice is premised upon

differentiation, since there is a victim/scapegoat to be chosen, whose marginality and
difference qualifies him as a victim/scapegoat. As Girard concludes, it is such
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differentiation that ironically preserves the peace of society, through the rituals of
sacrifice. It is also through such a process of differentiation that the homogeneous is

disrupted, allowing the heterogeneous to come to the fore.
From the above discussion, two significant observations of the sacred may be

made: one, that to speak or even think of the sacred is to render it profane, since to do
so is to subject it to utility; two, following this, the sacred is therefore not an object,
but a movement, an operation, or a shift in perspectives; three, in festivals the sacred
is manifested deliberately, through excessive discharge of energy in the form of
wasteful expenditure, and the violation of taboos. Since the sacred is the

communifying movement that binds a society together, what the sacrifice achieves is

communifying experience of loss. What is experienced is the loss of the victim, and
the loss of the self. Recalling Ricoeur's characterisation of the sacred as dramatic,
when a spectator watches the sacrifice, he assimilates what he sees, in order to make it

intelligible to him. In this way, he experiences the death of the victim. Hollier sums

it up perfectly: 'The spectator [is] touched by what he sees (a knife blade, a bull's

horn). Death appears, but it is in my gaze. I am part of what I see' (Hollier 1998:

168). One may certainly argue that the experience cannot really be one of true

liberation, since it still goes through objectification and therefore becomes servile.
We saw how Bataille felt that individuals were merely a part of society, and that to

live is therefore to live only this one part, without being able to commit totally to
78 •life . To die, however, is to no longer merely 'play a part' towards an end, since

death is its own end. To die, is thus to commit totally. For Bataille therefore, it is

only in death that an individual will be able to experience totality. This movement

from the living to the dead, at the moment of death itself, is the sacred moment. This
is however a non-viable experience, and death is also an ontological impossibility.
Death is unknowable, since one cannot experience death in any intelligible way.

Death lies beyond the limits of intelligence. There is a distinction between death as

the unknown, and death as the unknowable. To say that it is the unknown, is to treat

death as a homogeneous entity. To say that it is unknowable, is to place death at the
limits of what is graspable, therefore pushing the limits of knowledge: 'I define -

beyond the limits attained - no longer an unknown, but an unknowable' (Bataille
1988: 109). For Bataille, death thus reveals the 'unsatisfying nature' of Hegel's

'circularity of knowledge' (Bataille 1988: 108), which will be the topic of discussion
in the following chapter.
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Chapter three: Sovereignty

I resolved long ago not to seek knowledge, as others do, but to seek its
contrary, which is unknowing. I no longer anticipated the moment
when I would be rewarded for my effort, when I would know at last,
but rather the moment when I would no longer know, when my initial
anticipation would dissolve into NOTHING.

- Georges Bataille1

3.1 Bataille's Hegel

This chapter deals with Bataille's relationship with Hegel, with the aim of

tracing the development of Bataille's notion of sovereignty. I wish to show thai

sovereignty is not an 'other' of reason that can be grasped as a critique of reason, as

Habermas supposes. Rather, sovereignty emerges from the Hegelian dialectic, as a

third term, in the form of an 'alternating rhythm of homology and heterology' (Bois
and Krauss 1997: 71). The Hegelian dialectic is that which most haunts 20th century

French intellectual thought2, opening the way for a modernity and postmodernity
sustained by self-doubt and self-questioning3. The most well-known proponent of

Hegelian influence in France in the early 20th century must be that of Alexandre

Kojeve4, whose lectures Pefanis describes as attaining 'mythic' status5. Bataille's

understanding of Hegel has much of its basis in Kojeve's lectures, and it is clear that
Bataille's own ideas on work are founded largely on Hegel's (as read by Kojeve).

J.M. Lo Duca, Bataille's assistant and friend maintains that Bataille remained

a 'convinced Hegelian'6. As Richardson observes, it was in the Master-Slave dialectic
where Bataille was most in accord with Hegel7. Derrida states thaHalf-oTBatailie's

concepts are Hegelian' (Derrida 1998: 104): 'To begin with, does not sovereignty, at

first glance, translate the lordship (Herrschaft) of the Phenomenology?' (Derrida
1998: 104-5). Like his writings on surrealism and Nietzsche, Bataille's writings on

Hegel constitute more an engaging dialogue, than an objective study of the latter's
work. Derrida sees Bataille's reading of Hegel as an interpretation of Hegel

interpreted against Hegel himself6. Bataille, writes Derrida, takes Hegel seriously up

to the end, 'without an objection in philosophical form, while, however, a certain
burst of laughter exceeds it and destroys its sense, or signals in any event, the extreme

point of 'experience' which makes Hegelian discourse dislocate itself, and this can be
done only through close scrutiny and full knowledge of what one is laughing at'
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(Derrida 1998: 104). Gemerchak similarly observes that Bataille was 'forced to

immerse himself in the system, to follow its reasoning to the end in order to watch it

explode at the final moment by the force of its own imperative - negativity'

(Gemerchak 2003: 27)9. This chapter will look at this engagement with Hegel's

dialectic, working towards the 'end of History', and man's place in it, which is the

point at which Bataille begins his letter to Kojeve.
I would like to state here that my references to Hegel in this chapter are

specific to Bataille's thought. Furthermore, it is one filtered through Kojeve readings,
better viewed as an 'original philosophical treatise' (Gemerchak 20003: 13)10 than as

a commentary on Hegel. Gemerchak's study poses the crucial question: is Bataille's

attempt to move beyond Hegel an attempt to escape Hegel, or to escape Kojeve?11:
'Consequently, when we read Bataille's critique of "the sovereignty of servility"

below, we should be aware ofjust which "Hegel" is under fire, even ifwe refer to him
under the signifier "Hegel"' (Gemerchak 2003: 19). Another critic described Kojeve
as being the first 'to have attempted to constitute the intellectual and moral menage a

trios of Hegel, Marx and Heidegger which has since that time been such a great

success'12 (Bloom 1980: vii). As Pefanis notes, the 'end of history' to which Bataille

responded in his letter to Kojeve, responds to the disappearance of history as a

'Hegelian-Marxist project'13. Furthermore, as mentioned in chapter 2, the surrealists,
whose influence on Bataille's thought cannot be underestimated, adapted Hegel's
dialectical method to suit their purpose. Bearing these in mind, one must question the
extent of actual direct Hegelian influence on French thought. This is particularly true

in the case of Bataille's thought, a consideration Habermas hardly takes into account.

While not doubting the extent of the influence these lectures had? on< French

intellectual thought, as Baugh points out, Hegel's entry into the French intellectual
scene preceded these celebrated lectures by a decade, particularly in the form of Jean
Wahl's 1929 book Le malheur de la conscience dans la philosophic de Hegel, dealing
with Hegel's notion of 'the unhappy consciousness'14. The plurality of 'origins' in

Hegelian thought in France thus cannot be overlooked. Because of the limits of this

thesis, and because my discussion centres on Bataille's relationship with Hegel, I
focus on Kojeve's lectures, to which Bataille was exposed, and Bataille's response to

these lectures. Kojeve gave a lecture at the College of Sociology in 1937, though he
never joined the College or Acephale as an active member. Caillois describes
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Kojeve's influence on his generation as 'absolutely extraordinary', and his lecture left
the members of the College 'flabbergasted'15. After the lecture, Bataille wrote a letter
to Kojeve, in which he introduced the notion of 'unemployed negativity', the

condition of man at the 'end of history', which is a condition of sovereignty.
3.2 The Master-Slave dialectic

According to Alan Bloom's introduction to Kojeve's lectures, Kojeve sees

Hegel's prime concern as not so much knowledge of anything outside of oneself, but

knowledge of oneself16. It is what the philosopher is, and what he can know, and

knows; the philosopher must be able to explain his own doings. What this addresses
is the knowledge of the knower, which, as seen in the last two chapters, is also
Bataille's concern. According to Kojeve: 'Man becomes conscious of himself at the
moment when - for the "first" time - he says "I". To understand man by

understanding his "origin" is, therefore, to understand the origin of the I revealed by

speech' (Kojeve 1980: 3). Before proceeding further, I would like to state here that

my thesis, though it deals with desire, will do so only in relation towards exploring
Bataille's notion of unemployed negativity. I have therefore not touched upon 'Desire'
as conceived of in psychoanalytical terms, particularly as it is used by Lacan. I focus
instead on the satisfaction of desire as it is related to work, and the formation of the

subject as a working subject, since these are what pertain to Bataille's notions of

unemployed negativity. It is however noted with interest that Lacan was also one of

Kojeve's students, whose work on 'Desire' and the subject in psychoanalytical
criticism certainly shows influence stemming from these concepts as-expounded by

Kojeve. I would however like to state that where 'desire' is concerned, in

psychoanalytic terms, it belongs strictly in human reality. 'Desire' as conceived of by
Lacan refers to that which the Slave has to put off in the service of his Master. Where
it is used in relation to Hegel, Kojeve and Bataille, no strict distinction is made
between desire as it is uttered in animal reality, and human reality, with the exception
that later on in Kojeve's thesis on the Master-Slave relation. Kojeve makes the
mention of the Slave having to put off the immediate satisfaction of desire, which is
the point at which Lacan picks up. This distinction will become more apparent later in

my discussion of the Master-Salve relation. I should also add at this juncture that
Bataille never uses the term specifically. The closest one comes to an approximation
of desire in Bataille's work is expressed in the erotic, which he defines as the
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'assenting to life up to the point of death' (Bataille 1982: 11), which however only
remains a parody of death. The erotic and 'Desire' in psychoanalytic terms, thus share
their roots in the impossibility of knowing death, yet being unable to do anything but
strain towards the limits of death. The erotic will be addressed in greater detail in the

latter chapters, with specific reference to the literary texts studied in the thesis.
To return continue with my current argument, according to Hegel:

176. The notion of self-consciousness is only completed in
these three moments: (a) the pure undifferentiated 'I' is its first
immediate object, (b) But this immediacy is itself an absolute

mediation, it is only as a supercession of the independent object, in
other words, it is Desire. The satisfaction of Desire is, or the certainty
that has become truth, (c) But the truth of this certainty is really a

double reflection, the duplication of self-consciousness.
Consciousness has for its object one which, of its own self, posit its
otherness or difference as a nothingness, and is so doing is

independent. (Hegel 1977: 110)
When one contemplates an object, one is absorbed by in the projection of

oneself onto that which one contemplates. As Kojeve explains, the one who

contemplates is brought back to him/herself only by uttering a desire. In uttering

desire, the subject is moved to utter 'I', therefore establishing itself as an autonomous

reality. The need to satisfy this desire leads one to action, and therefore transforms
one's state of passivity into activity. Self-consciousness, that is, being conscious of

oneself, is achieved through such contemplation of an external object. Just as this

process leads to the emergence of a subjective 'I', it also leads to the transformation of
the contemplated object, for through one's action, the object, which was once external,
is now absorbed into one's reality. The objective reality of the contemplated external

object is destroyed in its internalisation and assimilation by the one acting on it. In the
absence of objective reality, there is now subjective reality. In this manner, the 'I'
asserts itself on the world by acting on it, in a bid to satisfy a desire, thus destroying its

objective reality. Thus, as Kojeve concludes, 'all action is "negating"':
But negating action is not purely destructive, for if action destroys an

objective reality, for the sake of satisfying the Desire from which it is

born, it creates in its place, in and by that very destruction, a subjective
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reality. The being that eats, for example, creates and preserves its own

reality by the overcoming of a reality other than its own, by the
"transformation" of an alien reality into its own reality, by the

"assimilation," the "internalisation" of a "foreign," "external" reality.

(Kojeve 1980: 4)

By 'subjective reality', Kojeve refers to the reality that belongs to the subject
who has uttered 'I' and absorbed the external object into its own reality. The

objective reality of the contemplated object is therefore negated, and this negativity is

consequently also absorbed by the T. The destruction of the object's reality and

subsequent transformation into the subject's reality, is the negation Kojeve ascribes to

Hegel's 'action' in Chapter IV ofPhenomenology ofSpirit. However, this satisfaction
of desire takes place only on the level of animal reality, and constitutes only a

sentiment of the self, and not properly self-consciousness. In order for the 'I' to attain

self-consciousness, it needs to direct its desire at a non-natural object, towards

something that goes beyond given reality. This is because objective given reality is

destroyed, transformed, and negated in the process. The 'I' thus has to look elsewhere
to enact a similar process, so that it may continue to establish itself as an 'I'. What it
must do in order to sustain self-consciousness, is therefore to act on a specific object,
one that reflects the truth of self-consciousness; an object that will not perish, whose

objective reality will not be absorbed and therefore destroyed by subjective reality.
To begin with, each person starts off being conscious of itself only in itself.

To achieve full self-consciousness, one has to encounter, and be likewise

acknowledged by another like consciousness. According to Hegel:
179. Self-consciousness is faced by another self-consciousness;

it has come out of itself This has a twofold significance: first, it has
lost itself, for it finds itself as an other being; secondly, in doing so it
has superseded the other, for it does not see the other as an essential

being, but in the other sees its own self.
182. Each sees the other do the same as it does; each does

itself what it demands of the other, and therefore also does itself what

it does only in so far as the other does the same.

184. [...] They recognise themselves as mutually recognising

one another.
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189. Since to begin with they are unequal and opposed, and
their reflection into a unity has not yet been achieved, they exist as two

opposed shapes of consciousness; one is the independent
consciousness whose essential nature is to be for itself, the other is the

dependent consciousness whose essential nature is simply to live or to

be for another. The former is lord, the other is bondsman. (Hegel
1977: 111-114)

Just as the 'I' is realised by transforming an external objective reality into a subjective

reality, this 'I' will be transformed into the subjective reality of another 'I', to which it
is an external objective reality. This 'I' then, which initially merely contemplated, and

through its action, negated the external objective reality through its 'transformation',
'assimilation' and 'internalisation', now, being the contemplated object of another 'I'

undergoes similar negation. Before being acknowledged, it had merely an

autonomous objective reality, external to the reality of other consciousnesses in the
world. It was therefore living like an inanimate thing, or what Hegel and Kojeve refer
to as its 'animal reality'. This 'animal reality' is limited only to the satisfaction of

needs, geared towards a fundamental preservation of life. 'I' of human reality comes

into being only through being recognised by another 'I'. Each uses the other as the
means by which it achieves self-consciousness: 'I want him to "recognise" my value
as his value. I want him to "recognise" me as an autonomous value' (Kojeve 1980:

7). Since the other consciousness can only assimilate that which is objective and
external to itself, it has to recognise autonomous value of the object to be assimilated
before assimilating it. Being desired by an other is therefore to be recognised as an

objective and autonomous value. In this instance, self-consciousness attained

through the recognition of an 'other' no longer has anything to do with the goal of

preserving animal life, but with preserving human life.

Kojeve had said that according to Hegel, only action carried out in the service
of another can properly be termed 'work'. 'Work' is an 'essentially human and

humanising action' (Kojeve 1980: 42). The beginning ofhumanity is the beginning of

history, which is also the beginning of work. What came before history is only animal
consciousness. The being that acts to satisfy only its own instincts, which are natural

(to animal life), remains a natural being, that is, an animal. To be human, Kojeve
states clearly, there must at least be two in number, since 'man'17 (opposed to that
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which inhabits animal reality) is always either a Master or a Slave. However, by

acting for an instinct that is not my own (an other's instinct; in this case a Master's

instinct) I am acting in relation to what is not, for me, an instinct, but an idea. This
kind of action and transformation based on a nonmaterial idea is work in the proper

sense. Thus what is satisfied immediately, for instance hunger, is not work, but

merely a satisfaction of needs. This initial stage of satisfaction of desire is still only
satisfaction of an animal desire. 'Man' enters into the picture only when he desires
another desire, that is, a non-biological and immaterial end.

When two similar consciousnesses meet both want to be recognised by the
other since both want autonomy. At this stage both are still only within animal life,
and not yet within human life. To enter human life, that is, to achieve self-

consciousness, is to want to be recognised by the other. However, this process is

necessarily imbalanced, since only one can be recognised at any one time. Both

therefore engage in a fight to the death (death of animal life for the sake of human

life) for recognition. The realisation and revelation of human life would be

impossible if both adversaries died, since human reality (a level of self-consciousness)
can only be maintained within animal reality. It is equally impossible if only one

adversary is killed since this would mean the impossibility of recognition, since there
would be no other to fulfil recognition. The survivor cannot be recognised by its dead

adversary. Hence both individuals must remain alive after the fight, and the only way

of doing so is through the recognition that both are constituted as unequal beings, in
the sense that one must fear the other. The one who fears death must give tn to the
other. This individual must refuse to risk his life in the fight for recognition, thus

repressing the satisfaction of his desire to be recognised by the other. He must thus

recognise the other, without being recognised by him, that is, to recognise the other as

his Master, and to recognise himself as, and be recognised as, the Master's Slave.
This relationship persists as long as the subject refuses to recognise its own servitude,
and so denies the being of the other. The only way through which the Master might

gain sovereignty from being bound to the Slave for his recognition is through his own

death, since he would not subject himself to slavery.
3.2.1 The Master's case

'Mastery', Kojeve concludes, is merely an 'existential impasse' (Kojeve 1980:

19):
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What is this man, what does he want to be, if not a Master? It

was to become Master, to be Master that he risked his life, and not to

live a life of pleasure. Now, what he wanted by engaging in the fight
was to be recognised by another - that is, by someone other than
himself but who is like him, by another man. But in fact, at the end of
the Fight, he is recognised only by a Slave. To be a man, he wanted to

be recognised by another man. But if to be a man is to be Master, the
Slave is not a man, and to be recognised by a Slave is not to be

recognised by a man. He would have to be recognised by another
Master. But this is impossible, since - by definition - the Master

prefers death to slavish recognition of another's superiority. In short,
the Master never succeeds in realising his end, the end for which he
risks his very life. (Kojeve 1980: 46)

The recognition of the Slave attained by the Master is of little value, if any at all. This
is because he is recognised by someone whom he does not recognise. The Master has
risked his life for a recognition without value for him. He can be satisfied only by

recognition from one he recognises as worthy of recognising him. The Slave, on the
other hand, would gain some kind of mastery over his own Master, through work and

through his recognition of the Master. Because the Master depends upon the Slave
for the satisfaction of desire, his satisfaction is a mediated one: the Slave transforms

nature, while the Master consumes this transformed nature. The Master's relationship
to nature is mediated by the desire of the Slave. The Master does not produce anything
outside of himself, since he only consumes and therefore destroys the product of the
Slave.

Recalling Hegel's first thesis, consciousness of the self is attained only

through negating action, seen in the transformation of objective reality, thereby

transforming one's own reality as well. Since the Master does not engage in the

negating action that transforms reality so that he may satisfy his desire (the negating
action is performed by the Slave whose product the Master consumes), he therefore
does not even satisfy the first stage of consciousness. There is a double mediation for
the Master: one, he is related in a mediated way to the Slave, since his autonomy

depends upon the recognition of the Slave; two, he is related in a mediated way to

nature, via the Slave, since he merely consumes and destroys what the Slave has
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transformed from nature. Consequently, the Master can never be satisfied on two

accounts: one, he will never be truly autonomous since his consciousness is,

ultimately, no better than a Slavish consciousness, and one derived from a recognition
not worthy of him as Master; two, because he only negates what has already been
created for him, without having gone through the transforming negating action.

According to Kojeve, the negation the Master goes through is merely a passing

phase, since it lacks the stable support of transforming an objective reality. This can

give the Master pleasure, but never complete or give him definitive satisfaction18.
This is because, as noted previously, satisfaction of desire entails acting on an

objective reality, which in this case only the Slave performs. It is this action that
enables transformation of the human being as well, since it is that which affirms one's

subjective reality in relation to the world of things. The Master skips this stage

through the mediation of the Slave, which has only been possible because the Master

first disengaged himself from nature by risking his life (his animal reality, which is
also the first stage of consciousness) in the fight for recognition. Since it is action
that changes the world, and therefore changes the human being as well, the Master
who does not work/act is therefore merely a necessaiy catalyst for the process of

change, which is effected by the Slave.

3.2.2 The Slave's Case

While the Master is the one who would rather die than serve, the Slave is the

one who fears death, and chooses servitude in its stead. In so doing, the Slave is

recognised, and therefore has attained self-consiocusness, even if it is a servile one.

Kojeve explains that the Slave, in spite of its servitude, has an advantage, in that he
works for another, that is, the Master. His role as a Slave is to fulfil another's desire.

The Slave works while the Master, rather than work, consumes all that the Slave's

work produces. By virtue of working, the Slave is able to transform an objective

reality to his subjective reality, in spite of the fact that he is doing so for someone else:

The product of work is the worker's production. It is the realisation of
his project, of his idea; hence, it is he that is realised in and by this

product. Now, this artificial product is at the same time just as

"autonomous," just as objective, just as independent of man, as is the
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natural thing. Therefore, it is by work, and only by work, that man

realises himself objectively as man. Only after producing an artificial

object is man himself really and objectively more than and different
from a natural being; and only in this real and objective product does
he become truly conscious of his subjective human reality. (Kojeve
1980: 25).

Through work, the Slave becomes aware of his own subjective reality by

assimilating the objective reality of the inanimate object he works on. Work 'is what
"forms-or-educates" man beyond the animal. The "formed-or-educated" man, the

complete man who is satisfied by his completion, is hence necessarily not Master, but

Slave; or at least, he who has passed through Slavery' (Kojeve 1980: 25). In this

manner, the Slave is able to leave his mark on the world. Work, Kojeve writes, is

'repressed Desire, an arrested passing phase; [...] The man who wants to work - or

who must work - must repress the instinct that drives him "to consume"

"immediately" the "raw" object' (Kojeve 1980: 24). The working subject needs to

repress his immediate desire to consume (for example the desire expressed as 'I want

to eat'), in order that the Master might satisfy his desire. In repressing his desire for
immediate satisfaction, the Slave 'represses his instincts in relation to an idea, a

concept' (Kojeve 1980: 48)1 . The idea or concept is that of the Master's desire,
since it exists in the realm of human reality and not animal reality. According to

Kojeve, the Slave therefore raises himself to thought, science and technique, by

transforming Nature in relation to an idea. Whereas the Master realises his freedom

by surmounting his instinct to live in the fight for recognition, the Slave realises his
freedom through being conscious of being able to transform Nature through work.

However, the Slave's notion of freedom is merely an abstract freedom, since
he is a Slave to another. His freedom is therefore not his reality. Because he is not

actually free, he has only an idea of freedom, an idea that has not yet been realised.
This freedom can be realised by the conscious and voluntary transformation of his

given existence. According to Kojeve, this is done by abolishing Slavery through
refusal to work. The Master, because he is free, has no idea of freedom that has yet to

be realised. The Slave, by not being free but having an idea of freedom, is therefore at

the advantage of being able to transform the current conditions of his existence. In
other words, the Slave is able to realise a historical change. The Master, on the other
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hand, is merely a catalyst that enables this process. If history, as Kojeve concludes, is
the history of this work (since this work is that which forms and educates man,

enabling man to leave his mark on the world as objective reality, therefore being part

of the world), it happens only in arresting the satisfaction of immediate desire, and

being in the service of another: 'It is this work, and only this work, that frees - i.e.,
humanises - man (the Slave)' (Kojeve 1980: 26). Firstly, this work differentiates him
from animal reality, thereby humanising him and freeing him from the impulses
characterised by mere need which had tied him to Nature and his own innate animal
nature. Secondly, through work, the Slave has the idea of freedom which he can

realise by transforming the conditions of his existence, whereas the Master may not.

In transforming Nature, the Slave transforms himself too, from 'animal' to 'human'.
In this way, work, in humanising, is also liberating; or at least potentially so.

Through the transformation of the world, the Slave creates new a objective reality in
which he can once again stage the fight between life and death for recognition. Most

importantly for Kojeve, work enables man to surmount the fear of death, since it is the
fear that spurs him to work. In experiencing the fear of death, the Slave embraces the
limits of his mortality, making him conscious of himself as a sentient being, which

again differentiates his human reality from animal reality. Hence, all these

considered, it is the working Slave, and not the Master who merely destroys the work
of the Slave, who has access to freedom. Kojeve refers to this process as 'overcoming

dialectically', which means:

to overcome while preserving what is overcome; it is sublimated in and

by that overcoming which preserves or that preservation which
overcomes. The dialectically overcome-entity is annulled in its

contingent (stripped of sense, "senseless") aspect of natural, given

("immediate") entity, but it is preserved in its essential (and

meaningful, significant) aspect; thus mediated by negation, it is
sublimated or raised up to a more "comprehensive" and

comprehensible mode of being than that of its immediate reality of

pure and simple, positive and static given, which is not the result of
creation action (i.e., of action that negates the given). (Kojeve 1980:

15)
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It is this overcoming dialectically that forms the crux of Bataille's thought, or

rather what informs Bataille's critique of Hegel. What Bataille deplores is the notion
of the 'preservation' of that which subjectivity overcomes, leading to thought. This
eternal 'preservation' in overcoming forms the basis of homogeneity. It is the basis
for the reduction of everything to an exchange value, since it is preserved in its

'meaningful, significant' aspect. It is the basis for a restricted economy, based on

accumulation and re-investment of surplus, rather than a wasteful consumption of

surplus which characterises general economy. The death struggle thus takes place in
an 'economy of life'20, reducing the Master-Slave dialectic to mockery, since it is only
a potential death, whatever the result. Thus in place of this 'preservation', Bataille

puts forward the notion of consumption instead. Rather than overcoming

'dialectically', Bataille's notion of overcoming is a 'becoming other' that, as Derrida

says, is totally outside of dialectics altogether. Bataille's 'becoming other' involves
the total destruction of the self. However, such consumption and destruction takes

place only in relation to surplus, which presupposes overcoming dialectically first.
As Blanchot explains, 'man has at his disposal the capacity for dying that

greatly and in a sense infinitely surpasses what he must have to enter into death, and
that out of this excess of death he has admirably known how to make for himself a

power' (Blanchot 1998: 45). This is the situation of the Master, who 'reinvests' his

excesses to continue being Master. The sovereign being is the one who has become

Master, and instead of 'reinvesting' the excess, consumes it immediately. As Jean
Piel explains, every economy produces surplus, and it is the use of the excess that
causes the change in structure21. It is the decision to preserve and reinvest, or

consume and squander immediately that affect the structure. This will become clearer

as the chapter progresses.

3.3 Heterogeneity and Homogeneity

As said before, the notion of 'preservation' is crucial to maintaining the

stability of homogeneity, which culminates in the capitalist economy. Bataille views

bourgeois spending habits as catered towards this eventual accumulation of wealth.

This reinvestment is the foundation for a restricted economy, to which Bataille

opposes general economy. In his essay 'The Psychological Structure of Fascism',
Bataille states that production is the basis of social homogeneity: 'Homogeneous

society is productive society, namely, useful society' and the homogeneous part of
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society is made up of 'those men who own the means of production or the money

destinedfor their upkeep or purchase' (Bataille 1999: 138). These men belong to the

capitalist bourgeois class, who have adopted 'an effaced manner; wealth is now

displayed behind closed doors, in accordance with depressing and boring conventions.
In addition, people in the middle class - employees and small shopkeepers - having
attained mediocre or minute fortunes, have managed to debase and subdivide
ostentatious expenditure, of which nothing remains but vain efforts tied to tiresome
rancour' (Bataille 1999: 124).

The bourgeois property-owner, opines Kojeve, is the 'Slave without a Master',
and the 'Master without a Slave' (Kojeve 1980: 63). The bourgeois man, since he has
no Master or Slave, believes he works for himself. He is in fact deceived, since he

works for capital. He projects himself onto an idea of private property, that is,

Capital, which enslaves him just as the Master enslaves the Slave: 'We see, by the

way, that for Hegel, as for Marx, the central phenomenon of the bourgeois World is
not the enslavement of the working man, of the poor bourgeois, by the rich bourgeois,
but the enslavement of both by Capital' (Kojeve 1980: 65). In this relationship, man

enslaves himself: he devotes his actions to capital, while sacrificing his sensual,

biological desires. For Bataille, the bourgeois man is the foundation of-homogeneous

society.

Homogeneity signifies 'the commensurability of elements and the awareness

of this commensurability: human relations are sustained by a reduction to fixed rules
based on the consciousness of the possible identity of delineable persons and

situations; in principle, all violence is excluded from this course of existence'

(Bataille 1999: 138). Social homogeneity has its basis in production, that is, utility
and function. Homogeneous activity has no validity as an activity in itself, and goes

hand in hand with modernity's consciousness of time: the notion of working for the

future, of repressing the immediate satisfaction of desire for future gains. Bataille sees

capital as this common denominator and the driving force of homogeneous activity:
'the calculable equivalent of the different products of collective activity' (Bataille
1999: 138). Bataille begins his analysis of homogeneity from a marxist conception of
social organisation in industrial civilisation. In homogeneous society, the human

subject does not exist for itself, but exists for something other than itself. He or she is
a function in the chain of production. Bataille goes on to differentiate between the
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labourer who produces and the owner of the means of production. Bataille draws on

Hegel's Master-Slave dialectic in explaining the relationship between the labourer and
the owner of the means of production. The owner of the means of production is the
one with the money 'destined for their upkeep or purchase' (Bataille 1999: 138),
while the labourer works for money to purchase useful goods. The owner makes the
labourer work, paying his wages. What the owner 'purchases' is the profit that is

consequently reinvested into production once more. The labourer is excluded from
this profit that is reinvested. The owner of the means of production is therefore the

proper function of production, and founds social homogeneity, since it is he who has
the stronghold over the common denominator represented by money. However, when
the labourer is removed from the chain of production, and perceived of as a consumer

of goods purchased with his wages, he becomes a function of social homogeneity as

well. In this case the labourer is now, albeit in a loose sense' an owner of the means

of production, since he contributes to the profit-making element in the chain of

production of the particular good he has purchased. The individual labourer therefore

only has an exchange value. As Bataille wrote in Tears ofEros, we are always only a

means to an end, whether Master or Slave, property owner, or labourer. There is
never an end, except that of death, towards which we work.

3.3 Work and Death

As quoted previously from Tears of Eros, Bataille states that what
differentiates prehistoric man from their animal ancestors was the awareness and

consciousness of their own deaths. In Erotism: Death and Sensuality, Bataille
entertains the possibility that prehistoric man 'may have thought that the ordering of
work belonged to him, while the disorder of death was beyond him, making nonsense

of his efforts. The movement of work, the operations of reason were of use to him,
while disorder, the movement of violence, brought ruin to the very creature whom
useful works serve. Man, identifying himself with work which reduced everything to

order, thus cut himself off from violence which tended in the opposite direction'

(Bataille 1986: 45)22. Death disrupts life, and work imposes an order to the disorder
that death brings upon life. Death is the source of our anguish, and work is what we

do to prolong our meeting with death23. For Hegel, death is the reason the Slave

works, or rather the fear of death. Derrida describes it as a servile condition: 'To stay
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alive, to maintain oneself in life, to work, to defer pleasure, to limit the stakes, to have

respect for death at the very moment when one looks directly at it - such is the servile
condition of mastery and of the entire history it makes possible' (Derrida 1998: 106).
If death is what forces man to work, then it follows that to embrace liberation, one

would have to embrace death, not the concept of work. Baugh presents a similar

view, noting that if the fear of death is what motivates humanity to work, then the

only way to overcome the fear of death, is to release the negativity from its connection
to labour24. Negation must be an end in itself. The Master thus realises he has
nowhere to go except towards death.

Before proceeding any further, I would like to point out that one must question
whether there is any substantial difference between the first stage of action on the
Natural world for the satisfaction of instinctual need or immediate desire, and 'Work'

as posited by Hegel/Kojeve (in the fight for recognition between two beings). Bataille
does not seem to think that there is, since to fulfil a need, that is the preservation of
animal life, is already to put death off, which is equivalent to work. Kojeve says at

the start that 'I' can only be manifested in the utterance 'I', pronounced as an external
manifestation of desire, in 'I want to eat' for instance. The self then satisfies its desire

by acting on an external objective reality. Kojeve also says that for there to be self-

consciousness, there must first of all be consciousness: 'there must be revelation of

Being by Speech, if only by the one word Sein, Being - revelation of a Being that will
later be called "objective, eternal, non-human being," "World," "Nature," and so on,

but for the moment is still neutral, since as yet there is no Self-Consicousness and

consequently no opposition of subject to object, of I to non-I, of the human to the
natural' (Kojeve 1980: 36). What happens at the first stage is however no different
from work: first of all, by having to utter 'I', the self is already subject to an external

reality which is not itself, but one it appropriates from its external reality to name its
desire. Second, in the process of satisfying its desire, the 'I' is therefore subjecting its
external reality to itself. The operation is two-fold: on the one hand, the 'I' throws
itself into objective reality (in uttering 'I'), but retrieves its subjective reality again (in

assimilating another objective reality in the process of satisfying its desire). Hence
from the start, work is already in progress. This is because man is always, from the
first instant, sevile. Whether it serves another instinct, or its only own instinct, it

always serves.
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If this isolated consciousness feels the need to be recognised by another, this
means that the self-consciousness is always already split into two: Being (that which

engages in the world, that is, animal reality) and Thought (that which contemplates

Being, and realises that it is not fully satisfied unless it is recognised by another

desire). Kojeve describes man as 'negating action', and is only what he is to the
extent that he 'becomes what he is; his true Being (Sein) is Becoming (Werden)'

(Kojeve 1980: 38). Now this process is based on the presupposition that
consciousness is already divided from the first instance. On one level, there is the

being that is engaged in the world; on a second level, there is being which is conscious
of being on the first level25. What the second level of being is missing is self-

consciousness, which is consciousness that is conscious of being conscious. It is this
absence that yearns for the recognition and acknowledgement from another like self-
consciousness. Hence even within the initial isolated consciousness, being is already
divided into Master and Slave within itself. In the desire for recognition, Being

(animal reality) is put on hold for Thought. This carries on in the Slave, who has to

continue to repress his Being, in the service of another. Bataille addresses this split in
his work: that of Being (animal reality, which obeys an immediate satisfaction of

desire) being put on hold for Thought (self-consciousness through the recognition of
an other, and therefore also working for an ideal concept).

This split aside, what is it that makes us always servile from the first instant?
As we've seen above, it is the fear of death that makes the Slave work. However,

according to Kojeve's reading this fear descends upon the would-be Slave only when
he is put into that situation of the fight for recognition. It is only at this point that the
fear of death is felt and he backs down. For Bataille, this awareness comes even

before this fight for recognition begins. Man enslaved himself to work because of this
fear of death, independent of Mastery. Inferring from the Lascaux paintings in Tears

ofEros, Batialle concludes that 'What we know about them enables us to say that they
knew what animals do not know: that they would die', and that humans 'lived in the

expectancy, in the anxiety of death' (Bataille 1989: 24-25). Bataille therefore sees

'human life' as beginning even before the Master-Slave relationship, since the
dialectic is dependent upon a fear of death. In a sense, the very first Master, is Death
itself. In the last book he wrote before his death in 1962, The Tears ofEros, Bataille
states polemically that 'from one end of history to the other, in fact, the first place
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belongs to work. Work, beyond all doubt, is the foundation of the human being as

such' (Bataille 1989: 39). Bataille insists that it is work 'that separated man from his
initial animality. It is through work that the animal became human. Work was, above
all else, the foundation for knowledge and reason. The making of tools and weapons

was the point of departure for that early faculty of reason which humanised the animal
we once were. Man, manipulating matter, figured out how to adapt it to whatever end
he assigned to it. [...] It is obviously work that made him a human being, the
reasonable animal that we are' (Bataille 1989: 41). This is similar to what Kojeve

says when he states that work is 'what "forms-or-educates" man beyond the animal'

(Kojeve 1980: 25). Whereas Kojeve's reading sees man as being enslaved not at the
first stage of negation (of working only on objective reality), since the first stage is

only a satisfaction of needs, but during the fight for recognition, Bataille sees man as

enslaved right from the start, from the moment he transformed nature through

negation, therefore negating himself.

According to Kojeve's thesis, the first two consciousnesses that meet each

other do so as autonomous beings, an / derived from negation (excluding everything
other than what I is) through its work on objects characterised as 'negative-entit[ies]\
Before meeting another similar self-consciousness, the being is therefore isolated, and
it is only through its meeting and subsequent fight for recognition, that true self-
consciousness (an acknowledgement of its own subjective certainty) is achieved.
Prior to this meeting, it is merely an 'animal life'. Recalling Bataille's notion of

communication, one might suppose that this state, prior to the meeting between the
two consciousnesses and subsequent enslavement of either by the other, is the state

Bataille laments as being absent in contemporary society. I'd like to suggest that the
state Bataille refers to is found even before this encounter between Master and Slave.

It is found even before man negates himself, before any division between the self, that

is, even before 'I' is pronounced, announcing the 'self. Gemerchak makes a similar

suggestion, that 'we are bound to something 'in us' that we can neither know nor

master, something 'in us' that exceeds us. This "something" interminably places the
terms of "us" - "I" and "you" - into question, and is there the moment that "I" and

"you" are not' (Gemerchak 2003: 7).

This statement, if not qualified, can be misleading. It suggests the kind of
retreat into the archaic and the pre-modern Habermas accuses Bataille of, which I
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contested in chapter one. This state of 'intimacy' is clearly inaccessible, since man,

since his first awareness of death, and therefore first awareness of his mortality, is

always already a working being. This is what Bataille refers to when he says that
such communication is impossible. A regress into a pre-dialectic, and therefore pre¬

historic state, is non-viable. Sovereignty, rather than a pre-historical state, is thus a

post-historical state, that which comes at the 'end of history'. Because man is
enslaved at the first stage of negation, communication is impossible. This would
however suggest that communication exists in a state prior to the first stage of

negation, that is, in animal reality, and would certainly support Habermas' criticisms
of Bataille. This is not the case at all. Bataille sees the origin of man at the beginning
of work. Before work, there is no man. The notion of communication for Bataille is

an impossibility precisely because humanity is founded upon work, and prior to that,
communication is impossible because there is no state preceding that of work that is
accessible to man. To communicate is not to look back to a pre-human state, but

forwards, to a state beyond work, where man abandons work. In this sense, Bataille
does take up the heritage of Nietzsche, of moving beyond work, into a future without

goals. But even this is subject to paradox because to look into a future suggests

putting off today, the present.

It is, according to Bataille, the fear of death and our awareness of death that

separates us from animals, even prior to the fight for recognition between two beings:
'fear of death appears linked from the start to the projection of oneself into a future
time' (Bataille 1995a: 218). We are always contemplating the possibility of death,
and ways of avoiding death. This is what differentiates us from animals. The real

dialectic is therefore between man and death. If the fear of death puts the Slave to

work for the Master, then it is the fear of death, and not the Master, per se, that the
Slave works for. As said before, the Master is merely a catalyst in the entire process.

So, by working, we are replacing an inevitable end, that is death, with some other

ends, specifically a useful end which masks the useless end that is death. Ironically,

any ends we look towards, is still merely a means, serving the inevitable end of death
itself: 'It is banal to devote oneself to an end when that end is clearly only a means'

(Bataille 1989: 19). Hence right from the start death prevents man from attaining

himself, since all man cares about is anticipation of the future. He therefore puts the

present on hold for an anticipated future. For man who is conscious of death, the
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present is this anticipated future. Hence, it is death that is the absolute Master. The
Master who wants to be fully recognised (since his recognition by the Slave is

worthless) must be recognised by death.
In a dialectical relationship with death, death is made servile. In order to live

sovereignly, one must therefore inhabit a relationship with death that is outside the
dialectic altogether. There can be no fight between man and death, since the fight for

recognition is a function of the dialectic. Now since what provokes the fight for

recognition is the fear and anticipation of death, to step outside of the dialectic

altogether means to be free from this fear and anticipation of death. This means to

abandon and sacrifice oneself to death. To live sovereignly is not to anticipate a

future of death, not to live for the future, but to live in the present. To live sovereignly
is not freedom from death, but freedom from the anticipation of death, and efforts at

keeping death at bay. The assimilation of death only serves to homogenise death, and

by assimilating death into one's subjective reality, one makes a utility of death, which
is in opposition to sovereign value in the first place. Subjecting death, making death

work, is ironically, merely another means of prolonging the arrival of death. The

sovereign is therefore the man who refuses to accept the limits that the fear of death
would have us respect in order to ensure the 'laboriously peaceful life of individuals'

(Bataille 1995: 221).

I have said before that for Bataille, the fear of death must always be present,

since sovereignty presupposes the homogeneous reality of the Master-Slave dialectic.
Thus to live sovereignly, Bataille writes, 'the representation of death is impossible'

(Bataille 1995: 219). This statement is significant in two ways: one, I have already
elaborated on the irreconciliability between a consideration of death and sovereignty;

two, representation of death is impossible in the sense of 'to represent' means 'to

know', which is to subject the thing in the process of being known. Furthermore, to

re-present is an act of deferral, which is a future-oriented process. In short, the

representation of death, is therefore knowledge of death, which is the assimilation of
death into one's subjective reality. This is an effort to make death 'known'. The
individual proceeds to make this knowledge of death work for it, thus subjecting death
to it26. For Bataille, however, the subject must not make death work, since work is
not a basis for sovereignty. If the subject cannot assimilate death into its own reality,
then it must be ready to accept assimilation into the subjective reality of death itself.
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As said before, one must be sacrificed to death. This, according to Bataille, is the

only way man can divorce himself from work, utility and function, and accordingly
reach a state of sovereignty.

To reach a state of sovereignty one must severe the link between death and
labour. In the absence of ends, humanity is able to experience the present, without
consideration for the future. Humanity has no thoughts on accumulating for later, and
in fact, does the opposite, which is to squander everything for the glory of the

moment, rather than accumulate what he produces now for later. As I have said right
at the start, sovereign life comes when all the necessities of life are met, and life opens

up without limits. It is in this instant, when there is no longer any ends (because in the

negation of death all desires are met since man no longer has to work), man is
therefore able to experience life without limits. In the previous chapter, I looked at

the notion of death as the nucleus of society. On the one hand, humankind wishes to

keep death at bay, on the other, we are attracted to death because it is a route to

sovereignty. It also has a sacred value since it is that which unites people, though it is
a union based on a common fear of death. So far, I have looked at this ambivalent

relationship between individual consciousness and death. Now I turn to this

relationship in a collective context.

Bataille writes:

I said that the nuclei society gravitates around were "formed of small
numbers of men bound to each other by deep emotional bonds." I tried
later to define these "nuclei of social gravitation" as geometric loci
where attitudes toward death were determined. Things as I have

presented them, therefore, can have no coherence unless the "deep
emotional bonds," around which discordant human reality is

composed, are bound firmly into a necessary relationship with death27.
(Bataille 1988d: 326)

As has already been established, work is what binds man together, or rather man is
motivated by a common fear of death to work. As discussed in the previous chapter,
the sacred is that which attracts and repels: in this sense, death is sacred, in so far as it
is that which forces man to work together as a community to keep death at bay, having
at the roots of this communifying movement a fear of death. It is the deep emotional
bonds founded on a fear of death that fosters collective existence. This is why,
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referring to Caillois, during festivals, the sacred is manifested, not via prohibitions
and taboos but deliberately, as in sacrifice. Sacrifice brings to fore the sacred that is

death, the communifying movement of society which under normal circumstances is

brought about via prohibition (keeping death at bay) through work. During the

festival, death is taken out of its context of work, and indulged in, as a form of
wasteful expenditure, which opposes utility and work. Death is not deferred to

prohibition, but encountered directly and in an unmediated manner, in loss and

ultimately sacrifice. Furthermore, what is sacrificed is what would have been put to

use (labour), but is put to waste instead. What would be re-invested towards a further

means, is taken out of the system of exchange, and consumed immediately instead. I
have touched on this briefy in the last chapter, in relation to sacrifice and the sacred.
This will be discussed in greater detail when 1 broach the subject of the potlatch.
3.5 Bataille's notion of'unemployed negativity''

The following is a section of Bataille's correspondence to Kojeve in response

to the latter's lecture delivered to the College in 1937, in which Bataille first
introduces the concept of 'unemployed negativity'. Bataille questions Kojeve's

reading of Hegel's claim to the end of history as the end of the Master-Slave dialectic.
Since history is work, the end of history would be the end of work, that is, the end of a

class of Slaves. The end of history is the absolute synthesis of Master and Slave in a

single being. History in its totality, as discussed above, is the history of Fights and
Works. History thus stops when the difference, the opposition, between Master and
Slave disappears: 'at the moment when the Master will cease to be Master, because he
will no longer have a Slave; and the Slave will cease to be Slave because he will no

longer have a Master (although the Slave will not become master in turn, since he will
have no Slave)' (Kojeve 1980: 43-44). Bataille expressed deep suspicion regarding
this outcome:

I grant (as a likely supposition) that from now on history is
ended (except for the denouement). However, 1 picture things

differently (I don't attribute much importance to the difference between
fascism and communism; on the other hand, it certainly doesn't seem

impossible that, in some very distant time, everything will begin again.
If action ("doing") is - as Hegel says - negativity, the question

arises as to whether the negativity of one who has "nothing more to do"
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disappears or remains in a state of "unemployed negativity."

Personally, I can only decide in one way, being myself precisely this

"unemployed negativity" (I would not be able to define myself more

precisely). I don't mind Hegel's having foreseen this possibility; at

least he didn't situate it at the conclusion of the processes he described.
I imagine that my life - or, better yet, its aborting, the open wound that
is my life - constitutes all by itself the refutation of Hegel's closed

system. (Bataille 1988c: 90)
The end of history would be replaced by a period of transition, where the proletariat
would 'rule' for a temporary period till all slavery was abolished, and therefore history

brought to a proper end. Bataille's opinion that in some distant future, everything

might begin again refers to precisely to the nature of proletariat take-over: the re-

establishment of a new authority to replace an old one, thus renewing history28. This
is why Bataille sees no difference between Fascism and Communism, because, just as

he viewed the surrealist revolution as purely a substitution of authorities, so does he
view the proletariat revolution. Such a conception of the end of history has no

emancipatory value. Emancipation must instead come at a complete liberation from
work itself. The emancipated person is one who would have nothing more to do. A

person who would have nothing more to do, no action to perform, if we follow

Kojeve's argument, would be someone who has surpassed the need to engage in the

transformation, assimilation and internalisation of an alien, external reality into its
own reality. This surpassing of the need to act or work, suggests a progression

moving beyond Hegel's negative action, towards having 'nothing more to do'. As
Besnier notes, 'There remains the fact that, unlike the citizen of Kojeve, the sovereign
remains in irreconcilability - which gives him his pathos. He is a solitary who calls
on communication not as a need (which would presuppose that history was still

possible) but in the mode of excess' (Besnier 1995: 21). Blanchot describes the
condition in the following manner:

He is so in his project, in so far as he is all the truth to come

from that whole of the universe that holds only the possibilities of a

finished discourse; he is so from the perspective of a society freed from
servitude. Should we not say that now and henceforth history is in
some sense at its point of completion? This does not mean that nothing
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more will happen, nor that man, the individual man, will no longer
have to endure the suffering and blindness of the future. But man, man

as universal, is already master of all the categories of knowledge; he is

capable of everything, and he has an answer for everything. (Blanchot

1998:43)

Essentially, man has made it all work for him, and has exhausted every resource,

always in work. Blanchot writes that we all 'live more or less from the perspective of
a terminated history, already seated beside the river, dying and being reborn, content

with the contentment of the universe, and thus of God, through beatitude and

knowledge' (Blanchot 1998: 43). With history terminated, with the fulfilment of

contentment, what is it that would drive man further but to be discontent and thus

repeat the, through being reborn again, the path towards contentment?29 The passion
of negative thought, that is, dialectics, and by inference, work, has contributed much
to the promise of man's own end, through achieving contentment by being

unceasingly discontent. Man's accomplishment is possible only because he carries

through completely all of his negations. In this manner, man touches the absolute, in
his ability to transform in to action all of his negativity, through the form of work. So
how does man escape this terminated history? Blanchot offers the following

suggestion:

Perhaps he can reach the absolute by making himself equal to the
whole and by becoming conscious of the whole. But then more

extreme than this absolute is the passion of negative thought; for faced
with this response, negative thought is still capable of introducing the

question that suspends it, and, faced with the accomplishment of the

whole, still capable of maintaining the other exigency that again raises
the issue of the infinite in the form of contestation. (Blanchot 1998:

44)

By negative thought Blanchot refers to the passion of humankind that drives the need
to negate itself in order to achieve more. Even the absolute continues to be put to

work. This negativity stems from the human in us which, in negating nature and

negating itself as a natural being, makes itself free through the bondage to work and
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produces itself in producing the world. This is the drive towards its own completion
and therefore death, since absolute being is one that overcomes death. How then,
would humankind be able to extricate itself from this circular motion of continuous

contestation driven by the passion of negative thought? The limit experience is

precisely the movement towards which this human subject, the wholly satisfied yet

still dissatisfied (the one who desires who is without desire, since he/she is complete
and absolute), and the one whose whole being experiences a pure lack, pushes. It is
the experience of what is outside the whole when the whole excludes everything
outside of it. In other words, it is heterogeneous, a third term, outside of the dualism
of Western dialectics that has come to define whole and total absolute being. The

subject must push the limits of absolute being itself, beyond what is defined by the

bondage to work, and essentially what defines humankind. The human subject must

move outside of the dialectic of work altogether. It must stop subjugating altogether,
in order not to be subjugated in return. It must stop making things, in the form of
work and turn instead to wasteful expenditure.

There is however a danger of this turning into a relation of binary opposites,
where the heterogeneous is opposed to the homogeneous, where general economy is

opposed to restricted economy. This is certainly the manner in which Habermas
conceives it. However, as Geoffrey Bennington observes, there is 'no other than
restricted economy; that there is no general economy except as the economy of
restricted economy; the general economy is the economy of its own restriction [...]

general economy is the economy of the general and restricted economy' (Bennington
1995: 48). Joseph Libertson states that Bataille's categories are perceptible only as a

function of a specialised configuration of opposition, where homogeneity presupposes

heterogeneity, and discontinuity presupposes continuity30. Similarly, sovereignty

presupposes dialectics, and general economy presupposes restricted economy.

General economy emerges from restricted economy: 'One might well say that man has
at his disposal a capacity for dying that greatly and in a sense infinitely surpasses what
he must have to enter into death, and that out of this excess of death he has admirably
known how to make for himself a power' (Blanchot 1998: 45). More importantly, as

I quoted Bois and Krauss at the start of this chapter, general economy refers to the
movement and tension between general and restricted economy: an 'alternating

rhythm of homology and heterology' (Bois and Krauss 1997: 71).
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This experience of limits is the surplus of negativity: unemployed negativity.
Action is negation (Hegel). When all negativity has been put into action, production
and purpose, what is outside the whole that has no outside (in Blanchot's words as

quoted above), referring to an outside that stands beyond productivity and therefore

knowledge, becomes unemployed negativity. Since action is negation, and the
ultimate negation is death, man in a state of unemployed negativity is therefore in a

state where he has at his disposal a capacity for dying that greatly surpasses what he
must have in order to enter the state of death. Out of this state of death (which is

impossible in Western philosophy, since it is outside the Master-Slave dialectic whose
be all and end all is death), the subject of unemployed negativity creates for himself a

power that cannot be invested into activity. It is a state of power that serves no

purpose - a kind of useless expenditure; a useless meaning answering neither to

ontology nor to dialectics.

However, the individual of unemployed negativity still has desires to be

satisfied, in particularly the desire to be recognised. He also needs to recognise that
his need to act no longer has any use, that is, negativity empty of content, since it has
no future, goal, and is not in the service of project31. But in order for him to be

recognised negativity, he needs to find for himself something 'to do', but from the

point of view of a world where there is nothing left to do. In other words, his actions
will be those that do not contribute to utility and to project. It must be action that

negates itself as action, action that is paradoxically free from doing/acting. This

'unemployed negativity' is also 'useless negativity', and the human subject who

engages in free, useless negativity, attains a sovereign value. Bataille situates

unemployed negativity at the end of history, but since the end of history is the end of

work, he questions its possibility. No one, Bataille writes in Tears of Eros, 'can

envisage the possibility of a life that would no longer be bound by calculation'

(Bataille 1989: 19).

At this point of the end of history, Bataille questions what happens to the
individual who has nothing more to do. It is not a classless people who will be free.
When Marx and Kojeve refer to a 'classless' people, they refer to the end of a Slave

class, to come with the end of a Master class. There will never be a classless people
because there is always the need for recognition, and the need to find something to do.
One form of oppression will merely be replaced by another. Instead of freedom
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belonging to a classless people, for Bataille, freedom belongs to a sovereign class.

Contrary to Marx and Kojeve, Bataille saw that work was essentially servile and was

not a proper basis for sovereignty. Even the notion of surmounting death through
work is questionable: the Slave works to avoid death, not so much to surmount it.
The avoidance of death, which leads to work, for Bataille, does not lead to freedom.

In order to surmount death, one must embrace death, through 'communication'. In

communicating, one 'becomes other', which is to step out of oneself, allowing oneself
to be assimilated into, and sacrificed to death, in an act of free loss.

One needs to stress that Bataille never denies the presence of the fear of death.
In Bataille's opinion, work can never free humanity; only the sovereign is free. The

sovereign individual, like the Master, is divorced from work, but unlike the Master, is
not dependent on the Slave for any recognition32. Only the sovereign individual is

truly autonomous. The notion of sovereignty, since it is indifferent to ends, is thus
associated with powerlessness, and purposelessness33, and it is this that differentiates
it from Mastery. Derrida points out that though 'sovereignty' comes from the same

stock as the term 'lordship' in Hegel's phenomenology, it in fact exceeds 'lordship',

culminating in an 'end' that exceeds even itself into NOTHING. As Derrida

observes, Bataille questions Hegelian reason, which strives towards absolute

synthesis. He took Hegel up to the end, beyond the 'end of history', towards

'unemployed negativity' and 'recognised negativity' erupting in an unassimilable

sovereign value. The 'end of history' is not the 'end of man', in the sense that it is
what humanity strives towards as a goal of life; rather, the 'end ofman' is NOTHING,
in the form of sovereignty that serves no end. Sovereignty has 'no identity, is not

self for itself toward itself near itself In order not to govern, that is to say, in order
not to be subjugated, it must subordinate nothing (direct object), that is to say, be
subordinated to nothing or no one (servile mediation of the indirect object): it must

expend itself without reserve, lose itself, lose consciousness, lose all memory of itself
and all the interiority of itself (Derrida 1998: 117). As Tony Corn observes,

unemployed negativity cannot even think of itself as such, since it would no longer be

unemployed negativity34.
3.6 The Soverign value of Life

As said above, the distinction between the sovereign individual and the

ordinary individual (the Master) lies in what is done with the excesses of production.
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The Master-Slave paradigm is based on the excessive production of wealth without

consuming it, and reinvesting it instead. Sovereign life begins when the necessities of
life are ensured, and the possibility of life opens up without limit. This is when all
instinctual desires are satisfied. The domain of sovereignty is life beyond utility. As
life beyond utility, it forsakes the consideration of time, meaning the employment of
the present time for the sake of the future. This treatment of time is the time of work;
where the present moment is forsaken in itself, and is appropriated by an anticipated
future. In this time, the self negates itself now, for later. Sovereign life therefore

enjoys the present time without consideration for anything (the future) except for the

present.

In the previous chapter I looked at practices of life beyond utility, with
reference to Caillois' lecture, 'Festival', particularly in relation to the sacred and
sacrifice. Recalling what I said in the last chapter, the sacred is that which is
manifested only through prohibitions, for example, death and taboos related to the
dead body. The sacred cannot be divorced from its prohibitions, since the world of

practice is created, and governed by prohibitions. Thus when Bataille says: 'for in

spite of everything, the sacred thing ends up having a utility' (Bataille 1995: 215), he
refers to the fact that in a world ofpractice, which is also the profane world, the
sacred can only manifest itself as a profane object, and therefore one that has utility.
An instance is that of death, which is, for Bataille, man's impetus to work. Hence,

although death is sacred, it has utility, since it is fundamental to the founding of

humanity. Death is the natural given, but the consciousness of death, which forced
man to erect prohibitions against death, as well as propelling man to work in order to

keep death at bay, have served to alienate man from the natural immediacy of death.

Death, when revealed in a world ofpractice, does so in sublimated form, that is, in
work (which is the product of man's fear of death). Through work, man has become a

tool. The only way out of this servility, it would seem, would be death. One could

physically die, though we have seen that this is not a viable option. One would have
to experience death while remain physically alive. We have examined this in the
Master-Slave dialectic, in the risking of life of the Master. This is however only

potential death. As said in chapter one, this is only a mock death. Furthermore, we

have also seen that the Master's being is an existential impasse, since the Master
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would need to be recognised by an equal, if not more superior value. Mastery is
therefore never satisfied.

3.6.1 Useless Expenditure

This brings us to Bataille's notion of 'useless expenditure'. Bataille's notion
of useless expenditure is based on Mauss' notion of the potlatch in The Gift. The

potlatch refers to the practice of giving with the goal of humiliating, defying and

shaming the rival, obliging the rival party to return the gift, with interest, in order to

outdo the first giver. Mauss' study is based on this custom practiced by the North
American Indians and the Melanesians. Mauss draws a conclusion from his study
which no doubt attracted Bataille, which is also his central concern in The Accursed

Share: how much we have lost, whatever we might have otherwise gained, by the
substitution of a rational economic system, for one in which the exchange of goods
was not a mechanical but moral transaction, since it excludes all bargaining. This is
what differentiates the system of the gift from the system of bartering, which gave rise
to a rational economic system. The system of the exchange of the gift which
characterises the potlatch was what maintained human and personal relationships
between individuals and groups. For Mauss, the ideal potlatch would be the absence
of a return of the gift, engaging therefore in free giving, without return. This ideal is
an important consideration which Bataille takes up.

I had previously stated that in sacrifice, what is usually put to use is put to

waste instead. Bataille was not ignorant of the fact that such extravagant giving, even

though it points towards a kind of wasteful expenditure, is still being subject to utility,
since it has a goal (to shame the other party, or for attainment of prestige).

Furthermore, the custom of potlatch is not limited to the exchange of gifts, but can

also take the form of a 'spectacular destruction of wealth'35 (Bataille 1999: 121).
What we have here is therefore a desire for recognition that requires satisfaction. This
is an operation that has as its ultimate aim the recognition of one by the other. In the

potlatch, the fight for recognition takes place between two chiefs, that is, two

'Masters' of their particular society. Both Masters have ensured that the necessities of
their own society have been met, and the potlatch is merely a squandering of the

surplus. Both chiefs invoke loss in the fight for recognition, the greatest ofwhich is in
the form of human sacrifice. The wasteful squandering of resources, the ultimate

squander being the sacrifice of a human life, invokes death. The potlatch, if viewed in
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relation to the Master-Slave dialectic, might be termed the next step, out of the
Master's existential impasse. Bataille uses Mauss' notion of the potlatch to illustrate

sovereign life.

Contrary to Baudrillard's allegation36, Bataille was not ignorant of the 'ends'
towards which such exchange is put as well, which results in free exchange as merely
another form of servility. This is why for Mauss, the ideal potlatch is the one without

return, since only then would it be truly free giving, and for Bataille, free loss.
Bataille also admitted the servile nature of this practice: 'In a sense, authentic

consumption ought to be solitary, but then it would not have the completion that the
action it has on the other confers on it. And this action that is brought to bear on

others is precisely what constitutes the gift's power, which one acquires from the fact
of losing' (Bataille 1998: 70). This fight for recognition, based on losing is that
which confers 'recognised negativity' that comes after unemployed negativity. The

practice of the potlatch is therefore still trapped in a sense within the dialectic: 'It

places the value, the prestige and the truth of life in the negation of the servile use of

possessions, but at the same time it makes a servile use of this negation' (Bataille
1998: 73). Again, like the sovereign, this operation calls for that which cannot be

grasped, but it attempts to grasp that which it wished to be ungraspable, to use the

utility it denied in the first place: 'It is not enough for our left hand not to know what
the right hand gives: Clumsily, it tries to take it back' (Bataille 1998: 73). What this

points to is the impossibility of ever consciously disengaging from an economy based
on utility. We can never grasp such impossibility, since to do so would be to subject
it to utility. Recalling Benningtion, general economy is both general and restricted

economy, just as the sacred is both sacred and profane. This is why Bataille says the

sovereign value manifests itself only in moments that elude all grasp and
consciousness.

3.6.2 Sovereignty and Unknowing

As with communication, the paradox of the sovereign thus lies in our grasp of
it. Sovereignty lies beyond the grasp of knowledge, since to know is a form of
servitude. Derrida points out that the problem with the term 'sovereignty', though it
seeks to avoid meaning or usefulness, comes from the same stock as the term

'lordship' in Hegel's phenomenology. Coming from the same stock, it thus risks

falling into usefulness. However, as demonstrated, sovereignty in fact exceeds
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'lordship', culminating in an 'end' that exceeds even itself into NOTHING. Being a

word, notion or concept, sovereignty is always in danger of being enticed into settling
on meaning and usefulness in language. 'Sovereignty' as a concept itself has its roots

in a term that epitomises usefulness, that is, 'lordship' or 'master'. The distinction
between the two however lies in the fact that sovereignty is absolved of every

relationship in the continuum of sovereign communication. Sovereignty, unlike

lordship, is a movement, as suggested by Derrida, and no doubt what Bataille had in
mind as well. Sovereignty is not static. It is not a subject position, and cannot be

pinned down; to be so would be to enter meaning. What sovereignty is, is therefore,
an expenditure without reserve: it is not so much a loss of meaning, as it is

unmeaning, the stress being placed on its operational value. As such, it is beyond
absolute meaning, beyond closure or the horizon of absolute knowledge. There is no

loss since such a sacrifice is absolute, and in the world beyond knowledge as we know

it, there is no such thing as meaning to lose in the first place. Sovereignty as non-

meaning is philosophically non-relational in the way we understand knowledge to be
so. Since its relation is that with what is beyond knowledge, it is therefore an

'impossible': 'Carried away in this calculated sliding, concepts become non-concepts,

they are unthinkable, they become untenable' (Derrida 1998: 120).

Furthermore, knowledge comes with the unfolding of time, with concerted and
laboured effort: 'It is not given in a sudden illumination of the mind but in a

discourse, which is necessarily deployed in duration' (Bataille 1995a: 202). The
work of knowledge is future-oriented, and as discussed above, it is thus a servile

operation. Knowledge is therefore never sovereign: 'to be sovereign it would have to

occur in a moment. But the moment remains outside, short of or beyond, all

knowledge' (Bataille 1995a: 202). Only unknowing is sovereign. If knowing is to

put to use, then unknowing is to put to waste; in terms closer to Bataille's thinking, to

put to useless use. In this sense, sovereign life cannot be contained in knowledge, or

even knowable. Hence it is impoverished to even say 'sovereignty', since it is not a

concept or a thing. It is more accurate to refer to a 'sovereign' value that is
manifested through uselessness. Because the sovereign value of being is outside of

purpose and goals and ends, it remains outside knowledge, and therefore outside the

dialectic, whose goal is absolute knowledge. The sovereign tends towards unknowing
and self-destruction. The sacred has a sovereign value in its communifying
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movement. The sacrificial object itself has no sovereign value, which is only
measurable in its effect, or as Ricoeur says, its efficacy. This is communication in
Bataille's sense of the word, and the next chapter will explore its significance in
literature.
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Chapter Four: Sacrifice and Writing

This chapter serves as a transition from the conceptual aspect of this thesis, to

a consideration of its literary relevance. In his critique of Bataille's general economy,

Baudrillard concludes that Bataille's sacred imperative 'constitutes the sole -

sacrificial - force of writing' (Baudrillard 1998a: 194). Having looked at the nature

of communication in sacrifice, I would now like to look at this sacrificial force of

writing as it manifests itself in literature. For this I first turn to Bataille's later

writings on surrealism, introduced in chapter two when I examined Bataille's

relationship with Breton and surrealism. These essays, now collected as The Absence

ofMyth, were written and published individually in the 1940s and 1950s. There are

four essays I would like to focus on in this chapter, to trace the relationship between
the notions of sacrifice, communication and the practice of literary writing. These

essays are 'The Problems of Surrealism'1 (1946), 'From the Stone Age to Jacques
Prevert'2 (1946), 'Andre Masson'3 (1946) and 'Rene Char and the Force of Poetry' 4
(1951). As established in the preceding chapters, Bataille sees utility and

homogeneity as the foundations for human existence. These essays examine the

place of art in such a world: 'should the work of art be a response to a demand, in the
same way as other functions and services are? If not, then should it function as a

calling into question of what is 'given': human conventions and existence itself?'

(Bataille 1994: 178) Art, Bataille opines, must be committed to the totality of human

experience. Bataille gives the name of 'poetry' to writing that encompasses the

totality of human experience, which is the totality of both the possible (profane) and
the impossible (sacred). However, as we shall see, this process of naming 'poetry' is
not without problems.

4.1 Poetic Writing and Sacrifice

In 1957, Bataille published Literature and Evil, in which he claims that
Literature is 'either the essential or nothing'. Literature is 'communication.
Communication requires loyalty' (Bataille 1997: ix). Literature, for Bataille, must be
faithful and committed to the totality of human experience. If literature is

communication, then literature, for Bataille, has a sovereign value. As iterated in
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previous chapters, sovereignty cannot be reduced to a 'thing', and is not graspable.

Accordingly, literature does not serve any master, or any value, and one does not

write because one feels obliged to do so5. It does not even serve itself, and must thus
sacrifice itself. Bataille sums up the contradiction: 'But how to express the unease of
the person who perceives this impasse, who perceives it at the summit of the possible
and cries out: "The summit is the impossible"? He awakens for a moment at this

response, which has the simplicity of death. But if he writes, he has already fallen

asleep' (Bataille 1994: 99). Drawing a comparison between Breton and Bataille,
Richardson had observed that whereas Breton was more intuitive in his judgements,
Bataille needed to back up his judgements with intellectual arguments6. Bataille
seemed unable to resist conceptualizing. Bataille found in Mauss's and Durkheim's
works anthropological and ethnological endorsement for the experiences he had

opened himself to, which allowed him to speak 'from within the utilitarian limits of
reason' (Bataille 1989: 33-34). One might recall Breton's allegation that Bataille's
'misfortune is to reason', and therefore 'cannot claim, no matter what he may say, to

be opposed to any system' (Breton 1972: 184). Habermas's critique also refers to the
contradiction between his theoretical approach, and his constant claims that what he

proposes belongs to the realm of the ungraspable. Bataille was aware that his writing
was not free from these contradictions; but it is precisely in these contradictions that
communication is revealed.

Bataille met Andre Masson in 1924, through the introduction of Michel Leiris,
and it was Masson who anonymously illustrated Story of the Eye in 1928 (see

Appendix C). According to Surya, Masson and Bataille shared a common

'reprobation of utilitarianism, functionalism and rationalism' (Surya 2002: 234). In

1946, Bataille published an essay on Masson in Labyrinthe, which begins as an

attempt to 'explain' the totality of Masson's work. Totality, writes Bataille, however
asserts 'itself without words, even to scorn the desire for analysis' (Bataille 1994:

178). Bataille acknowledges the paradox of speaking about totality, similar to the

paradox of speaking about silence:
But at this point, must I remain silent or simply say: 'It is

totality, and as such it is vain to try to add to it'? On the contrary, I
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believe I must define a general difficulty: I can do one of the two

things - either I (in communion or not with others, or the others) exist
in a total way for whatever action is necessary (in an economic or

military sense...) or I remain a means (economic, military, etc...)
which is used by totality. But in the first case I must affirm myself
with silence, not with explanations. For by seeking to explain, 1 would
serve what I speak about, instead of being it. In this way Masson
serves without serving, and remains silent. By speaking, I can only
serve his affirmation.

Even so, is it certain that I serve it?

I betray it to the extent that I serve (and who will wash these
intellectual bloodstains off me?)

I express an internal debate that others from the outside would
hear with an ear infinitely open to the void of discourse. (Bataille

1994:178)

Bataille, in speaking and writing of Masson and his art, affirms Masson's

totality. But this affirmation is a servile one, which Bataille views as a betrayal

precisely because he speaks and writes about it. In being servile in his affirmation,
Bataille paradoxically betrays Masson's totality. In order not to do so, Bataille must

remain silent. However, one needs to bear in mind that silence, though the purest

form of communication, is a non-viable option. Communication, in Bataille's sense

of the term, is not defined simply by silence (since this would be a mere subversion of

principles). Communication consists of the impossibility of communicating silence
in silence, and the conflicts that emerge from this impossibility. In his essay on Rene

Char, Bataille writes:

How, if I write, can I attain these heights, when what I write commits
me to write no longer? If I talk of heights, or would attain them, I
would immediately cease to talk; otherwise I would betray the heights
I talk about. (Bataille 1994: 129-130)

What is revealing about these two quotations is the necessity of self-loss for writing
to communicate. In sacrifice, one experiences the absence of the victim: the victim is
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the object in its servile state, and exists only as a means. What the sacrifice achieves
is not just the annihilation of life, but the state of utility these victims take on. It is
the 'rejection of what had been appropriated by a person or a group' (Bataille 1999:

7 9 ...

70) . This recalls Ricoeur's characterisation of the sacred as that which signifies

something other than itself, and yet remains itself. It also brings to mind Girard's
comment that the scapegoat cannot be known as a scapegoat. At the instant of its

death, the appropriated victim ceases to exist. This cessation is instantaneous, before
the victim is transformed into a dead object, thus restoring its status as 'object' again.
It is therefore in the instantaneous moment of the transition from victim to dead

object that this absolute absence occurs. It is this absence that confers sacred

presence. During this instant, the being is freed from its servile state, and attains a

sacred, sovereign value, before turning once again into a profaned object. The dead

body (profane object) is the intelligible, knowable form death (sacred) takes.
The most revealing essay in this selection that iterates most clearly the

relationship between sacrifice and writing is 'From the Stone Age to Jacques Prevert',
in which Bataille draws a distinction between 'prosaic' and 'poetic' writing. Bataille
identifies several characteristics poetic writing shares with sacrifice. The first is the
communal participation in the sacrifice, specifically in the mutual loss experienced

during sacrifice. The one who sacrifices is 'free to throw himself suddenly outside of
o

himself (Bataille 1999: 70) . As Peter Burger observes, 'sacrifice, or more precisely
human sacrifice, founds a society among its participants. Through the death of the
one sacrificed, they experience their own deaths' (Burger 2002: 29). As Ricoeur

says, the sacred is dramatic, a belief shared by Bataille as well: 'One only attains the

point by dramatising' (Bataille 1988: 119). The point refers to an "T", but fleeing at

the same time in the two directions' (Bataille 1988: 118). Bataille cites the example
of devout persons who dramatise the torture to which Christ was led, and his
crucifixion9. In witnessing the loss, I assimilate into my consciousness, and it
becomes my loss. Thus, in experiencing loss, I experience the loss of my self. This
is the process of 'becoming other' addressed in chapter three. There is no self-
consciousness (in the servile sense) in the experience of self-consciousness through
Bataille's communication10 since it entails 'becoming other'. In order for literature
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to be loyal to experience, it must reflect or relate the sacrificial nature of human

experience of 'becoming other', of stepping out of one's self in loss. Only then is it a

totality. In the essay 'Sacrificial Mutilation and the Severed Ear of Vincent Van

Gogh', Bataille likens automutilation with sacrifice, on the basis that both represented
'the desire to resemble perfectly an ideal term, generally characterised in mythology
as the solar god who tears and rips out his own organs' (Bataille 1999: 66). Bataille
therefore saw Van Gogh's act of automutilation as a form of self-sacrifice, towards

achieving an ideal state of artistic perfection. As noted by Burger, the author must be
in a state of 'unemployed negativity', pushing him/herself to thoughts of suicide, in
an act of self loss11. Only through this act of self loss can an author's work be said to

cease being 'work', therefore embracing totality, and finally be able to communicate.
If we are to understand Bataille's clam that art must be committed to a totality

of human experience, we need to recapitulate what this totality encompasses.

Richardson writes that 'it was Hegel's great achievement, with the notion of the
master and slave relation, to have conceptualised a fundamental reality lying within
human consciousness. This was a real relation for Bataille' (Richardson 1994: 7).
Bataille sees the modem world as constituted by the terms of this dialectical relation,
and he addresses the problems raised in a world conceptualised in this manner.

Sovereignty, as said before, exceeds Mastery. Rather than see a possibility in the
unification of opposites, as surrealism had envisioned, Bataille is interested in the
unassimilable elements that resist this absolute synthesis. The impossibility of

synthesis does not however mean a complete exclusion of intelligence or reason in
the realm of experience. Such exclusion would be a betrayal to the totality of human

experience. In a word, totality may be described as the 'actuality', of one 'outside the

self (Bataille 1994: 198). There is an inherent paradox in this definition of the

totality of experience: on the one hand being in actuality, yet expecting one to step

out of this actually at the same time. In 'Andre Masson', Bataille writes that poetic

vision, in its totality, cannot be dissociated from intelligence. Since one cannot escape

from this impasse, all we can do 'is accept that it carries us to breaking point'
(Bataille 1994: 181). It is this 'breaking point' that interests Bataille, and where we

shall see, communication is tmly achieved. In this manner, in embracing the
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limitations of communication, does one grasp the totality of human experience. Such

writing is no longer just mere representation, which is 'disengaged from the world'.
Such writing 'becomes integrated with it and invades it' (Bataille 1994: 181). In

chapter two I looked at how Breton sought to push experience to a similar breaking

point; whereas Breton sought this point out and made it an objective end to strive

towards, Bataille abandoned himself to it, merely wishing to be carried and swept

towards it.

The distinction between Bataille and Breton might be characterised as the
difference between poetry as actuality itself, and poetry being subordinated to

actuality. Linking what has been said so far, with Habermas's notion of meaningful
communication raised in chapter one, one could characterise the differences as being
between affective (a word Bataille had used to define heterogeneous as discussed in

chapter one) discourse, and effective discourse. The principle difference lies in the
former being without a specified end, or even knowable end; whereas the latter

presupposes and objective end to which it is subjected. Furthermore, the
affectiveness of a discourse, depends on its effectiveness in the first place, just as

Bataille's notion of communication, and heterogeneity, depend on Habermas's notion
of meaningful communication, and homogeneity. Hence what is affective can only
be measured by itself, and nothing else that comes before or after it. However, to

measure itself by itself, is also to subordinate itself to itself. What it has to do is
therefore step even outside of itself as affective discourse. In other words, to say it is

affective, makes it not so anymore. In this manner, it cannot be objectively known,
and therefore eludes being subordinated. Mayne expresses a similar view when he

says that poetry going out of itself opens to 'nothing but its own absence, and not

poetry that would "become" absent from itself (Mayne 1993: 58). Should poetry

'become' absent from itself, it would become its own absence, ultimately making it a

self-sufficient reality to which poetry would become servile. Challenging the servile
use of language, true poetry is 'born from actuality, and consumes the actuality whose
flame it is' (Bataille 1994: 139). By this notion of actuality, Bataille refers to the

point at which the limits of experience and the language which seeks to represent it
meet. As a point of transition, 'it is change. It transforms everything and everything
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transforms it [...] it exists only on the condition that it changes' (Bataille 1994: 141).
As an instant, it therefore exists only in the present, in a moment of self-consuming

actuality. As a moment of actuality, it is not reducible to the known or the intelligible

'object' or 'thing'. What it is, is a moment of transition, of movement, occurring at

the limits where form (language) meets content (that which language seeks to

represent). As a transitory moment, the fixed relationship between form and content

is 'destroyed by a process of arbitrary association' (Bataille 1994: 153). Arbitrary
associations undermine the fixed relationship between form and content that make an

'object' knowable and intelligible. Because there is no fixity or stability, there can be
no knowable 'object'. Bataille's short novel Story of the Eye engages in such a

destruction: its ground for legibility is its illegibility. In other words, like poetry

having to sacrifice itself as poetry, Story of the Eye, in order to be legible, must first
make itself illegible.

As said in previous chapters, Bataille sees sacrifice as a process in which an

object of utility is taken out of its role, in an act of 'becoming other'. Bataille is of
the opinion that poetic writing must no longer be that which is literary, escaping the
'rut in which literature is generally entrapped' (Bataille 1994: 138). The definition of
the 'literary' Bataille refers to is specific, and here must be clarified. It refers to the
'establishment of works', 'accentuating the attraction value of paintings and books'

(Bataille 1994: 50). These literary works are merely books placed 'in order on the

shelves', and paintings that 'adorn the walls' (Bataille 1994: 51)12, suggesting that
surrealism had lost its vigour and surrendered to the necessities of utilitarian society.
In order for art not to fall into the entrapments of utility, 'poetry of actuality' must

deny 'the name of poetry' (Bataille 1994: 141), since to name is to render profane.
The self-negation comes from the 'becoming other' necessary in communication. To
communicate is to step out of oneself, essentially one's personal homogeneity, of
which the name is a function. Thus in order for poetry to truly communicate, it must

step out of itself, as poetry.

In stepping out of oneself, one experiences liberty: 'Liberty is nothing if it is
not fully making use of the present moment (am I free in that I have something to

do?). I am free as I live in immediacy, for a now and not for a later (Bataille 1994:
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142). It is 'interest confined to the instant itself [...] we must take objects away from

productive activity to the interest ofthe instant itself (Bataille 1994: 148). Recalling

unemployed negativity, to live in immediacy, is to have nothing more to do. It must

sever its subordinate ties to utility, goal, purpose and project. This instantaneous

present is the moment of actuality Bataille refers to in poetic writing. In order to

achieve this moment, poetic writing must deny itselfas poetic writing:

I must demonstrate that the power of poetry has not been given once

and for all. What once bestowed sight is exactly what later prevents it.
It was soon apparent that poetry is also the enemy born of poetry: in

being born it turns away from poetry to mingle with the cry the desire
for permanence. Between the man (who cries) and actuality (which

is), language, whose generality and immaterial character slips

smoothly into security, immutability and the Academy, habitually
intervenes. In fact, such is the poverty of poetry in using words to

express what happens it tends to stifle the cry of an actual emotion
under the disguise of a museum face. Poetry, proclaiming the

suspended instant, by the fact that the affecting order of words will
survive it, tends to express only a durable meaning: it fixes it in funeral

solemnity... But it is not only the immutable character of words

which, even before being formulated from its object, distances it from
the emotion proclaimed present and fleeting; it separates a sacred

language from ordinary language, and noble words from common

vocabulary. And in consecrating them to the elevated concern to stir

emotion, it slowly uses the emotive value and without fail, withdraws
a power it wanted to be as great as possible. (Bataille 1994: 147)

As remarked in chapter two, Bataille objected to the idealism practiced by surrealism.

Surya records that poetry is 'the second of the names of idealism' (Surya 2002: 123).
The poetry Surya refers to here is the name poetry. Bataille calls for poetry to

sacrifice itself as poetry. It must denounce its use of language, since language fixes

meaning, and stops play, in a 'funeral solemnity'. It must also denounce literary and

poetic conventions that have 'named' it, which limit communication. Bataille
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discounts any possibility of language ever having emancipatory value, because

language will always be subject to utility. I have explored this in chapter one in
relation to Habermas's notion of communicative action. Bataille sees such

communication, in the way Habermas conceives of it, as a mere 'museum' of
collected words. However, as said before, Bataille is not of the opinion that language
cannot communicate. Rather, it is the use to which we put language that he avers.

In 1947, Bataille published The Hatred ofPoetry, which was later republished
in 1962, as The Impossible. In the preface to the republished volume, Bataille writes:

I published this book fifteen years ago, giving it an obscure
title: The Hatred of Poetry. It seemed to me that true poetry was

reached only by hatred. Poetry had no powerful meaning except in the
violence of revolt. But poetry attains this violence only by evoking the

impossible. Almost no one understood the meaning of the first title,
which is why I prefer finally to speak of The Impossible. (Bataille
1991: 10)

1
What makes the poetry authentic is the hatred of itself . It must reject itself, and
revolt against itself with the greatest force, in order to wrench itself out of itself, in an

operation of 'becoming other'. As discussed before, there is no authenticity of

communication, except through this violent wrenching out of oneself. The

impossible being invoked here, as referred to in relation to Nietzsche, is the

impossibility of living without project, goals, or ends. It is the impossibility of being

anything other than a mockery, parody or shadow of death, since any knowable

experience is always already servile.
To this end, Bataille makes a distinction between poetic writing, which he

terms sacred language, and 'ordinary language' and 'common vocabulary' (Bataille
1994: 147). Bataille states that 'for what is poetry is also the actuality, in the life of
the poetry, which is the derision of poetry' (Bataille 1994: 140). According to

Bataille, Beckett expressed a similar derision of the 'name' poetry in Molloy, in the
notion of the 'unamable'. In 'Molloy's Silence'14 (1951), Bataille writes that the
'unamble' has the same paradoxical status as 'silence'. He identifies two

characteristics of Molloy that culminate in the 'unamable'. These are anonymity (the
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lack of a name) and indifference (the lack of a purpose): 'What we have here is so

assuredly the essence of being (but the expression alone, 'essence of being', could not

determine the thing) that we need not hesitate: to this, we cannot give a name, it is

indistinct, necessary, and elusive, quite simply, it is silence'. This reality is
'unamable (but we find ourselves entangled in another word, unamable), is no less
mute than death' (Bataille 2000a: 86-7).

However, Bataille sees language as 'what determines this regulated world,
whose significations provide the foundation for our cultures, activities and our

relations' (Bataille 2000a: 88). Language in this manner is reduced to a means of
these cultures, activities and relations. Bataille terms this 'meaningful language',
which is also 'ordinary language' and 'common vocabulary'; it is also the kind of

language Habermas speaks of in his notion of communicative action. It is only

through meaningful language that we can give a no-thing like the 'unamable' 'the

completedform without which we would be unable to imagine them' (Bataille 2000a:

87-8). Turned away from utilitarian ends, we get 'nothing more than a deserted castle
whose gaping cracks let in the wind and rain: it is no longer the signifying word, but
the defenceless expression death wears as a disguise' (Bataille 2000a: 88). No longer
the signifying word, language becomes the language of actuality. It consumes itself
in its utterance, in its death, like that of silence. This silence is however still only a

disguise, only a parody of death: ' literature may have the same fundamental meaning
as silence, but it recoils before the final step that silence would be [...] literature is in
the end silence in its negation of meaningful language, but remains what it is,
literature' (Bataille 2000a: 88-9). This is the impossible expressed by the hatred of

poetry. Poetic writing, for Bataille, is this impossible.

4.2 Barthes' notion of Poetic Writing

The distinction between poetic and common language was taken up by
Barthes in his critique of Story of the Eye. I have chosen to bring Barthes into my

discussion because I see Barthes' theories on reading and writing as closely

approximating those of Bataille. Barthes' essay, 'Metaphor of the Eye' deals with the
formal aspects of Story of the Eye, particularly the violation and breaking down of
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established patterns in form, which he sees Story ofthe Eye as being engaged in. This

essay, though illuminating in relation to Bataille's notion of 'poetic' writing, is
limited in its scope because it discounts the thematic contents of the narrative, and the
second part of Story of the Eye, 'Coincidences'. I will show in the next chapter that
the second part of the text is just as crucial as the first for Story of the Eye to

communicate. Let us return to Barthes for now. Barthes opens the essay with the

following claim:

Although Story of the Eye features a number of characters with an

account of their sex play, Bataille was by no means writing the story of

Simone, Marcella or the narrator (as Sade, for example, wrote stories
of Justine and Juliette). Story of the Eye really is the story of an

object. How can an object have a story? Well, it can pass from hand
to hand, giving rise to the sort of tame fancy authors call The History

of my Pipe or Memoirs of an Armchair, or alternatively it can pass

from image to image, in which case its story is that of a migration, the

cycle of the avatars it passes through, far removed from its original

being, down the path of a particular imagination that distorts but never

drops it. This is the case with Bataille's book. (Barthes 1982: 119)
Barthes sees Story of the Eye as 'a type of composition that should be called a

"poem" (Barthes 1982: 120), rather than a novel. The novelist's imagination is

'"probablea novel is something that might happen, all things considered. It is a

diffident sort of imagination (even in its most luxuriant creations), daring to declare
itself only against the security of the real. The poet's imagination, on the other hand,
is improbable-, a poem is something that could never happen under any circumstances

[...] The novel proceeds by chance combinations of real elements, the poem by

precise and complete exploration of virtual elements' (Barthes 1982: 120). In

Writing Degree Zero, Barthes describes the novelistic imagination as an image of

order, belonging to the causal chain. It partakes of a set of related and orientated
actions: 'it functions as the algebraic sign of an intention. Allowing as it does an

ambiguity between temporality and causality, it calls for a sequence of events, that is,
for an intelligible Narrative. [...] It presupposes a world which is constructed,
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elaborated, self-sufficient, reduced to significant lines, and not one which has been
sent sprawling before us, for us to take or leave' (Barthes 1968: 30). More

importantly, the novelistic imagination 'escapes the terror of an expression without
laws [that] outruns language' (Barthes 1968: 32) It is therefore a function of

homogeneity, and its elements suggest limit and closure, as opposed to the
indefmiteness of 'virtual' elements. One can see a clear link between 'meaningful

language' that Bataille referred to in his essay on Molloy and Barthes' notion of
'novelistic' writing15.

Bataille expresses the following view of the poetic in Inner Experience: 'The

poetic is the familiar dissolving into the strange, and ourselves with it. It never

dispossess us entirely, for the words, the images (once dissolved) are charged with
emotions already experienced, attached to objects which link them to the known'

(Bataille 1988: 5). In linking our experiences to that which is known, we are never

completely dispossessed of ourselves. The virtual elements that make up the poetic

imagination, are drawn from this pool of known elements. It is in the precise and

complete exploration of these elements where the familiar or the 'known' is dissolved
into the strange and the unfamiliar. Bataille compares poetic apprehension to the

empty apparitions of the saints, by way of being able to appropriate to ourselves that
which exceeds us without grasping it as our own possession. By this process, we

never give up our stable and familiar discontinuous individuality to it entirely.
Barthes expresses a similar view in 'The Death of the Author'1 : 'Did he wish to

express himself, he ought at least to know that the inner 'thing' he thinks to 'translate'
is itself only a ready-formed dictionary' (Barthes 1977: 146). This also recalls
Bataille's notion of the informe, but more so the project of Critical Dictionary, which
Bois and Krauss describe as a sabotage against the academic world of the system, and
the reason it is incomplete is because it was never thought of as a possible totality17.
Where a dictionary gives the 'meaning' of words, each word possessing only an

exchange value; Critical Dictionary restores the value of words, in their immediate

consumption. Such a process severs the expected relations between words, since

expected relations and familiarity need to stand the test of repetition over time.
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According to Barthes, the process of making the familiar unfamiliar involves
an interplay of both metonymical and metaphorical understanding. The interaction
between the words on a metaphorical level is based on an associative similarity
between the terms. This aligns itself with the familiar in Bataille's sense of the

poetic. We are able to draw associations between metaphorical terms because the
similarities are founded on an agreed-upon code of understanding. It is on the

metonymical level, when the terms are arranged in an unfamiliar way that makes the
known unknown, even on an associative level. The associations become arbitrary.
In contrast to the novelistic, the poetic 'accepts the most momentous of all breaks,
that from the language of society' (Barthes 1968: 40). The poet invents, and what he
invents 'shines with an infinite freedom and prepares to radiate towards innumerable
uncertain and possible connections', no longer 'guided in advance by the general
intention of a socialised discourse', reduced to 'a sort of zero degree' (Barthes 1968:

47-8). The 'zero' space recalls Bataille's notion of communication which
communicates nothing, like 'silence' and the 'unamable'. Poetic writing opposes the
social function of language, initiating a 'discourse full of gaps and full of lights, filled
with absences and overnourishing signs' (Barthes 1968: 48). The poetic image is a

fragmented space, made of objects whose links are only potential. It is without

privileged meaning. The poetic is a succession of infinite possibilities; one affects the

next, only to die off immediately. As fragmented space, Barthes describes poetic

language as a discourse full of terror, adorned with violence in the death of one image
in succession to the next. The excesses of meaning, instead of being reinvested into
the signifying chain, for the sake of 'meaning', are consumed immediately 'without

foresight or stability of intention' (Barthes 1968: 48). The virtual elements explored

by the poetic imagination is characterised by the possible (rather than the probable)
and the infinitesimal. Poetic virtual elements always contain an excess of that which
is needed to convey meaning, or the objective of the text. Recalling Blanchot's
comment quoted in the last chapter regarding the sovereign state of man: 'One might
well say that man has at this disposal a capacity for dying that greatly and in a sense

infinitely surpasses what he must have to enter into death' (Blanchot 1998: 45); the
same is the case with sacred language. The excess, in Barthes' terms, is referred to as
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the 'third meaning', or 'obtuse meaning'. These are the workings of the poetic

imagination, which will become clearer when we look at how Bataille, according to

Barthes, achieves this in Story ofthe Eye.

4.3 The Third Meaning and Robbe-Grillet's La Jalousie
1 8

Barthes' essay entitled 'The Third Meaning' studies an image from
Eisenstein's Ivan the Terrible. He distinguishes three levels of meanings: An
informational level, a symbolic level, and on a third level, what he terms 'obtuse

meaning': 'obtuse meaning appears to extend outside culture, knowledge,

information; analytically, it has something derisory about it: opening out into the

infinity of language, it can come through as limited in the eyes of analytic reason; it

belongs to the family of pun, buffoonery, useless expenditure' (Barthes 1977: 55).

Being outside culture, knowledge and information, it is also outside utilitarian

meaning. Belonging to the family of pun and buffoonery, it concerns itself with

play. Obtuse meaning remains suspended between the image and its description,
between definition and approximation, and occupies the liminal place of being both
'outside (articulated) language while nevertheless within interlocution' (Barthes
1977: 61). According to Eisenstein, ' What is characteristic is that the different

positions ofone and the same czar ...are given without link between one position and
the nexf (Barthes 1977: 63). I will focus on the double property apparent in this

disjunction, a shared property with the sacred as discussed in chapter two.

Barthes' analysis of Eisenstein focuses on the image, as does his critique on

Bataille's Story of the Eye. Barthes reads Bataille's Story of the Eye as charting the

metaphorical migration of the eye towards other objects and hence other usages

besides seeing: 'In it a term, the Eye, is varied through a certain number of substitute

objects standing in strict relationship to it: they are similar (since they are all

globular) and at the same time dissimilar (they are called something different). [...]
On its metaphorical journey the eye thus both varies and endures; its essential form
subsists through the movement of a nomenclature like that of a physical space,

because here each inflexion is a new noun, speaking a new usage' (Barthes 1982:

121). Like Eisenstein's czar, the eye's variations are given without link from one
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position to the next. The first variation in the metaphorical journey of the eye is that
of the eye and the egg, both of which are round and white. Once established as

constants, this opens the way to fresh metaphorical extensions: the saucer of milk, the
testicles of the bull and the gouging out of the bullfighter's eye. On another level of
variation, there is the liquid aspect linking eyes, eggs and testicles. Again, from the
first episode of sex play with the saucer of milk to the death of the bullfighter to the
screwing of the priest, this play on 'liquidity' is the constant.

On yet another level, there is the 'seeing' aspect: the fascination of watching
the egg in sex play, the fascination of watching the bullfighter being killed, and of
course the biographical prologue at the end of the novel detailing Bataille's

relationship with his blind syphilitic father. These concern the 'seeing eye/I'. Barthes
however discounts the biographical element because it fixes meaning in the text.

What Barthes' analysis concludes is that there is nothing 'behind' the eye. This
removes any notion of utility of the eye as 'object', as a physical tool for seeing, as

well as the 'key' to the text. There is only the focus on its 'thereness', as it moves

from one metaphorical station to the next. There is nothing essential 'behind' the eye.

What it is depends on its relationship to the rest of the text. One must question
whether the eye, in its metaphorical journey, retains its value as an object of sight.

According to Bataille, sovereignty presupposes utility, since it concerns what happens
to surplus. Only in this manner is it really totally 'other', outside of dialectics

altogether. Thus, in order for the text to communicate, it must retain the utility of the

eye, and subsequently sacrifice it. Writing needs to perform the operation of

sacrifice, and the paradox of communication. As Derrida observes: 'Sovereignty
must still sacrifice lordship and, thus, the presentation of the meaning of death'

(Derrida 1998: 112).
The chain of events in the novel are put together in what at first sight seems to

be a random selection of events, with no proper link between them, except in
consideration of the metaphorical journey of the eye. This is reflected in the narrative
structure of the text. The narrative journey of the eye is charted not from the point of
view of the eye, but through the various beholders of the eye, and the values they

place on the eye, which explains the initial lack of a link. Heterogeneity presents
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itself in the differing values of the same object passing from one beholder to the next,

based on the judgements of the subjects concerned. There is nothing behind the eye

except what each subject appropriates it. It has 'no identity, is not self, for itself
toward itself near itself. [...] it must expend itself without reserve, lose itself, lose

consciousness, lose all memory of itself and all the interiority of itself (Derrida 1998:

117).
In order to elucidate further, I refer to Robbe-Grillet's La Jalousie19. In his

essay 'Objective Literature: Alain Robbe-Grillef20, Barthes comments on the mere

'thereness' of the object, which displaces any stable relationship between from (the

purely superficial existence of the object), and content (what the object might signify
or mean in relation to the narrative). What Bataille says about Molloy regarding
indifference and anonymity can equally be applied to La Jalousie. According to

Barthes, Robbe-Grillet 'requires only one mode of perception: the sense of sight'

(Barthes 1965: 13). This is an essential observation because Barthes denies that there
is anything besides the actuality of merely seeing. Robbe-Grillet does not allow the
sense of sight to complete its optical function, which is the journey between the
immediate sensual experience of the eye, to that of making intelligence of what one

sees. La Jalousie is composed of a set of episodic scenes, which are repeated, though
not in any chronological order. The detail is precise, though each retelling of each

episode reveals slight differences, just enough for us to ascertain that it is the same

scene only presented slightly differently. In an essay on Robbe-Grillefs Projet pour
21

un revolution a New York, Suleiman describes Projet as unreadable , whose
'subversiveness consists in its rendering impossible any reading that would reduce it
to the status of a realistic novel' (Suleiman 1990: 52). The same may be said of La
Jalousie. I refer to her critique of Ricardou's reading of Projet, which bears a

remarkable similarity to Barthes' reading of Story of the Eye. Ricardou's reading
focuses on the formal variations operating on the level of signifiers, at the cost of the
thematics of Projet. Ricardou sees Projet as autorepresentative, where the fiction is
the metaphor of its narration22. The story is called into being by the words in the
text, rather than the words being produced or called into being by the story. In other

words, the generation of the story is incidental and secondary to the generation of the
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23
text. These views have been applied to Story of the Eye as well . Even though

Projet touches on themes much closer to those Bataille addresses, particularly those
of ritual sacrifice, I have chosen to focus on La Jalousie instead because it performs
textual sacrifice. What is more, the preoccupation of the optical in La Jalousie

provides an excellent point of comparison with Story of the Eye.
Barthes opines that description, for Robbe-Grillet, is 'always "anthological" —

a matter of presenting the object as if in a mirror, as if it were in itself a spectacle,

permitting it to make demands on our attention without regard for its relation to the
dialectic of the story' (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 12). The narrative of La Jalousie is

accompanied by a pictorial blueprint of the architectural arrangement of pillars,
columns, furniture, shadows cast and even the mark of the centipede on the wall, and
a corresponding legend. According to Barthes, the whole purpose of Robbe-Grillet's
work is 'to confer upon an object its "being there," to keep it from being

"something"' (Barthes 1965: 14). Through its mere 'thereness', the object is stripped
of functionality and usefulness, prevented from being something, and therefore

serving. The object is prevented from being a means to an end, especially the ends
towards which a reader utilises it, as a signifier that directs the reader towards a final

meaning in a text. Stripped of utility, the object is no longer a means and in this way,

no longer means something. It is useless meaning, in the sense that it is meaning that
has denied itself the name 'meaning'. This certainly recalls the indifference in

Molloy, as well as the sacrifice of the name 'poetry' by poetry, as observed by
Bataille.

Like poetic sacrifice, once the existence of the object is established, Barthes
writes that 'it will be quite drained, consumed, used up' (Barthes 1965: 13), in a

'sacrifice of all the "inner" attributes of an object to its "superficial" existence'

(Barthes 1965: 15). The objects call attention to themselves; to their therenes, which
frustrates the reader's assumptions regarding interpretation. Robbe-Grillet invites the
reader to forsake a quest for meaning, in favour of a superficial, matter-of-fact
manner of allowing the narrative to communicate. Instead of assimilating the text

into one's mode of understanding and interpretation, which La Jalousie resists, the
reader is forced to abandon his/her own conventional assumptions of reading and
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interpretation. In this way, the reader is forced to step out of his/her self. Like the

spectator of sacrifice, the spectator of this text experiences self-loss. As a spectator,

the reader does not read, but only sees what is given in front of him. The reader is

prevented from reading and interpreting, that is, prevented from making meaning.
What Robbe-Grillet's text interrupts is the ritual of reading as 'useful' activity, geared
towards an end.

There is an effect of uneasiness and anxiety produced in this interruption,
characterised by the reader's need and desire to attach meaning and significance to

the text. Shaviro writes that we are frightened by our inability to give adequate words
to any event, to assign it a fixed place. He identifies interpretation as a means for

mastering trauma: 'Everything is safe, once we can interpret the symptoms of

madness, once we can envelop the event in a network of significations' (Sharviro
1990: 3). Sovereignty therefore removes us from safety, and forces us to confront the
terror of non-meaning. Derrida expresses a similar opinion: 'As a manifestation of

meaning, discourse is thus the loss of sovereignty itself. Servility is therefore only
the desire for meaning' (Derrida 1998: 113). The desire to attach meaning and

significance to the text, is fulfilled through a process of 'making use' of the objects in
the narrative towards this goal. As Shaviro observes, anxiety is capitalised, and
realised as profit, in a self-congratulatory experience24 that characterises reading for

meaning. However, with Robbe-Grillet's text, the object's 'usefulness, we discover,
was merely an illusion, only its optical extension is real - its humanity begins where
its function leaves off (Barthes 1965: 15). Robbe-Grillet's text not only disallows
the assimilation and homogenisation of its excesses, it gives these elements free reign
to disrupt any kind of assimilation in the first place. In this case, heterogeneity is
allowed to disrupt homogeneity.

Such a formal reading that refuses to acknowledge anything beyond a

superficial optical extension is however thwarted by the fact that this superficial
extension is performed by the narrative account of a jealous observer. A formal

reading would necessarily have to ignore the jealousy of the observer as a factor, just
as Barthes' ignores the possibility of 'Coincidences' being of any relevance to the

reading of 'The Strory' itself. The intense jealousy of the observer drives him to
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narrate and play the scenes between A... and Franck over and over again, in an

attempt to master the anxiety caused by jealousy. A perverse voyeurism is

implicated. However, the more repetitions are made, the less mastery he has over

them. His narrative becomes disjointed. What we have here is a mockery of our

reading experience. As Ricardou suggests ofProjet, La Jalouise is autorepresentative.

Thus, not only are we seeing the unfolding of the narrative through the eyes of the

narrator, we also see a reflection of the disruption of our reading practice unfolding,

ironically, as we read. All attempts at mastery in fact lead in the opposite direction.
Because of the temporal disorder, the reader cannot even be sure that what

came first in order of narration necessarily occurred in order of actual events.

Different as these scenes and the objects they comprise are in detail, they are

essentially the same, like the eye that migrates between subjects in Bataille's story,

and the czar of Eisensteins's film. Like the voyeuristic narrator, the reader attempts

to master them with mounting anxiety. The purpose of mastery is to form an overall
coherent narrative structure. The purpose of mastery is to subject the narrative to a

conventional mode of reading, meaning creation, and intelligence. To master is thus
to put to work. Mastery, as we have seen, is ultimately slavish. To achieve a state of

sovereignty is not to reject mastery, but as we have seen, to pass through it. Connor

puts it succinctly:
But to get to "what is," one first has to pass through "the murky
business" of meaning and relentlessly pursue the 'meaning of

meaning,' which, through a transparency that would in effect signify
itself — without signification - is identical to the "non-meaning" [non-

sens] of inner experience. The "burden of meaning" inhabits the

author, which is why writing is such a "concern," such a "worry," and
such a "fatiguing" task. But what Bataille is describing with the
notion of slippage is not only a practice of writing, but a practice of

reading that is marked by violence, transgression, hesitation. Writing
alone has little chance of eschewing the "precision of meaning," but a

practice of reading that is itself shattered, sundered, awkward, risks an

openness that inscription forecloses. (Connor 2000: 86)
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To get to 'what is', one therefore has to sacrifice the concept of Mastery in reading:

'Sovereignty must still sacrifice lordship and, thus, the presentation of the meaning of
death' (Derrida 1998: 112) . The repeated scenes which have no connection
whatsoever to each (other besides the fact that they are similar scenes), are to both

voyeur/narrator and reader signifiers into which both invest meaning, albeit different
ones. What further acerbates this anxiety for mastery is the blueprint and legend of
the house and the plantation around it. It is inscribed within the text, at the beginning
of the narrative, and marks the location of various objects referred to by the narrative.

Hence, the reader is additionally guided to look only to the text for meaning. The
reader tries to make sense of the temporal arrangement of the narrative, by referring
to its spatial arrangements.

This is the crux of the heterogeneity presented in La Jalousie: there is a desire
and almost compulsive need to invest meaning into these instances of thereness.
There is a desire for mastery. The reader wishes to subject the narrative to his own

ends, in the same way the Master subjects the Slave to its ends. There is a desire to

reduce the text to a mere means to and end. This compulsion is manifested in the
monotonous repetitions on the part of the voyeur/narrator, and the page turnings of
the reader, bordering on an obsessive compulsiveness. This process takes the form of
a ritual sacrifice, where the reader steps out of himself in three ways in an experience
of mutual loss. First, the reader is forced to abandon his received conventions of

reading. Second, in 'becoming other' in a moment of self-loss, the reader abandons
his position of being a spectator ofthe text (reader) to being a spectator in the text. In
other words, what he reads is precisely the unfolding of his own reading practices.
As Connor puts it, it is a reading 'marked by violence, transgression, hesitation', in
addition to a 'practice of reading that is itself shattered, sundered, awkward' (Connor
2000: 86). Third, the reader loses control over the text, specifically any control

geared towards finding meaning. As remarked by Mark Wallace, the reader has to

risk his/her own self-understanding in the process26. Robbe-Grillet's text allows
neither author nor reader the place of meaning. The place of meaning is not to be
found in the text, since it sacrifices itself as a legible text. As said before,
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communication is a place of fusion between subject and object, where both distinct

parties experience mutual loss.
In my previous discussion on Bataille's notion of communication, I said that

communication cannot be willed, and manifests itself as an affect. This is certainly
the case with La Jalousie. It communicates the totality of human experience,

precisely in the anxiety and unease it evokes through the impossibility of completely

abandoning our compulsion to invest meaning into the text. I would even argue that
the text dramatises this anxiety, as I will demonstrate in a while. The legibility of the
text depends on its illegibility, though it is an illegibility based entirely upon

conventions of what constitute legibility. In this sense, La Jalousie achieves a

sovereign value, only after having passed through '"the murky business" of meaning'

(Connor 2000: 86). What we experience is therefore the interplay of the simultaneous
forces of mastery, on the one hand, and the surrender of meaning on the other.
Bataille's notions of the informe, heterogeneity, sovereignty, the impossible and
communication are revealed in the conflicts of reading La Jalousie.

Let us look at a specific example:
The brush descends the length of the loose hair with a faint

noise something between the sound of a breath and a crackle. No
sooner has it reached the bottom than it quickly rises again toward the

head, where the whole surface of its bristles sinks in before gliding
down over the black mass again. The brush is a bone-coloured oval
whose short handle disappears almost entirely in the hand firmly

gripping it.
Half of the hair hangs down the back, the other hand pulls the

other half over one shoulder. The head leans to the right, offering the
hair more readily to the brush. (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 66)

The description of A... brushing her hair continues in a similar impersonal manner.

Even A...'s body is defamiliarised, from herself, and from the reader. This certainly

supports Barthes' view on the mere existence and 'thereness' of the objects, with no

attachment to either subject or the essential. However, the narrative shows hints of

requiring that the reader refer to codes of discursive signification outside the text:
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'But beyond is the surface of the mirror, which reflects the image of the whole face
from the front, the eyes - doubtless unnecessary for brushing - directed straight

ahead, as is natural' (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 66). After the impersonal description, the
narrative concludes that 'Thus A...'s eyes should meet the wide-open window which
overlooks the west gable-end' (Robbe-Grilet 1965: 67). To say that something
'should...' is to assume that there is a normative standard that is usually adhered to,

to which the text invites the reader to refer. The narrative ends its own observations

with a conclusion based on the stages of observation and sense-making it has thus far
laid out: 'A... must have just washed her hair, otherwise she would not be bothering
to brush it in the middle of the day' (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 67).

Later, describing the same episode, the narrative reads: 'To the right, A...'s

face, which is now bent toward her left so she can brush the other half of her hair,

shows one eye staring straight of her, as is natural, toward the open window and the

green mass of the banana trees' (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 68). Like 'should...', the

phrase 'as is natural' functions as a qualifier. The reader is required to determine

exactly what 'natural' constitutes, in order to make sense of the phrase. In this

instance, the reader needs to refer to a frame of reference outside the text. Another

example is found in the following: 'It is the front of this window, inside the bedroom,
that the varnished mahogany-and-marble dressing table had been set; there is always
a specimen of such pieces in these colonial-type houses' (Robbe-Grillet 1965: 68).
All the above statements in bold invite the reader to draw on a series of assumptions
for discursive signification laid down outside the text. On the one hand, the reader
has to abandon the task of looking beyond what is present/presented on the page, seen

for instance in the objective and depersonalised manner in which the text describes
A... brushing her hair. On the other hand, the reader is invited to look beyond the
surface of the text, as discussed above, when confronted with phrases such as 'the

right spot', 'their places', 'usual knives, 'as at the beginning'.
What this achieves is a double property, similar to the one characterising

Eisenstein's disjunctions. I said earlier on that La Jalousie is in fact an unfolding of
the reading experience, albeit one that is, as Connor describes, shattered and
awkward. What the reader sees is what the narrator sees; physically, directly and also
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phenomenologically. Neither narrator nor narrative is privy to any knowledge

beyond what is presently revealed to the reader. As in the process of 'becoming
other', the reader is drawn into an immediate relationship with the text. What the
reader encounters are the immediate conclusions of the narrator/narrative. The

narrator adopts a tone of confidence with the reader. I use the term confidence in two

ways. On the one hand, the narrator confides in the reader, thus drawing the reader in.

However, in drawing the reader into his confidence, the narrator is also placing his
own confidence in the reader's knowledge, in being able to make sense of what is

given to him/her in confidence. In this process, the reader is drawn in, and pushed

away at the same time, reflecting the forces of attraction and repulsion that
characterise the sacred as elucidated by Bataille. It is in the tension underlying these
simultaneous forces of attraction and repulsion that communication takes place.
4.4 Return to Bataille

Subversive Intent, Suleiman's study of transgression and play in avant-garde

writing, not only addresses the formal approaches to Bataille's text, but looks at post-

structuralist appropriations of Bataille's work in general. Suleiman sees that what
theorists of 'textuality' like Barthes, Derrida and Sollers, have done is to extend
Bataille's notion of transgression to modem writing, specifically to ecriture.
Suleiman takes ecriture to mean 'the element of discursive practice which exceeds
the traditional boundaries of meaning, of unity, of representation' (Suleiman 1990:

76). Suleiman sees two advantages in such an appropriation of Bataille. First, these

approaches take an integrative view of his work that does not draw a distinction
between his theoretical texts on the one hand, and his fictional or creative narratives,

97 • • •

on the other . She opposes this to a purely thematic reading of Bataille such as
• 28 •Dworkin's , which reduces the narrative to a composition of merely its scenes and

characters. While Suleiman has a point, the direction of integration seems to be
headed towards the direction of a theory of language, which I suggested in chapter

one, is a movement away from Bataille.

Secondly, Suleiman sees these post-structuralist readings of Bataille as

enabling Bataille's varied writings to be seen 'as part of a single enterprise, and that

enterprise becomes emblematic of modem transgressive writing in general'
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(Suleiman 1990: 77). The idea of being generalisable would however have appalled

Bataille, since this reduces his work to a homogeneous singularity, even if it is a

transgressive one. A 'textual' (to use Suleiman's term) or formal reduction is just as

significant as a thematic reduction. Both are equally homogenising in their effects.

Having said so, I have to reiterate that it is precisely these sorts of reductionist

readings that sustain the heterogeneity of Bataille's texts. In 'The Use Value of
D.A.F. de Sade', Bataille had polemically stated that those who reject de Sade's work

respond better than those who admire his work. Ultimately, the 'purpose' or

'enterprise' of Bataille's work is manifested in the dialogue between either reductive
views. Suleiman reminds her readers that 'if there is one thing, however, that the
theorists of textuality have taught us, it is that no reading is innocent. Every reading
is an interpretation, and every interpretation is an appropriation of a text for its own

purposes' (Suleiman 1990: 77). Suleiman's own reading of Bataille supports this

view, since she has come at it from the purpose of establishing Bataille as a proponent

of the avant-garde movement. It is my suggestion that Story of the Eye, like La

Jalousie, demands that we appropriate it, by giving us the signifiers that invite

appropriation. Having done so, it also denies us the fulfilment of this appropriation,

by thwarting our efforts. As Bataille said, 'What one bestowed sight is exactly what
later prevents it' (Bataille 1994: 147).
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Chapter Five: Story of the Eye

In the previous chapter I briefly addressed Barthes' essay 'The Metaphor of the

Eye' (1963), which was first published as part of a collection of essays paying tribute
to the works of Bataille entitled "En homage a Georges Bataille"1. Barthes describes

Story of the Eye as being a 'case of signification without a thing signified', 'a kind of

open literature out of the reach of all interpretation, one that only formal criticism can

- at a great distance - accompany' (Barthes 1982: 123). Responding to the type of
formal criticism Barthes refers to, Derrida offers a way of reading Bataille, first

reminding us that sovereignty cannot be inscribed within the concept, since the

'concept' is produced within the tissue of difference, and would have to be inscribed
within 'the continuous chain (or functioning) of a form of writing' (Derrida 1998:

119). This is 'major' writing, which 'exceeds the logos'' (Derrida 1998: 119), and
'Bataille's writing, in its major instance, does not tolerate the distinction of form and
content' (Derrida 1998: 119). To read Bataille's text 'from within the 'significative

discourse", is 'assuredly not to read it' (Derrida 1998: 119). Not to read, is to ignore
the 'formal necessity of Bataille's text, is to ignore its own fragmentation, its

relationship to the narratives whose adventure cannot simply be juxtaposed with

aphorisms or with 'philosophical' discourses which erase their signifiers in favour of
its signified content' (Derrida 1998: 119). Taking my cue from Derrida, I would like
to argue that Bataille's writing has in its capacity an excess needed for signification.
This excess, rather than being reinvested into the text for further signification, is
instead put to 'wasteful consumption'. As said before, sovereignty, heterogeneity,
communication and informe are felt as a force, and are better described as 'affects' of
shock. These affects are seen in the text's own fragmentation, more appropriately

fragment/rag, since it is a continuous operation, without allowing the text to settle into

any form of non-meaning or non-logical fixity.
One must however be wary of over-emphasising this aspect at the cost of the

thematic concerns of the text. Barthes' isolation of the formal aspects of the text is

fundamentally anti-Bataillean. As iterated in the last few chapters, this approach is
based on a misconception that Bataille was of the opinion that language could not

communicate. Connor reminds us that Bataille continued to hold to the 'deepest
conviction is that language can and does communicate even the most interior of

experiences' (Connor 2000: 3). I have also emphasised that to communicate, in
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Bataille's sense of the word, one has to pass through meaningful communication, just
as one must pass through Mastery, into sovereignty. I also addressed the relation
between the sacred and the profane, particularly emphasising that the sacred
constitutes both the totalities of the sacred and the profane. What these relationships
show is that Bataille' 'concepts' are clearly not an 'other' of reason, as Habermas
claims they are. This chapter will address this conviction as revealed in Story of the

Eye. My approach addresses how Story of the Eye communicates. I read the text as

performing the paradoxes of communication2. There are two aspects of
communication I will focus on: first, how in communication, 'we lose ourselves, we

forget ourselves' (Bataille 1988: 11). I explore the way in which the literary text

undoes itself as a text, and dispossesses itself. This state of communication is
furthermore reached by a 'contestation of knowledge' where the 'idea of
communication itself leaves naked - not knowing anything' (Bataille 1988: 12). As
Bataille said of sacrifice in poetic writing, that which gives sight is that which later
takes sight away. It is the eye, the object of human knowledge par excellence3, which

performs this operation of fragmenting itself. This finds resonance in Popowski's

description of Story ofthe Eye as a text that takes on illegibility as the grounds for its

legibility4.
This is related to the second aspect of communication I will address, which is

the relationship between reader and text, where the reader is made to dispossess

himself, in a process of 'becoming other' as he reads. I agree with the view

expressed by Connor that for Bataille, 'writing alone has little chance of eschewing
the "precision of meaning," but a practice of reading that is itself shattered, sundered,

awkward, risks an openness that inscription forecloses' (Connor 2000: 86). Recall
Bataille's view of sacrifice as that which entails mutual loss, where both witness

(including the person who performs the sacrifice) and victim of the sacrifice

experience the loss. Boldt-Irons states that it is this mutual loss that Bataille wishes to

realise in his fiction: 'but to effect in both reader (witness) and fictional character

(victim), he must avoid transforming this loss into a gain for the reader' (Boldt-Irons
1995a: 91). In the previous chapter I quoted Shaviro in saying that when we read for

meaning, our anxiety is capitalised upon, and realised as profit, in a self-

congratulatory experience. Mutual sacrifice entails a complete rejection of the

expectations the reader brings to the text, which includes the expectation ofbeing able
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to read the text. Story of the Eye may be read as an exercise in coming to terms with
the idea that communication, and therefore writing and reading, must take as its

grounds unknowing. As an exercise, it is the performance of the text, particularly the
manner in which it performs the difficulties of communicating, that needs to be
addressed. This contestation of knowledge manifests itself not merely in workings of
the text on a structural level, as formal readings of the text that demonstrate the total
absence of any 'thing signified' show. More importantly, this performance manifests
itself in the disruptions brought upon the text, by an authorial intervention in

'Coincidences', in the form of the seeing 'eye/I'.
5.1 'The Metaphor of the Eye': On Form

In his formal reading of Story of the Eye, Barthes sees the text as a

composition of images, what he terms 'metaphorical stations', along which the eye

makes its journey. Barthes draws a comparison between the eroticism of Story of the

Eye and that of de Sade, which he terms encyclopaedic and syntagmatic in character.
De Sade, observes Barthes, is interested in exploring the field of and tallying erotic
combinations. His eroticism is purely combinatory, and therefore technically does not

involve any transgression of the sexual, if any at all. Barthes later observed in Sade
Fourier Loyola (1976), that the 'Sadiean practice is ruled by a great notion of order:

"irregularities" are strenuously regulated, vice is unbridled but not without order (at

Silling, for example, all debauchery irrevocably ends at 2am). Expressions describing
a purposeful structuring of the erotic scenes are innumerable and constant' (Barthes
1976: 27)5.

In contrast to the syntagmatic character of de Sade's eroticism, Bartehs sees

Bataille's eroticism is associative or metaphorical. Bataille's eroticism is interested in

'exploring the tremulous quality of a number of objects' (Barthes 1982: 126), and in
the case of Story of the Eye, is subject to the movement of the eye. According to

Barthes, as the eye makes its metaphorical journey through the text, it is varied

through a series of substitutions, where the objects stand in strict relationship with
each other based on similarity. However, being called something different (on the
level of the signifier) they are dissimilar at the same time: the saucer, milk, the egg,

the sun, the moon, and the testicles of the bull, urine, tears, sperm, the eye of the

Spanish priest Don Aminando; the list is endless because the power of metaphor is
infinite. Each station (object) of the ocular metaphor that the eye occupies speaks of a
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new usage, one following the next based on an associative development. Ffrench

provides an example in his critique: 'The eye is an egg,' says Simone. Fffench
comments: 'It is the force of this transgressive copula 'is' which generates Histoire de

I'oeil, which is not the sign of equivalence nor of difference, but both at the same

time' (Fffench 1999: 11). The associative is undercut by a metonymic substitution,
so that approximation becomes equivalence. However, it is not equivalence that is the
focus of the text, but the movement from one object to the other. As Ffrench says, the
'is' is taken as 'the sign not of equivalence, but of a slippage. The eye is the egg. The

eye is the sun' (Ffrench 1999: 21). It is this simultaneous similarity and difference in
this process of substitution that makes the text illegible, since each cancels the other
out. Ultimately, following this chain of cancellations, there is no text to speak of. I
will now explore this relation between the associative (metaphorical) and syntagmatic

(metonymical), which I began addressing in the last chapter.
Barthes identifies two categories of similarities that define the selected objects:

the globular and the liquid. The first image of the eye we come across is that of the
saucer of white milk - both white and round, both elements of which are established

as constants in this particular narrative. In this first episode of sex play between
Simone and the narrator, Simone places her vagina into a saucer (round) of milk

(liquid and white). Once whiteness and roundness are established as constants, they

open the way to fresh metaphorical extensions, allowing for the journey of the eye

through other stations which are extensions of this initial image. This culminates in
the putting out of Don Aminando's eye at the end of the tale, which Simone

symbolically places into her vagina, thus returning the narrative to its beginning.

Mayne presents an interesting view regarding this first episode: 'Histoire de I'oeil

places itself from the very beginning under the sign of "the challenge.'" (Mayne
1993: 114): 'Now in the corner of a hallway there was a saucer of milk for the car.

"Milk is for the pussy, isn't it?" said Simone. "Do you dare me to sit in the saucer?"

(Bataille 1982: 10). With this challenge, Simone begins the metaphorical journey of
the eye. This challenge takes on extra significance when we recall Bataille's view that

ecstasy is communication, and that 'we reach ecstasy by a contestation of knowledge'

(Bataille 1988: 12). Simone's challenge suggests the beginning of a journey of

contesting our practices of reading for meaning. Moving along the series of
substitutions that follow this challenge, what is knowable (which entails first of all
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settling into a knowable form) slips into that which is unknowable, resulting in an

illegible text.

Having established the generative terms (the globular and the liquid) of the
narrative, Barthes asks the crucial question:

In short, is there a bottom to the metaphor and consequently a

hierarchy of its terms? The question is one of depth psychology and
this is not the place to go into it. But notice one thing: if the metaphor
does have a generative (and thus privileged) term on the basis ofwhich
the paradigm takes shape by degrees, we should at least recognise that

Story ofthe Eye in no way nominates the sexual as the first term in the
chain. There are no grounds for saying that the metaphor sets out from
the genital to end up with such apparently asexual objects as egg, eye,

or sun. The imaginary world unfolded here does not have as its
"secret" a sexual fantasy. If it did, the first thing requiring explanation
would be why the erotic theme is never directly phallic (what we have
here is a "rounded phallicism"). But above all Bataille himself has
doomed every attempt at deciphering his poem to partial failure by

giving (at the end of the book) the sources (they are biographical) of
his metaphor. This leaves us with no alternative but to regard Story of
the Eye as a perfectly spherical metaphor'. (Barthes 1982: 122)

There are two points to note in Barthes' comment. First, the erotic, according to

Bathes, is not the 'key' to understanding the text. The erotic is the text6. This
characterisation is however only true to a certain extent. My disagreements with it will
be dealt with when I look at the differences between Barthes' and Bataille's notions of

the erotic. Barthes is of the opinion that the signifiers that make up the metaphorical
chain refer to nothing but themselves. He concludes by saying that Story of the Eye
must be regarded as a 'perfectly spherical metaphor', since no term is ever a simple

thing signified, which makes every term a signifier of another term. There is no single

privileged term, and there is no way of breaking the chain of metaphors. The

spherical nature of the metaphor is supported by the manner in which the narrative,
and thus even the eye, returns to the beginning. Second, Barthes disregards
'Coincidences' as a possible 'explanation' for the metaphors, and 'origins' of the

tale7, and therefore the narrative. Barthes' conclusion is also supported by the fact
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that Bataille had published the text under a pseudonym, and thus, considered as part of
the text, the validity of 'Coincidences' as a biographical explanation must be

questioned as well. However, it is precisely this ambiguity regarding the position of
the author in relation to the text, and therefore the reader, that provokes
communication. This is tied to the notions of anonymity and indifference I brought

up in the last chapter, which I will deal with further on.

A metaphor cannot constitute a discourse on its own; in order for its terms to

be realised, it needs to be inserted into a narrative that cements them together. This is
the fiction, or the narrative. Metaphor depends on a metonymical dimension. The

metonymical narrative structure of Story of the Eye is however still subject to the

development of the two metaphors. Each new image is placed within a framework of

'reality' that is secondary to the eye's imagined 'reality', in the sense that the former
serves the movement of the eye along its metaphorical chain. For Barthes, the fiction
is not the essential, but merely a pre-text for something else. This secondary 'reality'
that serves the metaphorical journey of the eye comprises the various characters and
their actions as they move through the narrative. The central subject of the text is the

eye, around which Simone, Marcelle, the narrator, Sir Edward and Don Aminando are

developed as characters. Their characterisation serves the metaphorical development
of the eye. The story of the eye is not told from the point of view of the eye, since it

changes metaphorical states. It is also not told from the point of view of its avatars,

for instance not from the point of view of the egg or the saucer, since this would be
the story of the egg or the saucer, and not the eye. The story is told from the point of
view of the action that enables the metaphorical chain along which the eye travels to

unfold itself. Each episode that takes place does so in order that the terms of the

metaphor may be brought out, that the potential of each metaphorical term may be
fleshed out and realised: the narrative takes us to Madrid so that there may be a

bullfight in order for Granero's eyes to be put out, and the bull's testicles may be
offered to Simone who sits on them as she did the eggs before. Each episode takes

place so that familiar images of each metaphorical station may be played out. In this

sense, Story ofthe Eye is the story of the eye8.
According to Barthes, having established the double metaphor, Bataille

interchanges the two chains on a metonymical level, taking the unfamiliar and
unknown to another level. Bataille tampers with the correspondence between the two
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chains: 'instead of pairing the objects and actions in accordance with the laws of

affinity ("break an egg", "put out an eye") we dislocate the association by taking each
of its terms from different lines, in other words if we let ourselves "break an eye" and

"put out an egg'" (Barthes 1982: 124). In this instance, the syntagma becomes
crossed since the two terms taken from either chain are no longer complementary or

contiguous, but distinct. The familiar syntagmatic associations are therefore made
unfamiliar in this narrative. Bataille is thus able to simultaneously control the field of

association (metaphor), while freeing within it the contiguities of terms (metonymy).

By virtue of their metaphorical dependence on a common theme, or in this case, two

common themes (the globular and the liquid), the eye, and its stations (sun, egg and

milk), are closely bound up with the genitals (vagina and testicles) through dislocated

syntagmatic associations. By virtue of their metonymical freedom they endlessly

exchange usage in a way that breaking an egg in a tub, stabbing out an eye, inserting
and egg or eye in the vagina, all take on associations that are simultaneously similar

yet different.
Whereas Barthes claims that there is no thing signified in Story ofthe Eye, one

might read the demonstration of its own workings as the final signified. Story of the

Eye demonstrates the process of writing itself, or its self-construction9. The text

functions both on the level of the signified and the signifier and constitutes an

intratextual allegory of the process of writing. In exploring the relationship between

signifier and signified in this manner, a 'third message' of the literary text is revealed,
which is an x-ray of the Active universe. Contrary to Barthes' claims that Story of the

Eye constitutes 'signification without a thing signified' (Barthes 1982: 123), Brian T.

Fitch argues that there is a signified: 'in the form of an implicit ontology that can be
seen to emerge from the dimensions and structures of his whole novelistic corpus'

(Fitch 1978: 55). This certainly recalls Ricardou's critique of Robbe-Grillet's Projet,
which he had termed autorepresentative. It also recalls what I had said before

regarding the text performing its own fragmentation. However, as addressed in the
last chapter, such reading incurs the danger of becoming a self-sufficient reality to

which the narrative would become servile. As soon as the text proclaims its 'third

message', it gets assimilated into the homogeneous discourse of reproduction, and the

'concept'.
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As observed by Suleiman, Barthes' formal reading has the effect of ignoring
the obscene, erotic and pornographic elements on a thematic level10. Through this
exclusion, one might argue that Barthes' reading achieves a similar homogenising
effect. Michael Halley suggests that this is because Barthes isolates and narrowly
defines the erotic component ofBataille's text:

In his reading of Georges Bataille's short novel Histoire de

I'oeil, Roland Barthes argues that its erotic component is an

exclusively rhetorical phenomenon occasioned by odd metonymical

convergences of two distinct and autonomous, in fact, parallel,

metaphorical chains. The novel's referentiality is entirely intertextual;
no recourse to any a-textual concept of the erotic is acknowledged, this

despite the fact that Bataille's novel verges on the pornographic in its

description of perverse sexual practices. (Halley 1995: 285)
In doing so, Barthes raises eroticism to the level of discourse, which is at odds with
Bataille's notion of the erotic. What Barthes achieves is an idealisation of eroticism,

similar to the idealisation practiced by surrealism of which Bataille had been so

critical. As Richardson notes, establishing the reality of every concept was Bataille's

prime concern, seen in his constant insistence on the totality of human experience.
Barthes' formalistic approach has its foundation in the idea that literature is not about
human activity and experience. Even if it were about human activity and experience,
once set in language, it would no longer be so. Barthes' rejection of the thematic
relevance of the erotic must be seen within the context of his indiscriminate rejection
of thematic criticism, and his refusal to view in literature as mirroring human activity,
and expressing man's experience of the world. As far as Barthes is concerned, the

biographical nature of 'Coincidences' is a mark of authorship stamped on the tale. It
is quite clear that Barthes' sees the inclusion of 'Coincidences' as dooming any

attempt at deciphering Story of the Eye mainly because of his indiscriminate belief
that to 'give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final

signified, to close the writing' (Barthes 1977: 147).
Barthes' reading 'neutralises the erotic within an irremediably formal system

of self-deferring references' (Halley 1998: 288). According to Barthes, eroticism 'is

nothing by a word {parole], since its practices can only be coded if they are known,
that is spoken. Now our society never articulates an erotic practice, only desires,
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preambles, contexts, suggestions, ambiguous sublimations such that for us eroticism
can only be defined by a perpetually allusive word \parole],u (Halley 1998: 286).
Eroticism is behaviour that is always absent, impenetrably repressed. Barthes doubts
the ability of language to capture or even to approach it. Erotic writing cannot

succeed in evoking its referent because that referent, eroticism itself, defies

representation. One only catches a glimpse of being caught through the movement

between signifiers. The "subject" of de Sade's eroticism, 'cannot be, anyone other
than the "subject" of the Sadeian sentence', and its origins and sanctions are

'rhetorical' (Barthes 1997: 31-32). Rather than view the erotic as 'rhetorical', and
therefore ungraspable, Bataille views the erotic as having a sovereign value, that
manifests itself as an 'affect'. Let us now consider Bataille's notion of eroticism.

5.2 Eroticism

Ffrench uses the term 'anxiety' to describe the 'profound sense of unease

which a text like Histoire de I'oeil induces in its reader, and which it has provoked in
its reader from the date of its publication in 1928' (Ffrench 1999: x). Ffrench
ascribes to this sense of unease the power of the text's obscenity. Obscenity, writes

Bataille, is the word we use to cover up our uneasiness. Commenting on Story of the

Eye, Sontag writes:
One reason that Historie de I'Oeil and Madae Edwarda make

such a strong and upsetting impression is that Bataille understood more

clearly than any other writer I know of that what pornography is really

about, ultimately, isn't sex but death. I am not suggesting that every

pornographic work speaks, either overtly or covertly, of death. Only
works dealing with that specific and sharpest inflection of the themes
of lust, "the obscene," do. It's towards the gratifications of death,

succeeding and surpassing those of eros, that every truly obscene quest

tends. (Sontag 1982: 106)
There are two things I would like to call attention to in the above. The first regards
the distinction she draws between pornography and obscenity. Mayne draws attention
to a similar distinction when he says that eroticism 'defies calculation' and is therefore
associated with an 'unknown', and 'uncertainty'. Pornography, on the other hand, 'is
the domain of certainty', for 'the act of love is repeatedly carried out, performed,

consummated, and never fails to culminate in the - real or fake - ecstatic cries of the
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performers' (Mayne 1993:1). Story of the Eye is more suitably termed 'erotic'

writing, whose concern is not sex, but death. There is a suggestion here that the term

'pornography' functions as a homogenising 'mathematical frock-coat', for erotic

writing. As Pleynet suggests, one cannot read pornographic texts without first

addressing the cultural codes that constitute it as pornography. In this manner,

'pornography' is a 'product' of a specific culture, whose reception is determined by
these codes12. In order for Story of the Eye to remain outside of this homogeneity, it
must resist falling into being assimilated as an object.

Sontag however fails to address the full significance of death in Bataille's

work, and still falls within the trap of 'labelling' Story of the Eye. Sontag classifies

Story of the Eye as 'literary pornography', rather than common pornography. Though

Sontag's project benefits Bataille against attacks such as those of Dworkin's, it is a

benefit Bataille would not have wanted conferred upon his work. In the essay 'The
Use Value of D.A.F. de Sade', written around the same time as Story of the Eye,
Bataille criticises de Sade's admirers, his 'open apologists', whose 'behaviour
resembles that of primitive subjects in relation to their king, whom they adore and

loathe, and whom they cover with honours and narrowly confine. In most favourable

cases, the author of Justine is in fact thus treated as any given foreign body, in other

words, he is only an object of transports of exaltation to the extent that these

transports facilitate his excretion (his peremptory expulsion)' (Bataille 1985: 92).
What Bataille objects to is the homogenising effect such a treatment of de Sade leads
to. De Sade is made less dangerous, which effectively is a manner of expelling him.
In a similar manner, Sontag's essay, in classifying Bataille's work as 'literary

pornography', as opposed to common pornography, is narrowly confining. As the

'literary', Bataille's language is elevated to 'literary' and 'poetic verbiage', which is

merely a symptom of a 'vulgar impotence', betraying 'a pretentious hypocrisy'

(Bataille 1985: 92). I would now like to consider Bataille's own views of the notion

of the erotic and obscenity, and its relation to death, and literature.
There is no doubt Bataille questioned language and its ability to communicate

the totality of experience, as opposed to merely representing, as explored in the

previous chapters. As seen, he nevertheless made it his mission to write about, and
communicate in language. Contrary to Barthes' reading, Halley suggests that Story of
the Eye is the narrative voice for Bataille's theory of eroticism13. This voice is
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moreover very conscious of communicating the tension that exists between the

experience, and its representation. The erotic experiences in Bataille's texts allude to

the impossibility of communication. For Bataille, there exists an erotic truth, directly
accessible through 'inner experience', and Bataille's writing is entirely dedicated to

communicating it. As said before, silence is the closest linguistic unit to

communicating the totality of human experience, being the abolition of the sound
which the word is: 'among all words it is the most perverse, or the most poetic: it is
the token of its own death' (Bataille 1988: 16). The erotic must embrace this

perversion, which Bataille addresses in Erotism: Death and Sexuality, as an assenting
of life up to the point of death.

Eroticism, Bataille asserts polemically, is 'assenting to life up to the point of
death' (Bataille 1982: 11). To this 'end' (if it may be termed an 'end' since eroticism

opposes 'ends') it is a 'psychological quest independently of the natural goal:

reproduction' (Bataille 1986: 11). It is, by this definition opposed to work, utility and
function. According to Bataille, there is an essential gulf between human beings that
characterises us as discontinuous beings: 'There exists, in fact, a unique moment in
relation to the possibility of me - and thus the infinite improbability of this coming
into the world appears. For if the tiniest difference had occurred in the course of the
successive events of which I am the result, in the place of this me, integrally avid to be

me, there would have been "an other'"14 (Bataille 1985: 130). The discontinuous
nature of our being stems from the distinctiveness of the 'me', the result of a moment

of conception that is unique to each of us. It constitutes a distinctiveness and
difference that marks each of us throughout our lives. Our attempts to communicate
and the impossibility of ever coming to any sense of perfect communication bear
witness to this discontinuity.

For Bataille, death signifies the continuity of being. It sees the demise of our

discontinuous, individual selves. As mentioned in chapter two, death is the nucleus
around which society gravitates and therefore holds itself together as community: 'The

community of the living is what is bound together by the anguishing promise made to

one and all that they will die' (Surya 2002: 242). Death is the promise made to all,

beyond our discontinuous distinctiveness. Death is thus able to restore

communication and continuity of being between discontinuous individuals. It is the
cessation of the distinctiveness of our individual beings, and therefore restores each of
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us to continuity. Bataille sees erotic sexual activity as being linked to death on two

accounts: one, that it opposes any notion of 'ends', and does not serve utility. If

anything, like death, erotic sexual activity is a squander of energy, and therefore a

form of wasteful expenditure. If 'one calculates the ratio between energy consumed
and the usefulness of the results, the pursuit of pleasure even if reckoned as useful is

essentially extravagant; the more so in that usually pleasure has no end product, is

thought of as an end in itself and is desired for its very extravagance' (Bataille 1988:

165). Two, in making 'useless', erotic activity strips us of our self-encapsulated being,
seen literally in the unmasking of ourselves through nakedness, but also in the

obscenity of our nakedness.
Erotic activity thus wrenches one out of discontinuous existence and into one

of fusion and continuity. This act is one of elemental violence, and exists in the
domain of violation: 'there is most violence in the abrupt wrench out of discontinuity.
The most violent thing of all for us is death which jerks us out of a tenacious
obsession with the lastingness of our discontinuous being' (Bataille 1986: 16). As
said in previous chapters, communication necessitates 'becoming other', which is also
the death of the discontinuous self-possession of the self: 'It is a state of
communication revealing a quest for a possible continuance of being beyond the
confines of the self. Bodies that open out to a state of continuity through secret

channels that give us a feeling of obscenity. Obscenity is our name for the uneasiness
which upsets the physical state associated with self-possession, with the possession of
a recognised and stable individuality' (Bataille 1986: 17-18). There is a violation of
the boundaries that define us as distinct individuals in erotic activity. The obscene
text is one that transgresses boundaries of 'normal' behaviour, that is, 'useful'
behaviour. The 'uselessness' in erotic activity is effected through its independence
from reproduction. I refer to Holder's definition of conception: 'In the figurative
sense the verb designates the mental activity that produces concepts' (Holder 1998:

147). If erotic activity is outside the goal of reproduction, it is also outside the goal of

conception, and therefore outside meaning production.
Obscene writing is therefore one that transgresses the rules of meaningful

communication. Erotic activity always 'entails a breaking down of established

patterns, the patterns, I repeat, of the regulated social order basic to our discontinuous
mode of existence as defined and separate individuals' (Bataille 1986: 18). The
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erotic is thus transgressive. This is why de Sade's eroticism is not truly erotic, on two

accounts: one, it stills serves a particular order, as observed by Barthes and Suleiman;

two, according to Bataille, the Sadeian figure is 'doubtless artificial' (Bataille 1986:

168). This is because eroticism is premised upon transgression, and de Sade's

morality, as observed by Blanchot, is 'founded on absolute solitude'15 (Bataille 1986:

167). According to Bataille, this type of solitary independence 'fails to take into
account the actual make-up of every real man' (Bataille 1986: 168), and therefore
cannot really be said to engaged in transgression. As Foucault noted in 'A Preface to

Transgression', 'transgression is an action which involves the limit, that narrow zone

of a line where it displays the flash of its passage, but perhaps also its entire trajectory,
even its origin; it is likely that transgression has its entire space in the line it crosses'16
(Foucault 1998: 27). Furthermore, transgression 'affirms limited being' (Foucault
1998: 28). This will be dealt with in greater detail when I look at Carter's The
Sadeian Woman.

Erotic activity, like poetic writing discussed in the previous chapter, is
however merely a parody or shadow of death: it assents to life up to the point of death,
but is never able to reach death itself. The continuity experienced in eroticism is a

mere parody of the experience of continuity in death. Bataille once claimed that 'the
world is purely parodic, in other words, that each thing seen is the parody of another,
or is the same thing in a deceptive form'17 (Bataille 1985: 5). Having explored the
notion of poetic writing in the last chapter, the erotic, as the break down of
'established patterns' of'regulated social order', is thus comparable to poetic writing.

Popowski describes the objects explored by Bataille as setting off 'a crisis within the

system of guarantees' (Popowski 1995: 296), as the text undergoes a process of

mutation, during which the stability of homogeneous cultural patterns is undermined.
It is not enough to simply say that the erotic in Story ofthe Eye symbolises the poetic,
since this raises the erotic to the level of a mere allusion or metaphor for the poetic.
It is more appropriate to view the erotic as communication, that is, to look at the affect
of the erotic in Story of the Eye, on the reader. As an affect, it is ungraspable and

unknowable, and requires that one surrenders to it, in a moment of self-loss.

However, recalling Connor, one must first pass through the burden of reading. In
other words, one must first of all affirm the limits of reading, which is also the first
condition of transgression.
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5.3 The story of the T

In my reading ofLa Jealousie, I suggested that communication manifests itself
in the way a reader is provoked into a relationship with the text. A completely
formal/textual approach to La Jealousie is thwarted by the presence of a subjective

presence and perspective. This perspective belongs to the seeing eye/I. Story of the

Eye communicates in precisely the same manner, and it is only in considering the
second part of the narrative 'Coincidences' together with 'The Story' that this
becomes apparent. Burger makes the observation that 'perhaps the difficulty in

approaching Bataille's thought stems from the fact that the self that appears in his

writing appears oddly undefined. It is neither the universal self of the scientist nor the
Active one of narration nor the personal self of autobiography, which could vouch for
the authenticity of what is reported.' (Burger 2002: 36). Commenting on the opening
ofStory ofthe Eye, Surya raises the following questions:

Nevertheless, this sentence calls for an introductory remark:

certainly it uses the pronoun I, and certainly it is Bataille, or more

precisely Lord Auch, his pseudonym, who utters this 7, the same I (yet
different every time) we shall find throughout the fictional works. But
is it entirely real? Is it not rather entirely imaginary? Would it not

simply be unwise to take it as autobiographical? And simply

thoughtlessness - perhaps also a form of contempt - to take it as

merely imaginary? Is it not more often alternately one, then the other,
a knowing play on them, as they are thrown on the table like dice,

obeying a logic that eludes us even as it forces us to pose the question?

(Surya 2002: 100)
One thus needs to question if the experiences related in 'Coincidences' are Bataille's

personal experiences, or in fact Lord Auch's? More importantly, we need to

appreciate the significance of the pseudonym in the first place. In the preface to Story

of the Eye, Bataille informs us that 'Lord Auch' refers to 'a habit of a friend of mine;
when vexed, instead of saying "aux chottes!" [to the shithouse], he would shorten it to

"aux ch'." Lord is English for God (in the Scriptures): Lord Auch is God relieving
himself18 (Bataille 1982: 76). This recalls Bataille's aversion to the idealism

practiced by surrealism, which he accused of imbuing the low with an elevated
character. The conception of 'Lord Auch' is clearly a movement in the opposite
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direction, of lowering what is elevated. More importantly, Hollier suggests that when
a subject is sacrificed, its elimination takes two forms: the concept, or the pseudonym,
which is a simulacram of itself19. The obscene pseudonym supports the notion of

'becoming other', not only because it is the nature of the pseudonym to do so, but also
because the obscene itself entails a process of 'becoming other' (as discussed above).
Connor suggests that this play is an instance of 'a meditation on the irresolvable
tension between experience and representation, [and] testifies to the impossibility of
the adequate inscription of the bios in general' (Connor 2000: 59). What Bataille's
text demonstrates is that personal experience and biographical experience are not the
same thing. The bios does not communicate experience, because it stumbles when
confronted with a fundamental inadequacy in language to communicate experience,
which one however has to go through. Furthermore, the bios informs the text: first
of all in the manner Barthes claims, thus placing a limit or closure on the text; second,
in placing it within form, a kind of'mathematical frock-coat', thereby subjecting it to

utility. This second notion of 'in-forming' is also limiting, in homogenising the text.

In this way, the bios cannot be said to communicate experience.
If this is the case, why not simply adopt Barthes' approach, and reject any

recourse to 'Coincidences' at all? As said above, communication entails the calling
into question of everything, and the contestation of everything known. More

importantly, one must first go through what is being contested. It is in the complex

relationship between 'Coincidences', 'story', Lord Auch/Bataille and the reader, that

Story of the Eye communicates. Rather than informing reading, Bataille's bios

inform(e)s it instead. Just as the pseudonym is the simulacram of the subject that is
sacrificed in an act of 'becoming other', so is Bataille's 'Coincidences' a simulacram
of the erotic experience that constitutes 'The Story'. Jean-Joseph Goux sees the

'sincerity of the author' as taking on an exchange value: 'Do his finds, his content

\fonds\ cover his form? The relation of content to form evoked by moralising

readings comes down to the fear of a cheque bouncing, a fear of the counterfeit'

(Goux 1998: 55-56). Bataille's bios, rather than providing the credit for guaranteeing
the 'sincerity' of'The Story', sacrifices this exchange value.

At this point, I would like to bring into my discussion the differences between

metaphor and sacred symbol, as outlined by Ricoeur. Ricoeur states that 'within the
sacred universe, the symbolism is a bound symbolism' (Ricoeur 1995: 53). Whereas
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a metaphor is a 'free invention of discourse', the symbol is 'bound to the

configurations of the cosmos' (Ricoeur 1995: 53). Since the sacred is that which

communicates, this is an important consideration for Bataille. It also outlines a

fundamental difference between Barthes and Bataille, as already addressed above.
The sacred of Story of the Eye, is revealed therefore not on a merely formal
consideration of the workings of the text. The sacred is revealed only in consideration
ofwhat the text is bound to. Story ofthe Eye, besides being the story of the eye is also
the story of the 'I', specifically the seeing eye/I. This 'I' is one that is in the process of

'becoming other'. As Connor observes, for Bataille, 'human existence is not the story

of a biographical "I" constituted and affirmed by its own experience of the world, but
the history of a trans-subjective journey across the boundaries of the discursive

identity held in place by that spurious pronoun' (Connor 2000: 61). What we have
here are two 'I's: the one that is discursively formed, the 'I' we utter, which lives only
a part ofan 'I' that is a totality. It is the second 'I' that governs the Story of the Eye,
but having to do so through the first 'I'. To address the relation between these two

'I's, I turn to de Certeau's essay 'Mystic Speech'20.
According to de Certeau, the mystical text displays a passion for 'what is, for

the world as it "exists." For the thing itself (das Ding) - in other words, a passion for
what is its own authority and depends on no outside guarantee' (de Certeau 2000: 81).

Reading a mystical text 'means refusing to equate this thing [...] with an object of

knoweledge' (de Certeau 2000: 83). This description remarkably resembles Barthes'

description of Story of the Eye, apart from the difference that the mystical text

recognises the establishment of a 'place (the "/')' (de Certeau 2000: 89). This notion
of the place is reminiscent of Bataille's view of the 'self he expressed in Inner

Experience: "'Oneself' is not the subject isolating itself from the world, but a place of

communication, of fusion of the subject and the object' (Bataille 1988: 9). I would
like to suggest that Story of the Eye communicates as a mystical text, to the extent that
it fulfils the definition of a 'mystical text' laid out above by de Certeau. It is through
the figure of the seeing 'I' that this is effected.

I have established Bataille's view that the true 'self in communication is

never its 'self, since it engages in an operation of 'becoming other'. De Certeau

suggests that this 'I' plays the role of a '"shifter"'21, which on the one hand confirms
the objectivity of the text, in the manner in which the author, narrator and hero of the
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text are bound together in the single 'I', which by convention is identical to a proper

name. The T is merely an organising factor, marking an empty space in the text

where the other speaks. This supports Bataille's view that sacrifice entails a mutual

loss, and how this is effected in writing as a loss experienced by text and reader.
What we have here is the sacrifice of an 'I' who has any sense of authority to the text,

opening up a space where the reader speaks. However, as said before, in order for
mutual loss to take place, the reader must not profit from this experience, meaning the
reader has to sacrifice itself and open up a space for the text to speak as well. What

emerges is a tension that does not settle on any point of fixity that enables the

production of meaning. Neither T nor the reader is afforded the possibility of

meaning. Bataille achieves this to-ing and fro-ing in manipulating the significance of
'Coincidences'.

Story ofthe Eye, written in 1927 and published in the following year, precedes

any of Bataille's formal theoretical writing22. During the period leading up to the

writing of Story of the Eye, Bataille was advised to seek the help of a psychoanalyst,
Dr. Adrien Borel, by his physician. The advice to seek help was also fuelled by
Bataille's friends' opinions that he might have been 'sick' . One might recall
Breton's description of Bataille in the Second Manifesto of Surrealism. In 1925,
Adrien Borel and his associate Gilber Robin founded L 'evolution psychiatrique. Its

practice and the theory which underpins it is not strictly an application of Freudian

theory, but also informed by earlier, non-psychoanalytic considerations of madness
and of cure, where the spoken performance of the patient assumes an almost cathartic

quality, as was written performance24. Though Bataille never submitted a real

analysis, Surya suggests that Story of the Eye was a kind of analytic 'cure', which
Borel read thoroughly. In 1925, Borel presented Bataille with photographs of a

torture practiced by the Chinese, the torture of a Hundred Pieces25. Bataille became
obsessed with the pictures, which he described as being 'hideous, crazed, lined with

blood, as beautiful as a wasp' (Surya 2002: 96).
Much later, in Inner Experience, Bataille recalls his obsession with the

tortured Chinese man: 'The young and seductive Chinese man of whom I have

spoken, left to the work of the executioner - I loved him with a love in which the
sadistic instinct played no part; he communicated his pain to me or perhaps the
excessive nature of his pain, and it was precisely that which I was seeking, not so as to
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take pleasure in it, but in order to ruin in me that which is opposed to ruin' (Bataille
1988: 120). Earlier on I referred to Bataille's view that communication is ecstasy,

and as Noys reminds us, it is 'ecstasy as ek-stasis (standing outside)' (Noys 2000: 26).
Crucial to an appreciation of Bataille's thought is the movement of death Bataille
witnessed in the pictures, and that which communicated to him. This communication
'ruined' him, as in the process of 'becoming other', he is violently torn apart form his
'self. This obsession continued to the end of his life, as revealed in Tears ofEros,

published a year before his death, in which the pictures were published under the
careful scrutiny and instruction of Bataille. A formal approach to Bataille, such as

Barthes', necessarily ignores this obsession as being a possible 'key' to his work.
The explorations into the excesses of violence and delirium which Bataille saw as

being inseparable from eroticism, sparked by these photographs, must be seen as

preliminary exemplars of his later theoretical formulations of the heterogeneous. I am

not in any way suggesting that these provide a 'key' to his thought, which is not the
concern of this thesis in the first place. What I am interested in is the 'play' between
his personal experiences and its representation, and the tension arising in this

relationship. I also want to remove Bataille from a post-structuralist appropriation,
such as the one Barthes effects, in showing how the sovereign value expressed by

Story ofthe Eye is manifested only in this tension.
Lo Duca, Bataille's editor and friend, commented that'Tears ofEros was well

done indeed, and Bataille had in a sense been able to fulfil the desire of Valery, for
whom an image could often advantageously replace a writer's fallacious description.
From Gautier d'Agoty to the plates by Cranach and to Christian and Chinese tortures,

the image said everything in a compressed form, whereas words were only a tame

reflection' (Bataille 1989: 2). There is a suggestion here that the images
communicated in a directly and immediately to Bataille, the way in which words
cannot communicate. There is also a suggestion that 85% of Tears ofEros comprises

images because Bataille wished to communicate to his readers through these images.
As said before, Connor sees this approach as stemming from, and perpetuating a

misconception, of Bataille, namely one that privileges the image over the word26.
Ultimately, such a misconception serves only to reduce the image into a symbol with
an exchange value, still subject to the goal of purposive and goal-oriented
communication. In order for the image to have communicated in the sense Bataille
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meant, like words, it would have to cancel itself out as image in the first place. The

privileging of the image over the word is a mere subversion, and does not explain why
Bataille found the Chinese torture victim erotic, or as beautiful as a wasp. The issue
of sight, is nonetheless a crucial one in Bataille's work. I addressed this in relation to

poetic writing, and La Jealousie, in the last chapter, where I looked at how sight
blinds and thus loses itself.

In 'Coincidences' Bataille gives an account of his blind paralytic father, and
his inability to control his urination due to his degenerative disease. An image
Bataille describes is one of his father whose 'pupils frequently pointed up into space'
and when he pissed, they would shift under the lids. In Inner Experience, Bataille
writes that there is 'in understanding a blind spot: which is reminiscent of the
structure of the eye' (Bataille 1988: 110). The analogy is clear when one considers
that the 'blind spot' is the part of the eye that is insensitive to light. These are 'desire,

poetry, laughter', which cause 'life to slip in the opposite direction, moving from the
known to the unknown' (Bataille 1988: 111). In Bataille's view, Hegel 'gets rid of
them in a hurry: he knows no other end than knowledge' (Bataille 1988: 111), because
it fills Hegel with horror. For Bataille, the 'blind spot' is the place where

understanding loses itself, and a place of 'violent suspension of knowledge by sacred
horror' (Mayne 1993: 133). The 'blind spot' thus threatens the homogeneity of

knowledge. Furthermore, it is a part of the organ that permits vision. This certainly
recalls Bataille's claim that what previously bestowed sight, now takes it away. In

Story of the Eye, the 'blind spot' manifests itself in blindness and the gouging out of
the eye, significant as the contestation of knowledge27.

The dislocation of the eye throughout the text points to the dislocation of itself
from its utility as an organ of vision. This eye is however inaccessible - being

continually displaced in its metaphorical journey. There is an incessant desire to

possess this eye, to assimilate it into one's being, as seen in the hypnotic state in
which Simone and the narrator view and handle the eye. This alludes to the

ungraspable and the unknowable. The eye takes on the image of the seeing eye, which
is gouged out, played with, abused in the most obscene fashion. The eye is dislocated
from the body, and in a similar manner, our glance at the text, is dislocated from our

knowledge of the text. Like the sacred which eludes the grasp of knowledge, the eye

eludes the grasp of the characters in the text. To possess it is to utilise it and make it
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work. As the eye moves from one metaphorical station to the next, it is not allowed to

settle into a single form. The eye allows one to 'see' the narrative, since it is through
the eye and its movements that we see the narrative unfold. However, because the eye

is never allowed to settle in a single form, it takes away any possibility of vision.
Even the possibility of non-vision is not granted, since even the dislocated eye is
inaccessible.

5.4 The il/legibility of the text

Like La Jealousie, the legibility of Story of the Eye is governed by its

illegiblity; in Bataille's words, that which first bestows sight later takes it away. I
I

would like to look at how the thematics of the eye affects the production of non-

meaning. As said before, form and content refer to each other to reveal the

relationship between the production of the text, and its reception. This relationship in
turn points to Bataille's notion of communication as a state that 'leaves itself naked -

not knowing anything' (Bataille 1988: 12). Story of the Eye is the 'result of an

associative glance directed at "things": a glance that determines the referential links of

signs with things: a glance that overlaps and distinguishes units of what is "real"

according to particular modes; an analytical and synthetic glance whose dynamics

generate text and generate forms but not meaning' (Popowski 1995: 296). This
results from displacement within a cultural system of guarantees, through a sudden

imposition of several forms of non-congruent links within a single ideological space,

such as that seen in the metonymical exchanges. I would like to suggest that this
cultural crisis has to do with the practice of reading, and not merely in terms of the

metonymic exchanges as suggested by Barthes.
Like La Jealousie, the illegibility of Story of the Eye corresponds to a failed

expectation for the reader, undermining the reader's patterns of understanding or

reading. Illegibility, by its nature, cannot be introduced into a system that forms the
reader's expectations. It exists outside the reader's system of guarantees, and yet it is
the only guarantee Bataille's text can provide: in order to make any sense of the text,

one would need to pass through the channel and thematics of illegibility as governing

legibility. Like my previous discussions on the relationship between homogeneity and

heterogeneity, profane and the sacred, restricted and general economy, they do not

exist as opposites. Rather, one must pass through the former, for the latter to emerge.

One must pass through the burden of legibility first, to arrive at the illegibility that
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governs the legibility text. There are thus three stages to pass through, neither of
which the text settles on. One must pass through the burden of conventional reading,
to allow oneself to be affected by its illegibility, which is really reading (as opposed to

'not reading' as used by Derrida).
Like the narrative perspective of La Jealousie, one might read the eye, which

is both the object and subject of the text, as the eye through which the reader sees the
text. The story of the eye, is the story of the process of reading, of trying to create

meaning, and the impossibility of such a project. Paradoxically, only in engaging in
the impossibility of reading, does one read. In other words, only in subjecting oneself
to the illegibility of the text, does one get to the 'meaning' (a word I use tentatively),
of the text. Story of the Eye thus undermines the process of meaning making, but

conversely, it also highlights the impossibility of completely forsaking the project of

meaning. It is precisely in the tension between allowing oneself to slip from the
known to the unknown, and maintaining one's known 'self.

There are two types of glances that contribute to the illegibility of the text: the
direct and the indirect. The first refers to the organ of seeing, and knowing. It permits

vision, and in the case of reading, permits knowledge2 . As an organ of vision or

knowing, the glance is determined by the syntactic arrangement of the textual unit

'eye' or any act of glancing and seeing, with the other textual units in the narrative.
The glance that serves knowing triggers fixity, immobilizing itself, and reducing a

whole field of recognition. This limitation to a fixed point is also a limitation of

knowledge. In this instance, the eye is an organ of seeing, and knowing, but also of its

impossibility of doing so due to its fixity. It is the eye transfixed by its horror of

losing itself in the 'blind spot'. Looking through the perspective/eye of the narrator

observing the movement of the eye, we are staring at another eye looking back at the
narrator and therefore at the reader. It is the eye centered upon itself. The idea of

stagnation is perpetuated, for instance when the narrator and Simone stare fixedly at

the eggs floating in the toilet. Because the egg is a metaphorical station of the eye,

what we get is an 'eye' looking back at us, whereupon stagnation and fixity occurs.

This kind of seeing leads to nowhere but itself. It is self-reflexive, limited to self-

functioning. As the centre of this fixity, the eye retains meaning, since it limits the
movement of the eye that enables play and the production of meaning. Thus when an

eye looks at itself looking (the reader sees the eye looking, and the eye - whether
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literal or metaphorical - being looked at is looking back), it can know nothing of what
it looks at. All it sees is a reflection of itself29. This agrees with a fundamental
concern that is central to Bataille's thought: that ultimately all knowledge is definitive

non-knowledge.
Next to the direct glance, is the indirect glance, that de-situates the direct

glance30. Whilst the direct glance is that which enables the reader to immediately

perceive the eye, its workings, and therefore the working of the text, the indirect

glance is that which takes this sight away. The indirect glance does not take the place
of the direct glance, and in fact, presupposes the direct glance31. There is a spatial

gap between the seeing eye, and the object looked at, since its glance is indirect. This

gap is an opportunity for slipping into unknowing, that the arrested and fixed eye

disables. Unlike the knowing of the direct glance, the indirect glance pushes one

towards unknowing. It is important to note that the indirect glance presupposes the
direct glance. This recalls the 'blind spot' into which vision loses itself. It is also
crucial to bear in mind that the 'blind spot' is a part of the organ which bestows sight.
Since the 'blind spot' is insensitive to light, it is ungraspable as any known 'concept'.
As said before, the possibility of sight is removed, but so is the possibility of non-

sight. What is left is unseeing, or unknowing. It is the to-and-fro movement between

seeing and unseeing, legibility and illegibility, knowing and unknowing, that the

sovereign value manifests itself.
This is also achieved through the displacement of the sincerity of the 'I' in

'The Story' to that of 'Coincidences'. Story of the Eye is comprised of these two

parts, the second of which Barthes discounts due to the possibility of it being a 'key'
to first part. I suggest instead reading them as complements. As in La Jalousie, there
is an 'I' behind the eye that sees in Bataille's text. The 'I' of'The Story' is displaced
to that of 'Coincidences'. As said before, the use of the pseudonym however
threatens even such a displacement. There is no ultimate 'I' that speaks, except for
one that has sacrificed itself to a simulacram of itself; in other words, it is an 'I' in the

process of 'becoming other'. Throughout the first few chapters of this thesis I have
stressed the importance of the operational value of 'becoming other', attaching

particular significance to how this operation must not be allowed to settle into a point
of stability. It is the 'becoming other' that communicates, not what comes before or

after it. This ongoing process is achieved only in the act of reading itself, and
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therefore the unfolding of the text. Thus the reader is involved in the process of loss

experienced by the text, at the same time that the reader experiences a loss of its 'self
as a reader, and allows illegibility to threaten its conventional practices of reading.

Only in this process ofmutual loss can communication occur.

What emerges in Story of the Eye is a tension, characterised by a to-ing and

ffo-ing, between legibility and illegibility, that defines communication. This relation
with the reader, is effected not merely formally, as Barthes' reading shows, but also in
the intervention of an 'I' of the text 'becoming other'. I have also tried to show that a

formal approach to Bataille, although relevant, is limited. Whereas Barthes describes
Bataille's work as developing only on a metaphorical level, where there is nothing

signified, I have tried to show that the symbols in Bataille's text are in fact bound to

an T. This bond is however not a fixed or stable one, since the 'I' to which they

belong is continually in the process of becoming other. This to-and-fro movement is
extended to the reader as well, since the reader is forced to abandon his usual practices
of reading, and take on illegibility as a condition for reading. However, the reader in
order to do so, the reader is also unable to dispense of the burden of reading

altogether. It is what we do with the excess of meaning that counts. Where post-

strucuturalism invests it into non-meaning, which still ultimately still serves meaning,
Bataille's excess is ungraspable or unknowable, and settles only as slipping. It lies in
flux and movement, as an operation. This is the essence of a mutual loss, where
neither party benefits because the loss never settles, and is therefore uncalculable, by
either party. So far I've looked at two texts that engage in the mutual loss: La

Jealousie, and Story of the Eye. I would now like to look at the works of Carter,
whose narrative structure is conventional, and would not lend itself readily to a formal

reading like that of Barthes. However, I argue that her work lends itself readily to a

reading engaging in mutual loss, and thus communication, as that elucidated by
Bataille.

1 First published in France as Le Metaphore de L'Oeil in Critique, nos. 195-6, August-September 1963,
as cited in Story ofthe Eye, p. 127.
2

Connor, Bataille and the Mysticism ofSin, p. 51.
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3 Gilles Mayne, Eroticism in Georges Bataille and Henry Miller, p. 124.
4 Mikhail Popowski, 'On the Eye of Legibility: Illegibility in Georges Bataille's Story ofthe Eye\ On
Bataille: Critical Essays, p. 310: 'Story of the Eye bears the mark of its illegibility in that it makes its
own status out of it. Illegibility is thus no longer only the general characteristic of production, but its
particular status at all levels of textual production and manifestation. Thus it happens, strangely, that the
reading and therefore the reception of Story of the Eye necessitates taking on illegibility as an immediate
component of legibility'.
5

Carter, whose works I will be referring to in the next chapter, remarks in The Sadiean Woman that
regardless of the anarchy of the sexes and gender identity in Juliette, de Sade still maintains social
homogenisation. Remarking on the possibility of Juliette marrying above her station: 'not for one
moment, even in fantasy, could [Noirceuil] allow Juliette to act out that kind of class dominance over
himself (Carter 1997:99).
6

For a better understanding of the erotic as the text refer to Barthes' later text Sade Fourier Loyola.
What Barthes expounds in 'Metaphor of the Eye', he develops 10 years later in his study of the
eroticism of de Sade, which might be viewed as a contrast to Bataille.
7

Surya's biography of Bataille suggests that Story of the Eye might have been the result of
psychoanalytic treatment: 'But it was in 1927 that he wrote Story of the Eye, which we know Borel read,
chapter by chapter. At best we can assume the treatment took place - this is only a hypothesis -

between the incompletion of W.C. and the end of Story of the Eye. On the other hand, there is little
doubt, as Elisabeth Roudinesco suggests, that Borel left his patient battling with obsessions re-emerging
from his childhood in addition to those connected to his life of debauchery. Story of the Eye bears
witness to this in a quite exemplary way. The analysis could therefore roughly have been this: on
Borel's side, an encouragement to write; on Bataille's, a writing producing a series of images in
response, which in turn oiled the keys of analysis; keys which probably threw a new light on the book,
enabling him to carry it to a conclusion' (Surya 2002: 98). Surya draws further links between the
testicles of the bull, having an oval form and the appearance of an ocular globe, to the dead eye of
Bataille's father, the dead eye of the priest, through the enucleated bullfighter, the event of which
Bataille had himself witnessed in Madrid in May 1922. These links were made by Bataille with the aid
of Borel, his therapist. In an essay entitled 'The Jesuve', now published in Visions ofExcess, Bataille
makes a reference to the link between the eye and bullfighting images: 'beginning of the year 1927,
exactly during the period in which I wrote The Solar Anus, in other words a year before the eye

appeared to me to be definitively linked to bullfighting images' (Bataille 1999: 74). Suiya, in his
discussion of Blue of Noon is quite sure that the character Tropmann 'is evidently Bataille', while
'Lazare represents Simone Weil', and the places named were those Bataille himself had visited and
were quite familiar with, based on his journal entries. These biographical links undermine the extent to
which a formalist approach might be the only one suitable to reading Story of the Eye as suggested by
Barthes, Fitch and Ffrench.
8

See Ffrench, The Cut, p. 89. Ffrench characterises Story of the Eye as a narrative of flight: 'Narrative
is reduced to flight, the movement of the hero - but it is less conditioned by the psychological motif of
fear or guilt than by the necessity of moving from one scene to the next. Without narrative, without
flight, the text would consist solely in the representation of various scenes and the successive alteration
of sexual permutations, much as the novels of Sade privilege the 'montage' of lubricious scenes'.
9 See Fitch, 'A Critique of Roland Barthes' Essay on Bataille's Histoire I'oeiT, The Interpretation of
Narrative, p. 50: 'the possibility of material reality being subordinated to and determined by language is
manifestly absurd. For this to be possible, the world would have to be upside down. Now, the world
upside down, is curiously, none other than fiction right side up. For each and every Active universe is,
of course, dependent upon the language which brings it into being. Thus, viewed from a contemporary
critical perspective, the novelistic universe hereby reveals itselffor and proclaims itself as what it is: a
fiction. In other words, we have here an illustration of the manner in which the text contains within
itself a reflection of the very process by which it has come to exist'.
10

Suleiman, Subversive Intent, p. 78: 'Nevertheless, it seems not insignificant that in their pursuit of the
metaphoric equivalences between textual violation and the violation of bodies, what they passed over
was precisely the view of the body and of the body's generally hidden organs, which were displayed and
verbally designated on almost every page of Bataille's pornographic texts'.
11

Barthes, Sade, Fourier, Loyola, le Seuil, p. 31-32, as cited by Halley, '...And a Truth for a Truth:
Bartehs On Bataille', On Bataille: Critical Essays, p. 293. Sade Fourier Loyola was first published in
1971, 7 years after the publication of 'The Metaphor of the Eye', during which time Barthes
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undoubtedly moved progressively towards a more post-structuralist approach. See Ffrench, The
Cut/reading Bataille's Histoire d'loeil, p.12: 'What happens to structuralism between 1963 and 1972
which would account for the move from the difficulty I have proposed of maintaining Bataille's textual
operation within a model of closure ('fully constituted') to the explicit recognition of a third term which
dislocates the binary pair? What happens to Barthes' own critical approach between these dates? The
response to this question would require a detailed analysis of the history of critical theory in France,
beyond the scope of this study; for the sake of brevity it may, however, be encapsulated by a name,
which may be Derrida, or Kristeva, or Tel Quel, whose work Barthes is receptive to, on his own
admission'.
12

See Pleynet, 'The Readability of Sade', in The Tel Quel Reader, p. 109-119.
13 Michael Halley, '...And a Truth For a Truth: Barthes on Bataille', On Bataille: CrticalEssays, p.285:
'In opposition to Barthes one could maintain that the novel does in fact demonstrate via its narrative
voice the theory of eroticism which Bataille elaborates in his study TErotisme\
14

Bataille, 'Sacrifices', Visions ofExcess, p. 130-136.
15

Blanchot, Lautreamont et Sade. Editions de Minuit, 1949, p. 220-221, as cited by Bataille, Erotism:
Death and Sensuality, p. 167.
16 Foucault describes the relation between transgression and the limits of being in terms of a 'spiral
which no simple infraction can exhaust' (Foucault 1998: 28), which suggests a lack of fixity. Some
critics see a misappropriation of Bataille. See Richardson, Georges Bataille, p. 7: 'In Foucault there is
no fixity. Every concept is defined through its discursive reference. This is manifestly against the
centrality of Bataille's thought and can even be said to be fundamentally anti-Bataillean.'
17

Bataille, 'The Solar Anus', Visions ofExcess, p. 5- 9.
18

Bataille, 'Preface to Story of the Eye from Le Petit: 1943', Story ofthe Eye, p. 75-78.
19

Hollier, Against Architecture, p. 158.
20

De Certeau, 'Mystic Speech', Eleterologies, p. 80-100. This chapter was originally published as
"L'enonciation mystique," in Recherches de science religieuse, 64, no.2 (1976), p. 183-215, as cited in
Heterologies, p. 183.
21

De Certeau, Heterologies, p. 248: 'The term shifter is borrowed from Roman Jakobson and designates
a signifier that effects a shit (a passage/articulation) between different isotopics (or codes).'
22

See Hollier, Against Architecture, p. 15-19. The only other piece Bataille had written by this time
was Nortre-Dame des Rheims, probably dating back to the summer of 1918.
23 See Surya, Georges Bataille, p. 82. Michel Leiris describes his first meeting with Bataille: 'When I
met Georges Bataille, he already lived the dissolute life. He was debauched, a drinker and a gambler.
He played in select circles and was often cleaned out, appallingly so.' Visiting brothels was not
uncommon amongst Bataille's contemporaries, so to have been reproached for it, Bataille 'must have
done so in a different way, making it indefensible, to the extent that it was shocking... Perhaps only as
an 'obsessive' could: 'I understood Breton's horror of me. Had I not encouraged it? Was it not true that
I was obsessive?"
24

See Ffrench, The Cut, p. 160.
25 See Surya, Georges Bataille, p. 94-96. The execution took place on 10 April 1905, at which Borel
was present. The Chinese victim was a man named Fu Chou Li, guilty of the murder of Prince Ao Han
Ouan. The leniency of the Emperor granted that the guilty party should not be burnt, but cut up alive
into a hundred pieces. These pictures, which were shown to Bataille in 1925, were later published in
1961, a year before his death. More recently they have been published in Tears ofEros (1989).
26

Conner, Georges Bataille and the Mysticism ofSin, p. 2.
27

Bataille, Inner Experience, p. 101-2: Bataille quotes at length from Blanchot's Thomas the Obscure:
'His eye, useless for sight, took on extraordinary proportions, began to develop in an inordinate fashion
and, dwelling on the horizon, allowed night to penetrate into the centre in order to create for itself an
iris. Through this void, therefore, it was his glance and the object of his glance which became mingled.
This eye, which saw nothing, did not simply grasp the source of its vision. It saw as would an object,
which meant that it did not see. His own glance entered into him in the form of an image at the tragic
moment when his glance regarded as the death of all image'.
28

See Popowski, 'On the Eye of Legibility: Illegibility in Georges Bataille's Story of the Eye', On
Bataille: Critical Essays, p. 298. Popowski divides this vision into two types: biological seeing, and
phenomenological seeing: 'Biological seeing and phenomenological seeing are metaphorically united:
one sees the world, one sees "things" as one understands the world and things. The eye is thus both the
eye of organic vision and the eye of conceptual vision. It introduces a double thematic channel: on the
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one hand, pertaining to the "sensorial"; on the other, pertaining to "reflexivity", thus becoming the organ
and/or the way of learning about reality'.
29 See Popowski, 'On the Eye of Legibility: Illegibility in Georges Bataille's Story of the Eye', On
Bataille: Critical Essays, p. 301: 'It knows that it sees, it knows that its seeing is caught in an infinitely
reflected reflexion or, what is more - to make the formula more radical - it knows the abyss of its
reflexion'.
30 See Rella, The Myth of the Other, p. 104.
31 See Popowski, 'On the Eye of Legibility: Illegibility in Georges Bataille's Story of the Eye', On
Bataille: Critical Essays, p. 302. According to Popowski's analysis, the direct confrontation is
'displaced towards a "this side of and/or a "beyond," towards a high and/or towards a low that imply a

filtering of meaning into the text, a gap in intratextual opacity.'
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Chapter Six: Angela Carter

In chapter one I argued that Habermas misreads Bataille in claiming that the
latter invokes an 'other' of reason. I stated quite polemically that this 'other' is in fact
a 'third term', which as Derrida says, Bataille pulls out of dialectics altogether. The
third term manifests itself as an affect, an uncoerced 'shock'. More importantly, it
finds itself not in fixity or stability, but in flux and movement. It is in this affect that
communication takes place. In the last two chapters I examined the nature of this
communication in the fictional works of Robbe-Grillet and Bataille. In this section I

look at the works of Angela Carter. I want to establish a different approach to

Carter's work from the one dominant in feminist criticism. Carter is well established

as a feminist writer, and often read as a postmmodem novelist. While not entirely

wrong, I see these classificatory concepts as limiting the scope and breadth of Carter's
work. If anything, her work seems to betray a struggle with these concepts. I suggest

adopting an approach that deals with this struggle, and the tension arising from it.
Bataille's theory of communication is helpful here as it focuses not on concepts,

classifications or names, but on undoing them. Moving from the known to the

unknowable, communication focuses on the tensions of the struggle between the two.

Reading Carter through Bataille, one gets a glimpse of these tensions, which are the
communicative affects of her work. First I demonstrate the provocative affect of
Carter's work as communicating in a sovereign manner, which performs a process of

fragmentation similar to that explored in the last two chapters. Like Bataille's view of
literature that has to denounce itself as 'literary', Carter's work resists classification,
which accounts for the anxiety of place within the literary canon. Second, I want to

show that although Carter's work does not, strictly speaking, belong to a writing that

structurally or formally challenges legibility, there is a certain level of illegibility that

governs her work. This supports my claim that the provocation resulting in
communication does not depend solely on the formal aspects of a text, as Barthes'

analysis of Bataille's Story of the Eye suggests. Regarding this, reading Carter

through Bataille would therefore in turn contribute to a re-evaluation of post-

structuralist approaches to Bataille's work.
In the previous chapter I looked at Barthes' formal reading ofStory ofthe Eye,

and showed how a formal approach, though relevant to a certain extent, is deficient.
I suggested instead taking on illegibility as a condition for legibility as the best way of
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approaching the text. Moreover, this approach had more to do with the thematic
concerns of the narrative, principally with that of seeing, both biological and

phenomenological. I referred to Suleiman's assessment of Tel Quel's appropriation of
Bataille, and its impact on later post-structuralist views of language. It is my view
that the inevitable play of language that characterises post-structuralism is merely a

form of reinvesting surplus into the signifying chain. Nothing is wasted in the post-

structuralist view of language, since everything all contributing to the plurality of
'meaning', even the 'traces' and 'absences'. In this sense, the post-structuralist
economy of language, is still a restricted one. Since post-structuralism is continually
reinvesting meaning, arriving at no end, it therefore admits a linguistic form

(signifier) that serves no function as form (signifier without its signified). Bataille, on

the other hand, admits a linguistic form that serves a signified, but sees within it
elements that resist assimilation into its signifying chain. This was certainly
Ricoeur's point when he drew a distinction between metaphor and the sacred symbol,
the latter being '"bound" by the appearance of the elements and the appearance of the
sacred in and through these elements' (Ricoeur 1995: 53). Bataille sees that form
cannot be done away with, and rather than focus on 'form' itself, he focuses on the

process or operation of the informe. This operation involves at the same time the

rejection of form, and an acknowledgement of its necessity. The informe serves to

declassify, to 'bring things down in the world generally requiring that each thing have
its form' (Bataille 1999: 31). It is neither form/signifier nor content/signified that
interests Bataille, but the operation that displaces their relationship. The informe is
therefore an operation, rather than a theme or concept. It has an operational existence
and is performative. As an operation, it is therefore affective, and its force is felt as a

shock. Its violence comes less from semantics than from the act of its delivery.
In this section I look at several works by Angela Carter. Carter's writing

resists assimilation into any kind of homogenised framework or category that
contributes towards its legibility. Carter's work 'inform(e)s' in the way it performs
the paradoxes of communication through self-fragmentation. I would like to suggest

that her work performs the process of 'becoming other', thereby threatening the

homogeneity of any stable meaning being weaned from her work. It is in this

operational existence that communication resides. The delivery of her work displaces
its own form and content; Elaine Jordan has said that 'her fiction is not an image of
'what is' or a blueprint of 'what may be', but an unaccommodated space in which the
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dissatisfied can find some possible openings, some pleasure' (Jordan 1992: 165).
This space is furthermore a 'zero' space, that disrupts fixity of meaning. The informe

operates within her work to create these openings, which her readers experience as

what might be describe as fascinated shock, and unease.

6.1 Angela Carter: A Brief Overview

Carter's work resists classification or homogenisation1; she herself expressed
the view that such classifications are false distinctions, merely a form of 'labelling
that helps librarians, and people who know the kind of thing they like and don't want

their prejudices to be disturbed'2 (SL 34). She described herself as becoming the

'literary equivalent of a displaced person' applying for her 'naturalisation papers in

genre' (SL 35). Carter enjoyed her resident alien status, even going so far as to

describe herself as 'not being respectable', and her work as 'unorthodox' (SL 35).
Like Bataille's Story of the Eye, her work takes as the grounds of its legibility that of

illegibility. This is a good approach for discussing the uneasiness and 'dangerous
relevance'3 of her work. The reception of Carter's work has been varied, and her
feminist politics controversial. This has earned her negative criticisms from feminists

accusing her of condoning the oppression of women, and therefore being in the
service of patriarchal ideology. Addressing her sexual politics, Aidan Day
characterises Carter's work as a dialectical process 'producing a third term'4. It is this
'third term' that I have chosen to develop in this section. Day argues that Carter
resists definitions of gender and sex based on a Western dualism, yet successfully
remains distant to a post-modern collapse into relativism5. According to Day,
Carter's sexual politics are instead based on an interaction and sense of communality6.
With reference to Patricia Waugh, Day writes that Carter's fictional depiction in Dr

Hoffman of Desiderio choosing 'reason' for 'the common good', and her attacks in
The Sadeian Woman on 'rationality without humanism,' fit into this notion of
someone working with a model not incompatible with that developed by Habermas,

referring specifically to his notion of communicative reason7. In this model, the 'third
term' refers to a state of'reciprocity', rather than one of'self-definition by exclusion'

(Day 1998: 101). While Carter's work certainly betrays this movement towards

reciprocity, I suggest that the 'third term' that emerges from her work is more akin to

Bataille's 'third term', characterised by a tension between reciprocity, and the

impossibility of reciprocity.
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I would like to turn briefly to Patricia Waugh's work on feminism and

postmodernism to help direct this discussion8. I have quoted a passage from her essay

'Modernism, Postmodernism, Feminism: Gender and Autonomy Theory' at length,
which Day refers to as well, with particular relevance to Carter, and her relationship
with postmodernism:

The feminist cry situated its politics firmly within what Lyotard wishes
to denounce and Habermas to affirm in modified form as the 'project
of modernity'. In fact, at this point in my argument, I will have to

declare my own situatedness and argue that if feminism can learn from
Postmodernism it has finally to resist the logic of its arguments or at

least to attempt to combine them with a modified adherence to an

epistemological anchorage in the discourse of Enlightened modernity.
Even if feminists have come to recognise in their own articulations
some of the radical perspectivism and thoroughgoing epistemological
doubt of the postmodern, feminism cannot sustain itself as an

emancipatory movement unless it acknowledges its foundations in the
discourses of modernity. It seems possible to me, to draw on the
aesthetics of Postmodernism as strategies for narrative disruption of
traditional stories and construction of new identity scripts, without

embracing its more extreme nihilistic or pragmatist implications.

Surely to assume otherwise is in itself to embrace a naively
reflectionist aesthetic which sees representation as necessarily
reflective of prior structures or ideologies. (Waugh 1992: 189-190)9
Carter's writing certainly displays the kind of postmodernism elucidated by

Waugh in the above passage. Her work is very much grounded in the discourses of

modernity, both epistemologically and aesthetically. It also questions this foundation.
She is neither a nihilist nor a naive reflectionist aesthete: 'I am all for putting new

wine in old bottles, especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the old bottles

explode'10 (SL 37). There is however another dimension to her work that goes

beyond questioning metanarratives or its own methodology. This is the dimension of
'inner experience', elucidated by Bataille as a form of communication that for him
defines literature. When asked in an interview if she 'everfelt inclined to putfiction to

the service of an idea offeminism', Carter answered unequivocally: 'No. I write
about the conditions of my life, as everyone does. You write from your own history.
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Being female or black means that once you become conscious, your position -

however many there are of you - isn't a standard one: you have to bear that in mind
when you are writing, you have to keep on defining the ground on which you're

standing, because you are in fact setting yourself up in opposition to generality'

(Haffenden 1985: 93). She was particularly concerned with '[her] own questioning
of the nature of [her] reality as a woman. How that social fiction of [her] 'femininity'
was created, by means outside [her] control, and palmed off on [her] as the real thing'

(SL 38).
This is the nature of Carter's materialism, rather than an 'idea of feminism'; of

flesh that comes out of her own history. It therefore isn't surprising that her person

and work have been received with such ambivalence. She questions not only the
discourses she adopts, or those that have shaped and affected her writing, but also
those that she herself might have created in compliance with society's patriarchal

ideology. Carter's writing is aware that whereas this compliance is inimical to

feminist politics, some compliance is also inevitable. It is no wonder at all that her
work betrays a sense of ambiguity, conflict, and most notably, pain, poignancy and

anguish. The notion of 'inner experience' itself is not unproblematic, since it

requires, in its representation, a mediation through language. The sovereign value of
'inner experience' lies in its being a paradoxical status as silence, which is also
communication. Any representation or expression of 'inner experience' is therefore

already tainted with that of 'outer experience', that is, of language. This notion of
silence complements Jordan's comment regarding Carter's work as opening up a

space for communication.
The texts I have chosen to study, The Sadeian Woman, The Bloody Chamber

and The Infernal Desire Machines ofDoctor Hoffman (from here on to be referred to

as Doctor Hoffman), were written in the 1970s, following Carter's stay in Japan

{Doctor Hoffman was written while she was in Japan). These texts demonstrate the

ambiguities mentioned in the previous paragraph. This is specifically relevant to

debates over Carter's feminist politics, and the formal and narrative strategies that
characterise her work. The problems of reading Carter in relation to feminist politics
stem ironically from reading Carter as a feminist writer. There is no doubt that Carter
was a feminist: 'The women's movement has been of immense importance to me

personally and I would regard myself as feminist writer, because I'm feminist in
everything else and one can't compartmentalise these things in one's life' {SL 37).
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However, our views of feminism need revision if we are to read her. As Waugh

suggests, even feminism as a discourse needs to be scrutinised. One must remove

from Carter and her work that label of 'feminist', in order that we may read her texts.

The main reason for taking Bataille as a starting point in my approach to Carter's
work in this thesis lies in an attempt to distance her from the label 'feminist', which I
see as limiting. More than anything else, Carter calls into question feminism (as
Haffenden carefully put it: 'an idea of feminism') itself, and her relations with it.

In 'The Language of Sisterhood', Carter addresses the notion of an 'ur-

language' of sisterhood that tends to generalise the experiences of women. Though
this gives women a common ground upon which to bond as women and 'sisters', it
serves to oversimplify the world, not taking into account the disparity of social reality.
Carter sees this as stifling the uniqueness of each individual woman and her

experience of being a woman within a specific cultural locale. Such brand of
'sisterhood' is a kind of myth in itself, since it assumes a general universal discourse,

palmed off to women as their own. In an interview with Anna Katsavos, Carter
reveals:

[...] By the time I wrote The Sadiean Woman, I was getting really ratty

with the whole idea of myth. I was getting quite ratty with the sort of

appeals by some of the women's movements to have these sort of "Ur-

religions" because it didn't seem to me at all to the point. The point
seemed to be the here and now, what we should do now. And that is

when I started getting quite ratty about it. (Katsavos 1994: 13-14)
Carter saw feminism as dangerously close to being treated as a kind of myth itself,

quite removed from a present social reality. Her radical approach to feminism put her
in opposition to the generality of any singular idea of the female experience. This was

certainly the case when she termed de Sade 'moral pornographer', and claimed his

pornographic writing to be in the service of women:

It's not very pleasant for women to find out about how they are

represented in the world. They find out much more about what their
real existential status is from pornography, and it's very unpleasant. It

really is. It's enough to make women give up on the human race. [...]
But moral pornographer was a phrase that got me into a lot of trouble
with the sisters, some of the sisters. (Katsavos 1994: 16)
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The generality she was setting herself in opposition to consisted of the sisters and
their 'ur-religion', spoken in an 'ur-langauge'. There is no singular idea of the

feminine, or feminism. Carter's conceptions of the feminine come out of her own

history as a woman, a writer and a thinker, in her own present social reality. For

Carter, the idea of a universal notion of feminism is a myth that has to be dispelled.
The Sadeian Woman, subtitled 'An Exercise in Cultural History', is a searing

critique of the myths women choose to accept. As its subtitle suggests, it is an

exercise in cultural history; Carter questions both the myth of the female as the
virtuous and virginal ideal, and the myth of the female as sexual terror. Carter

questions the idea of myth itself, as 'ideas, images, stories that we tend to take on trust

without thinking what they really mean, without trying to work out what, for example,
the stories of the New Testament are really about' (Katsavos 1994: 12). In the last

chapter I referred to Pleynet's observation that any reading of de Sade needs to

address 'the various modes of censorship that characterises how we read Sade'

(Pleynet 1998: 109). He states quite polemically that in order to fully experience de

Sade, one must question the 'normality' that orders the censorship that determines the
extent of our acceptance, and rejection, of de Sade11. My reading of The Sadeian
Woman takes this approach, addressing how those who reject Carter's text, form as

much a part of her text, as de Sade's before hers, and those who reject him. It is this
that characterises The Sadeian Woman as an exercise in cultural history.

The Bloody Chamber takes this exercise a step further in exploring narrative

strategy and form. The Bloody Chamber may be characterised as a body of narratives
that 'inform(e)s', dealing with the 'shifting structures of reality and sexuality by using
sets of shifting structures derived from orally transmitted traditional tales'12 (SL 38).
Doctor Hoffman reveals the impossibility of stepping outside of material practice

altogether, of slipping from the known to the unknown. If The Sadeian Woman deals
with dispelling cultural myths designed to oppress women, then Doctor Hoffman
deals with dispelling the myth that there is such a thing as unmediated experience,
devoid of myth completely. Hence Desiderio's claim at the end that the impossible is

'per se impossible' (DH 221). There is no such thing as authentic existence devoid
of any form of mediation, be it through language, or of the images we take on board
to define our selves. In addition, Doctor Hoffman deals with the impossibility of

choosing either passion or reason, yet having no choice but to do so. I argue that

contrary to Day's characterisation of the 'third term' as a state of 'reciprocity', the
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'third term' is in fact a state of conflict and violent tension. All three texts have in

common, as do most, if not all of Carter's work, the subject of myth.
In spite of claiming to be in the demythologising business, Carter's work

constantly questions the extent to which demythologising can actually be fully
achieved. Judging from her work, the answer is probably not very much, and
Desiderio's 'impossible', is also Carter's impossible. Carter embraces a 'committed
materialism (italics her own) - ie. that this world is all that there is, and in order to

question the nature of reality one must move from a strongly grounded base in what
constitutes material reality' (SL 38). She is in the demythologising business, and it is
one in which she puts her own authority under scrutiny as well. Jordan observes that
her writing is offensive, and the space in which Carter writes is a dangerous one,

where the 'political value of speaking as a victim can be only a hairsbreadth away

from blaming the victim. But that space does exist' (Jordan 1992: 120). Writing
from this space evokes a sense of fascination and wincing recoil for readers of
Carter's work13. One could also refer to her writing as 'obscene', in the sense of

provoking unease, as articulated by Bataille in Erotism: Death and Sensuality. It is
this simultaneous attraction and repulsion that, as discussed in relation to Bataille,
contributes to the communicative aspect of her work.
6.2 Japan: Rite of Passage

Between the years 1969-72, Carter had left her husband and gone to Japan
with a Japanese lover. Lorna Sage refers to this interim period as Carter's 'rite of

passage'. Her Japanese experience fanned her interest in myth, and in Sage's opinion
is similar to the starting point of Barthes' reflections which prompted the writing of

Mythologies. In Mythologies, Barthes had described himself as being impatient 'at
the sight of 'naturalness' with which newspapers, art and common sense constantly
dress up reality which, even though it is the one we live in, is undoubtedly determined

by history' (Barthes 1998: 11). Barthes wanted to track down in the 'decorative

display of what-goes-without-saying'' the 'ideological abuse' (Barthes 1998: 11)
hidden there. Sage draws a resemblance between Carter's Japan and Barthes' Japan,
which is worth looking into, since it provides an instance of Carter's commitment to

materialism, in spite her simultaneous questioning of it. I have quoted Sage's
observations at length:

His 1970 book on Japan, Empire ofSigns, demonstrates the sort of the

thing that smart semioticians secretly wanted at the time - to discover a
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culture that despised depth, where 'the inside no longer commands the
outside'14. The strange tongue

Constitutes a delicious protection... an auditory film which halts at

his ears all the alienations of the mother tongue: the regional and
social origins of whoever is speaking, his degree of culture, of

intelligence, of taste... The unknown language... forms around me,

as I move, a faint vertigo, sweeping me into its artificial emptiness,
which is consummated only for me: I live in the interstice,
delivered from any fulfilled meaning.15

In other words (Barthes doesn't exactly say this, of course) you can

escape your culture's sexual norms, and feel free to sleep with

strangers: 'in Japan the body exists, acts, shows itself, gives itself,
without hysteria, without narcissism, but according to a pure - though

subtly discontinuous - erotic project.'16 Tokyo is a cruel, delightful
mirror to the occidental. The coincidence between Barthes's Japan and
Carter's is striking: they visited the same country of the skin, no

question, and its typography derives from their very Western wants.

(Sage 1994: 26-27).
The freedom to sleep with strangers refers not to a kind of promiscuous sexual

liberation17, but the possibility of shedding one's sexual inhibitions, which in Carter's
case were those associated with the 'female body' and 'female sexuality'. In other

words, it allowed her the possibility of 'becoming other'. There is however one

difference that Sage draws attention to: 'despite the cultural common ground she
shares with Barthes, her understanding of all this lets in (as his does not) pain, and the
drama of sado-masochism' (Sage 1994: 28). Sage's comments refer to Carter's
observations on Japanese tattooing. The tattooed person, writes Carter, 'exudes a

weird glamour of masochism', and carries upon his flesh the 'immutable indication of
caste'; the art of tattooing, irezumi, 'paints with pain upon a canvas of flesh'18 (SL

234). Besides an indication of social standing, there are vestiges of these signs that
stand outside the superficiality of the signifying chain. They take the form of torn

flesh, pain and blood. In Japanese culture, these vestiges are repressed to the extent

that 'the essence is often the appearance' (SL 236).
The difference raised by Sage is significant, and certainly recalls the

difference between Barthes' and Bataille's thinking as discussed in previous chapters.
That Carter lets in pain in particular is all the more significant, because pain is
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precisely that which confirms our corporeality. It is a reminder that we are creatures
of flesh, and affirms our mortality. This is even more pertinent to feminism as the

grounds for female oppression stem from corporeal differences in the first instance.
Carter was concerned not only with the images painted on the surface, but with the
flesh upon which these images were carved, and the relationship they share. Whereas
her representations of violence against women have been read as condoning violence,

they should instead be read as Carter's way of exploring the relationship between the

image and the flesh. This is linked directly to her treatment of myth. The writing on

the body has a very real relationship with the flesh. Torn flesh, pain and blood, as

vestiges of these writings on the body, are a reminder that the signs form part of the

corporeality of the body. This relationship between what is written on the body

(myth), the flesh, and the self, is the direct subject of The Sadeian Woman. Carter
refuses to elevate to the level of discourse the pain, blood, and flesh upon which these

signs are carved.
In the previous chapters I examined the significance of the seeing eye/I in

Bataille's work, specifically in relation to communication. This is certainly the case

with Carter's work as well. Related to myth, the mirror and the image form another
set of recurring themes in Carter's work. In 'Flesh and the Mirror', she writes that
'Women and mirrors are in complicity with one another to evade the action I/she

performs that she/I cannot watch, the action with which I break out of the mirror, with
which I assume my appearance' (FW 65). The image that is reflected back onto a

woman is one from which she refuses to break out of, content to assimilate it as her

'self, her essence. This is the direct glance I referred to in relation to Bataille's Story

of the Eye. It is the glance that freezes. It is the glance that initially bestows sight, but
also that which blinds one.

The mirror Carter comes across in this particular narrative is however
different: 'The mirror presented me with the hitherto unconsidered notion of myself as

I. Without any intention of mine, I had been defined by the action reflected in the
mirror. I beset me. I was the subject of the sentence written on the mirror. I was not

watching it. There was nothing whatsoever beyond the surface of the glass. Nothing

kept me from the fact, the act; I had been precipitated into knowledge of the real
conditions of living' (FW 65). What this 'magic mirror' reveals is the image as

simply image. More importantly, she is the subject written on the mirror. In

confronting her image, Carter feels unnatural, as though out of her skin and
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character19: 'I saw the flesh and the mirror but I could not come to terms with the

sight. My immediate response to it was, to feel I'd acted out of character' {FW 65).
This is because like so many other women, Carter had assimilated as her own the

homogenised experiences of the feminine that had been palmed off to her, to the point
of having naturalised them. She had, up to this point, taken on the image as her

reality.
Carter's life as a woman and as a writer, seems bent on undoing and

demystifying these 'natural' experiences. So when she finally sees her 'self as both
writing and written subject, her first response is to feel unnatural. Also, she refers to

the flesh 'and' the mirror, not the flesh 'in' the mirror. The flesh and its image are

two distinct entities, the separation of which Carter feels alien to. So accustomed is
she, as a woman, to being defined by her image (flesh 'in' the mirror), that for once

seeing her reflection as an image, a mere reflection, another entity, makes her
uncomfortable. This sense of alienation from her 'self echoes the indirect glance I
addressed in relation to Story of the Eye that enables her to 'see' by stepping out of
herself in 'becoming other'. In my view, this is quintessential to the 'rite of passage'

Sage refers to.

By the time she went to Japan, Carter had already been toying with these ideas
in her work, but her stay in Japan made her focus on them more, for several reasons.

She was so utterly other in Japan, describing herself as 'a fabulous beast', 'an
outlandish jewel', 'inexpressibly exotic', 'a female impersonator' and 'Glumdalclitch'

{FW 7). As a Westerner, she was 'an instrument which played upon an alien scale'

{FW 7). This experience of being the 'other', I think, on the one hand highlighted the
distinction between self and other, but also the intractable connectedness between the

two. There is a simultaneous similarity and difference in her relationship with the

image. Hence when confronted with her image in the mirror, the image reflected back
is her, yet at the same time not so. On the one hand, it is her in the sense that it is the

image of her self that she inscribes upon the mirror, rather than an image her 'self has

internalised, thereby trapping her 'self within the mirror image. On the other hand, it
is not her in the sense that this image reflected is still her flesh that has come out of a

particular history, and therefore not completely her autonomous own in the first place.
There can be no 'self completely free from inscription. Once again, this is an

instance of Carter's committed materialism: it calls for the inscription of the self, by
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the self, yet at the same time still recognising that this self emerges from a historical

process that constitutes it from the outside.
The displacement of the 'self Carter describes is further emphasised by the

unreliability of the authorial persona in 'Flesh and the Mirror', a similar phenomenon
that I suggested was at play in Bataille's text. Sarah Gamble describes Fireworks as

Carter's 'autobiographical game-playing' taken to extremes, since it is impossible to

ascertain how much of it is autobiographical fact, and how much fiction20. One could
even go so far as to argue that the 'I' in Carter's texts, takes on the similar role of the
'shifter', which I addressed when looking at Story of the Eye. In fact, Carter's 'I',

though not really a pseudonymous one, performs a similar function. As Sage notes,

'that 'I' was not necessarily hers' (Sage 1994: 43). The unstable 'I', and the

metamorphoses of the 'I' into the 'other' suggests the instability of reality, and its
constructedness. Most importantly, it suggests the constructedness of identity, and the

impossibility of evading it. There is no 'self free of construction. This uncertainty
resurfaces in The Bloody Chamber, where Carter plays with her role as a story-teller.
These are reflections of her as a writer, and ideas of authorship, particularly the

ambiguity her writing reveals regarding her relationship between her work and the
forms she has chosen to adopt, the cultural and political climate and the stand she
takes regarding feminism. They also reflect the ambiguous relationship she has with
her readers. Fireworks and The Bloody Chamber adopt the personal 'I', inviting the
reader to approach these texts as personal insights, almost confessional in nature.

Carter however alters her tone as the narratives progress, to the point where she
becomes merely a transcriber of events. The first and third person are the same in her

texts, yet different. Although both first and third persons are always already subject
to the mediation of language, as first person 'I', Carter authoritatively asserts her

individuality and her experiences as her own. As a third person 're-presenter' of 'an
other's' (though still hers) experience, Carter admits her complicity with the culture

engaged in constructing identity. Her identity is not found in either, but in the

operation of moving between 'I' and 'other'. The being reflected in her work is one

who inhabits an operational existence, constantly reflecting upon and revising her
views on the feminine. It has no singular, stable or constant voice.

91
To this extent, Carter was influenced by Barthes' 'Death of the Author' . She

was, however, at the same time weary of the relativist notion of either author or reader
as entities with no history, biography or psychology, 'simply someone who holds
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together in a single field all the traces by which the written text is constituted'

(Barthes 1977: 148). Carter saw in Barthes' theory the possibility for art to enable
the artist to rise from one's own skin, out of one's background, gender, class and

nationality22. In spite of this, Sage adds as a personal friend: 'I can just see the moue

of amused disgust (but also disgusted disgust at the same, morally and intellectually
fastidious disgust) with which she would greet the notion that you could somehow
levitate out of history' (Sage 1994: 3-4). If our flesh comes to us out of history, this
'I' which is at the same time 'not I', is the only one there is. Communication, Bataille

claims, has as its condition a wound that violently disrupts the closed 'self. This is
illustrated in the instability of the 'I' in Carter's work, particularly the constant to-ing
and fro-ing between these unstable 'I's. It is also seen in the possible openings Jordan
ascribes to her work, openings that create a space for 'pleasure', which in Batailleian
terms is a movement towards violence, unknowing, and un-meaning: . I would now

like to look at some other similarities between Carter and Bataille.

6.3 Carter and Bataille
• 9^

There is certainly an indication that Carter had read Bataille , and at least two

critical studies have been published directly drawing a link between Carter and
Bataille24. How much of Bataille Carter actually read cannot be confirmed, but a

short piece first published in 1979 on Story ofthe Eye suggests she shared some of his

thoughts. One thing in particular they seem to share, as revealed in her short essay on

Bataille, is the rejection of 'open apologies' for literature considered 'unacceptable'.
Bataille expressed this view in his essay 'The Use Value of D.A.F. de Sade', which I
also looked at in the last section. According to Bataille, de Sade is treated as a

foreign body', 'only an object of transports of exaltation to the extent that these

transports facilitate his excretion (his peremptory expulsion)' (Bataille 1999: 92).
Bataille refers here not to those scandalised or outraged by the works if the libertine,
but to his 'open apologists', 'whom they adore and loathe, and whom they cover with
honors and narrowly confine' (Bataille 1999: 92). What Bataille objects to is the
idealisation of the indecency provoked by de Sade, being situated outside of and
above material reality, in the realm of the 'literary or poetic verbiage' (Bataille 1999:

92). This appropriation serves only to homogenise de Sade's work, making it

acceptable. Such acceptability is a means of expulsion through sanitisation. De Sade
is transformed into 'a moralising idealist' by his 'cowardly apologists' (Bataille 1999:

39). The same observation is applicable to the reception of Bataille's work, and as
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previously suggested, Carter's work as well, which 'narrowly confine[s]' their work,
and serves their 'peremptory expulsion'.

In her essay on Bataille, Carter adopts a tone similar to Bataille's, and
criticises Sontag's essay, 'The Pornographic Imagination', for being 'worthy but
dull'. Recalling the essay, Sontag makes a distinction between literary pornography
as art, and common pornography, placing Story of the Eye firmly within the former
classification. Sontag, she observes, is 'concerned to define what kind of literature

pornography might be', but fails to notice that 'Story of the Eye is didactically lewd'
(SL 69). Carter also criticises Barthes' essay on Bataille for having 'no content', his
'whimsical formalism' being 'too disingenuous by half (SL 69). Carter explicitly
states her observations regarding Story of the Eye: 'Bataille was dicing with death and

Story of the Eye is about fucking as existential affirmation against death, who is also
God' (SL 69). As expressed in The Sadeian Woman, it is the 'right of women to fuck
- as if the period in which women fuck aggressively, tyrannously and cruelly will be a

necessary stage in the development of a general human consciousness of the nature of

fucking; that if it is not egalitarian, it is unjust', and Carter credits de Sade for urging
'women to fuck as actively as they are able, so that powered by their enormous and
hitherto untapped sexual energy they will then be able to fuck their way into history,

and, in doing so, change it' (SW 27). The Sadeian Woman addresses the

'consolatory nonsense' women allow themselves to be subjected to. Fucking as

affirmation against God, is affirmation against the laws of the church and state, and
thus against patriarchy, who are also the creators of these myths.

At a glance one might conclude that Bataille and Carter were divided on their
views regarding myth. Bataille's claim that 'the absence of myth is also a myth: the

coldest, the purest, the only true myth'25 (Bataille 1994: 48), and Carter's claim that

'myth are the products of the human mind and reflect only aspects of material human

practice. I am in the demythologising business' (Carter 1998: 38), seem at odds with
each other. Upon closer study, one finds that both writers are concerned with the
same thing: the appropriation of myth as reality. Bataille viewed the absence of myth
as a consequence of the assimilation of myth into reality, thereby homogenising it.

Myth had become reality. Myth as reality is also Carter's subject. More specifically,
Carter is interested in the myths created around and about women, which

contemporary society has come to assimilate, accept and homogenise, making it part
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of its reality. Carter describes this condition quite polemically in The Sadeian
Woman:

If women allow themselves to be consoled for their culturally
determined lack of access to the modes of intellectual debate by the
invocation of hypothetical great goddesses, they are simply flattering
themselves into submission (a technique often used on them by men).
All the mythic versions of women, from the myth of the redeeming

purity of the virgin to that of the healing, reconciling mother, are

consolatory nonsenses; and consolatory nonsense seems to me a fair
definition of myth, anyway. (Carter 1997: 5)

This again highlights Carter's commitment to materialism, as opposed to idealism,
and is highly resonant of Bataille's critique of surrealism. The 'consolatory nonsense'
of myth, is based on the idealisation mythologising leads to. The 'consolatory
nonsense' is summed up in the prefix 'sur' in 'surrealism' as laid out in Bataille's
attack. Although Bataille does not refer specifically to the idealism of women in his

attacks, one could certainly conclude that both he and Carter were concerned with

doing away with the elevation and idealisation of the material. Both were interested
in restoring the material to the material, and in recognising myth as myth.

In her essay 'The Alchemy of the Word', Carter's expresses her one

dissatisfaction with surrealism: the 'surrealists were no good with women. That is

why, although I thought they were wonderful, I had to give them up in the end'26 {SL

512). The surrealist woman was a source of beauty and mystery; in short, a source of
• • 97 •

inspiration . Carter's rejection of surrealism is based on her refusal to accept the way

the surrealists reduced women to muses. The mystery and strangeness of woman

could inspire only as long as she remained other, and distant; essentially an object.
Breton's Nadja is exemplary of such a treatment of women. This, ironically,

emphasises the subject-object differentiation that surrealism had hoped to overcome.

If surrealism 'revealed the arbitrary, irrational, magical correspondences of life' (SL

512), it was through the female body that this was achieved.
The term 'surrealism', coined by Apollinaire, describes the human ability to

create the unnatural. This is precisely what the surrealists had succeeded in doing
with woman, adorning her with a strangeness and mystery that inspired the
unconscious to reveal itself. As Bataille says of surrealism, where 'all claims from
below have been scurrilously disguised as claims from above' (Bataille 1985: 39), so
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the same might said of their treatment of women. Carter objects to such a notion of
what one might term the swrfemale. Carter opines that 'the beautiful does not exist as

such. What do exist are images or objects that are enigmatic, marvellous, erotic' (SL

512). If, as Breton claims, beauty is convulsive, then such a view of beauty is also a

violation of a woman's right to exist as an active subject. Carter's representations of
women may at first glance seem oppressive, but they are representations of women as

she perceives them to be, or has herself experienced them to be, that is, limited by the

patriarchal structure of contemporary society. Her insights are drawn from her own

'inner experience', in the Batailleian sense of the expression. Carter's writing does not

seek to subvert, but like Bataille's seek a path to awareness, through provocation,
contestation and questioning.

As mentioned in the last chapter, Story of the Eye has been heavily criticised

by feminist critics for condoning forceful violence towards women. As addressed in
Bataille's essay on de Sade, it is precisely these kinds of angry reactions, which

preserve the heterogeneity of de Sade's work: the rejection of its politics is part of the
its appreciation. As said before, both Carter, and her work have evoked a lot of
ambivalent responses. It is ironic that the woman who claimed to be in the

demythologising business, should provoke the creation of so much 'myth'

surrounding herself and her work. Sage describes her as producing 'adult fairy
tales'28 (Day 1998: 2); Marina Warner a 'gallery of wonderful bad-good girls, beasts,

rogues, and other creatures [causing] her readers to hold their breath as a mood of
heroic optimism forms against the odds'29 (Day 1998: 2); Atwood describes her as

'the Fairy Godmother', always on the 'verge of bestowing something - some

talisman, some magic token'30 (Day 1998: 2). It seems valid to say that these 'myths'
built around Carter might have given some of her 'sisters' emotional satisfaction that
comes from the solidarity of a common 'feminist' cause. However, like all myths,
these claims obscure the real conditions of Carter's writing, dulling the pain of some

of the very disturbing things her work reveals, provoking unease leading to some

rather scathing criticism.
As mentioned earlier, Carter had gotten into trouble with 'some of the sisters'

for calling de Sade a 'moral pornographer' in The Sadeian Woman. Referring to The

Bloody Chamber, Duncker criticises Carter for rewriting 'the tales within the strait-

jacket of their original structures' and what we are witnessing 'is the ritual disrobing
of the willing victim of pornography' (Duncker 1984: 6-7). Clark claims her fiction
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'fall(s) back into reinscribing patriarchal attitudes', as 'old chauvinism, new clothing'

(Clark 1987: 147). Dworkin refers to The Sadiean Woman as a 'pseudofeminist

literary essay' and sees Carter as indulging in 'a flight of fancy' (Dworkin 1999: 84-

85). Kappeler accuses Carter, whom she calls 'the potential feminist critic', of not

only 'falling into the trap of the literary sanctuary', but also of eagerly taking up 'the

opportunity he invents for her: to cause suffering, 'just as men do" (Kappeler 1986:

134). As Jordan comments, 'antagonism animates, whereas appreciative commentary

is inert, and represses the motives that make it seem necessary. I don't in fact think
Carter is unquestionable, nor that she would want to be' (Jordan 1990: 27). My

analysis of her work will address the issues that have prompted such antagonism,
which have ironically contributed to the legibility of Carter's work. If Carter sees de
Sade's work as in fact being in the service of women, one would wonder if she were

not, like the 'open apologists' Bataille disparages, be idealising de Sade's work. To
this I would argue no. It is precisely this mistaken notion that has earned her much

antagonistic criticism. My following discussion will address this.
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Chapter Seven: The Sadeian Woman

Pornographers are the enemies of women only because our
contemporary ideology of pornography does not encompass the
possibility of change, as if we were the slaves of history and not its
makers, as if sexual relations were not necessarily an expression of
social relations, as if sex itself were an external fact, one as immutable
as the weather, creating human practice but never a part of it.

- Angela Carter 1

7.1 Pornography in the service of women?

The main concern of The Sadeian Woman is to demythologise the idea that

sexuality is timeless, unchanging, or fixed. Taking on trust such a notion is to be

complicit with female oppression. Carter views sexuality as historical, and 'our flesh
comes to us out of history' (SW 11). History is tattooed upon flesh. Many critics
have accused Carter of taking the side of de Sade's Juliette , thereby championing a

reign of terror by women, of violence perpetuated by women, not just on other men,

but on other women as well. This however is not the case at all. Carter writes of

Juliette:

She is, just as her sister is, a description of a type of female behaviour
rather than a model of female behaviour and her triumph is just as

ambivalent as is Justine's disaster. Justine is thesis, Juliette is

antitheses; both are without hope and neither pays any heed to a future
in which might lie the possibility of a synthesis of their modes of

being, neither submissive nor aggressive, capable of both thought and

feeling. (SWT9)
Justine and Juliette are dialectically related to each other in a dualism that recognises
no medium ground, and Carter takes neither side3. As Carter observes, both are

ultimately removed from humanity because neither belong to a way of being that
interacts with the world they live in. Both women are outside the law; Justine in her

staunch refusal to transgress it is thereby denying the role of the law as a measure

against transgression4, and Juliette in her complete disregard for the law thereby

nullifying the force of the transgression in the first place. Both women are engaged in

gratuitous excess, Justine in her Christ-like martyrdom, and Juliette in her libertinage.
The Sadeain woman thus refers not just to Juliette, but to Justine as well. The Sadeian
woman refers to a model of female existence. Carter treats either as models of
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behaviour, as individuals within a specific cultural context, and her conclusions are

based on such contextualisation. My discussion will look at each in turn.

That Carter treats either as mere 'models of behaviour' raises problems as

well, such as those expressed by Kappeler. Kappeler views Carter as taking a

'scriptural attitude' towards de Sade's work, therefore seeing the artist not as a

member of the human community, but 'the ideal of the Subject: incarnated in the

word, finding full expression in the medium' (Kappeler 1986: 133). Carter

'withdraw[s] into the literary sanctuary, has become literary critic: 'Sade' is no longer
the man she so carefully researched, the multiple rapist and murderer, but as writer, as

pornographer, deserves a literary critical response that treats him as artist and writing

subject. Like good modern literary critics, we move from author/writer to the
oeuvreltext which by literary convention bears his name: Sade is a Cultural Edifice (a
rock of culture). A literary artefact, removed by convention of the literary beyond
reach of political, of feminist critique' (Kappeler 1986: 134). Kappeler's critical

approach is based on Barthes' theory of writing as laid out in 'The Death of the

Author', where the writing subject slips away, where all identity is lost. She accuses

Carter of taking an approach similar to Barthes, thereby absolving de Sade of any of
the crimes, literary or physical, that he perpetuated against women.

Dworkin's objection to Carter's matter-of-fact treatment of de Sade takes a

similar approach. In Pornography: Men Possessing Women Dworkin singles out

Carter's commentary on the affair between de Sade and Rose Keller. Rose Keller had
been begging in the streets when de Sade had approached her, asking if she would like
to earn a crown. She conceded. De Sade then took her to a room in a private house,
and whipped her. He offered her food and money, both of which she refused. He
then locked her up in a room, from which she managed to escape. She reported the
incident to the police. Rose Keller was persuaded to withdraw her charge on a

payment of 2400 francs, and additional expenses for treating her wounds. Carter
makes the following comment: 'The affair enchants me. It has the completeness and

lucidity of a script by Brecht. A woman of the third estate, a beggar, the poorest of
the poor, turns the very vices of the rich into weapons to wound them with' (SW 29).
Dworkin accuses Carter of 'entering the realm of literary affectation heretofore
reserved for the boys' (Dworkin 1999: 84), robbing Keller of her real life, completely

erasing her experience of torture in the hands of de Sade5.
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Dworkin and Kappeler are essentially accusing Carter of the same thing:

treating de Sade as a literary figure, hiding his crimes behind a literary justification.

However, Dworkin's and Kappeler's criticisms take Carter's conclusions out of the
context. There is nowhere in the text that suggests Carter condones the crime
committed against Rose Keller. Her critique of Juliette clearly supports this. Her
comment that Keller 'turns her hand to blackmail and who can blame her? An ironic

triumph for the beggar woman; the victim turned victor' (SW 29), refers to Keller's

manipulation of the justice system. For these feminist critics, Dworkin especially,
Carter's failure to explicitly condemn de Sade's crime implies her complicity with
them. Carter's matter-of-fact attitude towards pornography is due, Gamble suggests,

to her view that there were so many more pressing social issues to worry about,

especially since the advertising industry was just as guilty in the objectification and
commodification of women as pornography was6. In an article 'The Power of Porn'
Carter had written for The Observer, she addressed the false distinctions between

pornography and erotic art, such as those forwarded by Sontag in her essay on

Bataille's Story of the Eye, 'The Pornographic Imagination'. Carter opines that if a

book is 'both a dirty book and a work of literature', it is assumed that 'the art... [will]
disinfect the filth'7 (Gamble 1997: 99). 'Erotic art', or 'good dirty books' are the
ones that do the most damage because under the guise of art, they enable the

homogenisation and assimilation of filth, making them less dangerous. The Sadeian
Woman deals with 'bad dirty books', and it deals with them in an uncompromisingly
controversial and provocative manner. As Gamble notes, Dworkin and Kappeler

ignore this provocative aspect of Carter's rhetoric8.
Sally Keenan suggests the reason The Sadeian Woman provokes such furor

lies in our implicit desire for a clear conclusion that can be slotted into a feminist

agenda. Carter's writing never fulfils this desire. Carter's work is an attempt to 'jolt
the reader out of customary associations and habits of thought' (Keenan 1997: 135),
rather than an attempt to provide solutions. The Sadiean Woman is subtitled 'An
Exercise in Cultural History', and Carter is exercising her right through writing to

'fuck [her] way into history and, in doing so, change it' (SW 27). To exercise is also
to perform; just as our performances of certain roles we put on become essential, so

Carter draws our attention to the delivery of the performance itself rather than the
role. Like Bataille's notion of the informe, The Sadeian Woman is an active text and
an exercise that displaces both the form and the contents of the narrative. As
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suggested in chapter 5, any delivery of a text, would necessarily involve a reader, and
therefore its reception.

This leads me to a third point regarding The Sadeian Woman as an 'Exercise
in Cultural History': to exercise is also to engage the attention of, and more

importantly, to tax those involved in the exercise. The Sadeian Woman aims to do

just that, and the negative criticisms are the outcomes of this exercise. The Sadeian
Woman is an operation, whose meaning therefore is not confined merely to the text

itself, but is extended to its responses which form part of the exercise. Jordan

suggests that 'it is the moment of disturbance and anger which may produce a new

consciousness and a new order of things' (Jordan 1992: 121). As Keenan says,

Carter's text must be read within the context of feminist campaigns that were being

waged at the time it was written9. Kappeler's criticism of Carter needs to be
considered within the context of a wider anti-pornography campaign ongoing in the
1980s. This consideration forms part of the legibility of Carter's text. In order to read

Carter, one must be aware of the fact that her texts are set within a context that is an

ongoing movement. Merja Makinen, as does Keenan, suggests that Carter actually
creates a space for anti-pornography critics like Kappeler to fill, seen in the way

Carter treats violence in the case of Justine:

Carter not only fails to express indignation at the violation of Justine's

body, she also castigates Justine for not having the strength of mind to

leam from these experiences that her body is a commodity in a

bourgeois world: a commodity that could be turned to Justine's

advantage. In the case of Justine, therefore, Carter is not celebrating
violence because it is transgressive. Much more disturbingly, Carter is

countenancing such violence against Justine precisely because this
female figure fails to transgress: "Her beauty, her submissiveness and
the false expectations that these qualities will do her some good are

what make her obscene'" (Makinen 1997: 154)10.
The notion that Carter's work opens up a space for communication is certainly

applicable here. Based on such a reading, it is understandable why Kappeler should
accuse Carter of 'playing in the literary sanctuary'. Whether intentional or not, I think
the space created for critics like Kappeler is essential to the legibility of The Sadeian
Woman as an exercise in cultural history. This space is created because Carter is

continually subverting the binary of good/bad woman, but reinforcing it at the same
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time. Keenan opines that Carter's attraction to the bold, transgressive sister who

actively fucks her way into history, over the submissive one who clings to the fake

myth of virginity as a woman's most valuable treasure, is understandable, but it also

provides Kappeler a space to make her accusation11. But it is also this wavering that

brings out the ambivalent response of attraction and repulsion in readers.
Nicole Ward Jouve, in her essay 'Mother is a Figure of Speech...' describes

her relationship with Carter's work as 'a story of misunderstandings and misreadings'

(Jouve 1994: 138). Jouve recalls not being able to read Carter's books because it

angered her: 'I write all this because recognising her for what she is as precisely as I

can, and identifying the reasons for my distance from her, is my way of not absorbing

her, refusing to kill her off. I had rather be wrong, or unsubtle, than play an academic

game of theorisation and explanation that would enable the tiger that she was to be

tamed, shorn of its claws' (Jouve 1994: 147). Jouve's response to Carter exemplifies

perfectly Bataille's analysis of de Sade's reception, and forms part of the

intertextuality that is a necessary condition to reading her. As Linden Peach points

out, intertexts are exploited in Carter's writing as part of a general scepticism about

frameworks, and eventually, intertextuality became a boldly thematised part of her
1 o

writing . This is certainly the case with The Sadeian Woman, whose intertextuality
is not limited to what can be located in the body of the text, what preceded the text or

during the writing of the text, but also what succeeds the text, in the varying degrees
of criticism. Carter's narrative actively engages in an intertextual relation with

ongoing feminist discourses. She opens up a space for other discourses to engage

with hers, and in this manner, her work communicates. Like Story of the Eye, the
unassimilable quality of The Sadeian Woman is precisely what makes it legible, and
in fact, is a condition of its legibility.
7,2 Justine: Descrated Temple

Justine is a good woman in a man's world. She is a good woman

according to the rules for women laid down by men and her reward is

rape, humiliation and incessant beatings. Her life is that of a woman

martyrised by the circumstances of her life as a woman. (SW 39)
Justine is a beautiful orphan, who is steadfast in her refusal to compromise her

virtue, both sexually and ethically. She refuses to put to work her sexuality, and for
that her person is ceaselessly violated. Justine refuses to engage in criminal activity
that means transgressing the laws that govern society, and for this she is punished.
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Justine's rejection of leading a criminal life outside the order of the law is based on

her belief that to do so would be to live outside of the communities of humanity. She
is sent to jail on a false charge by her first employer, but because she is penniless,
friendless and a woman, she cannot obtain a hearing and is therefore condemned to

death. Her brush with the law has already shown her that it will not offer her

protection, yet Justine still cannot bring herself to transgress the law. She rejects the

help of La Dubois, whom she meets in prison, who offers to act as Justine's surrogate

mother and instructress, offering her the protection the law cannot offer, albeit in a

life of crime.

So Justine embarks on a journey through life that is literally a continuous

journey. As Carter notes, the recurring images in the novel are those of flight, or

places of confinement. Being on the road, fleeing, is ironically safer than any other

place she stops at, such as the forest, which is often a place of rape, or the fortress,
which is a place of torture and pain. Hence Justine is always on the run, not only
from those who live outside the law, but also from those who are the law, in spite of
the fact that she is innocent. Justine's adamant refusal to break the law which has so

far only shown her that living by it will do her no good, parallels her refusal to

compromise on her virginity. She refuses to give in to the sexual advances made
towards her, and for this she is raped. But since rape is involuntary on her part, she
still views herself as a virgin after the experience, because there has been no

complicity on her part in the rape. She also reasons to herself that because she has not

allowed herself to feel pleasure in the experience of the rape, that she has therefore
not compromised her virtue. Justine's virtue is 'a female ruse that denies her own

sexuality [and] rape has patently not changed her [because] her virtue depends on her
own reluctance' (SW 48). We see that Justine's creed is that of denial; denial of the
acts that have been committed to her body, and of the significance they bear upon her

body. By denying this significance, Justine is effectively denying the cultural

implications of her torn and ravaged body. She does so by creating a world of her
own in her reluctance to be complicit with the world in which she lives. This world
that she has created for herself paradoxically consists of the myths that have been
created by others for her. Justine internalises these myths which comprise of images
she takes on trust without questioning. Her essence is this image. Her flesh lies in the

mirror, within the image. And because her flesh lies so deeply in the image, no

external violation of her body matters.
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Abiding by the 'law' that she has thus created for herself as the virtuous

virgin, she is punished by being robbed of her virtue over and over again. Whereas
Juliette exploits the law to her advantage, Justine is happy being on its side, even

though it has not so far been on hers. Her obedience is an unquestioning and naive

one. Ironically, by refusing to live outside of 'the communities of humanity' in her
insistence on never breaking the law, she lives outside anyway by refusing to engage

with it. In a way, Justine lives outside the real world, in creating a world in which she
views her body as a sacred temple, which will always be so as long as she is not

complicit with the desecration performed upon it. Justine indulges in Sadeian excess

through her refusal to engage with the society in which she lives. She is gratuitous in
her passivity. However, Justine's brand of autonomy, only leads to causing herself

pain. I have to stress at this point that in no way is Justine a masochist, since she does
not take pleasure in the pain that is heaped on her. Although this is not made

explicitly clear in Carter's reading of the Justine, her comparisons of Justine and her
sister Juliette seem to suggest that such a reading would not be entirely inaccurate.
Carter describes Justine as 'almost a monster in the fear of sexuality' {SW 49),

suggesting Justine is 'unnatural', and 'inhuman'.
The suggested nature/culture distinction needs to be addressed. Justine's

downfall comes about precisely because she insists on making and abiding by these
distinctions. Her virtue is 'natural' to her, as is the value she places on her virginity.
Because she doesn't recognise the value of her virginity as determined by a force
external to her, she doesn't even recognise when she has been robbed of it. In fact,
Carter's reference to Justine as Rousseau's heroine is very apt, seen in the manner in
which Justine insists on making distinctions based on such dualisms. Rousseau's

heroine, the 'natural' girl, who would live by the timeless myth of 'naturality', is

punished because she refuses to engage in what is 'culturally' determined, which she
has assimilated as her essence, and therefore naturalised. What de Sade's portrayal
of the two extremes of both women, one engaging herself wholly in the act of

cultivation, self-creation, demythologisation, and denaturalisation, to the point of

becoming a monster; and one disengaging herself completely with everything around

her, even her own sexuality, to the point of also becoming a monster, illustrates is the

impossibility of such a separation of extremes in the first place. One cannot be fully
autonomous and sovereign in terms of standing outside of community, in either of the
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extremes. To live in community is to acknowledge the co-existence of both, and
one's engagement with both, and the tensions arsing from this engagement.

The comparison to Rousseau's heroine is also significant in the way Justine is
able to rationalise herself into believing that she remains pure throughout her ordeal.
Carter says Juliette is 'rationality personified', and her 'mind functions like a

computer programmed to produce two results for herself - financial profit and
libidinal gratification'. She is also able to rid 'herself of some of the more crippling

aspects of femininity' (SW 79); but as Day observes, her reason is 'egoistic reason

which defines itself only in opposition to an other that is construed as inert object. In
so adopting a conventional Enlightenment reason Juliette forgoes the interests of
common humanity' (Day 1998: 97). I argue the same of Justine. Justine's mind also
functions like a computer programmed to produce results for herself- the firm belief
in her purity, and her obedience to the law. Her reason is also egoistic, since it also

disengages her completely from the community of humanity. The technological

imagery Carter applies to her analysis of the female libertines of Juliette may be

applicable to Justine as well, seen in the systematic and repetitive way she is violated,
and in her systematic programmed response. While Juliette is active in her

disengagement, Justine is passive in hers.
Carter traces Justine's disengagement to her fear of seduction. Carter observes

that it is not rape but seduction that Justine fears, and the loss of self should she

participate in the act of seduction. For Justine, allowing herself to feel pleasure is an

indication of this participation. Even after she is no longer a virgin, she imagines
herself to be so through refusing to engage in the pleasure of sexual activity. She
reasons that if she does not feel pleasure in the act, then she has not been complicit
with the act, and therefore remains pure. Her form of chastity is frigidity. Her

virginity is a state of mind. The loss of self she fears is the loss of virtue, that which
she internalises and therefore identifies as her being. She defines her self by this
virtue that in actuality is not her self, but created for her by men. What Justine fears is
thus the loss of her 'self, which is also the loss of the 'image' she puts on. She fears
the obscenity of nakedness. This loss of self that is also nakedness opens the path to

the continuity of being Bataille describes in his theory of the erotic.
Bataille writes that sexual activity enables the continuity of being, through a

disruption of the discontinuity of being. Discontinuity of being refers to self-

possession and self-containment, of the personal self. Discontinuity ofbeing takes the
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form of the cultural identities and images we carry on our bodies and selves that we

have come to think of as our 'selves' or persons. These coverings are the myths
Carter speaks of when she refers to them as images and ideas 'we tend to take on trust
without thinking what they really mean' (Katsavos 1994:12). Carter had also written
about a similar kind of covering over the naked body when she explored tattooing. In

Japan, a man who is comprehensively tattooed is never naked, for he may never

remove this most 'intimate and gaily coloured of garments'. He might be stark naked,
but he is 'always decent, and therefore never ashamed'13 (SL 236). Justine wears the

myths of her sexuality like a tattoo on her body. To her, as long as she is clothed by
these oppressive though 'intimate and gaily coloured of garments' authored by

patriarchy, she remains decent. Continuity of being, as we have seen, is achieved

through shedding these exteriors; in Justine's case, it means not just literally getting
naked and embracing her sexuality, but also shedding the myth of her sexuality and

virginity as untouchable. Justine's refusal to engage in sexual activity signals her
refusal to engage in such continuity of being. All she can do to avoid engaging herself
thus is to keep running. If the erotic is, as Bataille writes, is 'assenting to life up to

the point of death' (Bataille 1986: 11), then in refusing to engage in erotic activity,
Justine runs away from death. Thus Justine is not only literally running away from

death, since both the law and the outlaws are determined to secure her death; but also

symbolically, in her staunch refusal to engage in erotic activity, even if only through

frigidity.
Carter's critique comes across as being extremely critical of Justine for not

stripping away these social artifices, even suggesting that she might have 'asked for
it'. Before jumping onto the Dworkin and Kappeler bandwagon, I would like to

remind readers of Carter's polemical preface, in which she warns the reader that 'we

may believe that we fuck stripped of social artifice; in bed, we even feel we touch the
bedrock of human nature itself. But we are deceived. Flesh is not an irreducible

human universal' (SW 9). Again we catch a glimpse of Carter's commitment to the
fact that this world is all that we have, making us question the extent to which full
nakedness, stripped of all social artifice, is ever a possibility. Recalling Sage's

comment, one could almost say that Carter might have greeted such a notion with the
same degree of disgust as she would have greeted the notion of being able to levitate
out of history14. As Rousseau's heroine, Justine 'possesses all the limpid innocence
he admired in children and savages yet when she offers this innocence to others as
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shyly as if she were offering a bunch of flowers, it is trampled in the mud. She is a

selfless heroine for Rousseau in the egocentric and cruel world of Hobbes' (SW 47).
In this respect, she is truly a Sadeian character, one that lives outside of the world she
lives in. Justine is also 'a repository ofthe type of sensibility we call 'feminine" (SW

47). The type of femininity she adheres to is the one that teaches her that her body is

temple, and should be worshiped as so. The reason Justine, the holy temple she has
made herself out to be, is desecrated time and time again is precisely because she has
declared her sexuality as sacred.

Carter also opines that in the Sadeian world, Justine's valuation of her body as

a temple asks for its own desecration. It is because she has placed such a high value
on her own sexuality that it is violated over and over again. This relates to the self-

possession that characterise discontinuous beings Bataille refers to. As Carter

observes, girls like Justine 'are chastised because they expect to be admired and are

raped because they have put too high a value on their own sexuality. Their sexual
abstinence is a form, almost, of conspicuous consumption; it is an ostentatious luxury
that is not available to women from a class that can achieve financial independence

only through the practice of some form of prostitution. They overvalue their chastity
in the way that certain modern women overvalue their orgasmic potential; both
overvaluations are aspects of elitism' (SW 74). Justine learns in the end that 'her
value has never resided in herself but in the values of the open market' (SW 74),
which have also created the values of being a woman.

As Carter warns us in 'The Language of Sisterhood', 'there is a fictive quality
about the notion of a universality of "women only" experience' (Carter 1980: 231).
In any experience of being a woman in a society whose laws are created by men, one

can either choose to obey them, or exploit them. To engage in play with the open

market means throwing one's lot in. Because Justine refuses to do it, she is thrown
into it by force, not by her own volition. Justine is blind to this. She has internalised
these laws, and with them created a value she has placed on herself. She deludes
herself into thinking that the value she places on her sexuality, comes from within.
As private property, her sexuality is hers to consume and control. There is however
no tolerance for private property in de Sade's world. Justine refuses to engage in the
economic play the body is thrust into, and therefore remains an outlaw, like the very

criminals she avoids becoming. In her state of self-possession, Justine sees her body
as being privileged, and in de Sade's world privilege is an invitation to desecration.
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The value she places upon her body and sexuality is above that of the world around

her, and this, Carter notes, is a form of elitism. It is this elitism, this rising over and

beyond her own reality, mythologising her self, that leads to her downfall, and

eventually her death: 'Paradoxically, Justine's triumph is her refusal to treat herself as

a thing, although everybody she meets does. Since this awareness of herself is not

shared by anybody else, it remains a victory in a void' (SW 75). Her existence in a

moral void makes her a Sadeian figure par excellence. This form of moral asepsis
also makes her a self-created .swrfemale par excellence. This makes her as much of a

Sadeian figure as de Sade's libertines:
Virtue has produced in Justine the same kind of apathy, of

insensibility, that criminality has produced in Sade's libertines, who
also never concern themselves with the nature of good and evil, who
know intuitively what is wrong just as Justine knows intuitively what
is right. She is incapable of anger or defiance because of her moral

indifference; she feels no anger at the sufferings of her cell mates. She
is as much a bourgeois individualist as Roland when she tells us how,

during the first game of 'cut-the-rope', she feels an immense sense of

happiness and peace when she realises that her companion, Suzanne, is
to die and not Justine herself. Her virtue is egocentric, like the vice of
the libertines. And it is entirely its own reward. (SW 54)

7.3 Juliette: Sexual Terror

The moral ofJustine is that 'to exist in the passive case is to die in the passive

case, that is, to be killed' (SW 76). Juliette is the antithesis of Justine, and both are

dialectically related in their antithesis: 'the vision of the inevitable prosperity of vice,
as shown in her triumphant career, and the vision of the inevitable misfortunes of
virtue that Justine's life offers do not cancel one another out; rather, they mutually
reflect and complement one another, like a pair of mirrors' (SW 78). Thus Juliette's

triumph, like Justine's disaster, is just as ambivalent. Carter is under no illusion
whatsoever that Juliette is a symbol of the autonomous liberated female: 'If Justine is
a pawn because she is a woman, Juliette transforms herself from pawn to queen in a

single move and henceforward goes wherever she pleases on the chess board.
Nevertheless, there remains the question of the presence of the king, who remains the
lord of the game' (SW 80). Based on this comment, the criticisms aimed at Carter
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regarding her championing of this ruthless terror who causes suffering, are clearly far
from accurate.

Juliette's education begins in the convent where she and Justine spent their
childhoods. Whereas Justine learns piety and submission, Juliette learns pleasure and
reason15. Her chief instructress is Delbene, who also plays the role of mother in
Juliette's life. Juliette embarks on a life of crime and sexual terrorism. Juliette is the

Sadeian figure par excellence, denying any relation with society, community or

humanity in the assertion of autonomy and sovereignty. In chapter two I looked

briefly at Sadeian sovereignty. In Erotism: Death and Sensuality, Bataille quoted
Blanchot in describing Sadeian sovereignty as being 'founded on absolute solitude as

a given fact' (Bataille 1986: 167). Carter draws attention to Juliette's refusal to

comply with the myth of motherhood, as an instance of her absolute solitude. She is
an expert in anal intercourse. Not only is it a crime according to the morality of her

society, but also an excellent method of contraception. Robbed of its reproductive

function, anal sex is not only an instance of the erotic, it is also a subversive use of her
own reproductive organs. When she does get pregnant, she aborts the child, and kills
the father. When she gets pregnant again, she gives birth this time, but hurls her

daughter into the fire. As she does this, she is 'absolutely free from any lingering
traces of the human responses that can only be learned through the society of others
who are not accomplices, who are not aspects of the self that confirm the omnipotence
of the self. She has indeed attained the lonely freedom of the outlaw, a tautological
condition that exists only for itself and is without any meaning in the general context

of human life' (SW 99).
Whereas Justine's inability to conceive is a result of her not giving her

reproductive function any thought at all, Juliette's inability to conceive is more a

result of her rejection of fertility altogether. Her autonomy cannot even stand the

thought of nurturing another being, thus denying it any use of her womb or her
breasts. This way, she subverts the patriarchal and hereditary institution that has

clothed the female body almost impenetrably with a kind of

mystification, of kitschification, that removes it almost from the real or

physiological fact. [...] Consider the womb, the 'inner productive

space', as Erik Erikson calls it, the extensible realm sited in the

penetrable flesh, most potent matrix of all mysteries. The great, good

place; domain of futurity in which the embryo forms itself from the
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flesh and blood of its mother; the unguessable reaches of the sea are a

symbol of it, and so are caves, those dark, sequestered places where
initiation and revelation take place. (SW107-108)
The truth about the womb, Carter writes, is that it is just another organ, 'more

useful than an appendix, less useful than the colon but not much use to you at all if

you do not wish to utilise its sole function, that of bearing children. At the best of

times, it is apt to malfunction and cause sickness, pain and inconvenience' (SW 109).
To remind one of this elementary nature of the womb involves the demystification
and the secularisation of woman. The demystification and demythologisation of the
womb harks back to Bataille's definition of 'materialism', assigning to it 'the

meaning of a direct interpretation, excluding all idealism, of raw phenomenon'

(Bataille 1995: 58). Juliette does precisely this in denying the exchange-value, both in
a biological sense, and in a symbolic sense, that has been placed upon her womb. She
treats it like any other organ, since she has no use for it in terms of motherhood.
While she rejects the exchange-value of her womb whose worth is dictated by

patriarchy, she utilises the 'zero' and 'nothing' between her legs. Like the potlatch,
the negativity that has been assigned her vagina is utilised, however not in the way

society as assigned it to be used. She uses it not to passively receive, as a vessel for

conception, but to actively fuck without the goal of reproduction. Recalling the link
drawn by Hollier between conception and the 'concept', one can certainly see the

space between her legs as the 'zero' space of Bataille's writing that contests

everything, and calls everything into question. It is the space that disrupts any stability
based on a system of codes that dictate normativity.

Another means of demystification Juliette engages in is story-telling. Not only
does story-telling save her life, it is also symbolic in reinscribing her own image as a

woman. One thing Carter notices of de Sade's writing is its 'arithmetical progression'

(SW 80). Barthes had also noted the same, calling it encyclopaedic in nature16. This
is significant particularly if one considers the repetitive nature of the writing, and its
relation to the act of story-telling:

Juliette's story-telling is itself part of her whorishness. She is a

perfect whore, like the whores in The Hundred and Twenty Days at

Sodom. In that book, four libertines take four of the most brilliant and

distinguished prostitutes in Paris off for a holiday to the remote and
isolated Castle of Silling, besides a numerous complement of wives,
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servants and victims. These four women survive the ensuing holocaust;

they will return home safe and sound, not only because they are

consummately wicked, but because, like Scheherazade, they know how
to utilise the power of the word, of narrative, to save their lives. (SW

81)

Juliette, like Carter herself, is a story-teller. Keenan addresses the significance of this

comparison, reading The Sadeian Woman as emphasising fairy-tale-like
17 • • •

abstractions : Justine is the virtuous maiden and Juliette, her total anti-thesis, is the

wicked terror. These are archetypes that exist in pornography and fairy-tale, and
serve to enforce dominant ideologies. Furthermore, pornography and fairy-tales are

typically anonymous, which contribute to them being products of universal

experience. In The Bloody Chamber Carter, like Scheherazade and Juliette, takes

advantage of this anonymity, utilising and manipulating the power of the free word to

re-write history. There are however dangers in this anonymity as well, since it opens

a space for the imposition of stable meaning. It allows for appropriation, assimilation
and homogenisation, creating the illusion of safety and acceptance. This will be dealt
with in greater detail in the next chapter.

In The Sadeian Woman, a similar re-telling is observed, but the difference is
that de Sade's text is not anonymous. And in fact, as Keenan observes, what makes
de Sade 'different and useful for Carter is that he is the least invisible of

pornographers' (Keenan 1997: 137). If Story of the Eye is the story of the seeing

eye/I, then so is Carter's story. The seeing eye/I does not merely re-tell what it sees,

but is aware that there is an 'I' behind what the eye sees, which is inseparable from
the eye that sees. Keenan traces Carter's source of fascination with de Sade to his

potency as a satirist of his times, in particular his understanding of the central role

sexuality plays in maintaining the status quo. I would like to add that Carter's
fascination stems also from her own ambivalent response to his work; to the man

whose name has become synonymous with the sexual practices he describes. This
forms the basis of the way we respond to Carter's text. Carter manipulates de Sade's

reputation as pornographer, and the legibility of her exercise is contingent upon the

unacceptable nature of de Sade's work. The Sadeian Woman is an exercise within
the cultural history from which she has emerged, and throughout we get a sense that
she is always actively assessing her own responses to de Sade's work. As Gamble
notes, de Sade's claim to the status of moral pornographer is a matter of dispute
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throughout the text, and the apparent defence of de Sade and his work which opens

the book is quickly abandoned and replaced by a mounting critical intensity. Carter

manipulates de Sade's pornographic intent to her own radical practice. This is the
nature of story-telling: of taking in a story and re-telling it pertaining to one's own

cultural context. Peach aptly describes Carter's work as an 'ongoing process of

writing' (Peach 1998: 22), of re-telling cultural history.
Juliette's utilisation of the word though, is different from Carter's own. As

discussed previously, whereas Carter's reinscription still acknowledges her

materiality as grounded in history, as a Sadeian figure Juliette's ignores this

altogether. Juliette is a 'Nietzschean superwoman [...] who has transcended her

gender but not the contradictions inherent in it' (SW 86). As such, she is the 'sur-

female', sharing a concept of idealism not any different from that of surrealism Carter
and Bataille reject. Jueliette embraces the moral asepsis Breton listed as a pre¬

requisite to surrealism. Referring to Batialle's comment on the Sadeian figure, the
kind of thinking Juliette epitomises is 'doubtless artificial' (Bataille 1986: 168). In
her own sur-reality, Juliette lives outside the material conditions of her world, in her
own idealisation. Carter concludes that like her sister, Juliette creates a new myth for
herself that merely replaces the old one, thus replacing one system of oppression with
another.

Whereas Justine's disengagement from humanity and self is revealed in her
fear of seduction and losing herself in pleasure, Juliette's disengagement is revealed
in the mechanistic quality of her world. Her world of excess and pleasure is a

mechanical one. Her world reflects the mechanistic quality of the narrative, that is, its
own delivery. De Sade's pornography takes on an encyclopaedic nature, adopting a

repetitious and mechanistic style. While Juliette retells her life to Justine in this

manner, her life is seen to parody this mechanistic element as well. Like Justine's

narrative, Juliette's one is of a continuous journey of a reign of excess and terror,

embracing a 'technological approach to biology' (SW 104). This approach to

sexuality enforces the libertines' disengagement from humanity and the self. This

description also suggests the self-encapsulated being Bataille described as the modern
'slave' to labour. As said before, Carter is never under the illusion that Juliette ever

attains emancipation. An example is seen in the manner in which they remain
'slaves' to gender.
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Carter writes that Juliette and her accomplices are living proof that biology is
not destiny. Their virility suggests male appetites. One of Justine's accomplices,
Clariwell harbours a hatred for the men that results in a castratory rage. She cuts off
men's penises and uses them as dildos. She depersonalises the prick, just as they

depersonalise the vagina. Gender, sex and biology are separate entities. Clairwell
declares that when she dies, they will find a penis growing in her brain. The penis is

internalised, but because it is unassimilated, it still retains its own form. Carter sees

this as one of the contradictions inherent in de Sade's female libertines: 'they ingest
but do not integrate within themselves the signs of maleness' (SW 90). They may be

actively fucking, but their fucking takes on merely an exchange value. Just as

Justine's virtue is no triumph in a moral void, so Juliette's power remains powerless
because it exists outside the laws of signification. These female libertines may be

actively telling their stories, but they remain outside the ability change history
because their assimilation of the phallic form retains its form. They 'see' but it is not

them who sees, but the phallic symbol that sees. In this manner, theirs remains a

slavish consciousness.

What emerges amongst these libertines is a simple subversion: these are

women who oppress with masculine power; they narrate their stories with the phallic

pen. Theirs is a regurgitation of oppression, mechanistic because it is theirs and yet

not theirs at the same time. They mechanistically perform the signs of liberation,
because they do not really experience liberation from oppression, but mere

subversion. Their sexual acts are like those of the mechanistic world of Dr. Hoffman

in Dr. Hoffman, where lovers fuck in order to power his eroto-energy generators.

Seen in this light, Juliette and her accomplices still serve a function: that of a tarrying
and insatiable desire. Their brand of eroticism is therefore still self-possessed and
self-contained. Bataille writes that de Sade asserts that 'pleasure is more acute if it is

criminal', and 'what could be more important than to deny that solidarity which

opposes the crime and prevents the enjoyment of its fruits?' (Bataille 1986: 169). De
Sade's system is the 'ruinous form of eroticism' (Bataille 1986: 171). As briefly
mentioned in a previous chapter, there is no transgression at all since the Sadeian

figure is an outlaw, choosing to live completely outside the law, with no regard for it
whatsoever. Juliette and her accomplices serve only themselves, thereby negating

any sense of continuity of being even if they are engaging in erotic activity. Like
Justine, she remains a self-possessed and self-encapsulated, though active, subject.
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Carter contemplates the notion of Juliette as the New Woman Apollinaire sees

her as representing18 and decides that she wouldn't want Juliette to renew her world,
even though through her destruction she has removed a lot of the repressive
authoritative institutions that have prevented the work of renewal19. She is a 'New
Woman in the mode of Irony' (SW 79). This is primarily because Juliette is also in
the service of myth. She denies all forms of authority and therefore all forms of the
historical process through which her flesh has come into being. Like her anti-thesis

Justine, Juliette seems also to have levitated out of history. Ultimately The Sadeian
Woman accepts neither Justine nor Juliette's worlds, because both live outside the

law, and therefore outside humanity, and outside their material conditions.
It is hard to believe that Carter, as a committed materialist, might have

championed either. Though Carter accepts neither model of behaviour, she never

outrightly condemns de Sade as pornographer, nor his work. For this she is seen as

complicit with the oppression of women. This mistaken complicity critics have

assigned to her is precisely what contributes to the legibility of The Sadeian Woman.
The Sadeian Woman is an exercise intent on provoking unease, thus forcing the reader
to question the normative values that determine his/her response. The demand made

upon the reader recalls Wallace's comment that I referred to when I addressed La

Jalousie and Story of the Eye; that understanding occurs only when the 'interpreter is

willing to be put into question by the text and risk openness to the world of

possibilities the text projects' (Wallace 1995: 9).

1
Carter, 'Polemical Preface: Pornography in the Service of Women', The Sadeian Woman, p. 3.

2 Susanne Kappeler, The Pornography ofRepresentation; for rebuttals to Keppeler's arguments, see
Sally Keenan,'Angela Carter's The Sadeian Woman: feminism as treasonp. 140-141.
3 See Jordan, 'The Dangers of Angela Carter', New Feminist Discourses, p. 120. Jordan provides an
excellent discussion on how Carter questions both Justine's resistance to the system that produces
suffering, and Juliette's tyranny.
4

See Bataille, Erotism: Death and Sensuality, p. 63: 'The transgression does not deny the taboo but
transcends it and completes it'.
5

For a critique of Dworkin's and Keppeler's responses to The Sadeian Woman, see Gamble, Angela
Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline, p. 99-101.
6

Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline, p. 99.
7

Carter, 'The Power of Porn', The Observer, 10 April 1977, p. 9., as cited by Gamble, Angela Carter:
Writingfrom the Frontline.
8

Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline, p. 101.
9

Keenan, 'Angela Carter's The Sadeian Woman: Feminism as Treason', The Infernal Desires of
Angela Carter, p. 134.
10 See Merja Makinen, 'Sexual and Textual Transgression in The Sadeian Woman', The Infernal
Desires ofAngela Carter, p. 154. Makinen cites Paulina Palmer in suggesting that Carter actually
condones the violence against Justine in her detachment.
11

Keenan, 'Angela Carter's The Sadeian Woman: Feminism as Treason', The Infernal Desires of
Angela Carter, p. 141.
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16
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19
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Chapter Eight: The Bloody Chamber

'They debated her body, the fate of her body, who would control her

destiny.'
- Jack Zipes 1

8.1 Telling Stories

In an interview with John Haffenden, Carter describes her work as a kind of

literary criticism. Carter seemed to voice concern regarding this practice:
I had spent a lot of time acquiescing very happily with the Borges idea
that books were about books, and then I began to think: if all books are

about books, what are the other books about? Where does it all stop?

Borges is happy with the idea of a vast Ur-book, which is a ridiculous

proposition. I think that fiction in Britain, and in the USA, is going

through a very mannerist period. I think the adjective 'post-modernist'

really means 'mannerist'. Books about books is fun but frivolous.

(Haffenden 1985: 79).

For about ten years, between being twenty-nine and thirty-nine, I

thought that writing, all fiction, really, was about other fiction. That
there was no way out of this solipsism; that books were about other
books...But then I began to ask myself, if all books are about other
books, what are the other books about? What's the Ur-book, then?

And one is forced to answer, after a while, of course the Ur-book is

really Life, or The Real World. (Goldsworthy 1985:5)

What's the original? And it's a very good question that I was asking.
How do we know what is authentic behaviour and what is inauthentic

behaviour? It's about the complex interrelation of reality and its

representations...it's presenting us with ideas about ourselves which
don't come out of practice; they come out of theory. (Katsavos

1994:16)
Published in the same year as The Sadeain Woman, The Bloody Chamber has been
read as a creative companion to the former. Whereas The Sadeian Woman was a

direct critical analysis of the Sadeian world, Atwood suggests that 'The Bloody
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Chamber may be read as a 'writing against' de Sade, a talking-back to him; and above
all an exploration of the possibilities for the kind of synthesis de Sade himself could
never find because he wasn't even looking for it' (Atwood 1994: 120). The Sadeian
Woman thematises intertextuality in its critique of the way we take on trust myths,
and I suggested Carter's manipulation of de Sade's reputation as pornographer forms
part of this intertextual exercise. I also argued that to read The Sadeain Woman is to
locate it within its exercise: it comprises the responses of the critics to both texts,
Carter's as well as de Sade's. It also comprises Carter's own ambivalent response to

de Sade's texts, which she negotiates all the way throughout The Sadeian Woman. As
Gamble suggests, Carter reveals herself, rather than de Sade, as the real 'moral

pornographer'2.
I would like to suggest the same as taking place in The Bloody Chamber, only

slightly varied in its approach. In The Sadeian Woman, Carter adopts a detached,
third person perspective of a critic. This detachment opens a space for the accusations
of her being complicit with the oppressive forces that victimise women. I suggested
that this was a 'zero' space where the text communicates with the reader. In The

Bloody Chamber, she directly adopts the position of a story-teller. It is almost as if
Carter were adopting the role of story-teller like Juliette or Scheherezade, and as

Atwood suggests, tells her story back to de Sade. Sage observes that the 'fairy tale
idea enabled her to read in public with a new appropriateness and panache, as though
she was telling these stories' (Sage 1994: 40). The paradox of such a position

though, is that she situates herself in the narrative space of the very authority she sets
out to undermine; that of myth itself. This is a dangerous place for a feminist writer
to be, and we as readers are not spared either. Just as she adopts the unstable

autobiographical personal 'I' in Fireworks to highlight the instability of the notion of
the 'self, so the continually shifting perspectives of The Bloody Chamber undermine

any notion of a stable 'self. And because these stories are re-tellings, the reader as

listener, also becomes story-teller. In reading/re-telling these stories, the reader

places him/herself in the place of the narrative voice. The reader's notion of the 'self
is thus questioned, and s/he is also implicated in his or her complicity with

perpetuating the forms that oppress women.

A large extent of reading The Bloody Chamber must come from this exercise

involving the reader and his/her response. One cannot read The Bloody Chamber for
fixed meaning, or even be satisfied with the plurality of meaning in its intertexutality.
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Armitt observes that critics and readers of The Bloody Chamber 'return to it again and

again, revising and refining our readings of it, trying to get it to do what we

desperately want it to do' (Armitt 1997: 90). We are driven by the 'pleasure of

unpleasure'' (Armitt 1997: 90). Reading the text is to take on board one's

participation with the text. The reader is forced to confront his or her own complicity
with the creation and perpetuation of the myths of society. This is what makes The

Bloody Chamber so horrific, and obscene: its provocation of unease in the reader, and
the admission of guilt that follows. Reading The Bloody Chamber is an experience
that takes us into the moral realm. As Bataille says, literature is not innocent. It is

guilty, and should admit itself so. In engaging with its guilt, it communicates. I
would like to suggest that it is the performative aspect of the text that generates

communication. The Bloody Chamber inform(e)s, in the way it displaces the

relationship between form and content, and therefore any sense of meaning contained

by this relationship. The meaning of the text is found not so much in text, but in the

performance ofreading the text. This is markedly different from the kind of formal

approach put forward by Barthes in 'The Death of the Author', which informs his

approach to Story ofthe Eye. In The Bloody Chamber, it is very clear that it is Carter
the author that forces us to confront the horrors of patriarchy, and who implicates
herself and us in it too. Her intentions are very clear. It is more a kind of
'formlessness' that Bataille speaks of in his notion of the informe, and of literature as

communication, which I will discuss in greater detail further on.

The above observations I've made account partially for the kind of scrutiny
The Bloody Chamber has come under. Carter has been criticised by Duncker for

remaining within 'the strait-jacket of their original structures' (Duncker 1984: 6-7),

implying her compliance with a patriarchal mode of dispensing values that continues
to oppress women. I would like to look at the structures Duncker refers to, namely
those of the fairy tale and myth, followed by an analysis of the theme of the collusion
between artificial and animal nature conveyed in these tales. One of the constant

themes running through The Bloody Chamber is that of the interaction between the
human and the animal, and often the metamorphosis of one into the other. Day notes

that Carter's main concern in her portrayal of sexuality is to show that beneath the
cultural associations of sexuality, men and women share a similar lust not different
from that of animals: 'One of the morals of all these tales is that we have to strip away

existing cultural definitions of sexuality in order to reach a base level from which to
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begin building representation anew' (Day 1998: 147). Such a reading suggests that

only as animals is fucking egalitarian, and therefore just. This view is of course

problematic, given Carter's belief that our flesh comes to us out of history. Instead, I

suggest considering this metamorphosis in relation to Paul Smith's description of
Bataille's erotic as 'specifically the point of tension between animal body and the
civilised body; man's erotic drives constitute a kind of wedge driven between the

opposing demands of animality and humanity' (Smith 1995: 233)3. My discussion
will stress the tension between these two oppositions.
8.2 The Absence of Myth

As mentioned before, Carter's treatment of myth and the business of

demythologising in The Bloody Chamber may be understood in the light of Bataille's
own views on myth. In an essay entitled 'The Absence of Myth', Bataille comments:

And today, because myth is dead or dying, we see through it more

easily than if it were alive: it is the need that perfects the transparency,

the suffering which makes the suffering become joyful.

'Night is also a sun,' and the absence of myth is also a myth:
the coldest, the purest, the only true myth. (Bataille 1994:48)

The transparency of myth is caused by its assimilation into our homogenised mode of

being. This transparency betrays a need for the return of myth as myth, as opposed to

myth as reality. Carter made a similar distinction in her explorations of the 'self, and
the images the 'self takes on as essential, both in 'Flesh and the Mirror' and The
Sadeian Woman. Bataille, like Carter, held the view that the human being is

essentially a social being. Bataille echoed the hostile sentiment felt by the surrealists

regarding religious, civic and familial duties, which they viewed as a hindrance to the
liberation of humankind. Bataille however saw them as intrinsically linked to human
existence. As social beings, we are bound to the narratives that define the world we

enter into. Rather than renounce the forces in conflict with the personal interests of
the human being, Bataille sought to push these forces to the limits, to study the
furthest point to which freedom and oppression could be forced into its other

counterpart. Revolution of thought could not be achieved through a simple
renunciation or subversion of oppressive conditions. This would result in a new

system that would continue to oppress. Rather, it had to come from an understanding
of the conflict these forces pose to humankind in existence. As Bataille says, the
absence of myth is the only myth today. Similarly, Carter's writing does not attempt
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to do away with myth. This is simple subversion, and merely replaces one system

with another, as revealed in her analysis of the anti-thetical characters of Justine and
Juliette. Carter's refusal to merely subvert the oppressive male ideology is seen by
some critiques as perpetuating them. Duncker misreads Carter's refusal to engage in

simple subversion, and in a critique of The Bloody Chamber comments that the
'infernal trap inherent in the fairy tale, which fits form to purpose, to be the carrier of

ideology, proves too complex and pervasive to avoid' (Duncker 1984:6). Armitt

points out that it is in fact Duncker who falls into the infernal trap inherent in the fairy
tale, in 'firmly situating these texts within a predetermined formulaic inheritance'

(Armitt 1997: 89). They should be seen rather as an effort to go beyond treating
differences in simple binary terms and rejecting or subverting them in an attempt to

create a new system of values.
Carter's semi-faithful retelling is an ingenious and subtle undermining of the

authority of the previous narrator. The intertextuality of The Bloody Chamber works
on a variety of levels4: one, it is the re-writing of rewritten tales. Two, Carter's own

re-written tales are written in the style of orally transmitted folk tales, from which the
written ones were derived in the first place. Three, each story is not a retelling ofjust
one tale, but a mixture of fairy tale, folklore and myth. Four, since intertextuality is a

transposition of an entire context of systems of codes, the stance of the speaker is

transposed as well. Just as Carter plays with the 'I' in Fireworks, so does she play
with the narrative voice in The Bloody Chamber, casting her relationship as an author
with both the reader and text, in an ambiguous light. Fifth, there is an intra-textual

intertextuality at work in The Bloody Chamber as well, as seen in the last three stories
'The Werewolf, 'The Company of Wolves' and 'Wolf-Alice', all of which refer to

each other. These are the three stories I will be focusing on.

By retaining the strait-jacket of the original structure of the tale, Carter not

only ironically subverts them to suit her own needs as a narrator imparting her views
and values, but more importantly, reveals her own discomfort with her position as

narrator, for it places her in the very same position as those that came before her.

Having said so, the only way of effecting change is to participate in the very game

whose rules she questions. This recalls Bataille's view on the contestation and putting
into question of everything known. The accusations provoked from Duncker highly
echo Habermas' regarding Bataille's methodology in dealing with the sacred, as I
dealt with in chapter one. In other words, just as Bataille seemed to fall into a self-
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referential paradox in his articulation of the sacred, so does Carter in her re-writing of

fairy tales through retaining the 'strait-jacket' of their original structures. Perhaps an

observation by Derrida would help: to make any discourse dislocate itself is 'done

only through close scrutiny and full knowledge of what one is laughing at' (Derrida
1998: 104). As Jordan observes, 'in demythologising she is also refurbishing old

myths and symbols, setting them going again', but only because 'she has no time for

Utopias or 'that great commune in the sky" (Jordan 1992: 123). As mentioned
before, Carter is concerned with her present social reality, and as she says in The
Sadeian Woman, we must learn to live in this world, since it is the only world we will
ever know. This uneasy position she places herself in is, I feel, the cause of the

poignancy and resignation that haunts much of her work. It also contributes to the
effects of both fascination and recoil Jordan identifies as being characteristic of
Carter's 'pornographic' work. This recalls Mayne's view that the 'pornographic' is
that which is obscene, in the sense of provoking unease. The unease with her own

ambiguous position was expressed in various interviews, particularly in the passages

quoted above. As revealed in her interview with Katsavos, she was aware of her own

participation as a writer in 'the complex interrelation of reality and its representations'

(Katsavos 1994: 16). In a way, her writing is about other fictions, the fictions that
claim to be 'reality', such as the narratives that tell the 'truth' about certain social
conventions. The Ur-book is comprised of these narratives, and if it is itself unstable,

constantly being deferred - where is one to turn? This is exactly the kind of nihilism

post-modernism entertains, or what Carter prefers to term 'mannerist'. The Bloody
Chamber is an exploration of her position as a writer in relation to reality and its

representations. Taking up the persona of a storyteller, she opens up a space in the
text that provokes communication.

Walter Benjamin, in his essay 'The Storyteller' provides a brilliant elucidation
of the relationship between the storyteller and stories he/she tells:

The storytelling that thrives for a long time in the milieu of
work - the rural, the maritime, and the urban - is itself an artisan form

of communication, as it were. It does not aim to convey the pure

essence of the thing, like information or a report. It sinks the thing into
the life of the storyteller, in order to bring it out of him again. Thus
traces of the storyteller cling to the story the way the handprints of the

potter cling to the clay vessel. (Benjamin 1999: 91)
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Such is her presence as felt in The Bloody Chamber. What she had tried to do
in these revisions of fairy tales was to extract the latent content from these oral tales
and use them as beginnings of new stories, one might even say as a beginning of a

story of her experiences as a female writer, which are constantly changing. Her role
as storyteller depends on being able to communicate her experiences.
Communication, in the Bataillean sense, takes place through a wound, an opening up

to continuity. Communication is therefore a violent process, and Carter's tales are

certainly wrought with violence. They are violent and offensive in content, but also in
terms of violating generic distinctions. The Bloody Chamber opposes the self-
containment and self-possession on all levels of intertextuality laid out above. It

bridges gulfs on various levels through its continuity. The open wound that enables
this communication may be described as the 'unaccommodated space in which the
dissatisfied can find some possible openings, some pleasure' (Jordan 1992: 165). It is
also the 'zero' space I referred to before.

Plotnitsky, in his study of critical theory and general economy, draws on

Kant's description of the orator, who 'gives something which he does not promise,
viz. an entertaining play of the imagination; but he also falls short of supplying what
he did promise, which is indeed his announced business, viz. the purposive

occupation of the understanding' (Plotnitsky 1993: 69). Carter's role of storyteller in
The Bloody Chamber fulfils a similar 'end', in communicating no 'thing', but opening

up possibilities and provocations instead. As said before, in communication, a mutual
loss is incurred. The reader of The Bloody Chamber does not profit through a self-

congratulatory experience of reading. By adopting the voice of the narrator, the
reader who reads places him/herself in place of the narrative voice, thus displacing
his/her position in relation to the text. The reader, in taking up the 'I' of the text,

engages in 'becoming other'.
In fairy tales, the deeds and adventures of the supernatural hero, which is often

the theme of myth, is transposed to those of the ordinary person, such as that of a little

girl who outwits a wolf as found in 'Little Red Riding Hood'. Myth often has as its
central theme the idea of the coming-of-age, in celebration of the passing of an old

age and the ushering in of a new one. They are often stories of initiation. This seems

to have been picked up by folk-lore, and carried on through into the written tales as

well5. Myth, in this sense is part of fairy tale. More importantly, traces of myth can

be found in the ritualistic form storytelling usually takes, particularly in its mimetic
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reproduction. Like the religious practices Durkehim explored, mythic discourse thus
has its foundation in its performance. This is also true of the formal structure of the

tale, seen in the way these tales usually conform to a certain pattern of plot. Both

perform a similar function, which is to impart certain values to the listeners to be
cultivated as a way of life. Related to the performative is the oral aspect of the fairy
tale. Before the written versions popularised by Perrault and the Grimm Brothers,
these tales were orally transmitted. It is precisely the loose nature of oral
transimission that contributes to the arbitrary nature of authority, enabling Carter to

rewrite the tales and therefore reality. Her narrator's only claim to competence is

precisely the fact that she has heard it before, and like Benjamin's story-teller, has
assimilated it and reappropriated it in her retelling, with her stamp on it. Whereas
Clark sees this as old chauvanism in new clothing6,1 see it as an instance of Carter's
commitment to her social reality and her belief that all of our flesh comes to us out of

history. Her re-telling of these tales acknowledges that one can only do so from the

point of view of one's present situation, which in Carter's case, is still dominated by

patriarchal ideology.
8.3 Communication

This dilemma Carter places herself in, as narrator and author, is that which
enables communication between reader and text. I would like to stress the oral nature

of this communication. Even in written forms, these stories, fairy tales or myths, still
retain their oral quality, through the presence of a narrator. This is where Carter's
dilemma is made obvious: her position as a writer rewriting the false knowledge

dispensed by these traditional tales, and her position as a narrator, within the tales,
whose very authority she undermines. And as I have previously pointed out, the

preservation of the oral nature of the stories has bearings of an ethical nature on the
reader as well. In order to effect change, one would have to utter change, yet the very

utterance of change places one in a position of authority and power. Clark observes
that the 'paradox for the author who wants to criticise such a system is that the place
of the critic is already prepared within it, a paradox richly exemplified in Carter's

writing' (Clark 1987: 153). Whereas Clark sees this as 'reinscribing patriarchal
attitudes' (Clark 1987: 147), I suggest that it reveals an awareness of Carter's
rootedness in these attitudes. The poignancy haunting her work has its roots in this.
On the one hand she criticises the authority of these narratives, on the other, she
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realises that these authorities are indispensable, in terms of our dependence on them
for cultural identity, which is also human identity.

In Literature and Evil, Bataille writes that 'literature is either the essential or

nothing...Literature is communication. Communication requires loyalty...Literature
is not innocent. It is guilty and should admit itself so' (Bataille 1997:ix-x). Bataille

expresses the belief that we cannot be truly liberated unless we lcnow and embrace
what it is that limits our possibility for liberation. Communication is achieved

through understanding what it is that contains us, then opening a wound through
which communication may occur. The disruption of self-possession is vital to

communication, and therefore to literature. Similarly, only through the recognition
and admission of its transgressive nature, can literature communicate, and thus remain

loyal to authentic experience, responding 'to a need to open the wound even more, to

look horror full in the face and recognise one's identity within the realm of

transgression' (Richardson 1994:64). As said before, transgression is the affirmation
of limits. In opening the wound, totality of being consists of recognising its own

limitations, absolute knowledge is then definitive non-knowledge, and literature and

writing must sacrifice themselves as literature and writing. Carter's use of the shifting
structure of the traditional oral tale evokes this. By adopting and retaining the

original form of the fairy tale, she stares the horror of patriarchal ideology full in the

face, recognising her own paradoxical situation were she to re-write it. This is even

more obvious due to the form she has adopted to write in. By recognising her

paradoxical relationship with writing, that in uttering change she is subscribing to the

very ideology she undermines in her writing, she takes advantage of the authority
conferred upon her by the previous narrators. Instead of simple rejection or

subversion, her work reveals her position in relation to these dominant ideologies, as a

person subject to them, emerging from them, fighting them. Contrary to Duncker's
or Clarks's opinions, Carter has indeed found a way of battling oppressive ideology,
not through rejecting or subverting it, but through recognising one's own paradoxical

position in relation to it. Carter's critics, like de Sade's critics, ensure these wounds
that allow communication stay open. By rejecting her, Carter's critics actually
facilitate the communication which is vital to her work. This is the performative

aspect of her work which provokes communication.
I made a brief mention of the intertextual relationship these three tales share

with those (both literary and oral) that came before them. I also pointed out that the
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three tales refer to each other within the collection as well: there is an intratextual

relationship between all three. The Bloody Chamber rather than a collection of

separate short stories, should be read as a singular textual body. Armitt suggests that
the 'chamber' of the title, could be read as a vessel for carrying liquid. Rather than
the form of the chamber defining its contents, Armitt sees its contents as undermining

attempts of containment. Armitt's reading also draws attention to both the inter- and
intratextuality across and within The Bloody Chamber. I would like to add that

chamber, as a verb, also refers to the restraining of oneself. In general, it has
connotations of shutting in, containment, possession and confinement. 'Chamber'

suggests limits and boundaries; Armitt's observations certainly hit the mark. The
over-spill may be seen as the excesses associated with the sexual excesses contained
and confined by society, specifically patriarchal society. Female sexuality as active
eroticism, is certainly excessive according to patriarchy, since it serves no

reproductive purpose. Active female sexuality in erotic sexual activity is a useless

activity, opposed to the activities of the working body. This sexual excess might be
read as being subject to attempts of containment and restraint within the patriarchal
form, and in this case, the form of myth or fairy tale. This was the direct subject of
The Sadeian Woman, in which Carter explores two women trapped in the myths of
their 'selves' as defined by, or a reaction against, patriarchy.

The Bloody Chamber tales therefore engage in the exercise of pushing the
limits of this containment into communication. The Bloody Chamber is an

exploration into how this excess cannot be wholly contained within its form. This is
seen in how there is a spillage over and out of its containment, through its inter- and

intratexutality. This excess spills over not only to other texts outside of this narrative

body but also across the smaller narratives within this body. By allowing the tales to

spill into and out of each other, Carter suggests that the patriarchal forms that attempt
to contain them, cannot wholly do so. The excesses contained by these forms prove

too much to be held in check, and spill over in the form of communication, opening
wounds and widening lacerations. One is reminded of Carter's comment regarding

putting new wine in old bottles, that make the old bottles explode. Carter

acknowledges that our identities are still governed by the constructions of the world at

large, but she also recognises that there are elements that resist this homogenisation,
and in fact threaten it. Her work does not put forward the idea of complete liberation
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for female sexuality - this would be a form of idealisation, not unlike creating a new

myth to replace the old.
While questioning the ideas that construct identity, Carter also consciously

situates herself within the very constructions she questions. This is seen in the way

the narrative voice of the three tales constantly changes. At times she uses the plural
'we', setting herself apart from the reader, situating herself on the side of the subjects
of her stories, and therefore the subjects of her own constructions, as well as the
constructions that have come before her own. Such a situation seems to suggest her
own containment within patriarchal forms. At times, she uses 'we' to refer to her
identification with us as readers, thus setting herself apart from the narrative subject,
in relation to us. In this case, just as the excessive over-spill seeps out of the chamber,
her narrative voice seems to seep out of the narrative. There are times she adopts the
third person, in this instance setting herself apart from both the narrative and the

reader, outside of history and its constructedness. As mentioned previously, Carter's
narrative persona is never a stable entity and always in question. As a story-teller, the
narrator would in fact inhabit all three persons. Just as the animals and human forms

metamorphose into each other, so do her various narrative voices. The following

passage from 'The Company of Wolves' exhibits precisely the kind of operation that
renders the narrative voice unstable:

He strips off his shirt. His skin is the colour and texture of
vellum. A crisp stripe of hair runs down his belly, his nipples are ripe
and dark as poison fruit but he's so thin you could count the ribs under
his skin if he only gave you time. He strips off his trousers and she can

see how hairy his legs are. His genitals, huge. Ah! huge.
Clark opines with regards to this passage, that ifwe read the 'Ah! huge' as the

represented thought of the grandmother, then it is 'in desire and not in terror that the
old lady is consumed. If we read it as the author's or reader's thought, then it makes
of us vicarious participants' (Clark 1987: 148). Our participation, according to Clark,
is therefore presumable in the murder of the grandmother by the wolf. I am in full

agreement with Clark's conclusions, and would go so far as to say that Carter indeed
meant to make us all 'vicarious participants'. By the time we approach The Bloody
Chamber we would always already have been vicarious participants, by virtue of the
fact that we approach these texts with prior knowledge and assumptions. The intra-
and intertextual nature of this collection promotes this. Furthermore, as we read the
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stories, we become story-tellers ourselves. The reader adopts the narrative voice.
Carter makes us aware of our own complicity with patriarchy.

Anne Cranny-Francis reads 'The Werewolf as a story that operates within the
tools of patriarchy. The little girl drives out the grandmother, who through her co-

option with patriarchy (it turns out she is the werewolf) has been operative in

attempting to insert the girl in the same oppressive order as a passive object. The girl
refuses, usurps the grandmother, stays in the house, and prospers. What Cranny-
Francis fails to mention is that the girl does not actually commit the murder. She
screams at seeing her wolf-grandmother, the neighbours hear her, arrive at the house,
drive the old woman out and batter her to death. She dies at the hands of the

community, not the girl. Furthermore, the grandmother's death is horrifically violent:

they drove the old woman, in her shift as she was, out into the
snow with sticks, beating her old carcass as far as the edge of the

forest, and pelted her with stones until she fell down dead.
Now the child lived in her grandmother's house; she prospered.

(BC 110)
The story abruptly ends here. It is significant that the 'old carcass' they beat

and pelt with stones, is that of the old woman, still in her shift, and not that of the
werewolf. Here, it is the community that is monstrous, not the

grandmother/werewolf. This recalls Smith's description of Bataille's erotic as

'specifically the point of tension between animal body and the civilised body' (Smith
1995: 233). What this abrupt end to the story does is open a space for where this
tension might operate: in coming to terms with erotic drives that 'constitute a kind of

wedge driven between the opposing demands of animality and humanity' (Smith
1995: 233). This communal complicity in the murder of the grandmother/werewolf,
who nonetheless dies as a grandmother, is also reflected in complicity I addressed
above in 'The Company of Wolves'. In 'The Company of Wolves', which follows
'The Werewolf, the murder of the grandmother by the wolf in the later tale mirrors
the murder of the previous one. Because there is no direct reference to a particular
narrative or authorial voice in 'Ah! huge', it takes on a consciousness that represents

the general rather than the specific. This is an illustration of our place in the

community, and our participation within it. Carter seems to suggest that we are all

implicated in the oppression of women, and acts of inhumanity. There is no 'I' and
'them', or 'us' and 'them' because we are all, as a culture, responsible, whether in
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actively perpetuating oppression, or allowing it to carry on in our passivity. This

episode also disturbingly echoes Bataille's notion of death being the nucleus of the

community. In this case, the death of the grandmother forms the nucleus of the

community. It also recalls Girard's notion of scapegoating, in particular how the

scapegoat cannot be known as a scapegoat. In fact, that the werewolf (the object of

expulsion) takes on the form of the grandmother is particularly significant in the light
of Girard's definition of the scapegoat. As Girard remarks, scapegoating is an effect,
and in the case of Carter's work, is felt through the mutual complicity between reader
and text in the common expulsion and murder of the grandmother. Carter's text adds
another level of significance to the forces of attraction and repulsion that characterise
the nucleus of death: in suggesting our complicity as readers with the grandmother's
death, she evokes these simultaneous forces of attraction and repulsion in the

relationship between reader and text.

Ultimately, Carter's narrative strategies are always self-reflexive. She

questions herself as much as she questions the myths of society. Where Carter stands
in her materialism can only be answered with the following conclusion: that she is a

subject of history, and so is her flesh, as is all of ours, and this is the material base
from which she writes. Going back to The Sadeian Woman briefly, I said that Carter
took neither Justine's nor Juliette's sides, because both were equally disengaged from
the world they lived in. The Bloody Chamber is an illustration of Carter's own

interaction with the world she lives in, in engagement and communication with it.
8.4 The Formation of the 'Self/'!'

The metamorphosis of 'Little Red Riding Hood' from a simple warning tale to

its literary versions was discussed at great length by Jack Zipes in his comprehensive

study The Trials and Tribulations ofLittle Red Riding Hood. Without going into

great detail of Zipes' study, I would like to draw on several relevant points made by

Zipes that would help with my own reading of Carter's tales. Zipes, citing Foucault,
sees the modified versions of Perrault and Grimm that preach obedience and the

regulation of sexuality, as part of a process of the 'instrumentalisation of the body' as

a 'machine for maximum use and profit' (Zipes 1993: 67)7. The fairy tale was used
as a measure against disorder. It was a tool for the homogenisation of society, and the
assimilation of the needs and desires of the individual self into that of a larger
collective will. Furthermore, written for an 'upper-class audience whose social and
aesthetic standards were different from those of the common folk' (Zipes 1993: 18),
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the literary versions had to be sanitised and tamed, in order that they could be
assimilated into an existent homogenised mode of being. Zipes observes that the

literary versions begin and end with a domestic scene. These seem to suggest that

'only when sexual behaviour is domestically ordered as in the person of the mother
and the father at the beginning and the end of the fairy tale can sex assume its

"proper" reproductive function in society' (Zipes 1993: 359).
In an article written for New Society entitled 'The Better to Eat You With',

Carter describes the written tales as being 'purposely dressed up as fables of the

politics of experience': 'Here all the stories are - sprightly, fresh, and so very worldly.
It is the succinct brutality of the folk tale modified by the first stirrings of the Age of
Reason' (Carter 1976)8. More importantly, following this 'Age of Reason', Perrault's
and Grimm's versions sought to regulate the body, making sure it did not stray from
the path that ensured its continued productivity. Read in this light, the path represents

what is acceptable sexual behaviour, that is, sex following marriage for the purposes

of reproduction, which places the body within the sphere of its productive function.

Straying from the path is seen to undermine this particular function of the body in
relation to sexual activity. In specific relation to the female body, this brings me back
to The Sadeian Woman, and the function ascribed to the womb. To stay on the path
is to affirm the use of the womb in its reproductive capacity. To stray from the path is
to negate this function, to strip the womb of its exchange value.

Zipes' also comments on the fact that there are nearly always three scenes that
are most commonly depicted in any illustration of Little Red Riding Hood: the first

being the domestic one where the mother warns the girl not to stray from the path.
The central one is the encounter between the wolf and girl, which is the 'scene of

transgression' (Zipes 1993: 359). The last is another domestic scene where the girl is
reunited with her father or the hunter who has killed the wolf and rescued the girl and
her grandmother. What stand out in the various representations Zipes comes across

are those of Gustave Dore, whose illustration dates back to 1862. Zipes describes
Dore's illustration as an 'erotic display' suggesting a complicit relationship between
the girl and the wolf. In Dore's illustration, both wolf and girl are gazing into each
other's eyes. In fact, when she confronts the wolf in her grandmother's house, she

says to him: 'my, what huge eyes you have', following which is a series of questions
that are delivered in a seemingly hypnotic state. One could certainly read this an

instance of 'becoming other', similar to the ones that focus on vision as discussed in
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The Story of the Eye. She seeks in the wolf an externalisation of her inner self, her
unconscious inner desires that are unassimilable into the hegemony of society and
must therefore remain censored and repressed. These are the desires that contradict
the productivity of her body conditioned by society: 'By recognising the wolf outside
of her as part of herself, just as the wolf seeks the female in himself, she can become
at one with herself (Zipes 1993: 361).

Reading Carter's version in the light of this notion of 'becoming other' and the

quest for the self certainly helps account for the ambiguous endings of her tales, the

significance of which have been a subject of much debate. Her modification of the
ending of the fairy tale differs from Perrault's and Grimm's: in 'The Company of

Wolves', the girl lies peacefully with the wolf. Both girl and wolf reach some kind of

synthesis of the predator/prey, inner/outer nature relationship. This, I think, is the

significance of the synthesis of predator and prey, inner and outer beings, and the

recurring metamorphic changes that take place across the tales. Like Bataille's third
term that arises out of dialectics, this synthesis is more appropriately referred to as

scission. In other words, there is no stable final term these relationships rest on.

Instead they continue in a fashion of to-ing and fro-ing. This is supported in the
intertexual quality of The Bloody Chamber, its metamorphoses occurring on both
formal and thematic levels, as well as the constantly shifting voice of the 'I'. Carter
carries on this motif into the next tale 'Wolf-Alice', which makes a direct reference to

the mirroring of the seeing eye/I in relation to the discovery of self-identity, addressed

previously in 'The Flesh and the Mirror'.
Duncker observes that the 'animal aspects of human sexuality are [Carter's]

particular concern' (Duncker 1984: 6), and Day suggests that Carter uses animals to

figure a libido common to both the male and the female9: 'Carter's empirical
materialism leads her to see both women and men as creatures of the flesh and as

equally rooted in and driven by fleshly impulses. [...] To deny women the same

fleshly ontology as men would be to fall into the patriarchal 'angel in the house'

syndrome of misrepresentation of women, which of course has its equally straining

counter-misrepresentation of women who act out fleshly impulses as whores. (Day
1998: 147). The Sadeain Woman, particularly in relation to Juliette, deals with this

counter-misrepresentation of women. The Bloody Chamber explores a compromise
between the two. As cultural beings, we have an image of ourselves as complete in
our individual identities. This is our discontinuous self. Erotic activity enables us to
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shed our identities, and communicate as incomplete beings, thereby experiencing

continuity with other beings, and vice versa. But since we are not animals, this

opening of the self to continuity of being, is seen as a wound or laceration to our self-
contained discontinuous being. This is the kind of erotic sexuality Carter refers to; in
terms of acknowledging our incompleteness, and abandoning our human

consciousness, for instance through our animal libido. The inter-relatedness of animal
and human sexuality calls upon a liminality and tension that pervade the three stories,

through the metamorphosis of wolf to human and vice versa. This is nowhere clearer
than in the last story of the collection 'Wolf-Alice', which deals directly with the
mirror and the image, and the formation of the 'self as a place of communication.

In this story, girl and wolf start off as being one in the figure of Wolf-Alice.
These two aspects of her nature are progressively alienated from each other. It is

important to note though that this seeming fragmentation of her being is not

recognised by the girl's own notion of her 'self, but by 'us' and her wolf family. She
is different from 'us' by our definition of being 'us', and she is different from her
wolf family by their definition of being 'wolf. As far as the wolf-child is concerned,
she only has the notion of being what she is. As the tale progresses, the wolf-child
discovers the distinction within her 'self: what starts off as being one, in the
consciounsness of the girl, becomes two. The story starts off by immediately

distinguishing between 'us' and 'her', the wolf-child, and 'her' and 'them', the
wolves that suckled her, and therefore 'us' and 'them' as well:

Could this ragged girl with brindled lugs have spoken like we

do she would have called herself a wolf. But she cannot speak,

although she howls because she is lonely - yet 'howl' is not the right
word for it, since she is young enough to make the noise that pups do,

bubbling, delicious, like that of a painful of fat on the fire. Sometimes
the sharp ears of her foster kindred hear her across the irreparable gulf
of absence; they answer her from faraway pine forest and the bald
mountain rim. Their counterpoint crosses and criss-crosses the night

sky; they are trying to talk to her but they cannot do so because she
does not understand their language even if she knows how to use it for
she is not a wolf herself, although suckled by wolves. (BC 119)

She knows how to use their language, and yet she cannot understand it. Carter makes
a definite distinction Bataille had also made: 'A dictionary begins when it no longer
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gives the meaning of words, but their tasks' (Bataille 1985: 31). She cannot speak
the way we do, in our language, and therefore cannot really call herself a 'wolf,

though that is what we would call her. In her consciousness she has no separate

notion of her 'wolfishness' as being anything but it. Having no notion of difference,
she thus inhabits only the present, and knows only what it is to be. Her

communication stands outside of the system of exchange that codifies our system of

language. We are further told that 'Nothing about her is human except that she is not a

wolf; it is as if the fur she thought she wore had melted into her skin and become part

of it, although it does not exist' (BC 119). There is nothing human about her that
makes her human. She is human only because she is not wolf. She is described in

negative terms, which we have appropriated her. Right from the start of this tale, like

Zipes' conclusions regarding the body of Little Red Riding Hood, the wolf-child's

body is debated over, while her fate and destiny pronounced by 'us'. I had said in

chapter one that Bataille's notion of communication does not hark back to a pre¬

human animalistic state of communication; the condition of Wolf-Alice exemplifies
this perfectly, seen in the tension between human and animal reality.

As the story progresses, we see her gaining some sense of difference. The
wolf-child learns to tell the time from her monthly periods. She learns to prepare the

rags in advance to soak up the blood, and to bury them. She learns to clean up her

waste, we are told, not because of 'fastidiousness but shame that made her do to' (BC

122). This is one of the first signs of her human consciousness, an awareness of

shame, of her 'self, of boundaries between the inside and outside, and of obscenity.
As Bataille says, obscenity and shame are signs of civilisation. She also starts

cleaning the house, doing basic menial tasks about the castle, putting her body to

work. This is significant, since work is a mark of the process of civilisation, as is the
consciousness of time, both of which I addressed in chapter one.

The first time we see the name 'Alice' appear is at this point when she looks at

the mirror, a direct reference to Lewis Carroll's 'Alice' tales. In Lewis Carroll's

stories, the young Alice in wonderland or in the world through the looking glass, is

continually forced to assert her sense of 'self in a surrounding foreign to her, which
treats her as an 'other'. Like the contrast between wood and home in the Little Red

Riding Hood tales, Wonderland is a contrast to the domestic order. It is a place of

disorder, madness, appetite, excess and death. When Alice enters Wonderland, she is

continually trying to find meaning and solve riddles. Sense-making is imperative in
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this world, but it is an activity that Alice performs alone. Not only does Alice try to

make sense and impose meaning on the world around her, but she has to do the same

for her 'self. Having fallen down the rabbit hole, she contemplates her being:

"Dear, dear! How queer everything is to-day! And yesterday things
went on just as usual. I wonder if I've been changed in the night? Let
me think: was I the same when I got up this morning? I almost think I
can remember feeling a little different. But if I'm not the same, the
next question is, 'Who in the world am I?' Ah, that's the great

puzzle!" And she began to think over all the children she knew that
were of the same age as herself, to see if she could have been changed
for any of them.

"I'm sure I'm not Ada," she said, "for her hair goes in such

long ringets, and mine doesn't go in ringlets at all; and I'm sure I ca'nt
be Mabel, for I know all of sorts of things, and she, of, she knows such
a very little! Besides she's she and I'm I, and - oh dear, how puzzling
it all is!" (AW 17-18).

What is happening here is self-identification through a process of differentiation.
Alice tries to establish her sense of 'self through thinking about what or who she
could not be. It is not just her identity that is threatened when she enters into an

'other' world, but her right to exist. In the chess world of Through the Looking Glass,
when Tweedledum says that she is only part of the Red King's dream and isn't real,
Alice retorts '"I am real!"' and begins to cry, and rationalises to herself that if she
wasn't real, she wouldn't have been able to cry. The notion of difference is one that
is achieved through a consciousness of time, which Bataille sees as developing

alongside man's relation to work.
In a similar way, the wolf-child finds herself in a world that is foreign to her.

When she gets her first period - although this is event in the development of her

biological being has no bearing upon her either as human or animal, since both

experience this process - she is surprised, and thinks she is being bitten by the wolf in
the moon. She slowly learns to anticipate her periods, and understands it as part of
her biological being. She picks up a consciousness of time, which is symbolic of
order. With the consciousness of time, comes the awareness of mortality, and
therefore death. As Bataille articulated in Tears of Eros, the difference between
animals and humans, is the awareness of death by the latter. With this developed
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human consciousness of time, the wolf-child further differentiates herself from her

animal being in the way she learns to clean up after herself. It is through sanitization
that we chart her process of civilisation. Through sanitization, she regulates her
relation to her surroundings, as well as her own body. In other words, her body
becomes productive. In a sense, one might even read her development through
sanitization as paralleling the sanitization of Little Red Riding Hood as traced by

Zipes.

However, the wolf-child never discerns any real difference regarding her

surroundings. We never get a sense of her alienation or fragmentation. She retains an

innocence from this alienation. All we get is disappointment when she realises that
the girl in the mirror is not a friend, but a mere reflection of her. There is no

identification of the 'self with the mirror image. In other words, her notion of her

'self, is completely autonomous. I would like to draw into my discussion 'Flesh and
the Mirror', which I addressed in chapter six, in relation to the complexities of the
formation of the 'self. In 'Flesh and the Mirror', Carter sees her 'self as an image,
not assimilating the image as the essential, thus refusing to subject herself to the

'images' or 'myths' society creates for her. We are also told that Carter felt
'unnatural' at this, because she had been so used to identifying as her 'self this image
that is not hers, but one that had been created for her. I suggested the tension in this

process of identification, due to the fact that as much as this image is not 'her own',
she is still a product of her cultural history. The wolf-child in 'Wolf-Alice' goes

through the same tension-filled process, but the wolf-child never completes the

process of assimilation into a world that is beyond her 'self. If there is any note of

hope at the end of the tale, it is found at this moment, where, there is no synthesis
between inner and outer reality. What remains is a scission with the outer world: the
wolf-child's unity of being is preserved within her self only. One might argue that
this maintains her discontinuous and individual self that opposes continuity of being,
and therefore communication, as iterated by Bataille. I argue that continuity is
achieved in her actions at the end of the narrative, and not any fixed or stable notion
of the 'I'. In other words, it lies in performance, rather than form. As Bataille notes,

form today is equivalent to exchange value, whereas it is in the tasks that form

performs that sovereign value lies. In such a process, the self must never be allowed
to settle into any fixity.
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Both 'The Company of Wolves' and 'Wolf-Alice' end in the same manner. In
the former, girl and wolf lie together. In the latter, Wolf-Alice licks the wounds of the

lycanthropic Duke. Atwood suggests that these tales explore a synthesis of being in
terms of the power and the powerless, seen in the metamorphosis and synthesis of

predator into/and prey, and vice versa. This synthesis is something de Sade could not

envisage, seen in the extremes of Justine and Juliette. Based on this observation,
Atwood concludes that one could read The Bloody Chamber, in exploring this

synthesis, as a response to de Sade. I suggested however that this synthesis is more a

'third term' that is born from scission. Furthermore, this 'third term' is never a stable

one, characterised instead by the constant to-ing and fro-ing evoked by the various
levels of metamorphoses through The Bloody Chamber. What unfolds on a thematic
level seeps through its form, drawing significance from its delivery as well. Through
its various levels of metamorphoses, form (the chamber itself) becomes useless ip

containing itself, thus recalling Bataille's notion of mutual loss in the sacrifice that
takes place in literature should it wish to communicate in a sovereign manner.

1 Jack Zipes, The Trials and Tribulations ofLittle Red Riding Hood, p. 7.
2

Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline, p. 103.
3 See Margaret Atwood, 'Running with the Tigers', p. 118-122. Atwood views the entirety of The
Bloody Chamber as being 'arranged according to the categories of meat-eater: three cat family stories
at the beginning, followed by 'Puss-In-Boots' as a kind of comic coda; three wolf family stories at the
end; and three ambiguous supernatural creatures - erl-king, snow-child, female vampire - in the
middle' (Atwood 1995: 122). Atwood sees the distinctions drawn in The Bloody Chamber, as 'not so
much between male and female as between 'tigers' and 'lambs', carnivores and herbivores, those who
are preyed upon and those who do the preying' (Atwood 1995: 118).
4

See Jordan, 'The Dangers of Angela Carter', New Feminist Discourses, p. 123. Jordan refers to the
stories of The Bloody Chamber as 'intertextual dialogue (or polylogues)'.
5

See Ellen Cronan Rose, 'Through the Looking Glass; When Women tell Fairy Tales', Fictions of
Female Development, p. 211. Rose explores this view of the fairy tale in relation to Carter's re-writing,
expressing a particular interest in 'seeing what happens when a woman writer turns to the male cultural
myths embedded in fairy tales. If they are, as one must conclude from reading Bettelheim and others,
embryonic tales ofBildung, related to "primitive rites de passage and initiation rituals," what can a
woman learn about her own socialisation process if she rewrites a fairy tale "so as to clarify its
meaning"?'
6 Robert Clark, 'Angela Carter's Desire Machine', Women's Studies, vol. 14, p.149.
7

Zipes, The Trials and Tribulations ofLittle Red Riding Hood, p. 376: 'The question concerned control
and use of the body, the instrumental isation for greater productivity, domination of inner and outer
nature within the prescriptions of capitalist industrialisation and the Protestant ethos. Thus, rules for
sexual conduct and the definition of sexual roles had to be established firmly in the minds of children
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and adults. Since the enjoyment of extramarital sex could interfere with production and schooling in
the 19th century, the sexual act, which had already been more or less equated with sin by the Church,
had to be repeatedly associated with irresponsibility, chaos, and violation. Such a process had already
begun in an organised way in the late Middle Ages, and the Perrault text was an outcome of such male
rationalisation of Christian thought. In the male imagination it was the woman who was devious, sinful,
and subversive; her sexual appetite interfered with male institutionalised relations; she was an

instigator, in league with the devil, that is, with wolves or male heretics, who represented sexual play,
amusement, gathering flowers in the woods. So, by the 19th century Little Red Riding Hood and the
wolf had become primarily responsible for the violation of the bodies, for chaos, disorder, and sin'.
8

Angela Carter, New Society, 22 July 1976.
9

Day, Angela Carter: The Rational Glass, p. 147. Day argues that the tales strip away the existing
cultural definitions of sexuality in order to reach a base level to allow building representation anew.
Day points out the dangers of collapsing into a postmodern relativism in such an argument: It might be
said, of course, that Carter, in arguing that the male and female have equal 'natural' impulses, libidinal
drives, is herself indulging in no more than a representation of nature and sexuality. Since we can
never know what nature 'truly' is, all we can ever have are representations if sexuality, Carter's not
excluded. This would be a postmodern perspective on the matter'.
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Chapter Nine: The Infernal Desire Machines ofDoctor Hoffman

Humanity is faced with a double perspective: in one direction
violent pleasure, horror, and death — precisely the perspective of
poetry - and in the opposite direction, that ofscience or the real world
ofutility. Only the useful, the real, have a serious character. We are
never within our rights in preferring seduction: truth has rights over
us. Indeed, it has every right. And yet we can, and indeed we must,
respond to something which, not being God, is stronger than every
right, that impossible to which we accede only byforgetting the truth
ofall these rights, only by accepting disappearance.

- Georges Bataille 1
The impossible is per se impossible.

- Angela Carter 2

9.1 Doctor Hoffman and the Impossible

In 'The Fate of the Surrealist Imagination in the Society of the Spectacle'
Suleiman suggests that Doctor Hoffman 'is a novel of as well as about the surrealist

imagination, seen from the doubly distant perspective of an elsewhere and another
time' (Suleiman 1994: 99). It is a piece of metafiction, and like The Bloody Chamber,
which adopts the very form it undermines in a self-reflexive critique of patriarchy,
Doctor Hoffman is a critique of giving into the uncontrolled passions of the surrealist

imagination through a framework that embraces this imagination. Gamble expresses

a similar view, describing Doctor Hoffman, published in 1972, as a 'surreal fantasy', a

starting point for Carter's 'radical deconstruction of the status quo' (Gamble 1997:

109). She adds that as a narrative about narrative, Doctor Hoffman is
locked into the kind of metafictional dialectic described by Patricia

Waugh as the construction of a fictional illusion (as in traditional

realism) and the laying bare of that illusion'. Waugh's summary of the
intentions ofmetafiction could function equally well as a description of
Desiderio's role in the text, in the fictional illusion, but no of it, and

thus, in the final analysis, committed to this deconstruction. (Gamble
1997: 109)

There is also a third level on which this text operates, which exists outside the
dialectic Waugh speaks of. This is on the level of communication, in the Bataillean
sense of the term. Like The Bloody Chamber, Doctor Hoffman communicates in the
form ofan affect. This kind of communication inform(e)s, rather than informs. Recall
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Bataille's notion of the informe as a 'term serving to declassify, requiring in general
that each thing should have a form' (Bataille 1995: 51). Bataille's operation depends
on the existence of form; the informe traces (if it can be said to 'trace' since it is not a

'thing' or theory to start off with) the movement between form and what form
contains. This will be the focus of my analysis ofDoctor Hoffman. Doctor Hoffman
also exemplifies the view of society as a compound being as elucidated by Bataille
and the members of the College of Sociology. Carter's text may be read as an

ethonographical excurses on the impossibilities of communication in a society as

compound being. This will be apparent in my following discussion.
Suleiman sees Doctor Hoffman as a postmodern text to the extent that

postmodernist fiction may be defined as a 'hyperselfconscious mode of writing that

insistently points to literary and cultural antecedents or (as we say in the trade)

intertexts; and thematically as a kind of fiction that reflects, implicitly or explicitly, on

the historical and social present in its relation to the past and, if possible, the future'

(Suleiman 1994: 103). Suleiman's conjectures certainly hold true, since Doctor

Hoffman is a collage of different worlds, and its narrative strategy a self-consciously
intertextual one. Carter had expressed that she was concerned in exploring the

'complex interrelation of reality and its representation' (Katsavos 1994: 16). Doctor

Hoffman is a postmodernist piece of fiction that undermines postmodernism itself,
which Carter had described in 1985 as 'books about books', which is 'fun but

frivolous'. (Haffenden 1985: 79). Even though this comment was made 13 years

after the publication of Doctor Hoffman, Carter's later sentiments are certainly

applicable to this text.

What emerges in relating the real (content) to representation (form) in such a

self-conscious manner as that effected in Doctor Hoffman, is a 'third term'. Recall
Derrida's postulation of the 'third term' as being altogether 'other', and therefore
outside of any kind of dialectic. The 'third term', as said before, is a product of

scission, and has an autonomous reality as an operation or a force. 'Realism gives me

the impression of a mistake. Violence alone escapes the feeling of poverty of those
realistic experiences' (Bataille 1991: 9), writes Bataille in his preface to The

Impossible. 'Realism' or 'realistic experience' for Bataille refers to 'the intention of

depicting the truth' (Bataille 1991: 9). As Burger observes, to speak of experience is
to run away from it3. Depicting the truth refers to more than the relationship between

reality and its representation; depicting the truth refers to the operation of
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representation itself, particularly the experience of the limits of representation, and of

pushing these limits to their extreme. 'Only the extremism of desire and of death
enables one to attain truth' (Bataille 1991: 9): 'Desire' and 'Death', two processes that
cannot be named. Objects of desire exist, and can be named, but not desire. Death
exists as the unknowable, ungraspable and unnameable. These allow one access to

truth because they reveal the limits of representation, whether of the nature of

signifier/signified, or signifier/signifier. The 'impossible' is a third term that exists
outside thought and systems. It exists only as an operation that cannot be reduced to

any 'thing' or theory.
In Doctor Hoffman, this is summed up in Desiderio's acceptance,

accompanied with insatiable regret, that 'the impossible is, per se, impossible' (DH

221). Carter had said that Doctor Hoffman was about the battle between reason and

passion, which it resolves in the favour of reason4; but it is not a simple resolution.
There is no resolution in the end, only 'passions (for the moment) spent' (Sage 1994:

34). Desiderio's impossible refers neither to the rule of reason, or passion, or even a

synthesis of both. It refers to the complete rejection of either three of these choices to

step outside altogether. Analogically, it refers to the relationship between 'self and
'others' (both viewed in this case as instances of form, how the formation of each are

interdependent on the other), and the impossibility of conceiving of a 'place' that is
outside the inter-relationship between 'self and 'others'. This impossible is revealed
in the tension that emerges from 'never [being] within our rights in preferring

seduction', because 'truth has rights over us' (Bataille 1991: 10), but having to

respond to the need to strain towards seduction. This 'impossible' choice between

passion (the surrealist world of Doctor Hoffman) and reason (the Minister's world) is
the focus of this chapter.
9.2 The Surrealist Imagination

Before embarking on an analysis of Doctor Hoffman, I would first of all like
to state that my approach will not directly concern issues associated only with
feminism. Rather, I will treat issues concerning feminism as part of a wider

ontological problem of the 'self, and its relationship with others. This is exemplified
in the character of Desiderio, for whom subjective displacement is a problem of

incorporating the 'me' into the 'we'5. Desiderio's subjective displacement affects his
narrative perspective, consequently affecting our response as readers. I mentioned
that Carter was playing with the personal 'I' in Fireworks; Doctor Hoffman explores
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the subjectivity of this unstable T. Essentially, Doctor Hoffman deals with all the
issues that were later fine-tuned and dealt with in greater detail in separate texts such
as The Sadeain Woman and The Bloody Chamber6. First of all, I'd like to explore
Carter's relationship with surrealism in greater depth, which I introduced in chapter
six. Doctor Hoffman might be Carter's treatise on surrealism, and Desiderio's

rejection of the Doctor might be understood in the light of Carter's rejection of
surrealism. I will be drawing attention to the basis of Carter's rejection of surrealism,
which echoes Bataille's reasons for rejecting surrealism in the late 1920s, followed by
his return to, and re-evaluation of it in the 1940s.

In 1978 Carter published an essay on surrealism, entitled 'The Alchemy of the
Word'. Although written some 6 years after Doctor Hoffman, the views expressed in
this essay illuminate themes expounded in Doctor Hoffman. I would like to suggest

that Doctor Hoffman is also about Carter's relationship with surrealism, pertaining to,

the relationship between reality and its representation. Towards the end of 'The

Alchemy of the Word', Carter writes: '[The Surrealists] were, with a few patronised

exceptions, all men and they told me that I was the source of all mystery, beauty, and

otherness, because I was a woman - and I knew that was not true' (SL 512). The

surrealists, in Carter's opinion, were no good with women; if surrealism describes the
'human ability to create the unnatural' {SL 510), then this is just what they did with
women. And so, even though Carter thought the surrealists were wonderful, she had
to give them up in the end. She rejected surrealism's penchant towards idealising,

mythologising and objectifying women. Suleiman, in her study of play in avant-garde

literature, addresses the objectification of women in surrealism. Referring to an essay

by the surrealist Louis Aragon, and another by a surrealist historian Robert Short,
Suleiman observes that

both the founding Surrealist and the later historian are writing from an

exclusively male subject position, and are unproblematically assigning
that position to the subject of Surrealist practice. They do this, I would

guess, in all innocence, with no malevolent intent: theirs is not the

provocation of the self-conscious misogynist, but the ordinary sexism
of the man who will reply, when you point it out to him, that he hadn't
noticed there were no women in the room. (Suleiman 1990: 21)

In chapter two I referred briefly to Suleiman's study of the 'official' group portrait, a

photomontage published in 1929: a portrait of a female nude, standing in a pose
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reminiscent of Botticelli's Venus, frontally exposed, and framed by the portraits of
sixteen surrealists with their eyes closed. Inscribed are the words: 'I do not see the
hidden in the forest'. This, according to Suleiman, is an emblem of the surrealist

subject: the woman, placed in the centre, is seen only as an image. As a woman she
is not seen. The men who frame her with their eyes shut do not need to see her to

imagine her, since she is always and only an image. Like her image, her position of
centrality is conjured up by the imaginations of the men surrounding her. Her

centrality is an illusion that marginalizes her. I had used this as an example of the
idealisation rejected by Bataille, who later used Breton's portrait from the

photomontage in his attack on Breton and his followers. The 'problematic position of
actual women who might wish to integrate themselves, as subjects, into the male

script' (Suleiman 1990: 21) described by Suleiman, describes succinctly Carter's

position in relation to the surrealists. Carter says she rejected surrealism because

'[she] knew [she] wanted [her] fair share of the imagination too' (SL 512), which the

surrealists, in their objectification of women, had denied her. Woman is a form (there
is nothing beyond her form as woman, since she is just image) that symbolises access

to male imagination.
I would like to start my analysis ofDoctor Hoffman by exploring the portrayal

of the surrealist woman in the character of Albertina. Carter's portrayal of Albertina
embodies the idea of the surrealist woman as idealised by the male surrealist

imagination. She is the site of tension, of desires made real. Desiderio's story is
dedicated to the memory of Albertina, making her the centre of his story. One might

say, like the female nude of the surrealist Montage, she is framed by his narrative.
She is 'a woman as only memory and imagination could devise...a series of
marvellous shapes formed at random in the kaleidoscope of desire' (DH 13). She
first appears to Desiderio in his dreams, and throughout the narrative, assumes a

dream-like fluidity in character. She makes several appearances in different guises, as

the Ambassador, Lafleur, the Doctor's crippled assistant and as herself. She is the

.swrfemale, endowed with the powers to metamorphose into whatever would serve a

further purpose. She is always a means to a further end. Carter's portrayal of
Albertina fits perfectly the claim that the surrealist woman is 'man's mediator with
nature and the unconscious, femme-enfant, muse, source and object of man's desire,
embodiment of amourfou, and emblem of revolution' (Raaberg 1995: 2).
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Besides being the emblem of her father's revolution, she is also Desiderio's
emblem: 'my Platonic other, my necessary extinction, my dream made flesh' (DH

215); what Gamble identifies as Desiderio's female alter ego7. When Albertina

appears to Desidiero in his dream, she tells him to 'BE AMOROUS', 'BE

MYSTERIOUS', 'DON'T THINK, LOOK' and warns him 'WHEN YOU BEGIN

TO THINK, YOU LOSE THE POINT' {DH 26). She is the mysterious other through
which Desiderio gains access to his imagination. She is his desire made flesh. As
desire made flesh, she not only embodies her father's world of actualised desire, but
functions also as a means of access to Doctor Hoffman's world of actualised desire.

The Minister and the Doctor never have a formal meeting. The Doctor sends instead
his Ambassador, who is also Albertina, and is, as Raaberg describes, an emblem of
her father's revolution. She plays the part of the mediator between the two disparate
worlds of the Minister and the Doctor. As Lafleur, she is also the other through which
the Count gains some sense of himself, playing the part of the slave to his mastery.

When, in the chapter entitled 'Nebulous Time', Albertina reveals herself to Desiderio

supposedly as herself, she is raped by the centaurs. We find out this episode might
even have its roots in the dark recesses of Desiderio's imagination. At the end of the

novel, when she is given the right to exist as herself to partake of a supposedly

egalitarian sexual union between two consenting adults, it is to take place in a cage, in
order to provide eroto-energy for the powering of the Doctor's desire machines.

Throughout the novel she is always in the service of another.
Albertina's death is symbolic of the death of the surrealist female. One might

even say that Carter approves of her death. As Jordan says, 'The killing of the object
of desire in these stories is not a killing of women, but a killing of masculine

representations, in which some women collude' (Jordan 1992: 127). Albertina is the
surrealist woman who is merely a construction, one that has no place outside the

imagination. She does not exist as such, and if she ever were to, it would be only in
the minds of men, as the substance of dreams, 'safely and wretchedly locked into the
realms of fantasy' (Sage 1994: 34). Sage points out that at the time Carter was

writing Doctor Hoffman, she was 'becoming more and more openly obsessed with the
notion that what we accept as natural is the product of a particular history' (Sage
1994: 27). As discussed in previous chapters, Carter rejects a 'natural' or 'authentic'
idea of a woman, just she rejects the notion of a transcendental or universal idea of a

'female experience', or a 'language of sisterhood'. The authenticity of Albertina
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encompasses her inauthenticity, her malleability and her metamorphoses. As
Desiderio's desire made flesh, her being is composed of his cultural perceptions of the
feminine. Her flesh comes out of his history. If Albertina is the emblem of her
father's surrealist revolution, she is however also an emblem of Carter's revolution.

Albertina is an extreme instance of a woman who has no independent existence
outside of history, and cultural construction. In a sense, Desiderio's choice to kill her,
one he regrets yet sees as necessary, is also Carter's choice. Albertina, besides being
Desiderio's creation, is also Carter's creation. She makes an example of Albertina,
and kills her in the end. Her death symbolises, for the feminist writer, the death of the
woman in servitude. Keenan's comment regarding Carter continually on the verge of

having it both ways, is certainly applicable here. Albertina is a symbol of the
constructedness of reality, and it is precisely because she is this symbol that she must

be killed.

In this sense, Albertina is both an emblem of servitude, but also,

paradoxically, representative of a condition of woman that is real. Both Desiderio
and Carter kill Albertina at the end of the novel because she is complicit with

perpetuating the inauthenticity of her being. There are hints that Albertina in fact
colludes with perpetuating the masculine representation of herself. 'Even though

every male in the village had obtained carnal knowledge of her, the beasts were still

only emanations of her own desires, dredged up and objectively reified from the dark

abyss of the unconscious' (DH186). As Lafleur, she enables the count to indulge in
the excess of violence perpetuated on her body. She is always in the service of her

father, never herself. Like her father, she is a hypocrite: she tells Desiderio to be free,
but is herself bound to servitude.

For Desiderio, killing Albertina symbolises sacrificing his personal desire for
that of common humanity. For Carter, killing Albertina symbolises the rejection of

complicity with myth. This complicity must be rejected, just as Carter later rejects
both Justine and Juliette for being in the service of myth. Albertina's death is also

symbolic of the rejection of what the surrealists had refused to grant Carter: freedom
of her own expression, and her rights to 'liberty and love and vision as an autonomous

being, not as a projected image' (SL 512). If the act of killing Albertina is seen as

symbolic of reclaiming her right to her autonomous being, then it is an act that
declassifies the relationship between form (image of woman) and content (idea of

woman). This has the potential of being simple subversion, of replacing one system
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with another, even if it is the absence of the surrealist woman. What is significant
about Carter's act is that it is one that has no end; its goal is not the death of the image
ofwoman. It draws attention to the limitations of its own goal: so what after the death
of the image of woman? Would the death of the image of woman be replaced by the
notion of a real woman, of autonomous existence? The answer is no; and although
this was not expressly voiced till 1979 with the publication of The Sadeian Woman,
the stories of Fireworks, especially 'Flesh and the Mirror' already hint at this. There
is no such thing as the 'death' of the image of woman. There is only the killing that
takes place, and it is the killing that is of prime importance. Hence the act, for Carter

(and Desiderio), is its own goal.
Considered in relation to 'The Alchemy of the Word', Desiderio's struggle

with Doctor Hoffman, may be read as an analogy for Carter's 'struggle' with
surrealism. I have said before that like Bataille, the one major thing Carter rejected of
the surrealists was the way they elevated the material into the ideal. The surrealists

rejected servitude, but ironically subjected everything to use:

Surrealist beauty is convulsive. That is, you feel it, you don't
see it - it exists as an excitation of nerves. The experience of the
beautiful is, like the experience of desire, an abandonment to vertigo,

yet the beautiful does not exist as such. What do exist are images or

objects that are enigmatic, marvellous, erotic - or juxtapositions of

objects, or people, or ideas, that arbitrarily extend our notion of the
connections it is possible to make. In this way, the beautiful is put to

the service of liberty. (SL 512)
As in the case of Albertina's death, Carter's rejection of surrealism is not

simple rejection. Recognising positive values of surrealism, she still sees in it a

possibility for revolution, a view also expressed by Bataille. For Carter, surrealism
is hopeful. It's 'undercurrent ofjoy, of delight, springs from its faith in humankind's

ability to recreate itself; the conviction that struggle can bring something better' (SL

507). Carter felt that theoretically the surrealist revolution could liberate humankind
from servitude, but in practice, it was impossible. There is no other way for a society
to function or remain cohesive in its formation. At the end of her essay, Carter asks:

So does the struggle continue?

Why not. Give me one good reason. Even if the struggle has changed
its terms. (SL 512)
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9.4 The Unsatisfying Nature of Synthesis

The choice Desiderio faces at the end of the novel is one between the desires

of his inner reality and those of his outer reality. In fact, the battle between Doctor

Hoffman, and the Minister, essentially takes place between an individual's inner

reality, his desires and passions, and his outer reality, the needs of society that limit
his sovereignty. Desiderio tells us that 'the enemy was inside the barricades, and
lived in the minds of each of us' (DH 12). This is manifested in the larger war

between the Minister and the Doctor. Desiderio's journey and his battle with the
Doctor at the end of the novel is the materialisation of such a struggle to come to

terms with one's inner and outer realities, which are presented as constantly being in
conflict with each other. The text is an exploration of the consequences when either
of these extremes is applied, which it resolves in a synthesis that proves to be

unsatisfying.

Synthesis, however, is only a form of compromise. Passion is not killed,

merely silenced. It is assimilated, homogenised, and sublimated, to emerge only in
dreams or other safe outlets. There is no triumph because ultimately the reader

realises, as does Desiderio, that reason and passion cannot be separated. Being
different sides of the same coin, there cannot be triumph of any one over the other.

Synthesis remains within the dialectic. Gamble quotes Andrzej Gasiorek in saying
that Desiderio's pervasive sense of loss 'resists a dualistic conception of reality that
can only pit philosophy and poetry against one another'8 (Gamble 1994: 115).
Gasiorek's comment suggests that there is a solution outside the dualistic conception
of reality, and Desiderio's sense of loss stems from not being able to access this
outside, the 'third term'. Making a choice between two extremes is always a hopeless
one. Day reckons that Carter's writing 'fits into this notion of someone working with
a model not incompatible with that developed by Habermas' (Day 1998: 106), who

argues for a paradigm change from subject-centred reason to communicative reason,

refusing to centre rationality on the individual consciousness or ego. This is certainly
true, but only to an extent. The synthesis of passion and reason falls neatly into
Habermas' model of communicative reason. But as Day observes, Habermas' idea of
communicative reason refuses individual consciousness or ego; Carter's work, on the
other hand, does not. Just as Carter's work lets in pain, so does it let in the conflicts
that arise out of repressing the ego for the good of the wider community. A choice
based on the model of communicative reason entails compromise, and for Desiderio
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reflects only a kind of contentment; a contentment that characterises homogenised

society, and slavish consciousness. The results of this conflict express themselves as

heterogeneous elements unassimilable into the consciousness of the wider,

homogeneous community. On a personal level, they are the subject of the private
war within human consciousness. On a thematic level, this is illustrated in the way

Albertina is locked safely in Desiderio's imagination at the end of the text. At the end
of the novel, he remains in a dissatisfied state where he is left only to desire her.

The war between the Minister and Doctor Hoffman, is an external

manifestation of the private war within human consciousness, between one's inner

private reality, and one's outer public reality: to abandon oneself to one's inner
desires, or live by one's duties to the common good? These are central questions to

Desiderio being. Throughout the novel we get a pervading sense of Desiderio's
detachment. Being a person of mixed race, Desiderio describes himself as a 'half-
breed ghost' (DH 19). At one point, Desiderio describes his participation in the battle
as a mere spectator of a film, where 'none of the characters engaged [his] sympathy'

(DH 25). He is unable to identify with either the Minister or the Doctor because both
worlds are neither 'real' nor 'natural'. Desiderio finds himself instead caught
between both worlds. We have thus far seen that neither one of them should be

exclusively accepted. Desiderio comes into contact with these disparate worlds, and

yet does not submit to any of them. One might even read Desiderio as an illustration
of where Carter's writing stands - between worlds. Desiderio bears the genetic stamp

of his country's indigenous Indian population, and is therefore marginalized in this
colonised country. Gamble observes that throughout the book Desiderio can be seen

both trying to belong, and refusing to do so. On the one hand, his desire is to step out

from the margins, into the centre, on the other, he is quite happy being detached from
the world. Albertina may be Desiderio's desire made flesh, but we see that it is not

her that he desires, but what she can do for him. My view is that Desiderio's real
desire is to step out of his culturally born self, and the hindrance and restrictions of his
race. Giving into his desires for Albertina in an erotic fantasy will enable him to do

just that. Recalling Bataille, eroticism is communication; it means stripping oneself
of all social artifices and attaining a sense of continuity through union with another

being. I would like to remind the reader that Bataille's notion of eroticism is not, as

Hollier points out, a 'science of love'9. Eroticism is performative; its effect is the
loss of what is proper, opening beings up to a continuity where they give themselves
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over and are lost. It weakens discontinuities that create individuals. Desiderio's

consummation with Albertina would enable him to experience a moment of freedom
from his 'self, in a loss of himself. Albertina therefore offers him a detachment from
his 'self, which is a kind of experience of inclusion with the rest of the world.

Desiderio's name means 'the desired one', which makes him an object of
desire. I would like to suggest that he is his own object of desire, based on his desire
for Albertina, who Gamble suggests is his female alter-ego. This makes him both

desiring subject, and desired object. Going back to the first few chapters of this
thesis, I said, quoting Bataille, that 'oneself is a place of communication, where

subject and object are fused together. This fusion comes not from synthesis, but from
scission. It is a 'third term' that emerges from the tension of opposing forces, in this
case, those of the subject and the object. Desiderio's being inhabits this place of
tension. To be included into society, he has to act for the common good and forgo his
inner desire for surrender from detachment. This path towards continuity of being is
offered in the consummation with Albertina. But his inner desire is also to be

included and accepted by the community that has marginalised him. This particular
inner desire can fulfilled if he acts for the common good and kills Doctor Hoffman
and Albertina. To do this he must forgo continuity of being in the form of
consummation with Albertina. He can either surrender fully to Doctor Hoffman and
therefore let go of the social stigma of his race which has kept him in the margins, but
also his responsibility to the common good from which he would gain acceptance

(though whether or not his motives were ultimately self-interested in this way is of
course questionable). In surrendering to Doctor Hoffman he would step out of his
cultural setting altogether. His other choice is to kill the Doctor and Albertina and by
virtue of that be a hero and this manner also secure inclusion into society. However,
we told at the end that perhaps the reason (Desiderio himself is never sure) he chose
to act for the common good was because his consummation with Albertina was

merely a means to an end, leading only to further enslavement. There is never the

possibility of choosing one or the other, only the necessity of straining towards the
limits of either choice. Gamble refers to the end of the novel as an 'inevitable

denouement', which, according to a review of the book 'prefigured and dictated by its

first; of necessity, only the passage between chaos and order has flexibility, and

hence, potential'10 (Gamble 1997: 109).
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Because the end of the book is beset by its beginning, it is the journey from
start to finish that forms the actual 'ends' of reading the novel. The text is sustained

by its own development. What pleasure we get from reading it comes from its

delivery. We read not for an end, (since the end is already known), but for the

unfolding of the text itself. Punter expresses a similar view, referring to Desiderio's
narrative as a 'premature ejaculation', since the pleasure of reading for an outcome is
tasted at the beginning of the novel11. This is not to say that the text is simply

metafictional, concerned only with the issue of its own development. Gamble opines
that Doctor Hoffman engages more readily with the 'real' more radically than any of
Carter's novels have done so far12. Gamble's opinion certainly holds if one recalls
Bataille's notion of 'truth' (in relation to the real and representation) as being
attainable only through 'extremism of desire and of death', which I have argued
Carter's work attains through its delivery. This radical engagement with the real is
also revealed in the thematic concerns of the novel, which is the war between passion
and reason, our inner and outer realities, the choice between personal desires and duty
towards the common good; more importantly, it deals with the impossibility of

choosing between the two, as well as the impossibility of not choosing either. The
end of the novel is prefigured by its beginning not only because strategically the
narrative adopts a retrospective style, but because Desiderio could never have chosen
Doctor Hoffman's world in the first place; and his choice of the Minister's world was

never a choice, since he could not have chosen otherwise. I would now like to

explore the two extremes of order and chaos Desiderio has to 'choose' from.
9.4 The Homogeneous Nature of the Minister's World

The city in which Desiderio lives is under siege by Doctor Hoffman, and is
'no longer the conscious production of humanity; it had become the arbitrary realm of
dream' (DH 18). The city's defence is led by the Minister of Determination, who is
characterised as never having 'the slightest quiver of empirical uncertainty' and
whose work 'consisted essentially in setting a limit to thought' (DH 22). Doctor

Hoffman, we are told, is 'waging a massive campaign against human reason itself

(DH 11). We are also told that the Minister came into power, virtually ruling the city

'single-handedly' after the siege began, being able to do so because he was unaffected

by the Hoffman effect. He wanted to 'freeze the entire freak show the city had
become back into attitudes of perfect propriety' (DH 12). The Minister
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believed the criterion of reality was that a thing was determinate and
the identity of a thing lay only in the extent to which it resembled itself

[...] He believed that the city - which he took as a microcosm of the
universe - contained a finite set of objects and a finite set of their
combinations and therefore a list could be made of all possible distinct
forms which were logically viable. These could be counted, organised
into a conceptual framework and so form a kind of check list for the
verification of all phenomena, instantly available by means of an

information retrieval system. So he was engaged in the superhuman
task of programming computers with factual data concerning every

single thing which, as far as it was humanly possible to judge, had ever
- even if only once and that momentarily - existed. Thus the existence
of any object at all, however bizarre it might at first appear, could first
be checked against the entire history of the world and then be given a

possibility rating. Once a thing was registered as 'possible', however,
there followed the infinitely more complex procedure designed to

discover if it were probable. (DH 24)
One questions if reality as conceived of by the Minster is any more authentic

than the effects of Hoffman's machines. Desiderio himself questions the notion of

'perfect propriety': 'I did not believe stasis was attainable. I believed perfection was,

per se, impossible' {DH 12). This 'superhuman task' of ascertaining if something
could be possible and then probable, suggests a 'super' reality, or a sw/reality. It is
swrreal in its artificiality. The world of the Minister is in fact as swreal as that

projected by the Doctor. One can no longer be sure if anything is 'real' by virtue of
their existence. They have to be tested and tried, 'against the entire history of the
world' {DH 24). If surrealism describes 'the human ability to create the unnatural'

{SL 510), then the Minister's world might indeed be seen as such a product. As
mentioned above, Carter was increasingly of the belief that what is 'real' or 'natural'
to us is a product of a particular culture and history. The Minister's means of

ascertaining a thing's reality status, though as an extreme example, certainly supports

this.

The epigraph to Doctor Hoffman contains a quotation from Wittgenstein's

Philosophical Imaginations: '(Remember that we sometimes demand definitions for
the sake not of the content, but of their form. Our requirement is an architectural one:
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the definition is a kind of ornamental coping that supports nothing.)' These might
have been the words Bataille used in Critical Dictionary, when he wrote that a

dictionary begins when it gives the function of words, not their meaning, and that

language is a mere 'mathematical frock-coat' into which we invest meaning. For
Bataille, language is tied to work. It is what enables us to grasp the world in a way

that is understandable to us. It allows us to arrange the world in a pattern that can be

commonly comprehended. It enables communication, though it is a servile kind of
communication. It is a kind of communication that preserves the homogeneity of

society. Form aids the assimilation of experiences into a recognisable pattern. What
is initially alien, outside of form or order, is made to con-form, and inform. Form
therefore serves order. Bataille opposes the notion of form with that of'formless', or

the informe-, the formless is not a rejection of form, but an operation that displaces
form, and its relationship with content. As an operation that serves to declassify, it
undoes work and order.

In his study of Bataille, Against Architecture, Hollier takes architecture as a

starting point for Bataille's notion of the informe. According to Hollier's research, the

very first work Bataille published was Notre-dame de Rheims, written before the
1920s. Based on this architectural beginning, Hollier constructs a study of Bataille
and his development of the informe. What is relevant to my argument here is that
Bataille's first architectural consideration is that of a cathedral. Bataille's essay

describes the magnificence and splendour of the cathedral, and its symbolic value
within the community as its nucleus: 'itself is Notre-Dame, the real mother of God',
writes Hollier (Hollier 1998: 20). Bataille then recalls its destruction during the First
World War. His recollections are retrospective. He is writing 4 years after the
destruction of the cathedral, upon returning to Rheims: 'Only today, mutilated, she
rises in desolation' (Hollier 1998: 16). The symbolic value of the cathedral and its
destruction as recollected by Desiderio is extremely reminiscent of Bataille's
recollection. I would not go so far as to claim that Carter might have done this

deliberately, though I do see the similarities as being sufficient enough to explore this

episode in Doctor Hoffman in relation to Bataille's thoughts on architecture, and the

informe. Before being blown up by the Doctor, the cathedral served as the city's
national monument. The Minister compares the city to the cathedral:

It was an illusion of the sublime and yet its symmetry expressed the

symmetry of the society which had produced it. The city and, by
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extension, the state, is an artifice of a similar kind...A societal

structure is the greatest of all the works of art a man can make. Like
the greatest art, it is perfectly symmetric. It has the architectonic
structure of music, a symmetry imposed upon it in order to resolve a

play of tensions which would disrupt order but without which order is
lifeless. (DH 35)

Although the Minister does admit that order and disorder have to exist side by

side, the falsity his idea of reality conveys is clearly seen in the way he describes the

harmony of society as 'the greatest work of art a man can make' and compares it to

the artifice of the cathedral. Echoing Bataille, the Minister sees architectural order
as an extension of the evolution of man, empty except for the function both serve:

'Man would seem to represent merely an intermediary stage within the morphological

development between monkey and building' (Bataille 1995: 35), and the attack on

architectural forms would necessarily constitute an attack on man. It is quite clear the
Minister feels this way about his cathedral. Where Bataille decries such a

development of humanity, the Minister sees this as humanity at its highest point of
evolution. The war for the city, and control for the city, is control for man and as an

extension, human consciousness. The architectural analogy is also seen in the
Minister's theory of 'names and functions':

Each man was secure in possession of a certain name which also
ensured him a certain position in a society seen as a series of

interlinking rings which, although continually in movement, were

never subjected to change for there were never any disturbances and no

usurpation of names or ranks or roles whatsoever. (DH 24)
Each citizen attires him/herselfwith a form that designates his/her function within the

city. The citizens are the foundation of the city. The city knows exactly what it is

composed of, since it has a name for every individual that constitutes it. In such a

system, servitude is a key component to maintaining order. His idea of harmony is
one of perfect, though oppressive, stasis. The cathedral, as its nucleus, is also its
centre of authority and oppression. What begins as an image of harmony, seen in the
harmonious form of the cathedral, whose function is the centralising movement of a

community, expressing the soul of the community, now guarantees, and even imposes
an order that oppresses13. This accounts for the grave significance of blowing up of
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the cathedral in the war between the Minister and Doctor Hoffman, viewed as a direct

attack on the Minister's authority which orders the world.
The Minister's world is a contrast to the notion of society as conceived of by

Bataille the College of Sociology, who saw society as a 'compound being', which
adds and differentiates. Society as a whole is not simply the sum of its parts. The
Minister's world, however, tries to maintain the city as a simple, rather than

compound, being. The Minister's city is a merely a sum of its units, which guarantees

perfect stasis. This stasis is based 'upon inflexible law and cohesion' (Richardson
1994: 35), and a 'symmetry imposed' that characterises homogeneous society. It is
architecture which is always empty, since what it contains is to be found merely in its
form. In its stasis, such architecture exists 'for the sake not of the content, but of their

form', 'a kind of ornamental coping that supports nothing', to quote Wittgenstein
from the epigraph. It is not 'formless', but empty 'form', signifying only itself. The
Minister's world is an idealised and surreal one, to the extent of Apollinaire's
definition of the 'surreal' as the ability to create the unnatural. The Minister's world
is created artificially, with building blocks that add up to erect a whole picture of

geometrical perfection which serves to impose order. Ironically, it is no different
from the artificiality of the Doctor's world against which it wages its war.

9.5 The Equally Homogeneous World of Doctor Hoffman

Having raised the issue of the artificiality of reality as conceived of by the

Minister, we see that the Doctor's world falls more obviously into the realm of the
surreal. Despite this, his world is actually still largely controlled by the 'vulgar
rationalism' and 'chop logic'14 that had repelled the surrealists. His world is still

subject to the world of work. The Minister describes the Doctor as having invented a

'virus which causes a cancer of the mind, so that the cells of the imagination run

wild.' (DH 22) Insofar as he creates the unnatural, the Doctor succeeds. At the

meeting between the Doctor's Ambassador and the Minister, the Ambassador accuses

the Minister of 'murder[ing] the imagination in the womb,' and the Minister replies:

'Somebody must impose restraint. If I am an abortionist, your master is a forger. He
has passed off upon us an entire currency of counterfeit phenomena.' (DH 37) What
is notable in these exchanges is the vocational imagery employed to refer to the
Minister and the Doctor, which suggests two things: first, that the Doctor's world is
still part of the world of work and function; second, linked to work and function, the
Doctor's world is thus subject to language, form and order.
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This was the particular paradox faced by surrealism, as Bataille pointed out,

saying polemically that 'Surrealism is mutism-, if it spoke it would cease to be what it
wanted to be, but if it failed to speak it could only lend itself to minsunderstanding; it
was even the impossibility of responding to the first demand that it succeeded: in

forming an impersonal authority'15 (Bataille 1994: 56). The Doctor's revolution was

doomed to failure right from the start because of its inherent paradoxical nature. This

paradox aside, the Doctor's world is artificially created anyway, even if the surrealist

effect is real, seen in desires made flesh. Desiderio observes after he kills the Doctor
that:

If the Doctor had been a real magician, the underground

laboratory, the castle, the whole edifice of stone and stained glass and
cloud and mist should have vanished. There should have been a crash

of thunder and a strong wind would have blown away the levers and
the machinery and the books and the alembics and the pickled
mandrakes and the alligator skeletons; and I should have found myself
alone on the mountainside, under a waning moon, with only the rags of
dream in my hands. But no. (DH2\1)

Desiderio is disappointed with the Doctor when he finally confronts him. This has

primarily to do with the fact that the Doctor is no magician at all. The Doctor's world
which is supposed to transcend reality, in its swrreality, is artificially created, derived
from the same technology as the Minister's world. The Doctor's project to take over

the world of reason with that of pure passion and desire is done through 'reality

modifying machines', composed of 'transmitters', 'distilling plants' and 'formulated
on the model of objective chance, taking "objective chance" as the definition of the
sum total of all the coincidences which control an individual destiny' (DH 210). The
Doctor is a physicist, not a magician. Like the Minister's reality, the Doctor's magic
comes from his manipulation of rational science.

Towards the end of the narrative, Albertina says, rather ironically, in relation
to the Count: 'Desire can never be coerced...and so he willed his own desires' (DH

168). This is exactly what her father engages in. His machines are powered by 'eroto-

energy' coming from caged couples constantly having sex. Its source is passion, but
one that is nonetheless caged. The couples make love in 'mesh cubicles' and receive
a 'constant refreshment from visual and audial stimuli' (DH 214). Whatever his
claims, it is still only a simulation, an artificially created eroto-energy: 'He penned
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desire in a cage and said: 'Look! I have liberated desire! He was a hypocrite' (DH

208). The hypocrisy Desiderio accuses Hoffman of parallels the hypocrisy Bataille
accuses Breton of. Desiderio comes to realise that there is no liberty lying ahead in
the Doctor's project, for he finds the Doctor to be a totalitarian, and cannot see how
'he could have got that notion of liberation inside his skull. I was sure he only wanted

power' (DH 209). The Doctor's attempts to actualise desire, to give them a sense of

authenticity in reality, fails. His failure expresses Carter's belief that 'no experience
comes unmediated, and no pleasure is pure' (Sage 1994: 35).

Both the Minister and the Doctor are engaged in acts of appropriation and

categorisation in their visions of what the world should be like. Neither of them is
authentic or natural, seen in the way the Minister insists on imposing harmony in

society, and the coerced passion that characterises the Doctor's world. Both worlds

collapse into each other. Carter's position in all of this is expressed in her doubt that
there can be authenticity or what might be termed the 'natural' in relation to reality.
The closest one gets to any sense of authentic reality is through history, facts revealed

through representation, a work of the human mind, which in itself cannot lay claim to

objectivity. Reality is thus always subject to work and order.

Recalling the surrealist paradox pointed out by Bataille, the imagination is

equally subject to representation and therefore work and order. In that case, the
Minister's and the Doctor's worlds are, in spite of their differences, ultimately the
same. The war between the Minster and the Doctor, as I have said above, is

analogous to the war between our own inner reality and outer realities. It is the
manifestation of the private war in human consciousness. Inner reality (imagination,

passion) is dependent upon outer reality (language, order, structure) for its realisation.

Breton, in his first manifesto, had expressed a belief in a 'future resolution of these
two states, dream and reality, which are seemingly so contradictory, into a kind of
absolute reality, a surreality' (Breton 1972: 14). Bearing this in mind, the notion of
'desire made flesh' is the union between inner and outer reality; but this union is a

servile one, and it is one which cannot escape servility. Both exist in unity, and yet

repel each other at the same time. In this 'reality war', as Desiderio calls it,

subjectivity is placed in a position of constant conflict with itself. Carter explores
this in the character of Desiderio. It wouldn't be far-fetched to say that Desierio's
conflicts reflect her subjectivity as a writer within her particular cultural climate. I
have looked at how critics have found it impossible to 'place' Carter's work. I have
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also looked at the varying degrees of responses to her work. There is also always a

pervasive mood that hangs over her work: a kind of anguish, poignancy, resignation,
and sadness, which is given a voice in the character of Desiderio, who is trapped
between the two worlds projected by the Minister and the Doctor.

Desiderio tells the reader that he is made a hero because he acted for the

common good when he killed the Doctor and Albertina. His decision was based on a

utilitarian universal good. But even this is called into question by the reader, and by
Desiderio himself. In fact, judging by the tone of the narrative, he is not even sure if
he deserved to be made a hero:

Old Desiderio asks young Desiderio: 'And when he offered you

a night of perfect ecstasy in exchange for a lifetime's contentment,

how could you possibly choose the latter?'
And young Desiderio answers: 'I am too young to know

regret.'
But it was not as simple as that, of course. It is not even as

though I have been contented. Yet others have certainly been
contented. Nothing excessive, mind - always only a gentle
contentment. Yet, because of what I did, everybody is relatively
contented because they do not know how to name their desires so the
desires do not exist, in accordance with the Minister's theory. So I

suppose that, all in all, I acted for the common good. That is why they
made a hero of me, although I did not know at the time I acted for the
common good. Perhaps I acted only on impulse. Perhaps he did not

offer me a high enough price; after all, he only offered me my heart's
desire.

Besides, he was a hypocrite. (DH 207)
There is no personal happiness for Desiderio in the choice he has made, but only what

might be vaguely termed contentment. This conflict formed the central concern of
Bataille's thought - the incommensurability between personal desires and the
common good, and the anguish resulting from not being able to choose either one or

the other. Inner reality and external reality exist as one in a being the moment it
enters the world, and simultaneously repel each other. Acting for the common good
entails taking on a form that regulates one in a particular role. Serving a function in

society, one is reduced to being merely one of the building blocks of a society's
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architecture. The harmony between individual blocks is maintained by social codes
derived from communication, compromise and agreement. Such is the
communication forwarded by Habermas in his theory of communicative action.

Such communication is servile in a homogenised society of working subjects,
who are defined only by their functional role in society. Subjectivity becomes
alienated and discontinuous in its self-encapsulation. Unlike the Minister's world, in
Bataille's model of society as compound being, addition and differentiation takes into
account the heterogeneous elements that cannot be assimilated into the homogeneity
of society. For communication to be non-servile, it must be premised upon a tear, or a

rift in discontinuous self-possession. This is the essence of eroticism. The realisation
of personal desire, as opposed to doing what is for the common good, necessitates the

breaking free of form, or self-formation. As said before, eroticism entails the

'breaking down of established patterns, the patterns, I repeat, of the regulated social
order basic to our discontinuous mode of existence as defined and separate

individuals' (Bataille 1986: 18). The paradox is that we have only one body to

perform in, for our flesh comes to us out of history. Flesh and form are inseparable.
The flesh exemplifies our personal desire, and form exemplifies the functional roles
we perform, that is, the desires of the community. Just as the flesh and form/history
cannot be separated, so inner and outer realities cannot be separated. Bataille had
also articulated that eroticism is 'assenting to life up to the point of death' (Bataille
1986: 11), and before I had drawn attention to how this is merely a shadow of death,
and not death itself. This is because of the impossibility of ever submitting

completely to death, and to continuity. All we ever experience is a fleeting moment

of death, before being flung back into our discontinuous existences. The eroticism of
Doctor Hoffman revealed to Desiderio at the end of the novel illustrates the

impossibility of ever shaking off 'the regulated social order basic to our discontinuous
mode of existence'. I would like to suggest that this coerced act of eroticism is an

early exploration of the view that Carter would later explicitly express in The Sadeian
Woman: 'we may believe that we fuck stripped of social artifice; in bed, we even feel
we touch the bedrock of human nature itself. But we are deceived. Flesh is not an

irreducible human universal' (SW 9). Where this deception is clearly depicted as a

deception in Doctor Hoffman, by the time she wrote The Sadeian Woman, Carter was

more convinced than ever that we had assimilated this deception as part of our social
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reality. Recall Bataille: 'the absence of myth is also a myth: the coldest, the purest,

the only true myth' (Bataille 1994: 48).
Doctor Hoffman is an exploration of possible worlds - that of the Doctor, the

surrealist, subjective one, and that of the Minister, the realist, objective one. Like the
human individual who cannot choose between inner or outer reality, neither can

Desiderio choose either the Doctor's or the Minister's world. The war is his personal

war, since the fate of his city depends on the choice between his inner desire, and duty
to the common good. Desiderio's anguish when he looks back at his actions stems

from the realisation that he never had a choice, and his actions never did destroy the
world of the Doctor although he physically killed the Doctor and Albertina. His
actions merely silenced the world of the Doctor, allowing its assimilation into an

ordered and homogenised way of life. Passion is silenced, not killed. He might have

compromised his personal happiness for the good of the collective, but his choice may

not have been a calculated one, since he himself claims that he is not sure if he killed
the Doctor and Albertina for utilitarian reasons in the first place. Perhaps he killed for
another reason, which may be tied to the fact that Hoffman made him an offer of his
heart's desire. It was not enough precisely because it was offered or given, as a

calculated offer, one that reduced his desire for Albertina to a means to an end. He is

given the choice to accept the offer or to refuse it. Bataille had said that 'pleasure has
no end product, is thought of as an end in itself (Bataille 1986: 168). Carter had also

expressed the view that the experience of desire is 'an abandonment to vertigo' (SL

512). The Doctor's offer is not an experience of desire or pleasure. It is an

experience that cages instead of liberates his heart's desire, metaphorically, and

literally too, seen in the consummation of love that is to take place in pens, to provide
more eroto-energy for the running of the Doctor's machines. The desire that Doctor
Hoffman offers is a slavish and servile one. Desiderio kills them both because he

would not allow his desire to be imprisoned. Ironically, in killing them, desire
returns to its place of silence, which is its proper place. Like surrealism, which is
mutism, so is desire, since once it is named, it is servile. Placed within a society
which has silenced it, desire is allowed to emerge only as instances, movements, like a

force or shock.

9.6 To Name Deisre

After the death of the Doctor, the only way Desiderio has left to name his
desires, is through language. To name is to utilise language. Desiderio achieves this
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by writing his stoiy. Doctor Hoffman is a fictional text, but it is the closest Desiderio
will ever come to making his desires flesh again. As previously mentioned, literature,
for Bataille, has a sovereign value. The sovereign, for Bataille, is the 'voyage to the
end of the possible of man' which 'supposes the negation of authorities, the existing
values which limit the possible' (Bataille 1988:7). Noys explains Bataille's idea of
the sovereign as 'the tension between a free existence and the social hierarchy' and
'the tension between a disordered experience and an ordered concept' (Noys

2000:60). The sovereign exists not as a concept per se, but as tension. Literature has
a duty to extend beyond the limitations that bind humans to society. Being in the
realm of the informe or the 'sacred', literature achieves this. If literature is to liberate,
it has to embrace the paradox that while it aims to communicate experience, it already

imprisons experience. As Bataille expressed in Inner Experience, true

communication is 'silence'. Language is a system based on an orderly network of

understanding, and therefore serves work, which cannot be said to liberate. The
communication which language facilitates is therefore servile. As related above,
Bataille had expressed the belief that we cannot be truly liberated unless we know and
embrace what it is that limits our possibility for liberation. For literature to

communicate it should 'respond to a need to open the wound even more, to look
horror full in the face and recognise one's identity within the realm of transgression'

(Richardson 1994: 64). Literature must embrace its limitations, that is, of language,
which is the form literature takes. Embracing its form, literature must transgress it,

through an operation that displaces both its form and content. This operation is the

informe. The sovereign value of literature is to be found in this operation that can

only be described either as tension or shock.

Reading Doctor Hoffman with Bataille's thesis in mind certainly adds to the
view that Doctor Hoffman is 'radical deconstruction of the status quo' (Gamble 1997:

109). As I have tried to show, this is not because it simply resolves itself in the favour
of reason, but because it shows the impossibility of any resolution. This is due to the

impossibility of shaking off 'regulated social patterns', a belief both Bataille and
Carter shared. A parallel might be drawn between Bataille's thesis and Doctor

Hoffman. Just as the Doctor's simulation of actualised desires undermines the notion
of an authentic experience of desire, or the Minister's empirical idea of reality is seen

to be equally artificial, so is the act of writing only a simulation of experiences.

Recalling Burger's comment, experience is always immediately lost, as soon as it is
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realised. This view is nowhere more applicable than in the writing of literature, as I
have demonstrated in chapter four of this thesis. To relate or communicate

experience, is to subject experience to language. The impossibility of communicating
'authentic' experience was what concerned Carter, who increasingly believed what
was 'natural' or 'real' is a creation of our cultural history. Doctor Hoffman explores
the limitations of language to communicate, yet realising that it is the only way of

doing so. Desiderio's written text is desire made flesh, but caged. The gap between
authentic experience and mere representation is filled with 'a complexity so rich it can

hardly be expressed in language' (DH11).

Having shown that to name is to engage in language, and that language itself,

though being the only means of expressing desire, can never bridge the gap between
what is authentic or real and mere representation, it is clear to see how the Doctor's
work to actualise desire, or to enable the naming of desire, could never have been true

to the experience of desire. If actualising desires means naming them, then the result
of this actualisation would always only be a representation, or a parody, of the desire
it had meant to actualise. Furthermore, to name desire is to contain it within the

system of language, when the experience of desire, as Carter believed, embraces

breaking out of such a system. As Carter expressed in her essay on surrealism, it is an

abandonment to vertigo. In the end, Desiderio realises that the Doctor's project to

name desire would undermine desire in the very first place. Allowing the naming of

desire, like the act of writing, would erase the experience in its very naming. This
would essentially mean the erasure of desire completely. In the introduction to his

narrative, Desiderio informs us: 'I myself had only one desire. And that was, for

everything to stop' (DH 11). This desire, for everything to stop, is actualised in the
act of naming through writing. In giving birth to his experience through writing, he
murders his experience at the same time. His act of writing enables him to actualise
his one desire - for everything to stop, 'everything' here encompassing the very

experience he conveys to the reader in his narrative. Ironically, Desiderio adopts the

very actions of the dead Doctor (in naming his desire through writing) in order to

communicate his experiences. He thus murders them in the very act of actualising
them: 'What a fat book to coffin young Desiderio' (DH 221). Doctor Hoffman ends
with Desiderio's sole feeling of 'that insatiable regret with which we acknowledge
that the impossible is, per se, impossible' (DH 221). However, through the very act

of writing his experience, he succeeds in attaining the impossible. His writing attains
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a sovereign value, since it murders itself in its unfolding, and as already noted, is
ended before it begins.
9.7 A Parody of Sovereignty - The Sadeian Figure

Having stated that Desiderio is trapped between two worlds, I would now like
to examine a character that chooses to obey only his inner reality. Being about

surrealism, Doctor Hoffman is also a critique of the moral asepsis Breton stated is a

condition for surrealism. In 'The Alchemy of the Word', Carter cites the incident that

inspired Breton's claim that the simplest surrealist act consists of running down the
street with a revolver in hand, shooting randomly into the crowd. According to

Carter's account, at the premiere of Apollinaire's Les Mamelles de Tiresias (the play
which first introduced the term 'surrealism') in 1917, Breton had observed a young

acquaintance wave a revolver at the crowd, threatening to fire. 10 years later, in his
second manifesto, Breton was to refer to this act as quintessentially surrealist. This is
the world ofunleashed passions. The world of unleashed passions, however, becomes
a world of unleashed violence: 'Statistics for burglary, arson, robbery with violence
and rape rose to astronomical heights and it was not safe, either physically or

metaphysically, to leave one's room at night although one was not particularly safe if
one stayed at home either' (DH 21).

Again, I would like to draw on Bataille's objections to Breton's moral asepsis
to inform my reading of Doctor Hoffman. In Doctor Hoffman, Carter raises the issue
of moral irresponsibility in such a world, illustrated in the figure of the Count. Since
the enemy was in the minds of the city's inhabitants, moral responsibility becomes the

responsibility of each individual. Morality places a limit on one's practice of

sovereignty and individual liberty. If sovereignty is the experience limits, anyone

who wishes to experience true liberty must therefore first embrace morality. This is
the basis for Bataille's, and in a sense also Carter's (as seen in The Sadeian Woman),
claim that Sadeian sovereignty is artificial, since it rejects morality altogether. In
Doctor Hoffman, this is nowhere more clearly seen than in the character of the Count
whom Desiderio comes into contact with towards the end of his journey.

Carter had picked up a translation of de Sade at a secondhand bookshop

during her stay in Japan. The Count is modelled perhaps not strictly on de Sade
himself, but certainly on the Sadeian figure. Even the Count's companion, Lafleur
(who is also Albertina), shares a name similar to that of de Sade's own accomplice
Latour. The world the Count represents is one in which morality does not exist, and
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personal pleasure is one's only priority in being. After the landslide that kills the
entire circus troupe and the peep-show proprietor and his set of samples, Desiderio
comes across the 'Erotic Traveller'. He is a Count who describes himself as having
'devoted my life to the humiliation and exaltation of the flesh. I am an artist; my

material is the flesh; my medium is destruction; and my inspiration is nature' (DH

126). He is the Sadeian figure: 'I am entirely alone. I and my shadow fill the
universe' (DH 148). As with Juliette, the Count's thinking is 'doubtless artificial',
because it 'fails to take into account the actual make-up of every real man,

inconceivable if shorn of the links made by others with him and by him with others'

(Bataille 1986:168). Juliette and the Count are figures that engage in an excess that
stands completely outside order.

According to Bataille, order is bound to work, whereas pleasure serves only to

disrupt work. When we work we aim to consume as little energy as possible to ge(

the most useful results, working at optimum efficiency. With regards to pleasure, we

aim to consume as much as possible, and since the end lies in the pleasure of the act

of consumption itself, the end product can hardly be said to have been useful outside
of its means. This is particularly true with eroticism, which Bataille distinguishes
from simple sexual activity: 'Eroticism, unlike simple sexual activity, is a

psychological quest independent of the natural goal: reproduction and the desire for
children' (Bataille 1986: 11). Two things to note: first, it is independent of goals;

second, it is a psychological quest, the significance of which will be addressed in a

moment. Eroticism is in opposition to thrift, upon which work thrives. It is a form of

extravagant expenditure:
We recklessly draw on our strength and sometimes in the violence of

passion we squander considerable resources to no real purpose.

Pleasure is so close to ruinous waste that we refer to the moment of

climax as a Tittle death'. Consequently anything that suggests erotic
excess always implies disorder. (Bataille 1986: 170)
Pleasure is therefore an end-product in itself, but it is also the means to its end.

The experience of pleasure lies in the performance itself. There is no useful result in

pleasurable indulgence. Juliette and the Count further this notion by insisting that the
more criminal the activity, the more pleasurable it is. Crime is that which serves to

make disorder of order. The more disorder is implied in the act, the more ruinous the
waste, and therefore the more extravagant the expenditure. The more abhorrent the
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crime, the greater the pleasure. Hence the most abhorrent crime, murder, is also that
which reaps the most pleasure. A person who admits the right to life of others is
limited in the extent of the pleasure he may reap from his extravagance. This person

is denied full realisation of his/her desires. It follows therefore that in order for

desires to be fully realised, the right to life of others have to be foregone. This is the

principle upon which the lives of Juliette and the Count are based, but is not the

principle of 'real man' (to use Bataille's term).
Seen in this light, the laws of society that serve to deter crime and protect our

rights, also serve to regulate our experience of pleasure. But because we are

essentially social beings, we are bound by these laws that limit the full realisation of
our pleasure. This is a stark reminder that ultimately, our flesh comes to us out of

history. This is the situation of the 'real man', who is tied to moral responsibility. The
closest one can get to experiencing pleasure while still remaining within the moral
realm that recognises the rights of others is in the Tittle death' experienced during
erotic sexual activity. The Tittle death' is also the point of recognition and

transgression of the limitations to our freedom. Bataille had described eroticism as

assenting of life up to the point of death, and also as an activity that enables continuity

through a disruption of discontinuity and self-possession. This is achieved through a

violent wrenching out of the limitations of our beings. In this sense, eroticism
embraces the limitations of being, ifonly so it can transgress them.

As discussed previously, the problem with the Sadeian form of eroticism,
which Bataille describes as a ruinous form of eroticism, is that it recognises no

limitations to being whatsoever. In his/her solitude, the Sadeain figure sees

him/herself as always already autonomous, since he/she lives outside the laws of

humanity. There is therefore no transgression in the Sadiean form of eroticism, unlike
that of 'real man'. The 'real man' feels anguish, caused by the conflict between his
inner desire and his outer responsibility as a social being to respect the right to life of
others. The Sadeian figure feels no such anguish, and is therefore, according to

Bataille, 'doubtless artificial'. The Sadiean figure's brand of eroticism is a parodic
one; one might even go so far as to claim that his existence is a parodic one, seen in
his complete solitude and disengagement with humanity.

Having established this, one observes that the Count is not the complete
Sadeian sovereign man. He is merely a parody of the Sadeian figure. The realisations
of his passions are not independent of the world around him. The pleasure he gets
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from his excess is not an end in itself. When Desiderio meets the Count, he begins to

wonder what his role will be as his companion: 'Was I his observer, whose eyes, as

they watched him, verified his actions? Did his narcissism demand a constant

witness? Or had he other plans for me - would I, perhaps, figure among his
amusements?' (DH 127) Later, the Count offers Desiderio the post as his secretary

and outfits him with 'elegant and sober' clothing. His job would entail 'admiring him
all the time' (DH 141). Albertina tells us later on, that 'the real world fell so far short
of his desires. But he did what he could to bring it up to his own level, even ifhis will
exceeded his self-knowledge' (DH 167). The Count's sovereignty can only be
sustained by the existence of Lafleur or Desiderio, and his twin, from whom he is

fleeing, but is eventually forced to confront. Albertina describes the Count as

the most metaphysical of libertines. Ifhe had passions, they were lucid
and intellectual as those ofa geometrician. He approached the flesh in
the manner of one about to give proof of a theorem and, however

exiguous those passions seemed to him, they were never

unpremeditated. He acted the tyrant to his passions. However
convulsive the grand guignol in his bed, he had always planned it well
beforehand and rehearsed it so often in his brain that his performance

perfectly simulated an improvisation. His desire became authentic
because it was so absolutely synthetic. (DH 168)
At first glance one could certainly argue that this is indeed the world of de

Sade's libertines, in all its theatricality and artificiality. The performances consist of

carefully combining ideas into a complex whole, from the choice of clothing to flesh
to bed. These are synthetically put together to form an act, an act so familiar in the
mind that it becomes mere improvisation. I explored this mechanistic and

encyclopaedic aspect of de Sade's world in my chapter on The Sadeain Woman. The
difference between the two is that whereas de Sade's libertines reap pleasure from the
theatrics and performances they enact, the Count sees these as a merely a means to an

end. De Sade's figures are subject to their passions; the Count is a 'tyrant to his

passions'. He is only a parody of the Sadeian figure because he is the most

metaphysical of libertines. His expenditure is calculated. Work has gone into its

preparation and rehearsals. His acts may perform extravagant expenditure, but they
are essentially merely acts, that are not ends in themselves. By acting the 'tyrant to

his passions', he assumes control over them.
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9.8 Scission, not Dialectics

I have mentioned above that the Count's sovereignty is dependent upon the

recognition provided by Desiderio and Lafleur. This is made more evident in the
meeting with his twin. Like 'Wolf-Alice', rather than there being a synthesis, there is
instead a scission. I said that the end of 'Wolf-Alice' illustrates synthesis of being

through action, and not through any notion of a 'self. The same is seen here in the
Count's encounter with his twin. This struggle incidentally mirrors the struggle
between Albertina and Desiderio at the end of the novel. If Albertina is, as Jordan

says, Desiderio's female alter-ego, then might not the struggle between them be read
as a struggle between the 'self and its other? Albertina is, after all, Desiderio's desire
made flesh. His struggle with her is his struggle with his inner self, his own 'dark
twin'. Both struggles do not end in synthesis, but in the result of a 'third term' that
does not refer to a state of reciprocity.

The Count relates to Desiderio that he had once possessed a sovereignty that
made him invincible:

'Once, before I saw my other, I could have turned this mountain into a

volcano. I would have fired these rotten timbers round us with a single
sneeze and risen from the pyre, a phoenix.. .1, who was all movement.

My I is weaker than its shadow used to be. I is my shadow. I am

gripped by the convulsive panic of a mapless traveller in a virgin void.
Now I must explore the other side of my moon, my dark region of
enslavement.. .1 was the master of fire and now I am the slave of earth.

Where is my old, invincible I! He stole it. He snatched it from the peg

where I hung it beside the mulatto's mattress. Now I am sure only of

my slavery.. .1 do not know how to be a slave. Now I am an enigma to

myself. I have become discontinuous.' (DH 146-7)
Lafluer says, after the Count announces his sense of discontinuity and alienation from
his shadow, that 'Master and slave exist in the necessary tension of a twinned

actuality, which is transmuted only by the process of becoming' {DH 147). The
Count, before meeting his other, is the individual consciousness, powerful in his

sovereignty and independence. Ironically though, his dependence on the

acknowledgements of Desiderio and Lafleur show otherwise. Totality of being
consists of being both master and slave. This dependence is seen in the
externalisation of one's self onto others, acknowledging in others' servility one's
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existence as master, though this is a fact the Count does not acknowledge. This

changes in his meeting with his twin. In this meeting, the relationship is inverted - he
is now the slave to his twin, and the latter, the master. He desires his death ordered by
his twin, because, it is only then that he attains the truth of his independent self-
consciousness:

'You are my only destination,' replied the Count. 'You altered

my compass so that it would point only to you, my hypocritical
shadow, my double, my brother.'

Then I saw this dreadful chieftan was indeed the black pimp
who was now about to avenge his lover's murder, for such was the
Count's desire that he should be and do so. (DH 159)

His dark twin tells him: 'It seemed I might be able to crown my own atrocities by

making my brother in atrocity my victim. That I might, as it were, immolate myself;
to see how I should bear it' {DH 162). The Count, now the victim of sacrifice, stakes
his own life so that he may once again gain the sovereignty that he all the time

thought he had, but really had not. One is trapped in a paradox: it is in one's death
that self-consciousness is paradoxically realised. As Bois says:

One must not confuse dialectics with scission (the division of

everything in two, each having its high and its low part). The

respective engines of the two operations might run on the same fuel -
to wit, negativity - but the dialectic is geared toward a final

reconciliation, toward the concord of absolute knowledge, while

scission, on the contrary, always tries, by means of a low blow that
attacks reason itself, to make the assimilation of the two opposites

impossible. (Bois and Kraussl997: 67)
The thread running through Doctor Hoffman is in fact scission, and not dialectics. As

pointed out before, there is no final reconciliation. There is in fact an underlining
force that prevents any reconciliation, seen in the way there is no triumph in
Desiderio's choice, nor any triumph for the reader; both due to the fact that the end is
beset by the beginning of the novel, what Punter had likened to 'premature

ejaculation'.
The encounter between the Count and his twin may be read as a critique of

dialectics. The only way out of the trappings of the Hegelian dialectic, in order to
claim true sovereignty is, paradoxically, one's own death. Since death is unknowable,
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absolute being can never be attained. Based on my above discussion regarding
eroticism as the embracing and transgression of limits, one might conclude that the
ultimate limitation to one's own experience of pleasure, is, ironically one's own

mortality. The realisation of this limit, our mortality, forms the nucleus of our being.
Our consciousness of mortality is that which drives us to 'live'. In fact, Bataille had
said that we work in order to keep death at bay. Hence, next to the right to life of

others, our own mortality is the extreme limitation to our own pleasure.

Transgressing this limitation, in death, is therefore the ultimate experience in pleasure,
and also the ultimate experience of true sovereignty. In order to exit the Hegelian
dialectic, one must therefore embrace death. The episode in Doctor Hoffman is a

precise illustration of Bataille's notion of the erotic. In addition, the claim that 'what

pornography is really about, ultimately, isn't sex but death' (Sontag 1982: 106),

applied to Story ofthe Eye, is just as applicable to Carter's narrative.
The Count's death is described as a moment of pure joy and glory: 'And,

using the very last of his strength, he rose up out of the cauldron in an upward surging

leap, as of a fully liberated man' (DH 163). When he is being boiled alive, he feels

pain, and exclaims to Lafleur that he has finally able to name is desire, that is, the pain
which he has inflicted on others. His entire life has been devoted to an infliction of

pain on others. He is now fully liberated because he has experienced the other side of
the relationship that had characterised his desire. He experiences the 'becoming
other' that for Bataille was a necessary condition for communication. He is in a

position of pain which is his twin's desire and therefore his own desire as well.
Bataille wrote that 'Man achieves his inner experience at the instant when bursting
out of the chrysalis he feels that he is tearing himself, not tearing something outside
that resists him. He goes beyond the objective awareness bounded by the walls of the

chrysalis and this process, too, is linked with the turning topsy-turvy of his original
mode of being' (Bataille 1986:39). Thus, by being on the receiving end of pain, by

having his original mode of being turned topsy-turvy, the Count now experiences the
other side of being a victim.

However, this experience is merely a parody. This false sense of liberation is
further emphasised by his final exclamation that he is now able to 'name' his desire,
which culminates in penning desire. It is only in his death, where his being expires
completely, that he is truly liberated. This episode is central to the novel, in its
exploration of the declassification of the relationship between predator/prey,
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master/slave, which may be translated into the declassification, and the resistance to

syntheses of inner/outer realities, passion/reason. I have quoted Day in saying that
Carter's work is a dialectical process 'producing a third term'16. The resolution in
favour of reason at the end remains within the dialectic, but the third term is produced
as an impossibility of breaking out of this dialectic, seen in the true liberation

experienced by the Count in his death. The Count's death reveals the 'third term' in
this novel that seems to be premised upon dualisms. Death is that which undoes any

kind of final resolution in dialectics, it is that which makes assimilation between
master/slave impossible. The main narrative, that is, the battle between the Minister
and the Doctor, does not deal with this third term. What Carter does is provide us

with a smaller narrative, one that exists in Nebulous Time, where desires reign freely,
in which to explore the possibility of a third term, an exit from the dialectic. From its
conclusions we see that the third term is not a viable choice. It is in fact an

impossibility. Recognising this, we return to the main narrative understanding that
that Desiderio had no choice in the end but to choose reason. His choices were

passion, reason, or to exit the dialectic altogether, in death. As Desiderio says 'the

impossible, is per se, impossible'.

9.9 '...book 4 of Gulliver's Travels as rewritten by Bataille.'

In her essay 'In Despair of the Old Adams: Angela Carter's The Infernal
Desire Machines of Dr. Hoffman', Cornel Bonca refers to the episode in which
Desedrio and Albertina encounter the Centaurs as 'book 4 of Gulliver's Travels as

rewritten by Bataille'17 (Bonca 1994: 58). The reference to Gullever's Travels is

quite obvious, and has been made by several other critics. Bonca however never

qualifies the reference to Bataille. Due to Bataille's reputation for being a literary

pornographer and philosopher of excess, I think Bonca's comparison is made in
reference to Albertina's rape by the centaurs, and the scatological references in the

episode. I would like to further explore the rape and scatological references, in
relation to the notion of attraction and repulsion, as set out in Bataille's exploration of
the heterogeneous. My aim is to reveal the heterogeneous which emerges as an affect
on the reader of this particular episode.

In her essay 'Postmodern Gothic: desire and reality in Angela Carter's

writing', Beate Neumeier traces elements of Gothicism in Doctor Hoffman, relating
them to questions of the nature of desire and reality. 'We live in Gothic times' she
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quotes Carter as saying, and the Gothic 'retains a singular moral function - that of
provoking unease'1 (Neumeier 1996: 141). Neumeier suggests that whereas early
Gothic fiction shows the materialisation of ideas, for instance Frankenstein's monster

and Dracula, Carter uses Gothicisim to reveal the process of transformation of human

beings, particularly women into symbols and ideas by the process of gender
construction. We witness in Carter's use of Gothicism the 'replacement of the

ontological by the iconographic' (Neumeier 1996: 149). More importantly, Carter
insists on the process of transformation itself, rather than on the transformation,

'creating a constant limbo between object as image, and image as object', causing
things to 'slide away from the powerful eye/I which seeks to possess them'
(Neumeier 1996: 146). I would like to address a similar process of transformation,

though not so much on a thematic level, but on a responsive level. In my study of
The Bloody Chamber, I refer to Carter's play with narrative perspectives, particularly
effective in the divisions she draws between 'us' and 'them'. I would like to draw on

those points in this discussion as well.
Desiderio and Albertina first come across the centaurs at sunset, on a hill:

'When they reached the hill, they turned their faces towards the tree and three times

uttered, in unison, a singularly piercing neigh, while each dropped a turd' (DH 172).
This ritual is performed everyday at sunset, when the centaurs give thanks to the
Sacred Stallion. The centaurs, we are told, believed their god to reveal himself in the

droppings excreted by the horse part of themselves since this manifested the purest

essence of their equine natures: 'Music was the voice of the Sacred Stallion. Shit

signified his presence among them. Their Holy Hill was a dungheap. The twice daily
movement of their bowels was at once a form of prayer and a divine communion'

{DH 175-6). What we have here is a parodic idealisation of the lowest form of
waste. Shit is being worshipped. This is an instance of the complete reversal of
values that surrealism had fallen prey to, comic in its extreme. Its comic effect is due

primarily to the 'otherness' of such a notion to our civilisation. What is completely
'other' to our sensibilities regarding excrement is to the centaurs 'as logical an idol as

a loaf of bread or a glass of wine' {DH 175), thus stressing the arbitrariness of the
relation of the chosen object of worship.

As was the ease in 'Wolf-Alice', this arbitrariness is however pointed out by
the narrator to the reader, who is human and therefore a point of reference for a

reader. This is further emphasised by the personal, conversational and confessional
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tone he adopts in addressing the reader of his memoir. Guided by Desiderio's

narrative, the reader is placed within a 'safe' dialogical zone. We generate meaning
from the text with the aid of Desidrio's guidance, who at once occupies a space within
the narrative (being its subject), but also outside the narrative (being its author). This
is a similar method of confidentiality we saw at work with La Jalousie, and The Story

of the Eye. But because Desiderio is both its subject and its author, his narrative

perspective is never a stable one. As Ganmble observes, Desiderio is in the fictional
illusion, but not of it. Being in the narrative, he is also distanced from the reader.
Desiderio acts as a mediator between the world of the centaurs and the reader. The

matter-of-fact manner of recording his observations creates a space for the reader's
discomfort, primarily because the narrator does not share the sense of 'otherness' with
the reader.

The narrator's speculative detachment in this particular observation is the
same kind of speculative detachment Carter employs in The Sadeian Woman, when
she states that the womb is just like any other organ. When stripped of its use-value
in relation to child-bearing, it is 'more useful than the appendix, less useful than the
colon but not much use to you at all if you do not wish to utilise its sole function, that
of bearing children. At the best of times, it is apt to malfunction and cause sickness,

pain and inconvenience' (SW 109). Carter's detachment serves to demythologise the

womb, overthrowing our cultural idealistic associations of the womb. Desiderio's
detachment serves a similar function, that of overthrowing accepted cultural

assumptions regarding the obscenity of shit. Such obscenity can only be assimilated

culturally in a sublimated form, through its sanitisation. The sanitisation of shit is
revealed in our repulsion of it, as a form of obscenity that needs to be hidden from

sight or disposed of with shame. Sanitisation is part of evolution and civilisation,
since it widens the gulf between what is low/base and what is high/ideal, therefore

widening the gulf between the animal and the human. We saw how The Bloody
Chamber threatens the sanitisation of the fairy tale and its function as a means of

controlling the body. A similar thing happens in Doctor Hoffman, seen for example
in the worship of shit by the centaurs.

We are told that they worship shit because they see it as the purest form of
their equine nature. Rather than aspire to be human, they aspire to be horse. Like
Swift's Houyhnhnms, they see the human form as imperfect. They aspire to be
animal, what we have come to identify as being the other base spectrum of human
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evolution, from which we have risen. Their evolution is contrary to our evolution.
Confronted with such inversion, particularly in relation to bodily functions that we

have come to associate with as part of our evolution and civilisation as human beings,
our discomfort betrays itself in laughter. This inversion is however not simple,
because the centaurs are also half human. The centaurs might not share our cultural

repulsion towards shit, but they do share a cultural repulsion towards cannibalism.
We are told that the centaurs do not eat meat and the punishment for infidelity is
'Death by Nausea', where the male is castrated and forced to eat his own penis,
uncooked. They therefore share with us the taboo regarding cannibalism and the fear
of castration. This liminality with regards to what consists of cultural norms is what

provokes an ambivalent response from the reader.
This sense of disorientation is intensified by the violence that ensues in the

rape of Albertina, which we are told the centaurs perform with neither enthusiasm nor

gratification, only as if it were their duty to do so, a ritualistic invocation of the Sacred
Stallion. What makes this episode of rape even more offensive is that while Albertina
is raped, Desiderio describes himself as being subjected to 'the subtlest of tortures -

that I was bathed in the most exquisite sensations where they most cruelly abused the
flesh of the one I loved best' (DH 180), so much so that he 'could not help but

quicken with pleasure' {DH 180). The incongruous nature of the two instances of
violation is clear, and Desiderio's feelings of being 'violated' serve to intensify the
Albertina's own violation.

While Desiderio expresses pain and remorse at the rape of his lover, there is
no real effort on the part of Carter to engage the reader's sympathy at all. The episode
is described with a detached goriness that is disturbing in itself. This is highlighted by
Albertina's later rational contemplation of the events that have taken place:

Albertina was as concerned as I with the texture of the life of

our hosts but not from any simple, childish curiosity such as mine. She
had become engrossed in the problem of the reality status of the
centaurs and the more she talked of it, the more I admired her ruthless

empiricism for she was convinced that even though every male in the

village had obtained carnal knowledge of her, the beasts were still only
emanations of her own desires, dredged up and objectively reified from
the dark abysses of the unconscious. {DH p. 186)
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The above passage is startling in two ways: first, as mentioned before, it intensifies
the unease created by the extremely unaffected response to the rape on Albertina's

part. Secondly, if the rape is an emanation of her desires, it implicates Albertina in
the complicity of her rape in the sense that 'she was asking for it'. As mentioned in
my analysis of The Sadeian Woman, this implication opens a space for feminist critics
like Dworkin and Kappeler to stage their objections. I do not at all think that Carter
condones Albertina's rape, but there is a sinister possibility being explored here,
intent on provoking the discerning reader, later fleshed out more directly and boldly in
The Sadeian Woman: the notion that a woman might be complicit with her own rape.

Rape is of course real. There is nothing discursive about it - it is the violation of a

person's rights. Desiderio, when he is raped by the Acrobats of Desire describes the
humiliation of the experience. But might not the notion of 'rights' in the first place
be an arbitrary product of culture? Carter directs us towards this notion through the

description of the complete nonchalance of the Centaurs during the act of rape; they
are mechanically devoid of all emotion.

At this point, Carter is dangerously close to falling into the infernal trap of a

postmodern relativism and subjectivism, dragging her reader down with her. She is
however anchored by her commitment to materialism, evoked in the pain, blood and

physical bodily harm Albertina is subjected to. One recalls Sage's observation

regarding the distinction between Barthes' and Carter's perceptions of Japan: whereas
Barthes' sees an empire of empty signs, Carter's Japan lets in pain, blood and the
effect of the image on the corporeal body of flesh. Although she seems to question
the part a woman plays in the violation of her body, she does not underplay the
violation itself, or erase the physical and mental torture a woman is put through.
Carter's approach is not a relativist one, but rather one that questions the assumptions
we make regarding women and their relationship to oppression.

This particular encounter with the centaurs evokes an ambivalent response

from the reader, and provokes unease on a moral level, precisely because it is at the
same time disturbingly comic (how else would one react to the worship of shit except

in uncomfortable laughter?), and at the same time disturbing and offensive. The
reader is suspended between two extreme responses, that are also chiastic. We are

able to feel attraction towards the centaurs through the similar disturbances we share
with them concerning the corporeal, for instance cannibalism and pain. But we feel
attraction also because we are able at the same time to differentiate us from them, for
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instance in our repulsion at the rape of Albertina and their worship of shit. We are

thus, by the same token, repelled that we are able to identify with them, but it is
precisely our repulsion at this identification that sets us apart from them. Hence the

process of transformation Neumeier speaks of in relation to the themes of the novel,
exist on an operational level as well, that is, on the level of interaction between reader
and text. Again, this points to my initial claim that Carter's work is often

performative, and 'formless', displacing both form and the content it designates. Any

designation is to be found in the operation of the text, that is, in its delivery.
One might conclude that Doctor Hoffman is ultimately not concerned with the

synthesis between reason and passion, but rather the inevitability of having to settle
on one. To settle on either one, whether reason or passion, is to always subject
oneself to a homogeneous existence, which ironically serves reason. When Desiderio

says that the impossible is per se impossible, he refers to the conflicts, tensions and
dissatisfaction that come with settling. Carter had said that Doctor Hoffman resolves
itself in the favour of reason. In saying so, Carter is not making a judgment regarding
the privileged status she offers reason. I suggest that like Bataille, Carter refers to the

inevitability of having to settle on reason, since reason and intelligence is all there is
for us to communicate with. As Bataille commented, there is no such thing as being
able to move beyond this state of utility, since to do so would be to surrender one to

death. All we can do is to strain towards the limits that define and confine our mortal

beings. It is precisely the impossibility of passing beyond these limits into death that
characterises the dissatisfaction and resignation expressed by Desiderio at the end of
the novel.

1
Bataille, The Impossible, p. 10.

2
Carter, The Infernal Desire Machines ofDoctor Hoffman, p. 221.

3
Burger, The Thinking ofthe Master, p. 36.

4
Sage, Angela Carter, p. 34: '[Carter] referred in a letter to the book's 'dialectic between reason and

passion, which it resolves in favour of reason (unlike my life)'.'
See Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Front Line, p. 112. Gamble sees the action of the novel

as being motivated by Desiderio's 'contradictory engagement with his desire to more from margins to
the centre'.
6See Sage, Angela Carter, p. 35: 'Dr. Hoffman is very much an intellectual's book, for all its seeming
simplicity of structure, and its obsessive, erotic, and kinetic images. Its themes would recur as
arguments in the Sade study.' See also Gamble, The Fiction ofAngela Carter, p. 70. In spite of a
handful of criticism having been published on Doctor Hoffman, Gamble points out how often this
novel seemed to be glossed over in interviews and surveys of Carter's writings. The intellectualism
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raised by Sage seemed a departure for Carter, and readers of her work. She'd expressed the view that
with the publication of Doctor Hoffman, all of a sudden her status as a writer seemed to be in question.
Carter remarks that Doctor Hoffman 'marked the beginning of my obscurity. I went from a very
promising young writer to being completely ignored in two novels'. Gamble's reference taken from
Susannah Clapp, cited from 'On Madness, Men and Fairy-Tales', The Independent on Sunday, 9 June
1991, p. 26.
7

Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline, p. 114.
8

Andrzej Gasiorek , Post-War British Fiction: Realism andAfter, London: Edward Arnold, 1995, p.
131, as cited by Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline.
9

See Hollier, Against Architecture, p. 74. Hollier draws a very clear distinction between the two: 'In
no way does it evoke a "science of love" (erotology or sexology). (Eroticism undoes the theoretical
space of the logos in which science maintained its processes. It falls under heterology, precisely, only
insofar as it marks the impossibility of erotology, the impossibility of reducing something that can
never be other than a practice to the unity of the theoretical logos).'
10

George Hay, 'Marionettes with Metaphysics', Foundation: The Review ofScience Fiction, vol. 3
(1973), p. 69-71, (p. 70), as cited by Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Frontline.
11

'[...] certainly it is premature ejaculation which occurs in terms of the narrative itself, as Desiderio
knows: both in that, within the mutual fiction of the later course of the world which Desiderio weaves
around himself and the reader, we are supposed already to know the outcome of the story through
history books, and also, more concretely, in that he gives us the conclusion of the story ahead of its
'natural' place, and himself bemoans the fact: 'but there I go again - running ahead of myself! See, I
have ruined all the suspense. I have quite spoiled by climax' (p. 268)' (Gamble 2001: 78). Originally
taken from David Punter, The Hidden Script: Writing and the Unconscious, London: Routledge, 1985,
p. 29-32, as cited by Gamble, The Fiction ofAngela Carter.
12

Gamble, Angela Carter: Writingfrom the Front Line, p. 110.
13

See Hollier, Against Architecture, p. 47. Hollier expresses such a view with regards the
transformation of architecture from the 'expressive relationship' to 'imperative relationship' as traced
by Bataille. Hollier refers to this transformation as a 'mirror trap': 'a structure identifying in advance
the object confronting it'. Architecture begins by saying what society is, but turns from symbol, to
master, imposing its order upon society, forcing society to conform to it.
14

Breton, 'What is Surrealism?', Andre Breton: What is Surrealism? Selected Writings, p. 152.
15

Bataille, 'Surrealism', The Absence ofMyth, p. 54-56. First published in Critique, no. 22 (March
1948), as cited by Richardson ed., The Absence ofMyth.
16

Day, Angela Carter: The Rational Glass, p. 161.
17

See Bonca, 'In Despair of the Old Adams: Angela Carters' The Infernal Desire Machines ofDr.
Hoffman', p. 59: 'Carter is very close to Bataille: "In essence, the domain of eroticism is the domain of
violence, ofviolation'". Bonca however never explains the specific meaning ofviolence and violation
in relation to eroticism that Bataille holds.
18

Carter, Afterword, Fireworks: Nine Profane Pieces (London: Quartet Books, 1974), p. 122.
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Conclusion

This thesis set out to address Bataille's notion that 'literature is communication'

and that 'communication requires loyalty' (Bataille 1997: ix). I began by taking on

Habermas' accusations that Bataille invokes an 'other' of reason as a springboard for

discussion, and my main aims for doing so were two-fold: first, I aimed to show that
Bataille's notions of communication, the sacred, the impossible, and heterogeneous and
the informe are not 'others' of reason, as Habermas presumes. Instead, as Derrida more

accurately notes, Bataille pulls them out of the dialectic altogether, in a 'third term' that
is totally other. This third term has a sovereign value, and cannot be reduced to any fixed
or stable state. It is characterised as an affective 'shock', as movement and flux, and is

discernible only in its performative existence. It is the movement from the known, not

into the unknown, but into unknowing. Furthermore, this sovereign 'third term', as an

exit from the dialectic, has to pass through Mastery first. In other words, it does not

reject dialectical thinking, but surpasses it. This means that it passes through knowing
into unknowing, through being in form into inform(e)ing, and through meaningful

communication, into communication in the Bataillean sense.

This was the second aim of taking Habermas as a springboard for my discussion:
to bring in Habermas' notion of communicative action, which I found to be a useful

comparison when examining Bataille's notion of communication. At the beginning of
the thesis I stressed that these two notions of communication do not exist as opposites.
As iterated above, one must pass through meaningful communication first, before being
able to communicate in Bataille's sense. This is the essence of the heterogeneous.
Otherness is still subject to dialectics; whereas heterogeneity constitutes a 'knowledge of
the nonexplainable difference' (Bataille 1999: 141). This is where I disagreed the most

with Habermas' reading of Bataille, whom he accuses of retreating into an archaic,

premodern 'other' of reason. Habermas also points out that Bataille, in pursuing the

sacred, the heterogeneous and the sovereign, however remains caught in the paradoxes of

self-referentiality, observed in the methodology Bataille adopts. Bataille, according to

Habermas, still insists on forwarding 'notions' and 'concepts'. I argued that it is

precisely in these contradictions and paradoxes that communication is at its most intense.
Habermas accuses Bataille of inconsistency only because he sees these 'notions'
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forwarded by Bataille as being 'others' of reason. For Bataille to forward them as

'notions', using rational discourse, is thus necessarily a contradiction. As said before,
this approach is mistaken because Bataille's 'notions' exist outside the dialectic that
facilitates otherness in the first place.

This raised another point in the thesis that was explored quite extensively, which
is Bataille's relationship with postmodern discourse. Habermas' PDM essentially

challenges the arrival of postmodernity, claiming we in fact still remain in an era of an

unfinished project of modernity. Habermas sees Bataille as belonging to a camp of post¬

modernists called the 'anti-humanists', and traces Foucault, Derrida and Bataille back to

Nietzsche in a progressive line of entry into postmodernism. Habermas thus comes to

Bataille from a postmodern appropriation of the latter, which is in fact a

misappropriation. While one can certainly trace the thought of Barthes, Foucault,
Derrida and Baudrillard, amongst other postmodern and post-structuralist thinkers, back
to Bataille, I argued that a reading of Bataille that begins at the end of this line, limits the
extent of his thought. There is no doubt that these postmodern and post-structuralist
thinkers have contributed much to our understanding of Bataille, but there is a need to

situate Bataille in his own intellectual climate. I stressed the importance therefore of

looking at Bataille and his relationship with surrealism. Most importantly of all, I
examined how Bataille's notions of the sacred, the informe, the sovereign, the

heterogeneous, the impossible and communication, all emerge from his dissatisfaction
with the idealism practiced by surrealism as headed by Breton. This dissatisfaction led to

the founding of several rival collaborations, the most noted of which was the College of

Sociology.

During his years with the College of Sociology, Bataille introduced his notion of

'unemployed negativity', which is the state of sovereign man. An understanding of the
state of 'unemployed negativity' is crucial to understanding the 'workings' of Bataille's
notion of communication. The state of 'unemployed negativity' is one where man has

'nothing more to do'. Having nothing more to do, means having passed through, and
thus beyond the Master-Slave dialectic, a development I traced in chapter three. I argued
that since self-consciousness, as defined by Kojeve's reading of Hegel, is linked to work,
it remains slavish. Work is therefore not the basis for freedom. There is no emancipatory
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value in the rejection of slavery. Work, as a Master-Slave relation must be rejected

altogether. Since the 'self is defined by work (a view Bataille held very strongly), the

rejection of work entails the rejection of the 'self. Bataille never entertained the

possibility of returning to a state before work. Instead, the 'self, already formed by
work, must be sacrificed. Only in such self-loss can one attain a sovereign value. In

sacrifice, what was once useful, is put to waste. This is the process of 'becoming other',
of stepping out of one's 'self, that is crucial to communication in the Bataillean sense.

Having established the 'workings' of Bataille's notion of communication, I next

addressed its relevance to literature. With this I turned back to Bataille's latter writings
on surrealism, which Richardson rightly describes as more of a dialogue, being more of a

self-assessment of Bataille's own thought, than a critique of surrealism. In these essays

on surrealism, Bataille stressed the importance of literature to communicate the totality of
human experience. To do so, it would first of all have to sacrifice the name 'literature'.
In other words, literature must engage in self-loss, which I found to be the case with
Robbe-Grillet's La Jalousie. I argued that the self-loss in La Jalousie is not confined

merely to its writing, but is necessary on the part of the reader as well. In other words, La
Jalousie forces the reader to step out of him/herself, in order to read the text. La
Jalousie achieves this in the way it plays with the notion of seeing, and knowing.
Bataille's Story of the Eye achieves a similar process of mutual loss necessary in
communication. I brought into my discussion Barthes' reading of Bataille's Story of the

Eye, which I found limiting in its purely formal approach. I stressed instead that the eye,

for Bataille, is also an eye/I. There is an 'I' attached to the seeing eye, as opposed to

Barthes' reading that insists on there being nothing behind the eye. This distinction was

central to my argument that Bataille's 'notions' cannot be seen as part of a post-

structuralist project of language. I referred to Ricoeur's characterisation of the sacred

symbol as one that is 'bound', as opposed to metaphor, which is a free invention of
discourse. In Bataille's case, the eye (which Barthes' reads as a metaphor) is bound to

the 'I'. This is why whereas Barthes discounts 'Coincidences' in his formal approach to

Story of the Eye, I stressed that 'Coincidences' is in fact crucial to the communicative

aspect of Bataille's narrative. It is in fact the to-and-fro movement between 'The Story'
and 'Coincidences', that Story ofthe Eye communicates to the reader. I also argued that
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Story ofthe Eye is fact governed by illegibility, which necessitates that the reader forsake
his usual reading practices. In other words, it demands that its readers go through a

process of 'becoming other'. However, one must still pass through the burden of reading,
before arriving at 'un-reading'. Again, we see that Bataille's 'notions' and 'concepts', do
not settle in one fixed or stable form, but exist only as operation and movement.

Bearing all these in mind, I moved on to the next section of the thesis, which

comprises a reading of several pieces of work by Angela Carter. My main impetus for

reading Carter through Bataille lay in wanting to adopt an approach that was removed
from approaches dominant in feminist criticism. I argued that the latter approaches to her
work are unsatisfactory and limiting in their scope, because they depend on being able to

classify Carter, often either as 'post-modernist', 'feminist' or otherwise. This has tended
to homogenise her work, easing its assimilation into a literary tradition. Carter's work,
on the other hand, resists any such classification. In fact, her work defies any notion of

classification, including that which might be 'feminist'. I suggested instead looking at

the performative aspects of her work, that is, how it communicate to the reader. Day had
characterised Carter's work as producing a 'third term' characterised by reciprocation.
This, according to Day, forms the crux of Carter's sexual politics, which he views as

progressive. I argued instead that the 'third term' is more akin to Bataille's. It stands
outside of reciprocation and therefore the dialectic, in being totally other. As iterated

before, this third term manifests itself only as an affect. There is no reciprocation in
Carter because reciprocation is only resigned contentment. There is only the

'impossible', a state which can only be described as the necessity of having to make a

choice in spite of knowing the dissatisfaction of choosing either. This was expressed by
Desiderio in Doctor Hoffman: 'the impossible, is per se, impossible'. The impossible is
refers to the impossibility of not choosing.

It is also my belief that reading Carter through Bataille in fact helps one more

fully appreciate Carter's 'demythologising business'. The Sadeian Woman provoked a

lot of criticism from feminists because it did not condemn de Sade openly, going so far as

to refer to him as a 'moral pornographer'. In The Bloody Chamber, Carter was accused
of remaining within the strait-jacket of the original structures of the fairy tale, therefore

perpetuating the dictum that women who are raped and abused 'want it really'. I argued
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that in placing herself in the place of the storyteller, she opens up a space for questioning

ideologies, rather than simple rejection and expulsion, only to replace an old ideology
with a new one. Carter examines dominant male ideology and patriarchy, without ever

discounting the fact that she comes from a history steeped in such ideology. She
therefore questions her own complicity with these ideologies. Bataille's own

commitment to materialism took a similar approach of continually contesting one's place
in a system, examining the limits of one's being, and the extent to which one could

transgress these limits. The essence of Carter's sexual politics lies in such a process of
contestation. I do not see her work as ever settling on either a 'feminist' cause, or an

'anti-feminist' one, as a number of feminist critics do. Bataille's notion of

communication lends itself very well in reading Carter with the hopes of redefining her

place as a feminist writer.

Although Bataille and Carter would have been at odds when it comes to the

gender politics as represented in their works, I want to conclude in saying that both were

essentially concerned with the same thing: the individual as a social being merely
inserted into an already established life-context, and how it must cope with a subjectivity
that is simultaneously autonomous, and yet finite. For Bataille, the conflicts arising in
the relation between the individual and the system to which it is subject are precisely
those which communicate a totality of human experience. For literature to communicate,
it must therefore remain loyal to this totality of human experience. This totality is

experienced not only in the writing of the literature, but in the reading of it as well. In
other words, literature itself encompasses, as it becomes, an experience of totality.
Carter's work, as I have demonstrated, participates in this totality. In doing so, she not

only questions herself as a feminist writer, in a social reality still largely dominated by
male ideology, but also forces us, as readers, to question our own complicity with these

ideologies. Both Bataille and Carter force us to challenge the limits of our being. Their
work demands that we continually push these limits to their extreme, in a sacrifice of
one's 'self, pushing towards unknowing and un-meaning. Only in such a place, where
both subject and object are fused, does communication take place. This is properly the

place of 'oneself.
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Appendix A: Photomontage of the surrealists around a painting by Margritte, 1929.

Source; Suleiman, Subversive Intent: Gender, Politics and the Avant-Garde, p. 25.
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Appendix B: Un Cadavre

Lo deuxienie njaniloste du Surrsa-
lisme n'est pas une rivilation, main

, On nc tail pan rnieux dans is genre
hypocrite, Iaux-tr4re, pelotard, seoris-
taln, et pour lout dire fflicqtcure.

Oar on sommc : on vouo.dit que I'acle
Hurr&alistc - to plux simple consists,
revolvers' suX polnge, a descondro dans
la rue et a tlror uu hasard, tar.t qu'on
peul, dans la foule.

Mais I'inspeoteun Breton s'erall sans
cou'.c dojiYarreti-s'll n'avail pas tout do
I'agont provoeatour, landis que elmcun
do sos petite xmis.se garde blon d'aoeorn-

'

plir I'scle surraaliste lo plus simplo.
Cotte Impunlti prn'uvo'.Ogaiomcrit To

mipris dans lequel un Elat, quel qu'il
salti tlont justemont Ins intollsctuols.
Prlnc.ipalomonl ce'ux qui, comma I'.las-
peetour Bretcn, monent la petite vie
cordlde dn I'lntelleotuel prufosslonnel.'

Ens rcsilr.linni touehant par exemplo
Navlllo ou lYTasson ont lo caractiro dos
cliantoflns qiiotldlcns oxereio par lea
jourr.au* vendusA la police. La nidthoda
et le ton soril. absolument lea rhfimee.
Pour lee autrss appreciations surd'an-
ciens amis; c'nors paroe que I'inspecteiir
Elroton cspftranl qu'ignoranl sa qualite
lis le'nomineraienl presidentd'un.Soviet
local dos Qrnnds Homrnc9, ellcu no
dipasscnt pas les ignominies ordinaires
dns nabituis ile c6rnmlt»«rlnt, nl les
coups do pied. cn vuclie. A celts lisure
qu-sont metlresBM de ls rue ces'deux
brduroe.:•Ialittiraturo.r.t I* police, il ne
faut s'etonner do rlcn. Aux deux ex¬

tremes, oommo. Dieu. ot Diablo, II y
a Cbifippo ot Brelon.

'

Quo Doda ait' abo'utl & pA, o'nsL une
-grandu consolation pour I'humar.ili qui
rotournoisa eoliquo.— Mais dira-l-bn,
n'aver-voun: pas time le surriallSme 7
Malo oUt' r amours dd jeunosse, amours-
onolliairos. D'allleurs une reOentc en-
quite donno aux petlts- jounos gens
S'autorisati'on d'oimnr m&me la [emmo
d'un- gondnrrTin. ■ .

Ou la lemme dfun cure. Car on penes'
bicn que "dans I'ntialro le Wc'rejolni 'e
cure : le frere SroLon qui (ait accom-

. rpoder le prolro.a la sauce luoutardo no
parle plus qu'erv chairs. II os't plain-de
mandarin curacao,- salt cc qu'on peut
tlrsr - das.-fomnies, rnuis- il impose

G. RIBEMOiVT-DESSAIGNES.

(f.f

UN CADAVRE
PSPOLGGIE

B'ftHDRE BRETON

AUTO-PROPHETIE
Cc moude dsasvlequei je-subis ce que.je subis (nV allez pas voir), cc nioadc
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ssslstait. - . . ' : .*•- .'

. ANDRg. BRFTTON, Manifest* du SurrerJuna.

MORT

D'.UN MONSIEUR

II ne faut plus que mort cet
homme fasse de la poussiere.

Andre BRETON (Un Cadavre, 1924.)

Source: Bois and Krauss, Formless: A User's Guide, p. 65.
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Appendix C: Andre Masson, Histoire de I'oeil, unsigned lithograph illustrating th^
1928 edition, Paris : Rene Bonnel. (Collection Comite Andre Masson) SPADEM,
1992.

Source : Surya, Georges Bataille : An Intellectual Biography.
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Appendix D : The Chinese torture of a Hundred Pieces. Photographs taken by
Louis Carpeaux of the torture of Fu Chou Li, 10 April 1905. (Private Collection)
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